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FOREWORD 
The Langley Aerospace Research Summer Scholars (WLRSS) Program was established by 
Dr. Samuel E. Massenberg in 1986. ?he program has increased from 20 participants in 1986 
to 114 participants in 1995. Tbe program is LaRC-unique and is administered by Hampton 
university. 
Tht program was established for the benefit of undergraduate juniors and seniors and first- 
year graduatt students who are pursuing degrees in aeronautical c n g i n e g ,  mchanical 
enginering, electrical engineaing, material science, computer science, atmospheric science, 
astrophysics, physics, and chemistry. 
Two primary clcments of the LARSS Program arc: (1) a rcsearch project to be completed by 
each participant underthe superdon of aresearcha wbo will assume the role of a mentor 
for the summer, and (2) techaical lectures by prominent en- and scientists. Additional 
laboratories. Library and computer facilities will be available for usc by the participants. 
eiemeatsofthisptogramincludetours@fLaRcwindtunaels,compu~o~facilities,and 
The LARSS Programis in- DeJ1COUr(L8C highcalibercollc~ mwlmts to bothpurSuC 
and e m  gi.duatc degrees aad to enhance their inaenst in aerospace rtseatch by exposing 
them to the professional restarch resources, people, and facilities of Langley Research 
Cenar. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The LARSS Technicrrl Rcpmts are a summary of thensearch pjcctdeveloped by the 
stdents during the summary of 1995. 
The following is a list of tbe mas where students wcrepbxd forthe lO-wcekpeaiod. 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF HUMAN REsouRcEs 
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
TbeOllicc of Extcrnd Affaiasmsnaptn absoadraage of pmgratnsdtsigned ad coinmunicatc 
management, research, writing and editing, exhibit design and fabrication, speech writing, 
and avaricty of other staffsupportforbreCenta. Th. oftice includes bre Of€ice of Public 
AflFairs (OPA) and the offioc of Public sarvices (OB). OPA saves as a comunications 
facilitator between center managanat and irews media cmd the public about research 
programs and otbcr subjects of interest. OPA issues news rckascs, etc., and publishes the 
center newspaper. OPS communicates the Langley and NASA's story through special 
events, exhibits, Center tours, community services, trade shows, speaking engagemnts, 
special publications, and public mail. 
with and monitor the extcmal cIIviroLIlIIcILt. These plogwns iklvolve public affairs, 
congressional af€airs, public sa'vices, frcxdom of infommm ( F o r ) , ~ ~ c o n f a c n c e  
xv 
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER 
INTERNAL OPERATIONS GROUP 
XVi 
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
ThcR~handTechnologyGroupcoasistsofapproximatcly8OO 
and support personnel who arc responsible for performing scientists, engineers, technmm 
basic research and technology development in a broad range of aeronautical and selected 
w b k  technology for llctosplce and non-awspacc cpst~mers. Tbe Research and 
Tacbaology Group pgram inclu.Ics  ia: Au-odynamics, Flight Dynamics 
8nd controls, Fluid hkhamcs ’ andAcoustics,Gps~campeti t iveness, Inf~t ion 
andkaKHMgnebC * Ttchnoiogy, Maeaials, and Smctms  
. .  
SpuX disciplilEs. Through anin-- applosch, the gro~producesprovclr and 
SPACE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES PROGRAM CtROUP 
TECHNOLOCY APPLICATIONS GROUP 
The Technology Appbtions Group (TAG) leads the carter’s technology transfer and 
commercialization program. This includes the early identifikation of technologies of high 
commercial potential and promoting thc cxptdient transfer of new technologies to the 
commrcial scctor focusing primtrrily on the n o n a m s p m c o d t y .  This is accomplished 
by identifying potential technology applications and creating teams of nonawspacc 
customers and LaRC techaologist to accomplish the musfex process. In addition, the TAG 
has the kad in dctennining and pmccting the govanment’s rights to pamt mwntions made 
by NASA and conuactor employees and providing CoIlPsel with respect to NASA’s rights in 
in#llcCturrl property mattem. TAG also p v i d e s  the ovcrall leadership for planning and 
implementing the Center’s Slrrell Business Innovation Rcsearcb Program (SBIR) and tbe 
SzqU Business Technology Transfir Program (STIR). Tbe Agency conceives and matures 
inmvative concepts and mcthOdofOgies applicable to its focused research programs in 
aeronautics and space. Langley seeks synergistic partnerships with industries and 
universities in these mission programs. A dynamic, cooperative teaming with national 
laboratories, industry, and Univgsities creates a win-win situation. Industry has access to 
statc-of-the-science experts, facilities, and intellectual property; universities have access to 
a:abling research topics and teams for student growth and faculty focus; and NASA benefits 
through the mission-rciatcd accomplishments, As students graduate, they have improved 
opportunity for jobs, and industry has in addition to a new prduct, a well-trained work force 
familiar with their products and initiatives. In practice, depending on the relationship of the 
work to our mission and technology thrust, industry funds a university faculty member and a 
xviii 
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A low-speed wind tunnel investigation was conducted in the Langley 12-Foot 
Tunnel on a typical commercial transport configuration to detem\ine the effect of adding 
nose strakes on dre aerodynamic characteristics of thc model. The fuselage and wings of 
the model were scaled versions of the McDonncll-Douglas DC-9 aircraft. A generic tail 
assembly was employed that was different from that of the DC-9. Three differ 1. trake 
configurations were tested at several inclination angles. One strake configuration was 
identical to that employed on the DC-9 aircraft. The model was tested through .- ange of 
angles of attack and sideslip angles. Tats were made both with and without strakes ai.i  
also with the vertical tail rtmovtd. 
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During this summer LARSS program, I worked with Mr. Gautam Shah on a research 
project involving strakes in use on transport aircraft. Strakes are small fins placed on the nose of 
an aircraft to aid in yaw stability and control(abi1ity of an airplane to turn about its vertical axis). A 
low-speed tunnel investigation was undertaken to see if strakes placed on a transport model would 
provide any appreciable stability or control improvements. Information was also wanted on 
possible interaction between the strakes and the vertical tail. 
Vertical tails and rudders of transport aircraft pose many problems for designers. Due to 
their large size, they add extra weight to an aircraft. In addition the vertical tail produces drag for 
the entire flight, therefore adding to the cost to operate the aircraft. Since transports fly at cruise 
most of the time, the rudder is inactive for a good portion of the flight time. Consequently there is 
a real desire to find a way to reduce vertical tail size without sacrificing either stability or yaw 
control. The use of nose strakes may provide a positive contribution in this area. 
Nose strakes arc cumndy employed on a number of McDonnell-Douglas commercial 
transports including their DC-9 aircraft Since a scale model of a DC-9 fuselage and wing 
configuration was available for testing, this model was chosen for the research project. The DC-9 
model tail assembly and engines were unavailable, however, a generic tail assembly was available 
and was substituted for these initial tests. Detailed drawings of the DC-9 aircraft and the strake 
configuration presently in use on the aircraft were supplied by McDonnell-Douglas so that a scale 
strake model could be constructed and mounted similarly on the wind tunnel model. The model 
with this strake served as the baseline for the present tests. Various strake sizes and inclination 
angles were employed during this investigation. 
Backnround 
Research on the use of nose strakes on fighter aircraft configurations has been conducted 
for over ten years. Currently, there are some fighter configurations which react well with strakes 
and research has shown that there is a benefit from their use. Strakes have been effective at high 
angles of attack (above 30 degrees) in providing yaw control power. Their use has k e n  
particularly appealing because conventional vertical tails and rudders lose their effectiveness from 
becoming immersed in the low energy wing wake at these high angles of attack. It is important to 
realize that strakes, while they have a tremendous effect at high angles of attack, produce almost no 
yaw control at low angles of attack. This is significant because fighter aircraft operate at wide 
ranges of angles of attack (up to 70 degrees), whi!e transport aircraft operate over a much lower 
range(0 degrees to 30 degrees). If strakes as employed on fighter aircraft were as effective at low 
angles of attack as they are at high angles, then this technology could be utilized on transports as 
well as fighters with obvious gains to operators. The fact that strakes are used on transpart aircraft 
indicates that the size, shape, placement, and effectiveness of these strakes influence the aircraft in 
a manner different than the strakes used on fighter aircraft. The use of such strakes is obviously 
beneficial since McDonnell-Douglas uses nose strakes in so many of their commercial transport 
designs. 
Test FWMY .. 
The tests were conducted in the 12-foot Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. The 12-Foot b w -  
Speed Wind Tunnel is an atmospheric pressure tunnel completely enclosed in a 60-foot diameter 
sphere. Thc test section has a 12-foot diameter octagonal-shaped cross section and a length of 15 
feet. The drive system consists of a single 15.8-foot diameter 6-blade drive fan with an adjustable 
fan speed up to a maximum of 750 RPM. Dynamic pmssure up to a maximum of 7 psf is available 
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as the test conditions. A sting system can position a model at any pitch ankle from - 10 degrees to 
90 degrees, and sideslip angles from -90 degrees to 90 degrees. Smoke generation equipment is 
available for use in the facility to pennit visual obversations of the flow field. 
Only a limited number of tests wen made during this wind tunnel entry, and data were 
obtained only for the model configured for the cruise configuration with leading and trailing edge 
flaps undeflected and the mdder and horizontal tails set to zero. Two different strake 
configurations in addition to the baseline were tested. One strake had the same span width as the 
baseline strake, but it had a 80% increase in the chord length. The other strake had the same chord 
length as the baseline strake, but a 5096 increase in the span. All strakes were constructed from 
sheet metal in the technician's shop and mounted on the made1 such that the trailing edge of all 
three strakes was at the same location on the fuselage. Rotation of a strake about its trailing edge 
varied the strake inclination angle. Inclination angles of 0 degrees, +IO dcgnes, c d  +20 degrees 
were tested. 
The model was p l d  in the 12-foot tunnel and installed on the proper force balance and 
sting as necded to ensun the model was properly placed for this test. Several stings and mounting 
brackets were tried before settling on the 2&n. sting with a 3 O d c p  offset mounting block and a 
force balance rated for 120-ibs. Once the model was mounted and the equipment was checked out 
the tunnel was started and testing began. 
The model was tested at a single dynamic pressure of 5 psf in two manners; alpha runs and 
beta runs. Alpha runs consist of placing the model at a certain beta angle, which is the angle 
between the direction of the airflow and the centerline of the aim& on a horizontal plane, and 
sweeping through a series of pitch angles. Beta runs consist of placing the model at a certain pitch 
angle and sweeping through a series of sideslip angles. 
Then the baseline strakc was added, then the larger span strake, and then the larger chord strake. 
M e r  these tests were tkmpleted, the vertical tail was I.tmovcd from the model, in order to test the 
model's characteristics without a vertical tail. We then proceeded to repcat the same sequence of 
strakes (stfakes off, baseline, larger span, and larger chord). Once these tests were completed, the 
vertical tail was nplimd and the baseline strake was pitched to +10 degnts from its original 
position. We also did this with the larger span strake. Once again the baseline strake was replaced 
and canted to +20 degrees After obtaining this data, the left baseline strake was removed leavirg 
just the right baseline strake, which was tested at +20 degrets, +IO degrees, and 0 degrees "hi: 
next test performed was to remove all the strakes and to deflect the rudder to -25 degrees. The last 
test performed was a smoke test, where smoke was blown past the model to determine the flow 
field around the model. 
The schedule of tests is as follows: first, the model was tested, as is, with no strakes. 
Since my summei session at NASA Langley is ending and this particular test is not 
completed, results from the data collected thus far are inconclusive. The test did determine that the 
strakes do have an effect, but how much and how significant is still to be determined. We have 
ascertained that the strakes do interact with the vertical tail in actually yawing the aircraft, because 
with the vertical tail removed almost no yawing capability was observed. Obviously, more tests 
will 1 1 ~ 2 4  to be performed before more specific conclusions can be drawn that may result in an 
actual change in aircraft configurations of the future. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of the project with the Aeroacoustics Branch was to create and submit a 
home page for the internet about branch information. In order to do this, one must also become 
familiar with the way that the internet operates. Learning Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), 
and the ability to m a t e  a document using this language was the find objective in order to place a 
home page on the internet (World Wide Web). A manual of instructions regarding maintenance 
of the home page, and how to keep it up to date was also necessary in order to provide branch 
members with the opportunity to make any pertinent changes. 
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Introduction 
As the world becomes more automated with every passing moment, it is the 
responsibility of NASA to keep pace with the ever-changing society as it adapts to a world of 
technology. The infomation super highway, a!zo known as the internet or World Wide Web, is 
only one of the new options available. The internet provides the user with access to international 
information, as it provides infomation from other citiss, states, countries, and even conti 1:nts. 
The internet consists of a system of li,.!.s that connect one location to another. The user is 
enabled to follow these links by "clicking" the mouse on underlined or highlighted text th5r is 
displayed on the screen. Information is displayed on the mcnitor by home pages at these various 
locations. A home page is a document that displays infomation, and is the foundation OF the 
internet. They arc mated by individuals who havc a desire or necessity to make information 
accessible to the internet wor:dwi&. 
Hypertext Markup Language, known simply as HTML, is a code used to create 
documents tc be displayed on the internet. HTML introduces a series of predefined commands 
that provide the user with the flexibility to design the appemce of the information displayed 
when accessed. This code has the capability to display different fonts and graphical images on 
the monitor. The primary advantage of HTML is its ability to link documents togetici, which is 
the major reason this code is used. 
HTML is not a difficult pmgramming language that only computer experts can master. It 
is instead, II straightforward way of communicating to the computer the desires of the user and 
how to display the information. All that is needed to write a document in HTML are a few basic 
commands. Using these commands, the user can create a very simple, yet professional-looking 
home page. For those who wodd prefer more distinctive and inmcate home pages, HTML, 
provides commands to includt graphics within the document and the option to change the 
background of the page. HTML provides all computer users with a special intemt they would 
like to share with others over the internet with an avenue to do so. 
Summary of Project 
Creating a home page with information that others will find informative and interming 
may seem a simple process to many, yet in reality, it involves much research and time to 
determine exactly what type of document would be most beneficial to icternct users. Following 
through this process results in a home page that best reflects what both the :reator and internet 
user desire. 
Comprehending how the internet works aids the home page creator, as thcy k,m more 
about the types of information and may view various ways of displaying it on the internet, By 
doing this research first, the crcator benefits from the home pages from everywhar. in all shapes. 
colors, and designs as the mative options an endless. "Sutfing the net" helps the crta!or get a 
better idea of what information is necessary and how to display it on the home page. Viewing a 
wide variety of graphics and various texts provides the creator with more of a basis of what 
appears best on the computer smcn, and creates the greatest visual impact. Even the most 
experienced home page creator can benefit by getting reacquainted with the internet on occasion. 
internet. The internet offers many HTML manuals on-line to refer to, instead of a hard copy 
handbook. Another alternative is to use the "view source" option available on most internet 
servers. The HTML commands that creaie any particular home page can be retrieved by 
choosing this option. This option provides even the most inexperienced creator with the 
opportunity to mate more complicated home pages. By finding a page that looks similar to 
what the mator wants, producing a home page is just a matter of viewing the source code and 
reproducing the same commands. Once the HTML comniancis are learned, the home page can be 
created. 
Upon complcticn of the home page, it  becomes necessary to provide instructions 
pertaining to revisions that will need to be made to the home page in order to keep the 
Learning HTML becomes an easier task to understand after getting acquainted with the 
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information cunt -'. A manual Seems to be the easiest way to instruct the branch members on 
how 00 make necessary revisions to the home page. By doing this, branch members can make all 
the necessary revisions themselves by consulting the manuai. The manual must be specific to the 
branch home page to ensure tbat the same format is maintained. Any new developments or 
changes that may take lace in the branch can be easily xeflectcd 0.1 the home page. 
Maci~tosh iIfx and Microsoft Word 5.0 aids in mating an HTML file. Tht home page, while 
under c o n e ,  could be viewed by using Netscape 1.1. Another feature, photographs in a 
homt page, add apersonal touch many page. Todothis, a Kodak DCS 420digitd camera can 
aid in producing a digital image that can easily be included in the home page. Reaieving the 
image from the camera is made possibk through the use of the Adobe Photoshop softwart 
package. Anothcr alternative for photographs is to use a laser Scanner to scan a photo that has 
already been taken. The Apple LaserScanner can create a facsimile of any photograph and 
peparc it for use on a home page. Adobt Photoshop can also be used on these images to make 
With the aid of the available uchnology and quipment, a home page can be created with gr .ter 
Once the proctss has been completed and the equipment has been used, the fid result is 
a home page. Now that the home page has been mated, all that remains is to submit it to the 
internet. Once the home page joins the internet, it wili k viewed by thousands of people on a 
day to day basis. Evcryonc will have access to general information concerning the fiinction of 
the branch. By joining the internet, the Aeroacoustics branch keeps pace with the fast moving 
society of today. 
To create a pro P essional home page, it is necessary to use certain equipment. A 
drtmbetrtrquatityimages. 
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. g university is tmmd with a NASA center that Aspart of the ADPstructurc, each pglacrpraa 
sham a focus COLIPIY)I~ to the schod's ADP topic. In Emlxy-Riddlt's case, NASA LMgky 
Rcscamh Center was chosen. Through this OOOPQItiVt rmnganent, a Graduate Tcaching 
Assistant was sent to LaRC tach summc~ to axnplctc xesaucb on topics nkvant to the 
. .  
university's ADP. Tbt nsearch gruhered by each GTA was then imxpomd into the next phasc 
of the ADP &sign study. support wock from outside of the ADP, including L A R S  
participation, the AGATE Gemral Aviation Mgn Competition, and other such prosrpms, was 
hagrated into the w d l  study. nK AGATE ~ogcpm is bcing conducted by the General 
AviatitmDmmuter Ekxrmt of the NASA Advanad Subsonic Technology Program in an effort 
to create a new generation of GA aimaft. Through jpduatc student participation in the ADP 
and LARSS, ERAU was abk to make it's first ties to the AGATE program. This afWatbn has 
expanded into ERAU beaming a member of the AGATE g o ~ ~ i d u s a y / ~  
ConsORium on a higher level, and has also included student participation through the AGATE 
General Aviation design competitions. In this manner, the ADP study does not end with the 
completion of the ADP, but is to continue into fume AGATE, U R S S ,  and other E M U  
program participation. 
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?be GA iadusay has mdcrgmc a stv~t dcpssbn* m y  to the point of dnction. ThC 
boom in production of Singk Engine Pism aircnft in tbe 1970's was b l l d  by a majcx 
declnrst in shipments in the ytars to follw. The fact that such a sharp dive in production has 
occurred in thcGA indusay bas been of majar amcan to the avirtiOn industry, in general. It is 
GA airaaft that supplies the d n h g  wxssary in tbe production of pilots that go on to fly hrgm 
aimaf t  A wmber of studies have been corductcd to Maly# the decline in GA and to try to 
mate a means of Ftvitalization of the industry. Thcrtsultsoftbe past studies have indiatdthat 
the average age ofthe SEP airplam is 28 years', which is a rather long lifetim. Thc obvious 
reason for such a high average age is the fact drat newer aircraft simply have not been produced 
to rcplplce the older ffccts. However, a demand still exists for the airnaft. The ma+ Ic8son that 
new aimaft have not bcen produced in large llumbcls is primarily the influtnct of product 
liability. 
Ref- 2 states the product liability situation in 1987: "Roduct liability costs for 
awards or settlements have driven up costs." ?he nfcrrnce states that in 1985 manufactllrrrs and 
their insurers paid over $200 million in judgments, settlements, ad defense costs, up from $47 
and $77 million in 1981 and 1983, respectively. 'Ihe rrmnufactm report in 1985 insurance 
cost averaged $70,000 for each aixplane ckli vcrcd... This amount, if added to the price of small 
aircrah, would make the price asaonomical.*' It is easy to sce why the GA industry entered such 
a plummet. 
nv~rufsrctrners (Of GA W t )  havc SLyrOcketed ia tht past duee  year^ (1985-1987). HUF 
The recent passage of the products liability ref- bill, known as the "1994 General Aviation 
Revitalization Act (S.1458)," has mated some aid to the problem Howcver, the bil2 is far from 
solving all liability problems, and still allows for many potential suits that could continue to 
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'Ihc SRSDs were documents generated fwindividurrl CLirrcraftdgUrations (for example, a 
two-scat high wing tractor versus another documtnt for a thrct-seat low wing pusher). The 
Pan 23 requirements. Simultaneously, each pnwidcd room for adequate anmural volume 
around the cabin, which was designed to aocommodatc up to the 95th perctntik man A brief 
explanation of the spatial quinments accanpanykrg the cabin volume was also inctuckd in thc 
SRSDs. These documents were then to be given to pdhnumy design students for incaponuion 
in00 funve designs. This was to allow for nalistic cabin and surrounding structural volumes in 
the generation of future prcliminaq designs. 
SRSDS provided catsin volumes far each given config\pation which adequately mt the HIC and 
Throughout the process of generating crashworthy designs, a large database of infarmation 
regarding a myriad of GA design parameters such as engines, airfoils, and many other topics was 
mated at ERAU. This information was gathmd throughout the ADP by the GTA's during their 
internships at LaRC (through the ADP and LARSS), as well as by the faculty and students at 
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Embry-Riddle. The fdlowing sections discuss somt of the o k l e m u h s  made and amclusions 
drawn firm the ADP which wcn also integrated into ERAU AGATE participation. 
Wing positions cxarnined in the ADP and AGATE CrCtivititS varied 6rrwn low to mid to high 
wing. The driving force behind t i i s  parameter was primarily the general configuration of the 
a b a f t .  In other words, the engine and cabin area positions were of major concern to wing 
position. The structural weight and complexity of each wing configuration was another factor. 
The mid m g  configuration appeared to be the kast &sirable due to mmplexitits of wing 
structure at the cabin interface, while maintaining a &sired cabin size. 
Pow- Wectiomd Positiq .. 
s c v d  powerplants wen e x p l d  in the design studies. These included currently certified 
engines such as the LycOming 0-235 and noncertificd engines such as the Zochc Diesel. The 
IK)nccTtified argims considered were engines with potential for mar-term catification. Air 
cooled engines were the most common of engine used, however, liquid cvoled engines such 
as the Rotax 914 were also examined. For the pusher aircrah, it was determined that a liquid 
cooled engine may be most advantageous. This tliminated the problem of providing venting to 
the engine compartmtnt, and thus d u c e d  the associated drag as well. The tractor configuration 
aircraft would also benefit from the reduced cooling drag of a liquid cooled engine, however n9t 
as dramaticallj as the pusher. 
In the course of the design activities, SeVQal configurations were considered for engine 
position. The first designs pursued wen originally uactor and &-engine configurations. Later 
in the study, a pusher configuration was added. 'The midcngine concept was eventually phased 
out and modified to a tractor arrangement. This was due chiefly to the problem of the drive shah 
qui r td  for such an aircraft. The drive shaft o X d  intriguing possibilities in acting as M aid in 
shock absorption upon impact. Examination was conducted of using the drive bhaft to crumple m 
stages, thereby absorbing impact shock during a crash. Howtver, the shaft added unnecessary 
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~ o f r h e f m s h r o u d w a s ~  in several difkwlt amfigurahs ind* 
l,mqmth inmttw! tail boan design, Is the m granted obvious ~ t i n g p o i n t s  foJtbc 
However* this dgura!ion was tbougbt to possitay cause C Q r x l p l i ~  in dre 
apmtionoftheducted fan. &cwst rvtry d a o l e r a n c e  must be includcdbttwcen the bladt 
drivtshah)tothccnginc, c o u l d p o a # r t i a l l y i n ~ u c c v i ~ f r o m t h e ~ .  Thiswould 
mnartingdguration under scrutiny is to mount the shfolld dincdy to the aft portioa afthc 
stmnd. 
diamuerdtk insidcofthe f9n shroud, it isnecessrpy tominimize anypossildity ofdrcbhdcs 
striking the shroud. The mounting of the shroud to the tail booms, with a rigid conncch *on (via a 
thereby creating htcrfrenot b c t w u ~  thc shroud Md the bla&s. Tbercfon, another s b r d  
fuselage. Yet anorherdesignbeingstudiaiinmpcxatesdreductedfanasr seltamtaind unit 
attached to the tail booms, but COnrKctbd to the engine through a flexib coupling. This would 
dsonduct the vibration probkm at the prop-shrwd interface, but my rdd undcshd weight to 
tht cksign (despite the possibk incmscd main- accessibility). The only pncticaMc 
alternative to the pusher configuration would be a high mounted tractor or pusher configuration, 
such as is typicaUy designed in aqhibious aircraft. However, this type of design would product 
undesirable thrust line effects versus the direct thrust line of a man "conventional" pusher engine 
mounting. 
The d n g  behind the inclusion of a ducted fm in the advanced designs was multifaceted. 
Tht inioial oollsideratioll was to improve the noise chamct&stics of the a h a f t .  Noise abakment 
can be atrjrcsscd by three basic issues: propeller Made number, blsde contour, and inclusion of a 
ducted fan. In the tractor configuratiOns, the only options were to hcrcasc the blade number and 
modifj. the Made contour until desired noise chamten 'stics were achieved. However, with the 
pusher, the ductad fan could be used, as well. By including a higher number of Hades, the prop 
cost will incitase significantly. Yet, by using a fan concept, the blade number can be kept to a 
minimum while still attaining favorable noise charactens - tics. 
Admittedly, the fan will also increase the price of the aircrah. However, the price increase is 
accompanied by more than just improvements in noise abatement. Ducted fans are known to 
incnasc thrust due to their effect of incmsing prop efiiciency, This factor could potentially 
offset the extra cost of including the ducted fan. Also, in a mass production market, particularly 
the one projected for AGATE, this and other advanced technologies will be highly reduced in 
acquisition price (due to supply and demand). 
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Apari from the inmascd cost of a ducted fan, Foreign Object Damage may prove a potential 
debpis off the landing gear tires. contctive action could rhcn be taken, ifnecessary, but may not 
be requid due to the smalladisk ana of the fan versus angular prop. Additionally, one of the 
concepts for the self contained ducted fan includes a statdking strut from the fan to the fuselage. 
This mt may aid in protecting the fan from FOD. 
proMem for such a &sign. This problem is being ccddued by * spray Pa- of 
In approaching the h d h g  gear design, the dginal decision m each ADP design was to use 
fixed gear. This was chosen due to the reduced cost (for design, manufacturing and maintenanoe 1 
and complexity. The bag penalty and rcsuhing perf- reduction Were not considend a 
pa-obkm with the original &sign goal of crppwrknatcly 120 knots (for the ADP). In order to 
rrchieve higher cnrise spccds (iisodtsired for upgrades ofthe design outside the I" marktt, or 
mre spacificatly, as required to achieve AGATE quhmcnts), partially or fully nmctaMe gear 
beowrt necessary. in the original case (lower speed tequinment), thc early pusher &signs 
collsidclrtd oleo struts for both the nose gear and the main gear. Later study considered changing 
to a dampcd spring nose gear. ?his would greatly reduce the cost and complexity (tssociatcd 
with oko type gear. Spring gear could also replace thc dm gear f a  the pusher main gear, as was 
cxigidly co[Iccivcd for the tractor designs. Sixnilar, but somewhat mon advancad, concepts 
were also employed in the AGATE nuactable designs which, again, were tail& towards 
crashworthiness. - 
In order to create h i g h m p c r f ~  in each of the concepts, it was decided to examine the 
effect of incorporating stagged seating. This was done in both the tractor and pusher &signs. 
Initially, it appeared intuitively obvious that by inmporating staggered seating, the resulting 
reduction in fuselage cross-section would produce impvment in aircraft performance. In order 
to check this, a dated study was conducted' to examine the actuai effects of cabin width upon 
perfarmance. From the study, it was dcamined that the reduced fuselage c~oss-scction 
associated with stagged seating actually had very link effect upon aircraft pcxformance. Far 
fuselages with larger length-todiameter ratios, the change in diameter did not change 
perfcffmancc appreciably. 
One benefit of staggered seating in the cockpit was mon shoulder room for the student and 
instructor, while still allowing the instructor to view the student at the controls and vice versa. 
Another benefit of the staggmd seating arrangement in the pusher was that it allowed for the 
reduction of paraUax in viewing instruments h m  the insouctor's seat. This arrangement could 
potentially require a separate set of instruments for the instructor. With an advanced cockpit 
system of the projected AGATE variety (Le., a glass cockpit system which incorporates all 
instruments with an on-board central computer system, displayed on Scntns in front of the pilot), 
this would pose little problem. The same central computer and instrumentation would be used to 
drive both the student and insauctor displays. This would also dispose of parallax problems 
associated with today's instruments as well as the problems of side viewing associated with CRT 
displays. Using the AGATE type display in conjunction with a fly-by-wire control system would 
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rlso dimhate problems with control system routing trpicallr associated with staggered seating. 
However, an AGATE type system is not c m n t l y  avahblc and may not be for quite some time. 
The cost and complexities a%ociatcd with staggd d g  may not be worth the benefits in 
cmuing a low cost PFI'in the immuhte fum. Thcrefare, these tbchnotogies ate nsaved for 
potential applications in the AGATE market to cant. 
The other m .  consideration in seating axranganent for the designs was the numb:? of scats 
to be included. For the AGATE program, the design s ~ t i o n s  called out a range of two, 
four, or six scat &craft. A four seater was the choice for the 1995 AGATE design as middk! 
ground. and due to the larger potential market C i W y  at last). However, in future AGATE 
design cfkrtsat M U ,  it is anticipated drat thedesigns wil l  be expanded to an AGATE far;tlily of 
all stat configurations. 
Since the  prima^^ mission of a PIT requksonly I student pilot and an instructor on board, the 
obvious choice would be a R'rO-scat ccmfiguration. However, ERAU utilizes a uaining program 
dubbed "Ganini'* in which a sccond student pilot is to fly on training flights as an observer. 'Ihis 
incrrases the seating requirement to a minimum of three scats. There arc vay few existing three- 
scat aimaft. The trend is to step from two seats to f c s  scats. Yet, inorder to keep the power 
and cost xequimncnts to aminimtmit was decided to incorporate n o m  than three scats into 
the ADP designs. In the end, a wescat coslfigraation was sten to be the best for %e general 
PFT m821Ltt, excluding the 'yicmini" program 
4 5  c -worthiness and Ck- Safdy 
As stated pnviausly, a primary focus of the ADP and AGATE was to addmss thc issues of 
crashwarthiness and occupant safety. The history of GA has shown little regard for these topics, 
which has made major contributions to the current nightmarish litigation situation. The goal of 
these projects was to creatt a revolution in the thinking associated with crashworthiness/ocMIpant 
safety and GA. To accomplish this, the first N l e m  to be addressed was to determine exactly 
how crash safety could be irrcorporatcd into all stages of the design pmxss. This began with 
conceptual design, where st, -2ts wuc infanned of design attributes which could greatly enhance 
crash survivability (such as angling the bottom edge of hwalldbulkhcads directly in h n t  of the 
mew to prevent scooping on impact). The problem was then expanded to include &tail design. 
In this stage, crashworthiness was heavily r.ldrtssed and my developed. This was axmnplishcd 
by determining design constrahits that would ultimately conclude in a truly crashworthy design 
process. 
The crashworthy &sign constxaints originated from several s o ~ t s .  Although historically 
neglected in GA, crashworthiness and occupant safety have been widcly researched and addnsstd 
by numcJlous sourccs such as the NTSB, NASA, the FAA, industry and academia. From the 
study of this broad database, general points for crashworthy design wen selected Prccise design 
constraints were also determined hxn the FAR Part 23. From FAR 23.561, the loading 
conditions at impact wcrc dctcrmincd to be 9 or 18 g's, &pending on the predicted impact 
scenario fur a given component. From FAR 23.562, the conditions to be met were at both a 60 
degree impact at 19 g's from the horizontal and at a 10 degree yawed frontal impact at 26 g's for 
occupant restraint systems and seats. These conditions werc incorporated to addrcss emergency 
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landing conditions within the cockpit. From these regulations, the quirements for proper 
a x b i t  volume could be detexmincd and the integration of a scat that could withstand a 26 g 
impact was found ntccss~fy. These total loading conditions, from FAR 23.561 and 362 were 
then to be used as the design guidelines, as they were found to he the worst possible loading 
constraints for crashes (as determined in the development of the xegulations). 
The loading constraints were then to be applied to all &tail designs. The particular loading 
conditions applied to a given component w e n  sclcctad frwn the constraints. This was bascd OR 
the position of tllc component in the aircraft Far example, if the component was in the cockpit, it 
would need to withstand the constraints for items of mass m the cockpit per FAR 23.561. The 
integration of a seat that could withstand 26 g’s played an integral part in this. It reduced the 
logding constraints in some cases due to the fact that the scat could absorb 26 g’s, thaeby 
lcquiring less scvcrc loading constraints for a Mated structure. In addition to applying the 
loading constraints to O r l d  design, multiple features were evduatcd for integration into a 
complete aircraft design which provided the highest level of crashworthiness and occupant safety 
possiblc. These included items such as the incorporation of crashworthy scats, restraint systems, 
and many other items. 
Each design for the ADP and AGATE was created with the intent of surviving the worst case 
impact scenarios determined from FAR Pan 23. However, it was worth considering a means of 
returning the aircraft to the ground in an emergency situation with as little stress as possible 
placed upon the occupants. To do this, a ballistic parachute was considered for integration Lit0 
the designs. The pusher design provided a perfect oppoxtunity to explore this option. More than 
sufficient volume existed in the cabin am behind the occupants for mounting a ballistic parachute 
system. This location was also directly in the CG mge of the aimaft, thus providing for the 
desired balance upon deployment of the parachute. The package off& by Ballistic Recovery 
Systems’ was used for comparison of volume and mounting quirements  of a ballistic parachute 
for the E M U  designs. ThC particular package uscd for comparison was the Cessna 150/152 
model. Although the incorporation of such a package was found to be possible, it was also 
determined to add considerable weight and cost to the o v d l  aircraft design. Therefore, it was 
decided to include the BRS as a design parameter for both the PFI’ and AGATE designs, but to 
potentially off( r it only as an option at the time of sales. 
Crashworthy seats are btcoming a reality slowly, but surely. In the development of the ERAU 
designs, a seathcstraint system developed by the Jungle Aviation and Radio Service was 
implemented. The scat, commonly r c f d  rn as the “JAARS seat,” was the only seat available at 
the time that withstood dynaxric testing requirements of FAR Part 23. Although the seat was 
never certified, it has been flown in a number of JAARS missionary aircraft. With the 
development of crashworthy seats under FAR 23.562 in the futun, it Wiu be possible to design 
the next generation GA aircraft around these alternate seats. 
Another technology under investigation for occupant saf‘cty was the incorporation of airbags. 
This is one of many areas in which the automotive industry is far ahead of the GA industry. The 
integration of air bag into cars has saved numerous lives prevented many injuries, and has even 
resulted in the duction of insurance costs. Obviously, this is an area in which GA could usc 
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improvement. Thcrefare, in Phase III of the ADP as well as m AGATE design efforts, students 
were challenged with incorporating airbags into their designs, "he installation of such devices has 
proven thus far to be a challenge in GA a h d ; .  Yet, strdies have been conducted by the FAA, 
NTSB, and NAS.4 in the incorporaao nofairbagsintobh~thGAandothertypesofairrxaR The 
sr -dent investigations have so far nsultd in preliminaty suggestions for ahbag integration. One 
coni?guration considered involved mounting rhc airbag insrtnllnrinn in the top of the insaument 
panel, perhaps set behind the instrumtnts (quiring slight repositioning of the instruments as a 
possibility). This configuration is similar to somc automotive in- ' andmayreduce 
obstruction of the instrument panel while preventing an ovasized and c a q k x  yokc &sign. 
Another possible configuration invu!(red airbags W e d  in the headrests, sirstilnr to a design 
considend in milimy aimaft The mcthod aby!oyed in the AGATE design was to have tbe 
airbag deploy fronr the passenger side of the instnrmtnt panel, ~stantaneous)y expanding to cover 
the pilot's si& as well. 
some of the other a d v d  technologies considd in the Sn*&es have includcd k hazard 
reduction schemes and SUIM st~ctuns. Items such as impact activated fuel cut-off switches and 
fuel bladders have a h d y  been intcgiated into the Lata ADP &signs. Additionally, a WQCiLBble 
in-situ fin extinguishing system was designed for installation into the AGATE design. This design 
has led to the concept of a water spray system in the cockpit, with a chemical cxtinpxishing agent 
inauduced in the contained engine compartment behind the cabin area. Yet, items such u 
structures are still in the early stages of design. This is due phaxily to the highly expaimcntal 
s m u s  of such technologies, as applicable to GA. Following futurc developments in thesc ateas, it 
may be possible to htegrate they into future advanced GA designs in a cost-effective and 
practical mBnllcT. 
By enhancing the overall sLfety attcibutcs of GA airrraft, benefits additional to product IiabiUy 
will be realized. If GA W - S ~  to appear an even safer mode of transpartation to the gemral public 
(beyond its already excmplary rccord as cornpad to automobiles), then wider interest in the 
industry could potentially be malizcd. This would expand the market and thereby truly aUow for 
not only a revitalization of the GA industry, but indced would create a renaissance w h n  the 
industry (as is projected for AGATE). Admittedly, the initial production cost of this new bmd 
of crashwmhy PFT would be higher than that of existing designs, and ~uould also most likely k 
higher for AGATE. However, the possible reductions in product liability problems may easily 
counter this cost increase. Tht: increased fuselage size of a crashworthy aircraft L also of collcern 
at first glance. However, a study conducted at ERAU proved that the i n d  fuselage size 
would only affect aircraft weight and perfomuurcc very modestly (about a 2 pound in- per 
inch of fuselage width, and a maximum of 5-10 knot demase in CNiSc spced versus existing 
aimaft)'. 
!
Of all the designs generated by the ADP, the twin boolr pusher configuration war found to be 
the most successful. Although then were benefits to the other configurations studkd, this one 
provided the best overall platform for integration af the technologic- studid The ADP pusher 
design has attributes which lend dircctly to the concept of crashworthy design. ~crc for t ,  this 
corifiguration was applied to the AGATE design efforts. In n?a.iy GA crashes, the aircraft is 
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subjected to belly-in landings where the wdersidc of thc airmft sustains extensive damage and 
the props are &my&. For M y  or pattirlly xeuactabk gar designs (such as for AGATE), this 
i s s ~  is of prime C O I K X ~ .  Tbe ducted fan pusher canfigmation pertnits higher protection of the 
prop in such an imppCt sccmxio, in addition to the btllefits discussed pviously. Also, the 
possibilityofaxunovabk shock abscrbing nose cone allows for easy rcplrsctmat Worrcmovrl  
mitepair in the event ofrrclativtl,vminacrash. The pushcramccpt was the most adaptable to 
tbc rpplicatim ofthis ud the other technologiesdiscusscd above. 
Thc mtha would like to thanlr Dr. JamtsG. Ladtsic urd Rofessor Ql;lrits N. Eastlake for 
thcir guiasnot and suppon throughout the duration of thc ADP and AGATE design pgrams. 
Thanks also to Dr. Bruce J. Holmes and H. Paul Stough, III, of NASA LaRC for theif support 
goes to the students who participated m the E!!U/NASA/USRA ADP and AGATE design 
competiti. .I from 1992 to 1995. 
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Lighter, safcrand morcaf€ordabkaircmft s h u c t u d ~ a r c n e e d e d  to revItalitL the 
American General Aviation (GA) industry. Such goals are the focus of the In- 
Design and Manufactwing Work Package for General Aviation Airframe and propclkr 
Stnrctures at NASA Langley Rcsarch Center (LaRC). As part of this Work Package, NASA 
LaRC researchers arc currently devesoping novel composite materials and lowcost 
manufacturing methods to meet the specific needs of the GA industry. 
In an effort to ultimately dcttrrmne ' design guidelims for GA aircraft manufacturers, extensive 
testing is underway to generate material properties for the glass Wridvinyl ester (VE) 
composites and to investigate the effad of humidity and temperature on these properties [ 11. 
The primary glass fabric chosen for evaluation was an 8-harness satin composed of E-glass 
fibers (Style 7781). This fabric is known to have superior drape, a critical measure of 
m a n u f d i l i t y ,  but is more expensive than other glass fabrics and with a thickness of only 
10 mils per ply, requires extensive layup time to build up to the designed laminate thiclmesq. 
The primary vinyl ester chosen for evaluation was the Novolac based Dow DeraLane 470-1: 
This resin has the highest glass transition temperature (Tg) of all available vinyl esters, and 
therefore, will have the highest Operating temperature capabilities, but its low faiiure strain 
has generated comms of possible reductions in fatigue life and adhesive properties, both key 
to successful aircraft composites. 
To address these concerns, a 10-week material property screening evaiuation of akernative 
glass fabric/vinyl ester composites was conducted. The study was sponsored by the Langley 
Aerospace Research Summer Scholars (LARSS)  Program. 
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In considering alternative materials to supplement the cumnt data for the woven glass 
yam/Novolac b a d  VE, it was &ciM that 5 different panels would k constructad using the 
Saxnann Compositts Resin Infusion Molding procesS (SCRlMP). This process has kcn the 
focus of scver;rl studies of lowcost resin transfer forming [2,3,5,6]. Components of the five 
paneos are as follows (glass filridresin): 
1) 8-HWTICSS atin (Style 778l)n>ow Derakan~ 8084 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
16 02. Biaxial Knit (Style Cl6)/Dow Dtrakarn 8084 
18 02. Biaxial Knit (Style Cl8)/Dow Derakane 8084 
24 oz. Biaxial Knit (Style C24)/Dow Derakane 8084 
32 02. Biaxial Knit (Style C32)/Dow Derakane 8084 
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The core questions to be answered in testing the five laminam follow: 
Arc nrbber toughened vinyl esters suitable laminating resins for General 
Aviation aimaft? 
9 What is the effact of biaxial knit fabric weight on laminate propwtitS? 
@ How do glass biaxial knit/vinyl ester laminates compare to glass weadvinyl 
esterlaminates? . Is the reduction in Wwet data due to pmpexty degradation of resin? of fiber? 
and/or of intcrfsce? 
Table 3 Summarizes the testing planned to deliver answers to the above questions. 
, . . .  
T& Comditioo 7781l8W clii86u c1818W4 34/8084 32/8@84 
RTD 5 5 5 5 5 
Teation ETD 5 5 5 5 5 
Teation RTW 5 5 5 5 5 
Tension ETW 5 5 5 5 5 
Comprcu. RTD 5 5 5 5 5 
~ p r c u .  ETD 5 5 5 5 5 
Comprcu. RTW 5 5 5 5 5 
Cornmess. ETW 5 5 5 5 5 
Condition RTD No Canditioning/Tcsted g70.F 
Kq: Em No CoadioninJTatcd g16S.F 
RTW 
ETW 
Conditionsd @ 120.F. OSJCRH, 3 montbJTtstcd Q 70.F 
CMlditionsd 8 120.F. SSILRH, 3 monthflcslcd @ 165.F 
Tea Tauion ASTM W 3 8  
Key: Compreuion ASTM 0695 
Volume Fraction ASTM D2584 
Tnnsition Tmp. DSC 
Tabk 3: Tat  M8trix 
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IV. 
D e to time constraints, the samples (100 in all) that require 3 months of protest conditioning 
have not bem tested at this point. All testing should bcooncluded in the near future at 
Boston University. The data for the 100 unconditioned test samples follows. 
Results to Date and Discusion 
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7as 
143.7 
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As seen in Figure 1, ';:.S. regard to the knit laminates, tension modulus increased as the 
fabric wii:ht incrcasad, not ncctssarily as fiber volume fraction increased as one typically 
expects: * ~ f  mgosites. This anomaly to the common trend is evident in the 17% higher 
ter.sion nmdd*m of the 24 02. hbric than of the 18 02. fabric despite a slightly lower fiber 
voiurzcl Ixrstira. In general for the knit laminates and especially for the heavier ones, tension 
m0dt;li were higher than for the weave. This is consistent with the idea that uncrimped 
(strai$rt) fibers result in higher composite tension moduli. Moduli retention at 165°F was 
similar for all laminates (71-7996). 
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ii) Tension Strength 
66.3 
M.3 
m.2 
~~~ 
w 43.7 
7781 C16 
75% i w C18 46.e 
t 
70.6 
82.2 -
+ w -
j, 
56.5 
C32 
The trends of measured tension strength were similar to those of tension modulus as seen in 
Figure 2. With regard to the knit laminates, tension strength increased as fabric weight 
increased, not necessarily as fiber volume fraction increased. Similar findings for glass 
fabric/rubber toughened vinyl ester laminates have been reported elsewhere PI. The knits 
were in gated stronger than the weave. Again, this is attributed to the low crimp typically 
associated with knit fabrics. Tension strength retention at 165°F was similar for all laminates 
(67-75%). Because tension &sts are fiber dominated, reduced matrix performance at the 
higher test temperature has minimal effezt on tension properties. As will be seen following, 
this is certainly not the casc for matrix dominated performance such as compression. 
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Ui) Compression Strength 
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7781 
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Y 
62.4 
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C24 
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From Fig& 3, it is seen that cornprdon strength was 6% lower for the 18 02. fabric than 
for the 16 02. fabric despite a measured 26% increase in fiber volume fraction. Compression 
strength then increasbd for the two heavier knits. The lower than expected compression 
sbcngth of the 18 02. fabric may be attributed to the higher than expected Crimp of that 
particular laminate. Initial visual observation of photomicrographs revealed more fiber 
waviness for the 18 oz. fabric than for the other knits. 
The CompresSiOn strength retention at 165°F of the knit laminates is alarmingly low, as up to 
51% of compression strength was lost at the higher test temperature. Sine  compression tests 
arc matrix dominated, this reduction of composite property is likely due to a duction in the 
bearing ability of the resin. The large reduction of strength at 165°F indicates that additional 
matrix dominated testing (such as testing for bearing loads) should take! place. Apparently, 
the lower Tg (200°F) of the rubber toughened VE used in this study is hindering the 
laminate's bearing abiity at the higher test temperature when used in conjunction with the 
knit fabrics. It is anticipated that the knit laminate retention would be higher for the Novolac 
based VE chosen as the primary resin because of its high Tg. 
The woven fabric laminate had a higher compression strength than all of the knit laminates. 
This was unexpected as higher crimp is typically associated with woven fabrics than with h i t  
fabrics. Visual inspection of photomicrographs however, revealed lower than expected fiber 
waviness for the 8-harness satin being studied. Still, the measured difference between the 
weave and the knits is puzzling. It is obvious that parameters describing the form of the 
reinforcing fiber (fiber diameter, tow diameter, tow weight, etc) significantly affwt 
compressive properties. 
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B) Ef'fectofResin 
RTD 
70% 
+ 
OD 
Figun 4 Ccrnpnssion Stmgtb Retention, Rubber Toughmed vs. Norolac Based VE 
As can be seen in Figure 4 from the ETD and RTD data, the rubber toughened VE laminate 
had compression strength and retention similar to the Novolac based VE. Both laminates 
contained Style 7781 woven yarn. The conditioned samples are yet to be tested, but the ETW 
data point is anticipated to be the critical metric in determining the applicability of rubber 
toughened vinyl esters for Certified use in the GA industry. 
V. Concluding Remarks 
From testing completed to date, the rubber toughened vinyl ester, Dow Derakane 8084 
compares favorably to the higher temperature Novolac based vinyl ester Dow Derakane 470. 
The one exception to this statement occurs when the rubber toughened vinyl ester is 
reinforced with a knit glass fabric, as the compressive strength retention at 165°F was much 
lower than desired (only=SO%). 
It is apparent at this point in the screening evaluation that the rubber toughened VE may 
provide sufficient mechanical properties for GA aircraft when reinforced with 8-harness satin 
weave. Eventually, test@ of fatigue life and adhesive properties should take place to 
validate the idea that this performance will be improved with the rubber toughened VE versus 
the Novolac based VE. Until the conditioned samples are tested later this year, no conclusion 
can be made about the ultimate use of rubber toughened vinyl esters in the General Aviation 
industry. 
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VI. NASA LORC Facilities U t k d  
Mechanics of Materials Laboratory, Building 1205 
mhstron Series 8500 Mechanical Test Machine 
G6.2 kip Load Cell 
m386 PC w/ Instron Flaps Software Controilu 
Ncasuttment Group System 4OOO Data Acquisition Tower 
Machine Shop 
.Teamyson TemperaturdHumidity Cha_.nber 
Variabie Displacement Trslnsduar 
Polymer Physics hboratory, Building 1293 
.Sintech Mechanical Test Machine 
.Test Oven, Thermocouple and Temperature ControCer 
W86 PC w/ Test Works S o k e  Controller and Data Acquisition 
Light Alloy Metallography Laboratory, Building 1205 
Whotomicrograph Camera 
Polymer CharacteriZation Laboratory, Building 1293 
DDuPont 9900 Digital Scanning Calorimeter 
Model Shop, Building 1238B 
Getmann Composites Resin Infusion Molding Prcscess (SCRIMP) [3] 
NASA Technical Library 
MI. Rdmences 
[l] 
[2] 
Dexter, H.B. and Hasko, G., personal communication 
Juska, T., Mayes, J.S. and Scemann 111, W.H., "Mech nical Properties a d I m p  
Damage Resistance of Composites Fabricated by Low Cost, Vacuum Assisted, &in 
Transfer Molding," Naval Surface Warfare Ccntcr, Carderock Division, Survivability, 
Structures and Materials Directorate, Research and Development Report SSM-64- 
93/04, August 1993 
S e e m  III, W. H., US Patent #4,902,215 
Dow Chemical, Dcrakatle Epoxy Vinyl Ester Resins Technical Product Information 
Research Release, "Low Cost, High Quality Composite Ship Structures Tachnology 
Demonstrated," Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division, M a y  1993. 
Nguyen, L.B. et al, "Design and Fabrication of a High-Quality GRP Advanced 
Materiel Transporter," unpublished 
[3] 
[4] 
[SI 
[6] 
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Abstract 
The high reliability required for Aeronautical components is a major reason for extensive 
Nondestructive Testing and Evaluation. Here at Langley Research Center jLaRC), there 
are highly trained and certified personal to conduct such testing to prevent hazards from 
occurring in the workplace and on the research projects for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) The purpose of my studies was to develop a 
communicdtion source to educate others of the services and equipment offered here. This 
was accomplished by creating documents that are accessible to all in the industry via the 
World Wide Web. 
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I n  t roduct i 011 
Man has always been coccerned with the quality and reliability of the things he fashions 
upon his immediate senses as instruments by which to test these products. 
Nondestructive evaluation N E )  is a serious business. The health and lives of people are 
at stake. Cracks in fuselages, combustion chambers of aircraft engines, steam pipes. wind 
tunnel turbine blades are just some of the bigger obstacles that have surfaced as 
potentially dangerous problems. Our space program suffered a serious setback with the 
loss of the seven young men and women. Although the shuttle disaster appears to have 
been caused by several factors, including weather, design, and failure to fdlow established 
procedures, the investigation committee has also recommended that additional inspection 
methods be instituted ' 
NDE involves use of various non-invasive measurement techniques to determine the 
integrity of a structure, component, or material without destroying the usefulness of the 
item. The field of nondestructive evaluation is more alive today than ever before Many of 
the major technical societies, such as the American Society for Nondestructive Testing 
(ASNT) and the American Society for Testiny and Materials, are deeply involved in 
nondestructive evaluation and are leading the drive for better understanding through 
universal standardization and infomation disbursement. 
With the recent addition of a Power Macintosh 61W60AV and a World Wide Web sewer 
connection to the Models and Materials Technology Branch, it  has given us the 
opportunity to publish information about NDE. It provides the means to make selected 
information (in the form of text, graphs, tables, and images) available to interested parties. 
During last years Lansley Aerospace Research Sumniers Scholarship program (LARSS), I 
became familiar with the fundamentals of NDE With the adequate background, 
equipment and some research, I was able to create information pages regarding NDE 
General information about NDE services is now accessible to the whole world via the 
Internet. 
The Internet and the World Wid2 Web 
The Internet is a network of networks You can use electronic mail to contact other 
people on the Jnternet From your computer, you can logon to another computer, called a 
remote computer. The remote Lomputer may be thousands of miles away, and you can 
run programs on i t  as if i t  were ir, the same room You can search libraries of information 
around the world and transfer that information back to your own computer. 
The World V 
over the world into a series of menu pages, or screens that appear on your computer. The 
2 Web (WWW) is a menu system. It gathers Internet resources from all 
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WWW is also a distributed system. A distributed system stores data of information on 
many contputers WWW Sewers maintain points or links to data that are spread out over 
the entire Internet, and can go out and get that data when you ask for it 
Hypermedia is the foundation of the WWW. Media refers to the type of data you find on 
the Internet. One can "click 'I on a section and visit other hypermedia. Meda  can be 
ASCII text, a PostScript file, an audio fiIe, a graphic image. or any other sort of data that 
can be stored in a coniputer file 
A WWW browser like Mosaic, Netscape, or MacWeb allows you t 3  "see and hear" the 
information on the Internet. A WWW browser uses data about links to accomplish this. 
The data is stored on a WWW sefvtc. WWW browsers all function in much the same 
manner. A WWW browser can link you to other Internet resources, not just text 
documents, graphrcs, or sound files. As you choose an item or resource, or move from one 
document to another, you may be juniping between computers on the Internet without 
knowing it. The WWW browser handles all ihe connections seamlessly. ' 
For this project, I solely used Netscape 1 I which i s  the main browser licensed to  LaRC 
Netscape 1.1 is the "King" of all Web browsers at the moment Documents, images or 
any son of data are located by links and are displayed as pages The objective of my 
research was to learn how to write these "pages" 
You can write HTML (HyperText Markup Language) pages using any word processor or 
text editor. (To publish pages on the Internet, you need to submit your pages to a server 
computer.) HThlL uses embedded codes (tags) IO desiwale graphical elements and links 
These codes can be produced simply from your keyboard using angled brackets and the 
slash character. For example, the tag <I> presents text in italic letters. An IITML source 
file containing the expression 4>Tliis stands out </I> is displayed on screen in italic. 
Notice that the tag <n> is required to notate the end of the italic expression. 
HTML consists of many such tags, including tags ?or big headlines, underlining, italics, 
bold, titles, and paragraph breaks One feature you'll use is the HI 
example HThE that creates a link for users to click on. 
link Here's an 
<A HREF="http.//beginning larc nasa gov/tct32home/ndes/NDES html ">Nan- 
Destructive Evaluation Section TCT #32</A> 
The part of the tay between quotation marks is the URL of the page that clicking on the 
link brings. The text following the URL contains the highlighted text won-Destructive 
Evaluation Section TCT #32) the user sees on screen The tag coding and brackets are also 
a required pan of the link Tlie above LJRL is a link to our home page 
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To understand how a single page is kept distinct in a world of electronic pages, you ought 
to recognize its URL, short for Uniform Resource Locator. Every page has a unique URL 
just like every person has a unique palm print. A URL is text used for identifying and 
addressing an item in a computer network. In short, a URL provides location information 
and Netscape displays a URL in the location field. Avost often you don’t need to know a 
page’s URL because the location information is built into a highlighted link; Netscape 
already has the URL available when you click on highlighted text, press an arrow button, 
or select a menu item. But sometimes you won’t have an automatic link and instead have 
only the text of the URL (perhaps from a friend or a newspaper article). 
Upon studying various “HTML Writing Guides” on Netscape, I was able to construct 
pages fcr our section. All it takes is a lot of time and some basic programming knowledge. 
The NDE Section Home Page is located at the previously mentioned URL address. The 
information gathered to create the page came from our section head and my previous 
LARSS experience. The following is a print out of the MIE Section home page on the 
World Wide Web. It was printed out using Netscape 1.1. 
Under Construction.... Images coming soon! 
OPERATION OVERVIEW 
The Nondestructive Evaluation Section is charged with supporting the NDE requirements for dl of 
NASAILYlgley’s operations. To accomplish this task various inspection techniques are employed to test the 
integrity of research facilities md equipment. materials, space flight projects and ground support equipment 
LOCATION 
The NDE Section is part of the Models and Materials Technology Branch of the FJbrication Division. Internal 
Operations Group. The Section is located in Building 1296 (8 East Reid Street). The Phone number is 
(804)864-4110 and the fax number (804)864-5854. 
0 Management: 
o S 3TION HEAD: H U G H U H N  T. TI[ 
o FrlCLITY COORDINATOR: BENNE??’. RICWRD W 
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As you can see from the code sanrple, the HTML language is really just written in plain 
English with a few :iigs to identify the different characteristics and format of texts. Once 
HTML is understood, there are many advanced features available. From ycur basic 
background cdws to large fancy borders and tables. A good beginner's glide to writing 
HTML documents can be reviewed in the World Wide Web by accessing the following 
URL: http://www ncsa uiuc edu:80/demoweb/html-primer html 
Results 
Nondestructive testing is a serious business and will always have a place in the world of 
progress and technology NASA has set tlie standards and coritributed greatly to the 
industry. With the information now available to all at the touch of a computer, it cases 
technology transfer as well as gets the most bang for the buck out of the taxpayers funds. 
Although the primary objective of my project was to make the NDE Section Services 
available on the web, I also constructed the Pdynier Teclinology Section(PTS) Home 
Page. This proved a little more difficult due to m y  insufticient knowledge of PTS 
background and the short length of the intern. This page may be viewed at the following 
URL: http:/heginning larc nasa gov/tct32home/PTS/PTS html 
References 
1. John Wiley & Sons, Inc 1987. Introduction to Nondestructive Testing; A Training - Guide Austin, TX p 5 .  
2 Gretchen L. Gottlich. h4ay 3 1, 1995 W W  Reference Sheet Netscape Document; 
http.//boardwalk.larc nasa ~ov/isd-www/clieatslieet htinl 
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Abstract 
To produce a multimedia CD-ROM for the Technology Applications Group which would 
present the Technology Opportunity Showcase (TOPS) exhibits and Small Business Innovative 
Research (SBIR) projects to interested companies. The CD-ROM format is being used and 
developed especially for those companies who do not have Internet access, and cannot directly 
visit Langley through the World Wide Web. The CD-ROM will include text, pictures, sound, 
and movies. The infomation for the CD-ROM will be stored in a database from which the users 
can query and browse the information, and future CD’s can be maintained and updated. 
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The Project 
The Technology Applications Group needed a way to transfer technological ideas to the private 
sector companies. A great way to transfer this technology is teaching millions of people through 
the Internet. However, another huge section of society does not have Internet access, and those 
are the people and the companies that we hope to target with this and future CD-ROM’s. 
The CD-ROM team consists of Myrna ‘Sya’ Rivera, a senior at Cliristopher Newport 
University majoring in Computer Information Science, Dr. Joshua Anyiwo, Associate Professor 
of Physics and Computer Science at Christopher Newport University, and myself, a recent 
graduate of Christopher Newport University with a degree in Computer Information Science. 
Sya and Dr. Anyiwo started work early, and at the end of a previous job, I joined them on the 
June 5th beginning of the 1995 LARSS program. Stuart Pendleton, our mentor, knew that this 
would be a very interesting, yet time-consuming project and suggested that they begin as soon as 
possible. There was a huge learning curve that was associated with this multimedia project . 
None of us had experience in multimedia, but Sya and I had worked together before in a team 
environment developing World Wide Web gvww) page? for our senior project at CNU under 
direction of Dr. Anyiwo. This gave us a general knowledge of graphical user interF?ce (GUI) 
development and thz structure of information and ideps. 
In the beginning, the team had considered developing the CD-ROM i . ~  the Hyper Text Markup 
Language which is Lsed for development of World Wide Web pages on the Internet. However, 
due to limitations in time and the ability to acquire distribution rights of the WWW browser, the 
group decided to use a relational database format. 
The purpose of producing the CD-ROM is to inform the different organizations of the TOPS 
exhibits and the SBIR projects at NASA. The CD-ROM will allow companies that cannot afford 
Internet capabilities or to send representatives to the TOPS exhibits, the opportunity to obtain 
the information available. The CD will also allow small businesses to quickly access information 
on TOPS or SBIR projects and determine if they could use the t?C:irAOlOg’y, o would like to 
participate in the development of a new technology. The primary function of the CD-ROM is to 
distribute information. 
The TOPS portion will be composed of approximately 100 one pagers from the 1995 exhibit. 
The purpose of TOPS is to identify new multi-use technology opportunities and develop new 
partnerships with U.S. industry for commercialization of this technology. The purpose of SBIR 
is to seek innovative concepts that meet NASA n ;;sion needs, as well as have the potential for 
commercial applications. 
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The Design 
Maintainability 
The design of the CD-ROM is modular, meaning that maintaining and updating the CD will only 
require updating the necessary information contained in the database, such as video, audi3, text 
and mcvies. 
Usability 
The GUI format of the CD will require that the users ‘click’ on the desired information or enter a 
keyword for topical searches of the TOPS technologies.. 
Reusability 
Storing the CD information will keep hture developers fiom having to start from scratch. 
Inputting the new information is all that will required. 
Extendibility 
Changes to the CD can be made through changes to the database and how the information can 
translated into Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) for future LAMS students. 
LaRC Equipment and facilities 
Software 
Software used included Microsoft Power Point for graphics and presentation fonnats, Microsoft 
Excel for a few spreadsheet documents, Microsoft Word for lots of word processing. We also 
used Claris Impact and Color-It to produce the screen layouts including the clip art, gradient 
backgrounds and a variety of colored screens. Adobe Photoshop was used for scanning images 
and enhancing the images quality of color, brightness, etc. Adobe Premiere was used for editing 
the video and audio vtions of movies and remaking the movies with the changes. Fusion 
Recorder was used to gather video clips fiom a VCR using an audiohidm capture board. Movie 
Shop was used to process the Premiere movies and apply compression algorithms for play back 
off of a double speed CD-ROM drive. Netscape, a WWW browser was used to gather 
information. Fetch, a FTP software package was used to download needed files. Microsoft 
FoxPro was used to assemble all of the data sourccs in one program for m e  of use and browsing. 
Hardware 
The team used huge amounts of hardware and computing power. The three of us each used a 
Power Macintosh. I had a 2 1” monitor that was absolutely fabulous. I also had an 540 Mb 
internal hard cilive, as well as a 1 Gb external hard drive. This amount of space was essential 
since some of the movie files that were created exceed 350 Mb a piece. Some of the other 
equipment consisted of a ScanMaker I1 scanner, a Pinnacle CD-ROM writer, and a VCR. 
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Facilities 
For the most part, we used the equipment in our office, and got information and files of the 
network and file servers. We did request some infomation and images froin Graphics, as well as 
the Video Production Lab. 
Conclusion 
Wc hope to have the CD finished by thc end of this week, or the very beginning of next week. 
We will probably present the CD to the Technology Applicatiors Group on Monday, August 
14th. We have learned a lot, and made long stricks of progress. I have learned a great deal, and 
value the experience that I have gained. 
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The aim of this project is to develop and implement a sniffer that is capable of measwing 
the mas flow rate of air through a small area of pinholes whose diameters are on the magnitude 
of thousar.uths of an inch. The sniffer is used to scan a strip of a leading edge panel, which is 
being used in a hybrid laminar flow control experimenh in order to survey the variations in the 
amount of air that passes through the porous surface at different locations. Spanwise scans are 
taken at different chord locations by increasing the pressure in a control volume that is connected 
to the sniffer head, and recording the drop in pressure as the air is allowed to flow through the 
tiny holes. This information is used to obtain the mass flow through the structure. More 
importantly, the deviations fiom the mean flow rate are found and used to determine whether 
there are any significant variations in the flow rate from one area to the next. The preliminary 
results show little deviation in the spanwise direction. These results are important when dealing 
with the locaticn and amount of suction that will be applied to the leading edge in the active 
laminar flow control experiment. 
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Figure 6 
cussion of Results; 
As stated earlier, specific numerical results cannot be given in this report. The presented 
results show a sample of data that has been acquired and used to examine the flow rate through 
the surface. Figure 3 shows the repeatability of the setup for acqiuring the pressure drop for 
seve-al surveys at the same location on the surface. Once the setup was found to be repeatable at 
the same location, the spanwise scans were taken and a set of the results can be seen i.1 figures 4- 
6. Figures 4 and 5 show plots of the deviation from the mean flow rate across flutes A and B. In 
figure 4 it can be seen that the maximum deviation is 3% and in figure 5 the maximum deviation is 
4%. The deviation was expected to be much greater than this. The average deviation from the 
mean is 1% for each flute. The mean flow rate through flute A was found to be approximately 
9% percent greater than the flow rate through flute B. The section of the skin at flute A is known 
to have more perforations, so this was expected. Figure 6 shows the deviation from the mean of 
both flutes at the same spanwise location. This was done to check for any trends in the 
deviations that may run in the direction in which the holes were drilIed. From this plot there 
doesn't appear to be any relationship between the slight variations in flow and the spanwise 
location. 
Conclusipn; 
The sniffer developed in this project is able to record the pressure drop as air flows 
through the perforated titanium skin. The programs that were developed can then use this 
information to cs!culate the mass flow and the deviations from the mean flow rate. These results 
can then be used to examine any variations in the flow rate at different locations on the leading 
edge panel. The sections that have been tested with this sniffer have not produced the results that 
were expected. It was expected that deviations up to 100% would occur, but to this point no 
significant deviations have been found in the results. There was also some speculation that a 
relationship might occur between the spanwise location and the variation. No ,lend has been 
found by the sniffer to indicate that this is true. 
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Data Analysis 
EricMeidrich 
I .O Abstract 
2.0 Inttduction 
The Airport Surface Traffic Automation (ASTA) program was started by rhe Federal Avi- 
ation Adminisuation to increase the capacity of todays airports whi!s maintaning high kv -  
CIS of safety. The NASA Terminal Area Productivity (TAP) program is con& with 
the possibiliiies of clear wcatha capacities in Instxumcnt Flight Rule (IFK) ccnditions. 
The test demonstration at die Atlantic City aim illustrated many asQects of the TAP 
and ASTA programs. 
During a test, data was recorded by the test aircraft itself, and by NORDEN on the ground. 
This data consisted of positions. velocity. time. altitade. and a host of other variables. 
3.0 Objective 
This analysis is concerned with two main questions. 
1. What was the accuracy of the various GPS and radar data that was recordcd ? 
In all cases the *’true” position of the aimaft is the post processed GPS which is accurate 
to within three centimeters of the actual position. ASDE-3 radar. Raw GPS. and Differ- 
ential GPS are all compared to the post processed GPS to determine their accuracy. 
2. What was the availability of the data link that was used to transmit data to the 
test crircraft from the ground station ? 
Whec looking at the ARINC message data, one finds that there are ‘gaps’ in the data 
stream where there is no data. These ‘gaps’ represent kc. time when the aircraft did not 
receive ASDE-3 radar data. By looking at these gap$, one can find the percentage of time 
that the radar date was not available. 
4.0 Procedure 
To analyze the GPS data, the collected data is first extracted from a file that contains all of 
the variables that were recorded by the test aircraft during the test. Then the latitude and 
longitude position data for the DGPS, and the Raw GPS are converted into an x,y position 
in a local plane coordinate system with the NGS Monument used as the reference position. 
Once the data is in the local plane coordinate system, plots are made. Next the emr in the 
DGPS and Raw GPS twsition are calculated using the post processed GPS as a reference. 
The error is just the linear distance away from the post processed GPS at a given time. 
Analysis of the radar data is a bit more complicated, as there is a time delay from when the 
radar who was seen on the ground, to when the radar echo was received in the plane. The 
reason is that the radar uses a rho, theta coordinate system which must be converted to a 
local p b :  x,y c d i n a t e  system. which is then converted to a lat, Ion. Thcn the data i s  
transnrr; tr b to the plane on a wireless RF link. Once the data is received by the plane, it is 
sonvcrted back into a local plane coordinate system. So we have to make sure one knows 
what question they are asking when doing the analysis. If an emr analysis is done using 
the positions based on a matching timestamp, then all of this delay is going into the error 
measurement. To do a suictly positional emor analysis the time must be disregardd. 
To do this, a Matlaqtm) routine was written to take a radar point, and the nearest 20 
points in time, and compute the distance between (hem. The smallest distance must be the 
e m r  that one desires to find. In the simple drawing below, the line represents the post 
processed track, and the small circles arc the radar returns. D1 would represent the error, 
when comparing positions using timestamps. The strictly positional emor would be D2. 
This kind of measurement is what is recorded in the table Posirion Sensor Accuracy. 
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To analyze the 'gaps' in the data, the file that contains the saved ARINC messages is 
manipulated into an ASCII format. Then the test aircraft's timestamps are extracted fnrm 
the file for examination. 'Double' entries are removed, and analysis of the timestamps can 
occur. 
Gaps in the timestamps were counted using a simple C program that lets the user specify 
the gap width to ignore, and the file to parse. If a user specified a gap width of two, gaps 
such as 15:08:25 - 15:08:27, and of course 1505: 12 - 1505: 13 are ignored. The program 
then parsed the time stamp file counting the time that elapsed in the gaps. 
5.0 Data 
The data used in this analysis was collected from the June 27th, 28th, and 29th demo 
flights of the test aircraft at the Atlantic City airport. Tbe data is sampled at 20 times per 
second. Fm the purpose of this analysis, one took one sainpk of the 20 Hz &ta per sec- 
ond to match the post processed data which is one sample per second. Most of the test 
flight intervals were between 20 and 30 minutes long. The run number and the start and 
stop times arc listed in the next table. 
I h n o  
L.kl 
June 27#1 
June 27wL 
JJIK 27#3 
June 27#4 
lune 27#5 
lune 27% 
?une 27#7 
June 28#1 
June 2 W 2  
June 28#3 
June 28#4 
June 29#1 
June 29#2 
June 29t3 
St8l-f 
Time 
14W42 
15: 1S:11 
1S:35:50 
18:20.17 
1 9: 05: 52 
19:33:19 
1952: 17 
1428:36 
18:41:44 
19:S2:3 1 
20:07:28 
1 S:08;26 
16:08:30 
16:43:00 
*P nw 
1507: 20 
153219 
1949.27 
18:33:44 
19: 1 443 
19:46:30 
2Q05: 2 1 
14:44:44 
18:55:00 
2006:33 
20: 18: 30 
15: ia:a 
16: 19:30 
1651:OO 
Thc radar dam came from two wurces. The ARINC messages file contains the radar data 
that was received by the plane over the RF data link from the ground station. The ground 
statio11 (NORDEN) also kept a file of the radar data that was uplinked from the ground sta- 
tion. By looking at was sent, versus what was received gives one another view on the 
radar data availability. 
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The Norden radar data was in a hexadecimal format that must be manipulated to extract 
the data that one wants to look at, particularily the target positions. Once the target posi- 
tions are extracted, they are sorted based on the identification number of the target. 
Also, the June 27th radar data was off by a constant rho,theta factor which turned out to be 
approximately negative forty feet, and one one hundreth of a radian. 
6.0 Results 
The table entitled Position &mor Accuracy, on the next page, shows the error in the 
DGPS, Raw GPS. and the ASDE data as received by the test aircraft, compared to the post 
processed GPS. The position plots are shown after this table, as is a plot showing the 
Atlantic City airport itself. 
The Norden Ground Tracks plot and TSRV Ground Tracks plot show the radar data in a 
three dimensional perspective. The Norden Ground Tracks plot is a plot of the targets that 
were seen by the radar ground station. The TSRV Ground Trucks plot is a plot of the same 
radar data after it was uplinked to the plane on the RF data link. The z axis is time, and 
the x, and y axis are x and y position of the target. Also the targets are projected down 
onto the x, y plane. These plots show the gaps in the radar data vividly. Look at the long 
red target on the Norden Ground Tracks plot, and compare it to the Same target on the 
TSRV Ground Tracks plot. Notice the breaks in the TSRV plot’s target. These are gaps in 
the radar data. 
The three dimensional availability charts that follow represent the percentage of time that 
radar data was NOT available. 
Example: For an ignored gap of two on the June 27-1 test - gaps in the data of 1 
(i.e. 15:08:25 - 15:oS:26), and 2 (ic. 15:08:25 - 15:08:27) are ignored - the radar data 
was unavailable for approximately 45% of the time. 
There are three separate charts for June 27th, 28th. and 29th respectively. 
The Maximum and Minimum Nonavailabiliiy chart shows the maximum and minimum 
percentage for each gap count in the data. 
The Nonavuifubtliry chart shows for ignored gaps of one, two, and three, the percent of 
time that radar data was NOT available. 
Example: For the June 27-1 test with an ignored gap of three, the radar data is  
available approximately 77% of the time. 
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APPENDIX B 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Owns hip 
; L O G  LJ4 > 
Ownsill$ 
4 26 004 3 
Owns hip 
4260043 
Ovnshlp 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Owns hip 
Ownship 
4260043 
Owns hip 
1260043 
Owns hip 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Owns hip 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Owns hip 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260043 
Ownshin 
OwnsF .s 
Ownship 
Ownship 
4260043 
Ownship 
4260343 
Owns hip 
4260043 
Owns hir 
426004 3 
CmnP l i p  
4-6 0,43 
12m-1043 
16: 34: 13 
16: 34: 13 
16: 34 : 14 
16: 34: 14 
16: j 4 :  16 
16: 34 : 16 
16: 34: 16 
i6.34: 18 
16: 3 4  :;a 
i6: 34: I? 
16:34:19 
16: 34: 19 
16 : 34 : 19 
16.34: 21 
16 :34:21 
16 : 34 : 22 
16.34:22 
16: 34: 22 
16 : 34 : 22 
16: 34: 24 
16 : 34: 24 
16.3? : 24 
16: 34: 24 
16: 34: 25 
16: 34: 25 
16:34 27 
16: 34: 27 
16 : 34: 27 
16:34:27 
16: 34: 29 
16 : 34 : 29 
16 : 34 : 30 
16: 34 : 30 
16: 34: 30 
16: 34 : 30 
16: 34:32 
16: 34 : 32 
16 : 34 : 33 
16 : 34 : 33 
16: 34: 35 
16 : 3; : 35 
16: 34 : 35 
16; 34 : 36 
16:34: 36 
16.34 : 38 
16.34 : 38 
i6: 34: 38 
16: 34 : 38 
16: 34 : 40 
L O .  > e .  r O  
39.46279507 
39.45155829 
39.46287159 
39.45155829 
39 45151629 
39.16297855 
39 45155829 
!9 46303571 
39 ;Si55829 
39.46308300 
39 45155829 
39.46310344 
39.45155829 
39.46314359 
39.45155829 
39.46317561 
39.45155829 
39.46320762 
39.45155829 
39.46326060 
39.15155829 
39 46327803 
39.45155829 
39.46332380 
39 45155829 
39.16336445 
39.45155829 
39.46338163 
39.45155829 
39.46344676 
39.45155829 
39.46349596 
39.45155829 
39.16354944 
39.45155829 
39.46359847 
39.45155829 
39.45155829 
39.45155829 
39.16374801 
39.45155829 
39.46377407 
39.45155829 
39.46382311 
39.16382730 
39.45155829 
39.46378966 
; f  * I ) L l O 2 I L  
39.45155a29 
39.45155829 
-74.590999056 
-74.568328941 
-74.591031997 
-74.568328941 
- s.. .d . . * . d T , ' t . . ¶ U d  
-7: 56a32894i 
- 74.591035433 
-74.568328941 
- 74.591043228 
-74.591009282 
-74,56832894; 
-74.590947172 
-74.590939628 
-74.568328941 
-74.590930240 
-74.568328941 
-74.590916578 
-74.56832894i 
-74.590879949 
-74.568328941 
-74.590868717 
-74.590805090 
-74.568328941 
-74.390754556 
-74.568320941 
-74.590739552 
-74.568320943 
-74.590741480 
-74.568328941 
-74.568328941 
-74.590674089 
-74.590611560 
-74.568328941 
-74.563320941 
- 74.56832894 1 
-74.590443503 
-74.568328941 
-74.590412406 
-74.568328941 
-74.590345351 
-74.560328941 
-74.590264214 
-74.590179138 
-7:. 5 6 a 3 2 8 9 ~ :  
-74.56832~41 
- 7 4 . 5 6 m m 4 i  
-74.590707282 
-74.568328941 
-74.~6832a941 
-74.568328941 
7.0 Conclusion 
As one can see from the error table, the radar data was the least accurate of the three posi- 
tions compared with the post processed GPS. However, if the few points that are skewing 
the mean value in the radar data are ignored, the ASDE Ave becomes closer to the Min. 
The raw GPS falls in with an overall average of approximately 2.79 feet, which is only a 
little more than the DGPS. The DGPS has the least overall e m r  with an average of 
approximately I .8 feet. 'Ibis is excellent when one considers that the test aircraft was per- 
haps 75 feet across. When differential corrections fail, the position of the test aircraft will 
only be as accurate as the Raw GPS. 
Concerning the radar data availability data, at first all the gaps in the data were counted, 
and the percentage of the total time that the radar data WYS unavailable was between 75 
and 85%. This seemed like a large amount, and it was decided that a closer look at the 
data was in order. 
A large percentage of the gaps in the radar data were two second gaps (Le. 15:08:25 - 
15:08:27). In the target data for the test aircraft, sometimes two positions were sent in the 
same second - two different packets are stamped with the same time, but contain different 
ownship (test aircraft) positions. An exampie of this is shown after the plots. It is possible 
that the two packets wit'r the same timestamp cause the majority of the two second gaps in 
the data. 
Example: 15:OS:W 
15:08:10 
1508: 10 --> Should be counted as 1508: 1 1 and two second gap ignored. 
15:08: 12, etc. 
When the two second gaps that are paired with a double timestamp are ignored, the avail- 
ability of the radar data jumps to between 55 and 60%. 
So basically this comes down to how one wants to define availability. If one ignores all 
gaps in the data that are 19 seconds or less, the radar data was available 100 percent of the 
time. On the other hand if one does not ignore any gaps in the data (even tk 2 two second 
gaps), the the radar data was available only 18% of the time. 
It was later discovered, that while the GPS wxciver is Operating in DGPS mode, there is 
no Raw GFS data. The DGPS is mirrored to the Raw GPS, and this is why DGPS, and 
Raw GPS are so close in the error table. In this case the Raw GPS numbers really have no 
meaning. 
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Abstract 
The objective of the S'Jdy was a contindon of the "techndogy push" activites 
that the Technology Transfer Tegm conducts at this time. It was my responsibility to 
ttsearch current techndogies at Langley Research Center and find a commercial market for 
th- technologies in the private industq. A f k  locating a market for the technologies, a 
mailing pacluse wrrg put together which informed the companies of the beJlefits of NASA 
Langley's technologies. The mailing package included utides written about the 
technology, patent mataid, abstncts from technical papers, and onapa%ets which were 
usad at the Techndoay opportunities Showcase (TOPS) exhibitions. The companies 
w e r c c n e t o  consult key team munbersforftrthainformationon the 
technologies. 
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TRWC'II- INFORMATION 
Since the signing of the Space Act in 1958, the technologies of NASA have proven 
to contribute to the economic security of the United States. As a part of this legislation,, 
partnerships between the private sector aad NASA have been strongly encouraged. 
NASA should no longer be solely considered a space center. It's responsibilities have 
branched out to the private industry, and technology transfer has become a key function 
at each NASA center. 
In addition to its existing partnership with the aerospace industry, NASA Langley 
proactively seeks nonaerospace partners for R&D collaborations where such 
collaborations offer significant synergy or benefits h m  sharing technology. 
Arrangements will be emphasized with industries which can benefit significantly 
from introduction of NASA technology for new products, improved products or 
increased efficiency. 
(Agenda for Change, p.7) 
This important marketing responsibility is held by LaRC's Technology 
Apllications Group, part of which is the Technology Transfer Team (T"). The 
Transfer Team is divided into four specialized sections: MedicaVSensors/Instentation/ 
Environmenthergy, InformatiodCommunication, Transprtation, 
MaterialdManufactwing. It is a primary objective of the TTT to "encourage broader 
utilization of NASA Langleydeveloped technologies in the American industrial 
community." (The Technology Transfer Process, p. 1) 
The key purpose of my particular project was to solicit interest in the current 
technologies which have failed to be utilized or licensed by the private industry. Requests 
were made to several transfer members to submit a list of technologies which they 
believed would be beneficial to a commercial market. Two technologies were chosen from 
the list submitted based on benefits to the commercial market and the existence of a 
market for the technology. The technologies which were selected were the Blind-Anchor- 
Nut-Installation-Fixture (BANIF) and Panel Analysis and Sizing Code (PASCO) 
software. 
BLIND-ANCHOR-NUT-INSTALLATION-FIXTURE is "an invention which 
enables a user to install an anchor nut on the blind side of a component. The potential 
commercial uses include boat repair, maintenance and repair of transportation sysrems, 
and automotive bodywork" (TOPS one-pager, "Blind Fastening Technique") 
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PANEL ANALYSIS and SIZING CODE provides a graphical rnterfsce which 
simplifies the specification of panel geometry and reduces user input emrs. The user 
draws the initial structural geometry, then uses a combination of graphic and text inputs 
to refine the structural geometry. The potential commercial use corrugated cardboard 
boxes. (Abstract, "User's manual for MacPASCO") 
After the selection of the technologies, research into each technology began. The 
team members which specialized in each particular technology aided in my research. 
Publications by the researchers, one-pagers fiom the Technology Opportunities 
Showcase (TOPS) exhibitions, and abstracts from NASA technical papers were obtained 
through the use of the World Wide Web. Other materials were also acquired from by the 
Technology Transfer Team members. The reading materials wcre collected and organized 
for a mailing package so that the selected make? could be infomed of the benefits of 
NASA Langley's technology. 
Following the compilation of the mailing material, a specific target market was 
determined. A discussion with several of the TTT members was held so that au optimal 
market was chosen. The particular markets were selected because they a p p d  to be 
able to receive the most benefits h m  the technology, would use technology the most 
resourcefirily, and would generate the most funds. The markets which wert chosen were 
as follows: Blind Fastener-Tool Companies, and "PASCO" software- Corrugated 
Cardboard Box Companies 
With the aid of the librarians at the Technical Library who searched on an 
extensive database, the addresses of companies which fit into each particular category 
were gathered. The listings included companies fiom around the country, examples being 
Snap-on Incoprated and 
Black & Decker. A cover letter was included with each mailing package to the 
companies. They were requested to review all the materials included and contact a 
specific TTT member if interested in further information regarding the techology, or 
interested in licensing the technology. At this time responses are being awaited. 
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ABSTRACT 
'Ibis report contains information about tbc tasks I have compktcd and the valuable 
experience I have gained at NASA The rtprt is divided into two different sections 
followed by a prcgram sumrrmfy sheet. Tbt first section describes the two  ports I have 
completed for the Office of Mission Assurance (OMA). I kribe the appmach and the 
rwourcesand facilities used tocompktc eacb report The second sectiondescribes my 
experience working in the Rcceipt ImpecticwdQudity Assurance Lab M A ) .  
Polymer Materials (GFFM) mission. The purpose of the Roduct Assurance Plan is to 
de& the various requirements which arc to be met through completion of the GPPM 
mission. IbeGPPM exptriment is aspace payload which will be flown in the shuak's 
SPACEHAB mod&. Tht experiment will use microgravity to enable production of 
complt? ~lymcricgaspcxmcabkmaterials. 
The sccobd rtportdescribcd in the first section is a Fmcturc Analysisforthe Mir 
Environmental Efkcts Paylord (MEEP). Tht Frwture Analysis report is  a summary of 
the fktm control CW-S for all spuchrral elements of the MEEP. Thc MEEP 
hatdwarc consists of four eltperimclr* catiiers, each of which contains an experiment 
container holding a passive experiment. Iht MEEP hardwan will be attached to the 
cargo bay ofthe space shuttle. It will be transfemd by Extravehicular Activity and 
mounted on the Mir space station. 
listed the different equipment I used at thc lab and dreirfunctiom. Idescribad the 
extensive insptction process that must be c0mpktc.d for spaceflight hardware. Included, 
at the end of this s ction, are pic- of most of the equipment used in the lab. 
There is a summary shect located at the end of this report It briefly describes the 
valuable experience I have gaincd at NASA this summer and what I will be able to take 
with me as I mum to college. I briefly discuss the experiences I mentioned in the 
previous three paragraphs along with training classcs I attended and courses I completed 
at the J-earning Lab. 
Ihc fmt nportdcscribcd is a Wuct Asswnce Plan for the Gas permeable 
The second Section of this report describes my experiences in the RVQA lab. I 
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OFFICE OF MISSION ASSURANCE (OMA) 
My first project consisted of preparing a product Assurance (PA) Plan for the Gas 
Rnneable Polymer Materials (GPPM) mission. The purpose of the Product Assurance 
plan is to ckfinc the nquircmtnts for &won management, nliability, quality 
assurance, parts, materials, processes, and system &ty which ( ~ l t  applicabk for design, 
procurement, fabrication, assemblyldisassernbly, and mt operations for Langley Rcscarch 
Center dcliverablcs through completion of the GPPM mission. 
The purpost of the GPPM experiment is to use mimgravity to enable production 
of complex polymeric gas penntabk materials. This experiment will be put aboard the 
SPACEHAB module which is integrated into the Orbiter cargo bay. SPACEHAB 
provides a shimlacvt environment for perfbrmancc of multipk experiments. 
The rnatcxial fesourccs I used to accomplish this task were the manual (LHB 
Su>O.l), the handbooks N€B 5300.qlB) and 5300/4(1A-I), and a PA Plan for a 
previously completed experiment. The human resomcs I took advantage of, in the Office 
of Mission Assurance, to complete the plan w m  the program assut811ce manager, GPPM 
p r o j e c t  ptrsonml. payload safety engineer, and tbc reliability engineer. 
payload, the mission success criteria and a list of the office of Mission Assurance’s 
Product Assurance Services. GPPM is a “Class D” payload. ’Ibis means that this payload 
has objectives worth achieving at a cost not to excced tht amount required for a single 
low cost attempt where single failure points arc acceptable and f d  verifntion 
requirements are limited to those llccc~sary - for safety and compatibility. The mission 
success criteria for thc GPPM experiment will be met if it maintains mechanical and 
electrical integrity from launch through landing and has the capability to enable a variety of 
sample tube monomer mixtures to polymerize. I workcd with the program assurance 
manager to determine all of the items to be furnished to the Project Leader at appropriate 
times. 
The second section of the PA plan states wherc the GPPM Project Team 
Grganization can be found and describes the responsibilities of the Product Assurance 
Engineer. The Product Assurance Engineer is responsible for assuring the overall 
implementation of the quirements of the PA plan consistent with the intent of the 
Product Assurance Instruction 5300.1 “Program Assurance: General Policy, 
Responsibility, Authority, and Implementatior. ** 
the third section of the PA plan. I found out, from the reliability engineer, the type of 
reliability analysis that will be done on GPPM. The GPPM had been flown on previous 
missions successfully without a reliability analysis being done. Thcrcfon, a reliability 
amlysis does not need to be done for the c m n t  experiment. Design data will be 
reviewed to ensure that quality, reliability, and safety considerations have been factored 
into the flight hardware design. 
The first section of the Product Assurance Plan includts thc classification of the 
The reliability assessment and dcsign specifications for the GPPM are included in 
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Thc fourth section of the PA plan establishes a Configuration Management System 
for the control of the GPPM experiment. This d o n  cites the way &sign changes arc 
dealt with and how parts, materials, and processts arc to be accounted. The GPPM 
Roject Manager shall be responsible for providing and impkmcnting a GPPM 
Configuration Management Plan prior to fabrication of flight hardwan. The plan should 
identify the configuration management system to accurately define and control the 
configuration of flight hardwan, spares, and ground support cquipmen~ 
Tbe purchase quest review, receiving and inspection, the ~ r c ~ n  of 
nceived articles, m i p t  inspection and supplier documentation lltguircmnts arc 
contained in this section. 
besc~whichoptimizedcsignandptifonnanct~certainex~specitiad. The 
E k c t r i c a l , E l ~ , a n d E l ~  'cat (EEE) Fats Manager shau approve all EEE 
parts in the GPPM hardware and is nsponsr'bk for qualification, scnening, testing, and 
failwc analysis as nqlrind Tht EEE Parts Enginccrshan develop theGPPM Partslist 
and show lotldnht codcs as approprietc. Fasteners received at Langley Aerospace 
Rtsearch Center will be v e W  by the Receiving and Inspection Lab per GPPM 
s p o c ~ o n s  (I was able to do this task of verifying fasteners at the Receiving and 
InspcctionlabasIwilldescribcunOerthe~~hcrding"ReceiptInspection/Quality 
Assumce Lab"). A mahttipls and limited life items list shall be prepared. Metals will be 
seleclcd using MSFC 522B "Design CXteM for Cmtrolling Strtss C d o n  Cracking," 
as a nftnnce and ail GPPM hardware will satisfy outgassing conshraints in accoxdancc 
Rocurement Prognun Assurance iscovcrcdinthc !%&Section ofthe P A p h  
The sixth section covers prrts, material seMon, ami process control. Parts sball 
with JSC 09WFMSFC-HDBK-527F. 
Quality control quinmcnts are contained in the seventh d o n  of the PA plan. 
Electrostatic Discharge Control (ESD), fabrication control, inspection and testing, 
assembly and integration, nonconforming articles and material control, bonded sums, 
metrology control, QA stamp control, the end-item data package and handling 
preservation and shipping all have requirements included under quality control. Most of 
these topics' requirements 8ct defined in certain cited handbooks. n# end-item data 
package provides cagnizance of the functional characteristics, and flight worthiness of the 
hardware to be shipped and subsequently maintains configuration accountability. 
The eighth and final section describes what will be done for system Safety of the 
GPPM experiment A reflown assessment will be developed and documented based on 
the Safety Analysis presented to the Safety Review Panel for previous flights. All safety 
rcviews shall be held in accordance with the phased system as defined in NSTS 13830B. 
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My second project consisted of preparing a fkac tu~ analysis report on the Mir 
Environmental Effects Payload (MEEP). 'Ibe MEEP hardware consists of a sidewall 
carrier and four Passive Experiment Carriers (PEC), each of which contains an experiment 
container holding a passive experiment. Thc PEC's will be attached to the c q o  bay of 
the space shuttle. They will be transferred by Extravehicular Activity and then mounted 
on the Mir space station. 
payloads by NHB 8071.1. The fractun analysis report is a summary of the fracture 
control classifications for all structural ekmcnts of the MEEP. Each componwt may fit 
under one of five categories: contained, fail-safe, low risk fracturt, low nleastd mass, or 
fnrccurt critical. The suuctud  elements have becn fabricated h n  mattrials that have 
high nsistance to mess corrosion cracking (SCC). For each part, the material is listed 
along with its SCC classification. 
The first step that needed to be taken, in order for me to be able to &tennine the 
information needed to compkte tht nquirementS stated in the paragraph above, was to 
obtain the drawings for the ]hardware unckr consideration. I obtained the drawings h m  
the aerospace system engineers wbo drew them. These drawings of tht individual 
stmcturcs of the MEEP show the material of which each component is made. I then 
listed, in my report, the components of the MEEP, followed by the material they arc made 
of and the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) classification of the material. The SCC 
classifbtion for each mattrial was obtained from the booklet "Design Criteria for 
Controlling Stress Conosion h k i n g . "  A classification of 1 indicates high resistance to 
SCC, 2 indicates rnoder;.e resistance, and 3 indicates low mistance. 
fr;lctun classifications. A full-scale model of the MEEP was also available, in the systems 
engineering building, to study in order to get a better pictun of its components. In order 
to classify each component, I determined fractms that could occur in tach component 
that would cause a worst case scenario. If a component is c!assifd as being contained, it 
can fracture and not be a threat to the payload of the shuttle, due to it being contained by 
a surrounding structure. A fail-safe component is designed with redundancy, which means 
if one part of its structure failed there would still be another structure holding the part in 
place. Low released mass is a classification given to a structure which does not have the 
potential to do damage to the shuttle payload if it fails, due to its light weight (Mass < 2.5 
Ib.). The classification "fractut.lc critical," raises the most concem of all the possible 
classifications a structure can br labckd. If a s t r u m  is fracture critical, it may cause 
damage to the shuttle if it fails (catastrophic failurt). Engineers try to design the 
structures to contain a minimal number of fracturt critical parts. Low risk k t u r e  is a 
classification which permits hardware which would ordinarily be defined as "fracture 
critical" to be classified as "non-fracture critical" when the possibility of failure due to a 
crack-like flaw can be shown to be extremely remote. 
Every component of the MEEP was made of either 6061-T6 AL, 7075-173 AL, 
A286 SST, or 300 series SST. These are all materials which have high nsistance to stress 
corrosion cracking and therefore, in the analysis, each component was given a SCC 
The fractun analysis nport is required fat the flight ccTtific(Ltion of Shuttk 
I then studied the drawings of each component very canfully to determine their 
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Receipt Inspection / Quality Assurance (RYQA) Lab 
I was fortunate emugh to be able to spend some time working with the inspectors 
at the Receipt InspectiodQUality Assurance (RUQA) Lab. The inspectots are employed 
by Mason & Hanger who are contractors at NASA. I conducted various quality 
inspections and vuification tests of incoming stock and spaceflight hardware. I gained 
experience on the equipment used in the inspection proass. The fdowing list shows the 
equipment I used. There are pictures of most of these machines at the end of this section. 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
e 
Cutting Saw - cuts a section of material to be mounted by the mounting processing 
system. 
Mounting Press - encapsulates gKcimens to be mdlogaphicaliy prepared and 
examined. 
Grinder- p r e p a r e s s a m p k s f o r ~ ~  aamhatbn by using progressively 
smaUer abrasive materials to rcmovf distorted surface material h the sample so it 
canbe studiedunder a microscope. 
Stereosmpe/Microq Video package - allows low and high magnification of 
prepared samples to view surface coatings and to determine swhx discontinuities. 
Measurement System - video measurement system which measures Coating thickness 
and nomdolmities. 
EDAX (energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence) system - Spectra chemical microanalysis 
system which uses X-ray energy to excite unknown dements causing them to gve off 
their own specific energy which allows each element to be identified in a test specimen. 
Magnaffw F.P.I. ProCessing System - uses florescent penetrant inspection to detect 
d i s c o n t i e s  exposed to a specimens surf?ace. 
Hardness Tester - performs the Rockwell Hardness Tcst to determine the hardness of 
a specimen. 
Micro-hardness Tester - performs the Rockweli Hardness Test on very small and thin 
samples. 
Tensile Tester - determines the mechanical properties of a specimen, such as, ultimate 
tensile strength and reduction of area. 
Laser Thread Measurement System - non-contact thread measurement system used for 
determining root radius, flank a.igles, knctional diameter, etc. 
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In the inspection process, there is a chart that is followed in the lab which specifies 
the number of samples that must be rtsted from a certain lot, &pending on the number of 
pieces contained in the lot. The most idcal method would be to test every part in a lot, but 
this takes too much time and money to be effective. The idea is to choose samples which 
represent the entire population. NASA follows the "zero-defect" policy. This policy 
states that if one of the pieces in the lot does not meet its' specifications, the whole lot is 
rejected. This strict rejection policy gets the raanufactwr's attention providing an extra 
incentive to make parts shct to their specifications. 
During my time at the lab, screws wezc the main items being tested. First, every 
inspection machine must be calibrated. Then I would pick adesignakd number of samples 
out of the lot, referring to a chart. Then I would perform a variety of tcsts on the samples. 
The first test I would perfam on these samples is avisual test. lhis would consist 
of stemg ifdrcy would praptrly screw into a p-tap@ hole of tht scnws spccificd 
Then one sample h m  a h  lot would be otsbcd for its propertbreddimensions using the 
Laser Thrcad Meas-nt syskm. This is a very precise non-destruCtive test, which 
virtually eliminates human error. NASA is one of the fkw placts to have puxhased one of 
these devices. 
Then a chunical test is perf& to see if the sample was made of the material 
specifitd Many times manufactums have sold zinc coated scnws to NASA, while telling 
NASA they wen coated with cadmium. This is because it is cheaper and easier for the 
prices, ifthis went undetected. Thc EDAX machinc kccps manufactums from getting 
away with delivering pieces ma& with mattrial other than what was specifid in the 
contract. The EDAX is an X-ray device which can dctcrminc the pcrrxntage of each 
element pnsent in a sampk. 
can be done on most smws and is done to see if it meets orexceeds the minimum tensile 
strength stated in the specifications. Thc scxcw's kngth and width must be measured 
before and aftcr the test in order for the elongation and reduction of area to be calculated. 
This is a destructive tcst which litcraiiy pulls the scnw until it breaks apart in ordcr to find 
it's ultimate tcnsilc strength. 
If the screw can not be p l a d  in the tensile test machine, it must be prepared for a 
Rockwell Hardness test to be executed with either the Hardncss Tester or thc Mcm- 
hardnws tester, depending on the specimen's size. The pnparation phase is a rather long 
proccss for this test First the spscimen should be cut, using the cutting saw, to about one 
centimeter long. "ken, the specimen is mounted using the Mounting Press. A flat, 
polished surface, free from obstructions must be exposed in order to do the hardness test. 
Therefore, a grinder is used to achieve this prupose, using pmgmsively smaller abrasive 
materials to remove distorted surface mattrial. After this process is finished, the sample 
can then be tested for hatdness. A %st for coating thickness can also be done to the 
specimen after it has been prepared in the way stated. 
mcasunment,andsimply looking at thescnw to sceifthcn wen any WtiOeaMe &fkcts. 
manllfactufers to coat m w s  with zinc, and they could still charge cadmium coating 
A tensile Best or hardness test should then be done on the sample. A ensile est 
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In order to see if a specimen has been coated with the specified amount of 
material, the Stereoscope/Mcroscope Video package is used along with the video 
Measwcmcnt system. The specimen is magnified many times with this systcm. The image 
of dre specimen is shown on a monitor. Pointers can then be toggled around the co:ting 
layer of the specimen on the video smcn.  Ihe system automatically mcasuftS dre 
distance between the two pointers, detcxmining the coating thickness of the specimen 
This entin system can also be used to show irrcgularitics in the material. The systtm can 
print a pictwc of the image displayed on the monitor to be used for the sake of argi- rent 
when dealing with manufactums of faulty components. 
if thert an discontinuities on the surface of the specimen. One must be a level ID 
inspector in order to do dmosc faults in specimens, using this test 
nsult which d m  not agree with the specifications of the part being examined, all of the 
parts arc njected. During my stay, only one of the lots I worked with was rejected. It 
was rejccocd because thtre were bolts contained in this same lot mack by two diffexent 
manufacturers. This was male illegal, since the parts lose their tractability causing it to be 
impossible, at times, to hold a spacific manufacturer accountable for the quality of thew 
products. 
The Magnafiux F.P.I. procesSing System is used mainly for pressuse fittings to see 
With NASA's zero defect policy, if any of the ests mentioned above, shows a 
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CFK 
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11:2514 7-1 3-95 
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3.00 1.00 9.00 1200 15.00 18.00 21-00 24.00 27.00 3O.W 33-00 36.00 
FS : 1380 CPS : 260 C n b  : 2 KcV : 10.58 
Element Gross Intcn Inten Error 
CdL 
CrK 
PeK 
ZnK 
CdK 
0.49 
3 .17  
94.35 
126.19  
0.20 
10.15 
3 .97  
0.73 
0.63 
15.81 
This is an example of output from the EDAX (energy dispersive X-ray 
fluorescence) system which is a spectra chemical microanalysis system that uses X- 
ray energy to excite unknown elements causing them to give off their own specific 
energy which allows each element to be identifd in a test specimen. The purpose of 
this specific inspection test was to determine if a screw was coated with zinc es stated 
in its specifications. The screw was, in fact, coated by zinc as shown by the graph on 
this page. 
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Abstract 
As part of the Advanced General Aviation Transportation Experiments program, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Langley Research Center is conducting tests to 
design energy absorbing structures to improve occupant survivability in aircraft crashes. An 
effort is currently underway to decign an energy absorbing (EA) sub-floor structure which will 
reduce occupant loads in an aircraft crash. However, a recent drop test of a fuselage specimen 
with a proposed EA sub-floor structure demonstrated that the effects of sectioning the fusclage 
on both the fuselage section’s stiffness and the performance of the EA structure were not hlly 
understood. Therefore, attempts are undenvay to model the proposed sub-floor structure on 
computers using the DYCAST finite element code to provide a better understanding of the 
structure‘s behavior in testing, and in an actual crash. 
Introduction 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), and several aircraft and avionics manufacturers are c m n t l y  working in 
partnership to develop new technologies for use in fbture general aviation and commuter aircraft. 
This goal of this research, known as the Advanced General Aviation Transportation Experiments 
(AGATE), is to revitalize the general aviation and commuter ahcraft industry in the United 
States. There are fow major NASA work packages comprising the general aviation ctcment of 
AGATE: Integrated Cockpit Systems, Propulsion, Sensors, and Controls, lntegrated Design and 
Manufacturing, and Icing Protection Systems. The goal of the Integrated Design and 
Manufacturing package is to develop lighter, safer, and more affordable certified aircraft structural 
concepts. 
Current Research 
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has been conducting impact dynamics research 
and full scale crash testing for over 20 years. In recent years, NASA impact dynamics research 
has concentrated more and more on composite materials, which will be used much more 
extensively in aviation in the future. As part of the Integrated Design and Manufacturing work 
package of AGATE. LaRC is conducting research into energy absorbing (EA) structures for use 
in next generation generctl aviation aircraft. NASA recently acquired two seven seat Learfan 
aircraft with carbon composite fuselages. One of the aircraft, with the standard metal beam floor 
structure. was outfitted with energy absorbing seats, side by side with standard FAA Part 132 9g 
aircraft seats, and crash tested at LaRC’s Full Scale Impact Dynamics Research Facility (IDRF) 
to form a baseline for future tests. At impact, the aircraft was traveling at 3 1 fps vertical velocity 
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and 8 1 fps longitudinal velocity. The maximum vertical accelerations measured in the seat pans 
were approximately 80g in the standard seats and 401: in the EA seats, compared with the human 
tolerance level of 5Og. However, the test dummies in the EA seats sustained spinal loads of 1600 
Ibs, above the maximum human tolerance of 1500 Ibs. These results demonstrate that, even in a 
moderate impact such as this one, occupants in EA seats would likely suffer severe injuries or 
death and occupants in standard 98 aircraft seats would almost certainly be killed. 
The next stage in testing is to replace the standard sub-floor structure with an energy 
absorbing structure and repeat the test. However, before this can occur, a suitable sub-floor 
structure has to be developed and tested. One structure currently under consideration is a box 
core flat-faced composite beam. The structure consists of a O B 0  degree fiberglass core with a 
skin of +/- 45 degree Kevlar for structural integrity and is filled with rigid closed cell PVC foam. 
The structure. which has achieved a sustaitd crushing load of 240 Ibf per inch length in dynamic 
testing is mounted directly under standard T-section seat rails. Recently, this structure was 
installed and tested in a 36 inch long fil scale fuselage section f b m  a Lcarfhn aircraft. EA beams 
were mounted directly to the fusclage and seat rails under standard % aircraA scats, which carried 
standard instrumented crash dummies. The fuselage section was then drop tested in the IDRF's 
Vertical Testing Apparatus at 30 Fps vertical velocity. However, the EA beams did not crush as 
anticipated. 
aircraft which may have contributed to the problem were uncovered. Because, in this composite 
fuselage test, the EA beams were attached directly to the fuselage and there were no lateral 
beams, the relative stiffness of the fuselage section is more important. Also, the stiffness of the 
fuselage section was later determined to be less than that of thc same section when it is part of 
the entire fuselage. In addition, the energy absorbing floor beams in the fuselage section act 
differently from how they would in a full length fwlage. 'hese differences are caused by the 
shorter lengths of the beams and the differences in restraint at the ends of the beams (both ends 
of the 36 inch EA beams in the fuselage section test were unrestrained, whereas they would be 
restrained by the rest of the beam in a full length fuselage). It is therefore important to conduct 
more research into the effects of varying the lengths of fuselage sections and EA floor beams so 
that fuselage section drop tests can be both better understood and made more representative of 
full length aircraft fuselages. Efforts are currently underway to model both the fuselage section 
and the sub-floor structure on corrwters. The remaindew of this paper focuses on computer 
modeling of the seat rail and energ, absorbing floor beam which together form the sub-floor 
structure. 
After the test, some differences between this test and previous tests in metal fuselage 
Finite Element Modeling 
Developing an accurate computer model of the sub-floor structure under consideration is 
desirable because it would allow simulations to be run without the trouble and expense of a full 
scale test. Although full scale testing is still needed, these simulations could reveal problems, 
such as the ones that appeared in the fuselage section test. ahead of time, reducing the need for 
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costly re-tests. Computer models can also be used to simulate the behavior of materials under 
many different conditions, reducing the need for actual static and dynamic testing. It is hoped 
that developing accurate Finite Elemcnt Method (FEM) computer models of the sub-floor 
structure under consideration will lead to a better understanding of the structure and help 
researchers to rccognize and correct potential problems before full scale testing is conducted. 
DYCAST (Dynamic Crash Analysis of Structures), the FEM computer code used to 
model the energy absorbing sub-floor structure is a non-linear structural finite element computer 
code developed by NASA and Grumman Corporation (Ref. I). Two different DYCAST 
elements were used to construct the computtr modcl, the SPNG mi-linear spring ekment and 
the TSEC beam element. The SPNG element is a non-linear crush spring with energy absorption 
capability. It’s behavior is defined by user-input loading and unloading curves. The TSEC 
element is a beam element with six different integration points and user-input strain hardening 
and failure criteria. Each integration point can go plastic or reach failure separately. Also, the 
stifbess of each integration point is deleted h m  that of the whole beam when that point reaches 
the failure criteria (Ref. 1). 
Modeling Considerations 
For the original model used in the static testing, two sets of nodes were defined, dong 
both the X axis and the line where the ground plane intersects the XZ plane (see Figure I). Note 
that the X axis and the ground are 8 inches apart and that both the X and Y axes pass through the 
centroidal axis of the seat rail. The nodes were initially placed one inch apart in the X direction. 
along, and directly below the entire length of the beam in Consideration. TSEC elements were 
defined between the elements along the X axis and SPNG elements were defined between these 
nodes, and th nodes directly below them on the ground. Material properties for 7075-T6 
extruded aluminum alloy were used, as well as a 31 point Ramberg-Osgood curve to represent the 
strain hardening and failure characteristics of the material (see Ref. 2). 
waq necessq to calculate the moment of inertia and centroid of the beam manually. The 
moment of inertia was then input into DYCAST and the thickness of the DYCAST TSEC flange 
was varied so that the centroid calculated by DYCAST would be at the proper Z coordinate. 
These calculations are included in spreadsheet form as Appendix A The section numbers shown 
correspond to those in Figure I .  Next, a finite beam on an elastic foundation model was used to 
verify the DYCAST model (see Ref. 3). The DYCAST springs were made linear with K-7500 
Ibf per inch deflection and the DYCAST results and elastic foundation results for deflection at 
the ends and center, and the moment and maximum normal stress at the center were compared at 
several loads applied at the center node of the model. A comparison with a load of 2000 Ibs is 
included as Appendix B. It was also necessary to construct a load vs. displacement curve for the 
SPNG elements used in the model. For static modeling, a simple 5 point curve could he used, 
however, for the dynamic cases. i! was necessary to use a 15 point curve to smooth the rapid 
Because the cross-section of the seat rail was riot identical to that of the TSEC beam, it 
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changes in slope because of numerical integration problems which would otherwise result. A 
typical dynamic spring curve representing a sustained crushing load of 240 Ibf/in length is 
included as Figure 2. On this curve, negative displacements and forces represent and tawse, 
respectively, compression. It should be noted that this curve is for springs used with the i /2 
inch length TSEC elements d in some dynamic models, and that the level portion of the graph 
is slightly less than half of 240 Ibf to account for the fact that there is always one more spring 
than beam element in each model. The static springs have a similar shape, but level off at slightly 
less than the 200 IbC’in length valtle used for the static crushing load (1  inch elements). 
The first series of tests involved static models with I inch elements at lengths of 12 and 
24 inches. and loads of 2475 Ibf and 4806 Ibf, respectively. Graphs of the results are included as 
Fighres 3 and 4. Please note that all seat rail displacement graphs represent only the left halves 
of the structure. The structures are symmetric about the right edge of the graphs. The models 
were run on a Digital Equipment Corporation Microvax. All nodes were constrained to allow 
translation in only the Z direction and rotation about only the Y axis. The translation restriction 
was imposed because of convergence problems with the static integrator. However, in t.k actual 
structure, the elemenis can also translate in the X direction. For this reason, the results are not 
reprexntativc of the actual material behavior. Therefore it was desirable to create a more 
accurate model. 
Dynamic Model 1 
In an attempt to more accurately model the behavior of the sub-floor structure. a dynamic 
model was cre3ted. ‘The model was run at eight different ierrgths. 12 in, 13 in, 14 in, 16 in, I8 in, 
22 in, 26 in. and 36 in. on several Sun Sparc 10 series workstations. n e  12 through 16 inch 
models used 1 /2 inch length elements. while the 18 through 36 inch models used 1 inch length 
elements due to a limit DYCAST imposes on the number of elements and the large amount of 
processor time required for these models. !n each case the load was a 104 Ibm point mass 
applied to the center node of the beam. The beam was then given an initial velocity of 30 fps in 
the negative z direction. In an effort to further reduce the computer time required, the symmetry 
of the beams used to represent the whole beam by modeling only the left half. To do this, the 
strength of the center spring was cut in half and a mass of 52 Ibm was applied. The center node 
was then constrained to no rotation to force symmetry. These models were verified by 
comparing them to their full length counterparts and the results were identical. All of the other 
nodes along the beam were allowed translatc in both the X and 2 directions, and to rotate about 
the Y axis. A large unloading slope. comparable to the initial slope of the SPNG elements, was 
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used to make the deformation permanent. A Newmark-Beta implicit integration scheme was 
originally tried, however system energy errors of greater than 1000% resulted. The Wilson-Theta 
implicit integrator was then tried. and yielded much better results. This integrator was used for 
all remaining models, and system energy errors were all less than 5% and usually less than 1%. 
included as Figures 5 through 10, respectively. Figures 5 through 7 exhibit unusual behavior at 
the last three! time increments. These are a consequence of the rebound the center node 
experiences when it reaches the very steep slope towards the end of the load vs. displacement 
curve and the unloading slopes on the springs. Because this behavior is uncharacteristic ofthe 
actual material. deflections after the center has reached rhe point of maximum Z deflection are 
indicated on the graphs as hairlines. A mofe troubling trend, however, is the large X deflection of 
the ends of the beams in all but the 26 inch case. This is not characteristic of the results of 
dynamic testing conducted at the IDRF. The large deflections occurred because the model docs 
not take in to account the strength added to the structure by the EA beam in ditections other than 
the Z direction. The actual structure also mists crushing in the X direction and the +/- 45 degree 
Kevlar fibers in the beam give it a strong resistance to torsion. Next, an attempt \ *as made to 
compensate for these factors. 
Graphs of the 12,13,14, 18,26, and 36 inch models at 4 millisecond increments are 
Dynamic Model 2 
In an attempt to compensate for the composite beam's X direction crush resistance and 
resistance to torsion, springs were attached from the end node of the 13 inch model to a point f i  
in the positive X direction (so that only X and not 2 deflections of the beam would affect the 
leng;h ofthis new spring). Springs with loading curves identical to those used on each beam were 
then added and the dynamic tests were re-run in a trial and error process until the final X 
deflection of the end of the beam was close to that observed in a dynamic test of a 13 inch 
specimen. Similar beani-end X deflections were observed with 13 springs attached to the end 
(the equivalent of two springs per inch). The model was then run at lengths identical to those 
used in Dynamic Model 1 with two springs per inch of model length for 12 to 16 inches, and one 
spring per inch for 18 to 36 inches (thc springs were twice as strong for these lengths due to the 1 
inch elements). Plots of the displacements and accelerations of the mass at the center of each 
beam are included as Figures 1 1 through 16. Upon comparing the results of the 13 inch model 
(Figure 12) with a specimen from a dynamic test, it was discovered that the 2 displacements 
along the beam were almost identical. While the X displacements were modeled after those of the 
test specimen, the fact that the 2 displacements along the beam were the same indicates that the 
vertical springs represent the crushing behavior accurately and that the overall model is accurate 
for the 13 inch length. I t  can also be assumed that the models accurately represent the behavior 
of 14 and 12 inch specimens because they are close in length to the 13 inch model which has been 
verified. However, further research is necessary to determine if the scheme for adding springs to 
the end in the longer length models correctly represents the behavior of the material. However, 
even if i t  doesn't, corrections should be possible by simply adding or deleting springs. 
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Conclusions 
Of the three dityerent types of finite element models attempted, the third one, Dynamic 
Model 2, has the most promise. it has demonstrated the ability to accurately model the behavior 
of a test specimen, and with a few more dynamic tests, it could be verified and corrected, if 
necessary, for other lengths. The Static Model did not accurately represent the behavior of the 
material. although this is probably because numerical integration problems necessitated limiting 
the degrees of freedom of the beam beyond :.;hat was accurate. However, the static model was 
useful in that it allowed for verification with elastic foundation theory. Also, Dynamic Model 1 
did a poor job of predicting the material behavior because it neglected the stiffness of the energy 
absorbing beam in other than the Z direction. Although Dynamic Model 2 shows promise, it 
might also be useful to try and model the sub-floor structure with another more advanced finite 
element code with the capability to model more complex composite materials. This might 
provide an even better understanding of the energy absorbing sub-floor structure’s behavior. 
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The objective of the Reusable Software System (RSS) i s  t o  provide NASA Langlcy Research Cen- 
ter and its conuictor personnci with ii reusable softwrre technology through the Internet. The RSS is 
easily accessible, p ~ ~ h f e s  i n f m a t i o n  that is extmctrrbk. nnd the capability to submit information or 
data for the purpose of scientific research itt NASA Langley Research Center within the Atmospheric 
Scitncc Division. 
intraduction 
Tht Reusable Software System prnvidcs a nspclsitory for reusable softwit= dtvtbped by NASA 
a d  contractor pcrrscmwl engaged in atmospheric science research a d  suppcm activities at the Lan- 
gky Research Center. This system also provides links to a number of other cstablished softwan 
repositcwics. The RSS was undertaken as a Quality Action Team (QAT) project by Science Applica- 
tions lnternational C q x x a t i o n  (SAIC) and is presently a joint effort with the staff of the RASA Lan- 
gley Research Center Atmospheric Science Division. 
The World Wide Web (WWW) is the mechanism thitt allows access t o  the Reusable Software Sys- 
tem. The system consists o f  it wriety of HyperText Markup Language (HTML) documents, also 
know as home pages. that display text, gmphich, as well its sounds. These HTML documents provide 
information for the entire lntenltit world. Each HTML dcwument is it11 eleinetit o f  ;I growing reusable 
softwan technology allowing individuals t o  combine their effons and resouulces to centralizing 
important and iiwfitl software. 
Quality A c t h  Team and Ihe Reusable Softwvare System 
The objective of the Quality Action Team is to ptcmote the exchange rind efticient use of computer 
.software among various groups within the division. The wiclesprriid use o f  workstations, PCs and 
Macintoshes hits peneriittd ii growing need for it variety o f  softwart: ;ind methods for allowing these 
different platforms t o  work together. New versions of Softwitre p;tck;tgrs ;ire k i n g  purchased or  
developed in-house, but not cveryone in the division hiis ;tccess t o  these trxols. While proprietary 
rights may limit the sharing o f  some of *he commerci;ii pitchges. no such restrictions exist for soft- 
ware developed within the government. Theftfore the creation o f  ;I system based reusable software 
technology would provide it compiiny with itccessibk inform;ition th;tt citn be extracted and submitted 
easily. The Quality Action Team addresses the following key issues: 
1) Reuse/shering of softw;ire developed by Division employers. 
2) Transfer o f  u n u d  hLtrdwiiR cotnponrnt!, itniong ctit'fewnr grotip. 
3) Software quality iiwiritnce and virus prtntctioii. 
4) Lngitli[y of sharing commercial softwitrt: p;tck;tgt:~. 
Chuck McKinley serves ;ts Chiiimlin for the Qtulity Acrion Tem. The members of this team con- 
sist of vince Britckot1, Hill  Cllil11dier. Piitrick Purcell. Chiich T~r i i i iw,  D;ivid Ayers, iind my mentor 
Calvin Mackey. Calvin Mikckey and the Data Management Office (DMO) w e n  approached by 
Chuck McKinley 141 become a member of the Qtd i ty  Action Team due to DMO's desire to c m t t  
their own reusable softwitre technology. 
Chuck McKinley and Calvin Mackey with the assistance of OM0 and the QAT established the 
NASA Langley Research Center A~--c~pher ic  S ience Reusable Software System (RSS). ThC Reus- 
able Software System is  w r t ss ibk  t m q h  t k  World Wide Web on the Internet. The system is 
accessed through a home page which allows individusls to  exwsct information fmm t k  RSS drat will 
be useful in atmospheric research and projects. The RSS Hcme Piage consists of informrtion rtgPrrt- 
ing applications, computer graphics, CASE tools, pn)grimming code, site-licensed software. com- 
pendium of universal constants. freewarp. commercial d:it;lbiws. atmospheric data cdlcctions, othct 
rtpositories. and d u r  mources. 
WQ Wide web 
Thc Web is an access mechanism laycnd atop existing network services that provides a consistent 
kicw of many different services. The World Wide Web i s  comprised of three systems: hypertext, the 
Intcmet, and multimedia. Hypertext is text within ii ckxument which provides a direct link to another 
document. The Internet i s  Y global system of computer networks. Multimedia i s  the combination of 
different presentational technologies to appeal to multiple senses. The WWW i s  a unique tool which 
allows you to access not only text but also graphics, so~unrl. or video infcmzltion from all over the 
I ntcme t wtwld. 
Hypertext Markup Language 
HyperTexr Midiup L a n p g e  is a simple markup sysrrrn used t o  create hypertext documents that 
are portable from one platform to another. HTML markup can represent hypertext MWS. mail, docu- 
mentation, and hypcmediit: menus of options: dittithse qiie'y results; simple structured documents 
with in-lined graphics; rind hypenext views ofexisting hottits of informaritm. HTML is  how a WWW 
browser displays i t s  multimedin dwuments. The dtmmtrnra themselves iire plain text files, also 
known as ASCII, with special "t;tps*'or ctwies thitt the WWW program knows how to interpret and 
display on your screen. Thew HTML sptciiil " t q s "  detins the structtlritl elements in a document 
such as headers, citibtions, itddesXS, etc.; Iiiyout information such as bold and italics; the use of in- 
line graphics together with the ability to  pmvidt hypenext links. HTML, along wirh the World Wide 
Web, wen invented by Tim Berners-Lee of the CERN High Energy Particle Physics Laboratory in 
Geneva, Switzerl;ind. HTML ;tllows you to: 
1 )  Publish documents t o  the Internet in ;I platform intfependent format 
2) Create links 10 related works frrm your if(mrmenr 
3) Include grikphics itnd multimediii CiitIit within your dcxumrnt 
4) Link to non-Worict Wide Web itlfofnlittion nsoiIrces on the Inrernet 
HTML i s  written in ;I text eciiwr iind 5;; using sprci;il HTML CotIlnliitldS the user i s  able to manip- 
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date the text to whatever style or form the individual quires .  The HTML commands are simple and 
easily understandable: 
<HI>, <H2>. . . . . <H6> - Change the size of the fotu 
<P> - Marks the end of a paragraph 
cBR> - Stans ;I new line 
<I> - iulics 
< U b  - underline 
<A HREF> - hyperlink 
<B> - bdd 
These commands are just il few of many which allow the user to do  numerous things with the docu- 
ment. 
The command, <A HREF>, is an extremely impcxtiint part of  HTML. < A HREF> is the hyperlink 
function that allows quick movement through documents while browsing the Internet. The <A 
HREF> pmvides a link to the direct path of ii document without the bother of opening command win- 
dows and searching for the pathway. The pathway to the HTYL document is called the Uniform 
Resource Locator (UKL). 
Netscape 
A Mountain View. CA - based ctwporation cKigin;illy known as Mosaic Communications Corp., 
Netscape was founded in April 1994 by James H. Clark. founder of Silcon Graphics Inc., and Marc 
Andreessen, creator of the origin;tl NCSA Mosaic prototype. Led by Andreessen and a team of soft- 
ware developers, Netscrip lttiirichcd its k t r t  version in October tW4 itnd quickly ~(xk the world by 
storm. Netscape's browsers come in three flavors: L'KIX. Windows. and Msciiitosh, all of them vir- 
tually identical from the user's perspective. 
Netscape sought to stand itpitrt from the masses by supporting fearures not  included in the HTML 
specifications. Nctx i ip  established the inclusion of special extensions, non-standard HTML, that 
allowed users to formitt dittil on pages in a more elegitnr fdshion thitn had previously been available, 
such as wrdpping text itround it  graphics image. Other extensions for speci;il feittlires included blink- 
ing, scaling the size of the fonts used. and centering were ;ilw ;ddrd. 
CERES Software Bulletin's )lame Page 
The Cloud and Earth's Riicliitnt Energy System (CERES) Softw;tr\: Bulletin's Home Page wa.. .he 
tirst HTML dwiimcnt . M;tri;i Mitchum. member of the 0;ttii Management Oftice, supplied the bulle- 
tins and requested thitt they be p)r:ed on the lnterwt for c;tsy reiid;tble access. The bulletins were 
sent through email in a tile itnd hnd to be converted in to  postscript form. The ;ipplication Ghostview 
was needed to displiiy the bulletins on the screen. Ghostview ;tilows the bulletin 10 be displayed on 
the screen while the Netsciipc window remain5 tree. The CERES Software Bulletin's HTMI, docu- 
ment read the following c c ~ k :  
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ctitleCERES DMS Softwatt Bulletins </title> 
chr, 
4 1 >clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System tCERESI4h 1 > 
<IMG SRC="http://asd-www/tmorgan/ncws.gif> 
<hr> 
&>CERES OMS Software Bulktins</hZ> 
<h3> 
<ul> 
dixa bnf~"http~/asd-www/ctns/CERES~SB~9S-O1 .ps">CERES Bulletins Purpose & Mailing 
Listdo 
<li= href="http://cisd- www/cett.s/CERES-SB-YS-Ot.ps">CERES tandard Routine ROtogwda> 
4 i X a  h~f="http://iisd-www/nns/CERES-SB-YS-03.ps">CERES elease 1 Grid B u l k t i n d o  
<lixa hnf="http://~sd-www/ce~~ERES_SB_YS-(W.ps">Revised CERES Standard Routine fro- 
lOgUe<lru 
< l i x a  h r r f = " h t t p : / ~ i s r l - w w w / ~ e n s ~ E R E S _ S B _ Y S  I Datit P r o d ~ t  Modult Gu&- 
linesc/o 
cli><a hnf="http://i~d-~w~/c.trrs/CERES_SB_YS-(W.p~">F~) Debugger General lnfwmation</A> 
<Ul> 
< h x A  hnf="ht tp: / l ; t .~ -www/~e~~) -Users -Notes">FYo Users Notes d i t >  
</Ub 
< i i x a  hre f="h t t p://asd- w w w/ce res/CER ES S B-95 -07. p y  " >CE R ESI i b R E A DME Goi&lines<ia> 
d u b  
4 3 >  
<hr> 
<i ><a href="h t t p ://;rsd - w w w/ce re ddocs . h t m I " x im g src =*I h t r p ://asd- w w w/t rnorgan/greys t a q i  f '> 
Back to On-line D<K.ument;rtion</a,</i></ul> 
This HTML dtxiiment i s  1tw;ited ar this U R L  http://asd-www/cerrs/bulIctins.html. 
Reusable Software System Home Page 
Calvin Mackey expressed a need f o ~  more HTML feitlkires to be incorporate into the Reusable 
Software System (RSS) Home Page. Calvin Mickey wonted to display the time. date, and the num- 
ber of times the page had been accessed ;it the top of the page. To do this two programming lan- 
guages, iiwk and ped, had to he used. Awk was used to keep ;iii ;iuiir;tte count of the number of times 
the page had been accessed. Per1 was used to display the ciimnt time and date. 
The progrim reiid the following cde: 
Mark Shipham, member of DMO, pmvided technical support in the creation o f  the awk progrim. 
#!/bin/sh 
awk '(print ( i n t 6  I ) + I )  1' /home/docs/ceres/RSSHOW_MANY > /home/dtxs/ceres/temp 
h v  /home/d(xcs/ceres/temp /home/d(rs/ceres/RSSHO W _ _  MA N Y 
The program called for the creation of a file called how-many. Haw-many is the file that stores the 
number of times the page had been iicceswd. The program citlls the tile, how-many, adds one to 
whatever number i s  currently in the file, then displays that number o n  the home page. 
grim read the following ctde: 
Calvin Mackey pnwided technical support in the development of the perl program. The date pro- 
#!/bin/sh 
DATE--/bin/date 
echo Con tent - t y pe : re xt/pla in 
echo if { -x $DATE 1; then $DATE 
else echo Cannot tind date command on this system. 
fi 
The first line of  ccxie, U!/hin/xh, tells the compitter this is it per1 script tile. Without that first line the 
computer woiilti not  recognize the commands that follow. The time i s  a stitnditrd part of every UNlX 
system and does not  need it speciid per1 pmgram but time is still called by the perl program in the RSS 
HTML document. 
When mcdifications were IniIde to the RSS home Page. the programs were implemented into the 
RSS HTML documents. For the programs to work the RSS HTML document had to be moved to a 
different directory, cgi-bin. This directory itllows ii11 execut;tblc: programs to run therefore the RSS 
HTML document had t o  be converted into a per1 script tile. RSS 1 .cgi. The ctde that was added to 
the document allowed the computer to read the text in the new directory. Key commands such as 
echo, #!/bin/sh, and #!/bin/csh were recognized by the computer ;IS per1 commilnds. These lines 
were recog -ked i i h  itwk i!nd per1 progritmming Code: 
Date and Time (Per1 Program) 
Access Number (Awk Program 
echo "'date -11 '+It is 8 h  %d. 1 9 % ~  and the citrretit time IS %H:WM 2 (GMT)."' 
echo "'/home/~tcK.s/htbir\/RSSCOUh'T '' 
echo "cB2' cat /homz/docs/ceres/RSS HOW - M A N Y * c/B >" 
Since the RSS HTML document had been converted to ;I per1 script file, il new file had to be cre- 
ated to call the dtxxmriit to the screen. The new tilc, niimect RSS, c;ills the dtwment to be executed 
through the cgi-bin directory. The RSS file also resides in the cgi-bin directory. The RSS Home Page 
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is founded at this URL, http://asd-wwwlcgi-bin/RSS. 
Informix Tutorial 
Calvin Mackey iilW nquested the Informix Tutorial tx transferred into a HTML document. Infor- 
mix is a relational database management system (DBMS) that allows the user to create tables of data 
and to relate them to each other based upon commotr fields. Informix i s  needed by the ERBEICERES 
project for tracking purposes. 
The Informix tutorial was installed on WWW to provide easy access and increase the kaming- 
curve efforts of new members of the ERBUCERES project. The Informix tutorial is informative and 
descriptive allowing thc viewer full compnhenion of the material. When all revisions arc completed, 
the tutorial will be placed in on the RSS H m  Page. 
Tht CERES Software Bulletin Home Page, the Reusable Software System Home Page. and the 
Informix Tutorial are a pan of  the resuable software technology that is a vital pcut of h g k y  
Research Center. Each HTML document offers employees of NASA, contractor personnel. as well as 
Intemet users the opponunity to be informed and educated on the many research projects at NASA. 
Placing this wealth of knowledge on the Internet provides easy access, extrdctable information, and 
submitable information to increase the communiciition ;tnd brovden the research tools at Langley 
Research Center. 
With the motto 'better. fiister, cheaper" at the front of it new era. a reusable software technology, 
like the Reusable Software System at Langley Research Center, will become increasingly more 
important as projects and research requir.- .:oftwitre that  hirs already been created. The Reusable Soft- 
ware System will pn)vide NASA I .+. dei i  .bearch Center with the technology to incorporate the 
many technical research projects irt C) w m t l  location. The Atmospheric Science Division of NASA 
Langley Research Center has redited the impon;tnce ot' ret~sithle software technology therefore the 
Reusable Software Systeni i s  ;I step in ii positive direction. 
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ABSTRACT 
As both computers and flow-analyzing quations have incnascd in sophistication, 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has evolved into a fixture for sd..anced ahcraft design. 
While CFD codes have improved in accuracy and efficiency, their ability to encompass viscous 
effects is lacking in certain areas. For example, cumnt CFD codes cannot accurately m i c t  or 
comt  for the increased drag due to these viscous effects at some flow conditions, However. by 
analyzing an airfoil's turbulent boundary layer, one can predict not only flow separation via the 
shape factor parameter, but also viscous drag via thc momentum thickness. Various codes have 
been written which can calculate turbulent boundary layer parameters. llhe goal of my rcsean.ii is 
to develop procedures for modifying an airfoil (via its local plpssun distribution) to eliminate 
boundary layer separation and/or to reduce viscous drag. The modifications to the local pressure 
disaibution necessary to achieve these objectives will be determined using a direct-iterative 
method installed into a turbulent boundary layer analyzer. Furthermore, the modifications should 
preserve the basic characteristics of the original airfoil. 
ELIMINATING FLOW SEPARATION AND REDUCING VISCOUS DRAG 
THROUGH BOUNDARY LhYER ANALYSIS AND MANIPL'' .ATION 
As both computers and flow-analyzing equations have incnasal in sophistication, 
computnliolral fluid dynamics (CFD) bas e v d v d  into a fixtun for advanced aimaft  design. 
Whik CFD codes have improvCd in accuracy and efficiency, their ability to  encompass viscous 
effects an Iacking m main mas. For example, cimnt CR) codes cannot accurately prcdict or 
comct  for the inmastd drag due to these viscous effects at some flow conditions. However, by 
dyz ing  an Moil's turbulent boundary layer, one can predict not only flow separation via the 
shape factor parameter, but also viscous drag via the momentum thickness. Various codes have 
bcm written wt.kh can calculate turbulent boundary layer parameters. My research project 
involved dtvcioping a procedure for modifying an aidoil (via its local prssurr distribution) to 
di- boundary laver seppration and/or to reduce viscous drag. "he modif- t o  the local 
pcssun distribution mxsaq to achieve these goals would be determined using a direct-iterative 
mcr;lod. 
My research project required a turbuknt boundary layer analyzer. I selected a code. 
written by Gary Warren. which utilizes Grcen's direct lagcntrainment method. This codc solves 
for boundary layer parmeters, such as displacement thickness. momentum thickness (e), and 
&ape factor (H), based on inputted free strm conditions, local pressure (Cp) distribution, and an 
initial value of 6. Unfortunately this code was written in FORTRAN, whik I had karntd C. I 
therefore borrowed a FORTRAN ma~ual and spent my first few nights kaming FORTRAN. 
My first task was to edit the code to input data from a mote convenient data file. Tht 
code originally i o p t  data from an archaic namclist that wits timeconsuming to modify. With this 
task accomplished, I neajed to run some test cases in order to verify the code's accuracy. I found 
an AGARD report that contained experimental boundary layer data for various airfoil 
configurations. I selected thne test cases: The first case exhibited completely attached flow, the 
sxond case exhibitei +low that neafed separation. and the third case produced separated flow. 
The code yielded very accurate theoretical data for the first two cases. One drawback of the 
direct lagentrainment method is its inability to produce accurate boundary layer data for 
separated flow cases. However, my code mmained fairly accurate for even the third test case. 
Confident in the boundary layer adyzer .  1 wav ready to proceed with my research. 
In order to exmine the effects alterations t o  the Cp distribution wwtd have on the H 
distribution. I needed an easy way to qualitatively comparc my calculated data. The original cade 
output data into a large table. It was difficult, and very time-consuming. to compare various 
tables from different test cases. I therefore modified my code to graph both Cp and a user 
specitkd boundary layer parameter versus x/c location. Ah a result. 1 could quickly compare 
multiple sets of data. I also required a convenien: method for modifying the inputted Cp 
distributions. I chose to approximate each Cp distnhutton with a system of linear segments pined 
together at "control points." (Figure 1 )  I altered the code to present the user the option of 
inputting a Cp dtstnbutton via these control mint ctmrdinates. I ai created an option which 
allows the user to interactively rn0t.e om d' e control points using a mouse. 
After these modif-, I was d y  to contrast H distributions produd by vyious Cp 
distributions. 1 chose a base-lint Cp distribution composed of five I k  stgmtnts as &fined by 
six control points (Figure 1). I created dozens of test cases by varying the height and/or slopc of 
these segments. A M  obs#ving the resulting changes in the H distributions, I dtvekrped somt 
fundamd conclusions. I observed that a change in the Cp distribution has no eff' on the H 
distribution (or any other boundary layer pmmctcs' distributions) upsQeam of the change. 1 also 
cmcludtd that the drap incnast in H near the shock b detennincd by the prtssun gradient 
across the shock. Fwthcnmm, I observed that in front ofthe shock. adecrrasc m CPcausts an 
increase in H. Behind thc shock. however, adccmsc in Cp typically m h s  in adccnost in H. 
Armed with a qualitative undtrstanding of the nlatianships between C, md H. I mgbt to 
develop a procodurc for modifying an existing C, distribution to  return a &sired H disbibution. 
Since H isoften usdd as a separation C i i w  I would then be abk to con- a C,dis&ibution 
with fully attached flow. I first looired to develop a routine for reducing the rise in H duc to the 
shock. By raising ~ I K  C, value of control point the (CA3)). I could dccmase the strmgth of the 
shock, and thus dbninish the risc m H due to shock. Unfatunatcly. rdjusting only control p i n t  
However. by simultrneously lomring thc C, value of control point two ps I rpised the C, value of 
control point three. I would decrccw the shock strength whik corrstrving the area under the C, 
curve. Thus the rise in H due to the shock would be b w d  without upsetting the lift coefkh t .  
In order to install this procedure into my computer code, I needed an expression to quantitstivcly 
predict this increase m Cp(3) requisite for a dcsirrd &crease in the maximum value of H within 
the shock region. After trial-and-error, I sekcted an expression of the fm: 
ACA3) - A+H+AH- + B*H*(AHm,)* 
Since this expression is an approximation. 1 had to make the procedure iterative within the code. 
Despite being iterative. the procedure requires littlc CW time to achieve a high degree of 
accuracy. (Figure 2.) It is afso worthy to note that this shock-adjusting procedure can k used to 
increase a .shock's strength if desired. 
In order to remove any flow separation that occurred after the shock region, I planrd to 
technique differs from the previous "shock-reducing" method where Cp values upstream of the 
separation point were modified. Early attempts io predict a local change in Cp that would yield a 
desired change in H were unsuccessful. I::fortunately, multiple Cp values exist which produce a 
single desired value of H. My code needed to pdic t  a change in Cp that would not only kroduce 
a desired H value. but also preserve the characteristics of the 8 distribution. (Whik therc are 
vmou\ Cp values that will produce a desired H, there exists a unique Cp value that will produce 
both the desired H and €3 values). With continued investigation and trial-and-error, I developed 
an expression of the form: 
ACp = A*(AH/H) + B*(AH2!H) 
which accomplished this with reasonable accuracy. (Figure 3 . )  With procedures for both reducing 
H wiihin and after the shock region. my ccde could now redevgn an airfoil to avoid separation al: 
thrrc -Id chsngc the a r ~ a  under tht Cp disbibuti~n, and thus altCr tht lift cotfficicnt. 
"locally" adjust the Cp value at each point where H exceeded some specified H-. This 
specific fk s&mn conditions. I now aspred to  devise a proass for reducing an aidbilk viscous 
drag- 
Whik H predicts flow separation, the value of 8 at the trailing edge (q-e.) of the sirfoil 
predicts viscous drag. In orckr to  minimizt viscous drag, one must minimize (viscous drag 
also depends on Ht.e., but lowering ets. has the greatest influence on h e  reduction of viscous 
drag). Thus. I required a procedure for ndcsigrung a Cp distribution around a desired value of 
et.e.. At the same time, I wanted the ttasic characteristics of my C, distributions to remain fmd.  
in order to acmmplish this. I f#st scakd the existing 8 distribution so that 8 at tht miling edge 
ofthe aidoil would equal a user specifd target vdut.  Thus, the new target 8 distribution would 
mrintainthesilmtchamsam 'csoftheaiginal9distribution. l n o w a r l y n c 4 d t d a p r o c t d u n  
for modirylng an existing C, distribution to produce this desired target 8 distribution. I once 
again chost to  use a direct iterative method. After much expcrimtatian. I ckveiopcd im 
expressionof thc fonn: 
ACp - A*(AWe) + B + ( A W e )  
This expnssian produced an accwatc dmatxm ofthcrequircdchangein~nccdtdtoproduce 
a desired drange in 9. Aftcr W i n g  this itmtive procedure into my codc and mming somc 
test CSCS. 1 was pleased with tht results. Lksigning to a target 8 distribution is much mon 
efficient than designing to a target H distribution: it q u i r e s  fewer iterations (and thmfort tcss 
CPU time) to achieve a & i d  tdttancc. F w  4 shows an example whcn I have used this new 
pruccdure to reduce the drag of an airfoil by d y  five counts. 
With separate methods for redesigning a C, distribution to produce both desired H and 8 
distributions, I now sought to create a procedure for designing an airfoil to simultpncwsly 
produce both target boundary layer distributions. Unfortunately. it is .sometimes impossible to 
design an avfoil to meet two shingent crit+ria Therefore. one of the criteria must take 
precedence over the other. Thtn, if a Cp cannot be modified to produce both boundary layer 
design criteria at a given x/c location, the code will insure that at kast the primary design 
constraint is met. With few alterations to my existing code, 1 installed this procedure. Basrcally, 
the code modifies the existing Cp distribution to rtmovc any secondary criterion violations. Once 
this has been accomplished. the code checks for pnmary criterion violations. If the code 
encounters any such violations. it readjusts the Cp distribution accordingly. 
One drawback of these various methods for reducing separation and viscous drag is the 
tendency for the value of Cp at the trailing edge (Cp to become increasing smaller. Typically, 
Cp I,c, for a given airfoil is fixed around a value of 0. I .  I needed a procedure for redesigning an 
airfoil. with the added constraint of keeping Cp constant. llnfonunately. this added constraint 
createc! the possibility for even more cases with "no solutions." However. I felt this constraint 
*as too important IO over-look. Therefore, 1 devised a fairly simple subroutine that uses 
triangulation to adjust the Cp distribution after the shock until thi\ trailing edge constraint is met. 
(During this stage of my research, 1 determined that a linear Cp dislrihuhn after the shock results 
in the lowe\t value of ) I even included the option of maintaining constant lift and moment 
ccxft'icient t Jding or subtracting a parabolic increment IO the C',. distribution as needed. Figure 
5 illustrate\ an example ot this lift coefficient conserving 1ec.hnique. Readjusting the Cp 
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ELECTRONIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
Meredith Lyndsay Payne 
Mentor: Dr. Thomas E. Pinelli 
Internal operarions Group 
Scientific and Technical Information Division 
Visual Imaging Branch 
The main objactive of my time spent at the NASA Langley Research Center was to assist in 
the p~~Iucti0n of electronic images in the Eiectronic Photography Lab (EPL). The EPL is a new 
facility serving the electronic photographic needs of thc Langley community. 
Introductioa 
The purpose of the Electronic Photography lab is to provide Langley with access to digital 
imaging technology. Although the EPL has been in operation for less than one year, almost 1,OOO 
images have been produced. The decision to establish the lab was made after carcfbl determination 
of the centers needs for electronic photography. The LaRC community quires electronic 
photography for the production of ekCtn#lic Printing, Web sites, desktop publications, and its 
increased enhancemnt capabilities. In addition to general use, other considerations went into the 
planning of the EPL. For exampie, tlectranic photography is much less of a burden w tbt 
environment compared to conventional photography. Also, the possibilities of an on-liae database 
and retrieval system could make lucating past work morc efficient. Finally, information in an 
electronic image is quantifkd, making measmments and calculations easier for thc researcher. 
Om of the main goals of the Iab is quality consistency through standardization. Although 
many steps in producing the master image file require subjectivity, there aze rigid protocols 
throughout. There an three very basic steps in the production of an elecrronic image; capture, 
processing, and output. 
CamE 
An image can be captured by one of three methods. The first, and most common, is film 
capture. Phot%-raphic film,-negatives or transpanncies, are captured using a high resolution (5000 
pixel linear CCD array) Nm scanner. The Leafscan 45 is capable of scanning film sizes from 
35mm to 4x5 inches. The approximare maximum siun ling frequency of the scanner is 5000 
The resulting image files generally are between 60 and 105 MB. 
The second, and least common, method of image capture in the EPL is reflective material 
scans. The Epson ES 8OOC flatbed scanner is used for photographic prints, it has a 400 pixel 
linear CCD array. Because of the lower resolution, the flatbed is used only when other options 
have been exhausted. 
Scanning films and prints can be very time consuming. The average 6x7 a n  film scan takes 
approximately 30 minutes. Fortunately, electtOnic capture is also an option. The Kodak DCS460 
electronic camera has a 2000 x 3000 pixel CCD area array and the images download easily onto thc 
EPL computers. The camera has successfully been used by the lab to capture images for 
publications and Langley Web sites. Other advantages of electronic capture are: the complete 
bypass of chemical processing, instantaneous results, and the economical advantage of lower, 
long-range material costs. The specific DCS camera used for the above mentioned projects was on 
loan to the lab while waking for one on back order. However, when the camera arrived it was 
found during testing, the CCD a m y  had defective pixels and has since been sent back to the 
manufacturer. A replacement is expected soon. 
pixels per inch (ppi) for 3 5 m ,  2500 ppi for 70/120/22 L , and 1200 ppi for 4x5 inch films. 
Pracesslne 
Once the image is in electronic form, the processing stage begins. The final file produced 
in this phase will be called the “Master Image File” (MF). From this file, any type of desired 
output is created and the file itself will be of the highest possible quality and image integrity. The 
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purpose of processing the image is to optimize detail and maintain best possible color and tonal 
quality. 
figure 1 uncomctad levels. Figme 2 carected kvels. 
The electronic file is brought into the Photoshop 3.0 bsge pnxxssing program, named by 
its “L number,” and the designation that it is a “raw frle.” The image has 256 kvels of grey 
including pure white and black. These levels, if not shady well distributed, rn adjusted to 
maximize tonal range (see Figures 1 and 2). Tonal corrtx‘~ons an always xnade fmt because poor 
tonal distribution can also affect color shifts. The changes in the levels are saved in a separate Ne 
and applied to the image. If the image nctds furthe; modifcation in either a :x or tone, the 
corrections we made by adjusting the cwes .  
Figure 3 Examples of ima 
rn s. :: 
tge curves. 
There are four curves for the image, one for each red, green, and blue channel as well as 
one for the combination of the three (see Figure 3). The combined RGB curve is used to alter 
contrast, while the individual channel curves are used to compensaie for color shifts. Just like in 
conventional color printing, each channel f i e  “s two colors - the color of the channel and its 
opposite (red/cyan - greedmagenta - bludyellow). 
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The Electronic Photography Lab has five workstations. Three stations are designed for 
image processing, one is designated for printing, and the last is used to write electronic images to 
photographic film. The stations are labeled b\ names of colors for ease of identification. 
dImaee Processinq 
Power Macintosh 8 lOO/8O (264 MB RAMI 250MB Hard Drive) 
Apple 19” multi-scan color monitor 
Andataco 2.3 GB external hard drive 
PLI 1.3 GB 5.25” Magneto Optical drive 
Tahoe 128 MB 3.5” Magneto Optical drive 
Leafscan 45 film scanner (35mm -> 4x5 inch fonn,its) 
APC Smart UPS 125G battery back-uplsurge protector 
indCD Writer OutDut an - Imaee - Process .* 
Power Macintosh 8 1 OO/80 (264 MB RAMI 250MB Hard Drive) 
0 Apple 19” multi-scan color monitor 
0 Andataco 2.3 GB external had drive 
0 Tahoe 128 MB 3.5” Magneto Optical drive 
PLI 1.3 GB 5.25” Magneto Optical drive 
0 Pinnacle Micro CD writer 
APC Smar! UPS 1250 battery back-up/surge protector 
“Yellow” - ImaPe Process &/Print S G ~ U  
0 Power Macintosh 8 100/80 (264 MB RAM/ 250MB Hard Drive) 
0 Apple 19” multi-scan color monitor 
And9.taco 2.3 GB external hard drive 
Tahoe 128 MB 3.5” Magneto Optical drive 
0 PLI 1.3 GB 5.25” Magneto Optical drive 
Epson ES 800C flatbed color scaimer 
APC Smart UPS 1250 battery back-upisurge protector 
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Macintosh Centris 650 ( 136 MB RAM 8OMB hard drive) 
Apple 13” m&i-scaa co!or mnjtcr 
A P S  730 MB external hari drive 
Tshoe 230 MB 3.5” Magnetel Opticat d i v e  
PLI i -5 GE 5.25” ;Magneto Optical drive 
Fujin Picmgraphy hW prink:- 
.4PC Smart UPS 1250 battery back-up’surge protector 
Xlacintah Centris 650 ( 136 MB RAM SOME had drive) 
&pic‘ 13” muiti-scan COlOi monitor 
..2nciataco 2.3 GR external hani drive 
Take 230 IW 3.5” M a g s o  O p ~ c a !  4ive 
.4PC Srnart LPS 1250 battery back-clp’surgc protwor 
Soiitaire Image Rww_rder film writer 
Nith *he exception af  I!K server, all the compters are equipper? wih? Adobe photoshop 
version .I 0 for image retrieval. processing. and output. AppleShz IS used 13 connect the EPL 
computer. tc, the server and the Lanpiey crinmUfiQ Mathmatka W h j  used to create the cuxves 
applied to files for output, i r  is not used on a daily basis. 
fonclusion 
The EPI. meets its goal of ’‘si:porting the acquisi ion, analysis, documentation, and 
comunicnicm of !escxct; h~ prwiding direct digital image capture; image scanning. processing, 
;u,d enhacement; and optirnizcd device depnden! imaging protocol5 for outpn!.” The personnel 
and equipment in the lab wili he t’orew-changing with tech.rdog> in order to fuifili this mission. 
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“Put on your tennis shoes, get out there, and meet people!“ 
-loosely paraphrased from Dr. Joseph S. Heyman 
Tachndogy transfer is a dynamic pzoctss, involving dynamic people as the bridge 
between NASA h g k y  Research Center and the outside world. This bridge, for non- 
a e r o s p a c e ~ , i s l m o w n a s t h e T a c h n d o g y A p p l i ~ n s G m p .  Theintroduction 
of new inno~onsdexpettise W k  they= aatded Occm througha“push”and 
‘‘pull” process. A “push’* occurs when a new technology is first dcvdojd with high 
commMcialpottntialandthenacumpenyisfortndtolioencea~&vclopthc 
technology. Thc ”pull” pmcess occurs through problem shtemtnts. A company or gnwp 
will submit swim StaEemntof whatthcy need and 
availabktechaology. TkTechnologyTRosfwTeam 
statemmts and decides wkrc NASA LaRC m ofkrrssiSrmce. Aresearchrorgroup of 
with the company. Dependins upoa thc situation m eithcrmthod, a Spact Act Agr#mcnt 
(SAA), or outline of thc respoasibilities fore& party, is developed. 
My mentor, Marisol R o m ,  developed a two-part project for m, centcd  
the process of handling proMem stabcments. Thc first part was tofdlow thoughtbe 
answering of aproMem state- to develop atbchnology for someone and dclivcrit. The 
second part was to cnatc a database of thc expertise at Langky so that the T3s would know 
wherhtrtbc Center could handle incoming problems ad, if so, !id anseatchtr w b s c  
expertise matched the d. Inthc e o n  of tbis databax, I would have tk oppomnity 
to gain au overview of the center, as well be exposed to a number of engineering 
disciplines. 
As the first part of my pjcct, I assisted in answering apoMcmstatmmt froman 
Adult Day Care Centt in Virginia Beach. One of the patients, a young woman With 
cerebral palsy, needed a better computer interfkc. Her only method of communication was 
to selccta word h a  list,voca l id  and mxwdcd by computer. The switch shc had been 
using to select a word required an attendant, and was difficult to use when her head 
position v ~ d .  For this project, Marisol asked Bruce LittIe, from thc Fabrication 
Division, to meotor me. Mer a site Visit to better unbstand the specifications of tht 
project, Bruce Liak and I sat down to design a solution. l’his was my first t h e  designing 
and building a &vice, and Bruce Little was exceptionally noeptive to my ideas. He madc 
me feel like ateam member rathttthan a simple observer of his H ~ K .  We askad advice 
from people in several different am: of tht center, and brought toget& pieces and ideas 
from all of them to snake a “Chin Mouse”. 
R!scalc~~thtnidtati6cd whocan help dvetfrcproblrmandthcy~putin contact 
A “Chin Mouse” device is a helmez mount With an adjustable ann extending 
undemeath the chin. At k end of the arm is the microswitch apparatus, which is activated 
by a depressible platform. The h e h t  is fully padded, and can be adjusted in high and 
width, whiie the arm can be attached to either side. This provides the flexibility needed, 
while allowing independent access to the computer. The “Chin Mouse” is also easily 
adaptable for others with similar h a n d i c ~ ~ ~  
After the fabrication, I encountered the next step in the technology dissemination 
process, the kgalities of intellectual property. I wrote and submitted an Invention 
nisclosure, and have followed the beginnings of the patent process with vested intextst. 
More important tfm a possible patent, however, is the fact that our inve-tion helped this 
young woman. Marisol, Bruce and I went to present it to her, and shr Lemea pleased 
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with it. (see attached photo and letter) The story has also been picked up by Channel 3 
news and local papers, which provides positive community publicity for Langley and the 
technology transfer process. 
In this particular case Marisol drew upon her previous contacts to choose Bruce 
Little for this project. This is the way that most problem statements are matched with 
researchers. ensuring cooperation but not taking full advantage of the Center resources. In 
order to allow the T3s to explore ~ S O L L I C ~ S  beyond thcir personal contacts, Marisol saw 
thc need for the seoood part of my project: to gathtr information aboui the expertise 
Langley and organize it into a daabase which can be searched for keywords to match a 
problem statement with a person who can support it. 
I approachedthis second portion of my project by first was to gathemgthe 
hctional statemtnts of each group, division, and branch. This provided a fairiy specific 
view on the type of d e a c h  sectjon of the ccnterwlls performing. Along with this 
information. I alsc, received a &tailed brcalrdown of tk resowas of tk: Fabrication 
Division, cataloging the type of ptrsonnel as well as =h machine. This patticular 
to possibly redired a problem statement to a mace appropriate facility. From this moie 
general information, I was then abk to begin interviewing specific people. This is the 
i n W  level of dredatabasr, in ordertopinpoint an actual person tocontact. I met the 
people I interviewed in thnt ways: through pctsonal introduction, through further 
exploration of tcchaologils Matisol was working with, and through problem statements I 
was given to work on. The people of this center were wonderful in their willingness to 
take the time to explain their wok to me, and in ths way Iexpanded my knowledge of the 
possible fields of engioeering. 
Marisol f i r s t i n M m e  to Milfred Thomas, who run s t h e  Optical leamage 
Testing Laboratory. He is a laser expert, and to illustrate his work he allowed me to assist 
in the construction of a laser htad. I was also given the opportunity to help him in the 
design and fabrication of a flow-measuremtnt mount and power supply. Through Bruce 
Little I met Lisa Jones, an aerodynamic engineer studying cmshworthiness, who provided 
a literal overyiew of the center while she explained her job from tb top of the Impact 
Dynamics and Crash Testing facility. In working with Diane F ’ l j . ~ ,  a kllow LARS 
student, I became well versed in composites, sta*g with a brief lecture on the subject by 
Paul Hergenrother, who works with composites and adhesives. Next, Dr. Ruth Pater, the 
Senior Polymer Scientist in the Materials Division, gave me a tour of her lab and a 
description of one of her inventions: the Hi& Performance Polyimide, LaRC RP 46. 
F d y ,  Phil Ransone and Phil Glaude explained the carboncarbon piston concept, 
providing a background on engines as well as the material. 
document  SO included the Fabrication D i v i ~ h  Of AIIICS, Drydtn and Ms, allowiag US 
While Marisol was currently working on the process of matchmg companies to 
several technologies, I was also able to observe the cornmcrciwon proctss, and became 
acquainted with several of the “hot’* technologies. To gain a better unciersWing of these 
technologies, and to add to my database, I visited a few of the “hot” labs. The inventor of 
the Extended Attention Span Training system and the Crew Response Evaiuation Window, 
Dr Alan Pope, gave me an overview of his work 8s well as !hat of the entire branch. The 
CrPwNehicle Integration Branch works on the h w a n  factors issues, trying to create 
machine systems that complement and enhance human capabilities. Another new 
technology of interest is the piezoelectric material THUNDER, which I was introduced by 
Richard Hellbaum, Robert Fox, and Robert Bryant. This &roup of an electrical engineer, a 
microelectronics technician, and a chemist, respectively, are developing applications for 
this material which moves when voltage is applied to it, with a better displacement for 
energy input ratio than available elsewhere. Lastly, James McAdoo explained to me his 
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highly marketable method of Digital Mammography, a faster, better way to scan tissue 
using a mosaic of CCD's to gemate high resolution digital images. 
I was also given several specific pmbkrn stakruents to look at, and in my search to 
find researchers I dded tomy databese. One of the probkms was fromatextile machinery 
xnanufact\;rtr, who wanted a system formoaitoring tk alignment of apocket on a 
shitt6ront before sewing. I went to the Deta Visualitation and Animaticm Lab (DVAL), and 
fouadthcirexpcrtisc so useful that I amnged forthem toprescnttheirwaric to several 
inmestcd membtrsof TAG including Joe Heyman, tk Deputy Dimtor. The DVAL tcam 
w.orksinscitntific v w a h a t h ,  * which is applicable to everything from produciag 
prestntabion quality videos to amp- fluid dya9mics. The next pmbkm involved 
diagnosis of pnmannt infants with Renthopthy of pnmaturity, au eye disease resulting 
fromabaomralmhd devebpmmtaodcausing Minclness. Thcdif€icuIty arists in the 
obscrvatim dtkdnaandthcdisplay ofthe informatioa gadrcnd. S u g a m s a n  using a 
~~daofam~ntorcaxdtk retina, but tne unabkto comgile the ruaning filminto a usable 
map of the Mood vessel systern. Contphtms mise from the lack of a p o i a t - o f - ~ d  
fix& irrragcson the film, as the infants move theireyes. ForthispoMem Iwent to 
DoasldCahoon, mthc Atmospheric ScicMXs Division. Heis aaexpcrt on xemdr, sensing 
aodoffkbdtooyseveralmggcstionstotbelaquestor. ThclastperS0nIrr::thnwgh 
proMem stattments was John Compaaion, who I appiogched far help on mcne draa one 
occrrsion. He woclts ia N~a-Destroab 've Evaluation, developing item such as aTSsut 
S i  Gel and a Bladder Scanner for velum mcasuxcmmt. 
Thoughoutthc compkhm of my p* I mdsevcral otherpeople whom1 
cannot fit into neat categories in my databe. I wasallowled to sit in on a msetiogbczwecn 
thc THUNDER team and rcprcsmtatives !?om McDatoell Doughs, during which I was 
able to watch ideas being thrown out as tbey were thought of, and in trying to follow the 
discussion I learned more than in most kcturcs. I wasalsoabktomcetthe incoming class 
of a!mmmns Wbtntheyvisitedbgky. IspokewithhvidWilliams,whoginmta 
persoaal perspective on the selection and tk requirements ofjob which symbdi#s NASA 
inthe eyesof most pcopk. I met the entire staffof TAG, anuxrgctic and focused group. 
Em and fbremost is my mentor Marid Romr~,  a member of tht Technobv Transfer 
Team in the Medical, Insrmmtnts, Sensors, Envinwmeotal, and Energy (MISE€) m o r .  
She works with &caI ~lmologies and has an electrical enginaering background. She 
was my guide and the hub of my network. I also pined amortin-dcpth and international 
perspective on technology transfer from another "3, Lance Bush, whose unique insight 
into technow transfer stem from his bdcpund as a space uaft designex and his 
interactions with jmpk involved in space policy thrwgfiout the w d d .  
I have worn out my tennis shoes in ten wetks here, and I feel I have gained abroad 
perspective of NASA Langley Research Center and tk Technology Transfa Rocess. 
Working trnwgh a problem statement provided me with the ntctssary pfocuhd 
background to appreciate the need fix a database to improve and expedite the pnxxss. My 
worn is ody a foundation, and its impact cannot be judged yet. I W y ,  it will mflect the 
unique, multidisciplinary aspects of this center for TAG to draw upon. The futu~t lies in 
communication and cooperation, and Langley is taking steps. in its tennis shoes, toward 
that goal. 

City of V i r g i r x i a  Beach 
Charlie Blankenship 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Technology Applications Group 
MS 200 
Hampton, VA 23666 
July 20, 1995 
This letter is in reference to the development of the Chin Mouse by 
Marisol Romero, Bruce Little, and Nina Paynter. The Chin Mouse 
will be utilized by our clients who possess extreme motor 
impairments to access a computer, as well as small appliances. The 
advent of affordable computer technology has created a multitude of 
opportunities for persons with severe disabilities to interact with 
their environment. However, there are numerous variables which 
limit use and affect accuracy, such as range of motion and 
positioning. These factors greatly influence motoric ability to 
access. Commercially available devices did not address the need 
for flexibility in positioning or range of motion for Jennifer. 
Flexibility is the primary characteristic which differentiates the 
Chin Mouse from other devices. It can be easily adjusted to adapt 
its use for numerous individuals with severe motor disabilities. 
The most difficult aspect of my work as a special educator for 
individuals with severe and profound disabilities is 
individualizing programming and equipment to best meet the nee\'s of 
my clients. It is often the case commercially available products 
are insufficient. Products designed such as the Chin mouse with 
flexibility to adapt to changing needs are few and far in between. 
Manufacturers at* *>ore apt to produce products which address the 
needs of the (r arity of disabilities, rather than a specific 
impairment. This philosophy is understandable. Therefore, a 
tremendous need exists for assistive technology which addresses the 
needs of a few, but can be easily modified to be utilized by many. 
Marisol Romero, Bruce  Little, a:id Nina  Paynter have accomplished 
this. 
Their professional expertise has improved the quality of Jennifer's 
life by providing the opportunity for Jennifer to access a computer 
independently. 
On a personal level they acknowledged Jennifer with dignity and 
respect. A n  aspect of their visits that truly impressed me was t h e  
fact they spoke directly to Jennifer. They did not appear 
intimidated by her disability. They were also aware of the need to 
maintain confidentiality. 
Please continue your community service program. The need for 
technical expertise and collaboration among organizations is 
overwhelming for our disabled population. Technical expertise is 
imperative to further assist individuals to achieve their greatest 
potential. 
With Sincere Appreciation, 
Q-PC4-d f4 
Rosann Fox 
Clinician I1 
pc: Carol Smith 
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Abstract 
This work provides the infomration for fabricating Fabry-paot Interfenwneter 
sensors and their Ptrfomunas. The Fabry-Perot Intcrfimmcur sensors developed here 
will be used for dre &taxion of flaws in aimaft smctms. The que1  also contains 
discussion of the experimental setups for the ’cilnasonic technique and the Fabry-&rot 
Intcrferomcur. 
Introduction 
In d e r  to make the d fiber optic sznsor in this work, a single mode fiber and 
fi 
capillary tube were used. A rp” b a  is a @ass filament with a con havin a slightly higher 
hollow cort optical fiber tube when thc 7? bcr is hated. 
index of refraction than the sunounding cladding Pnd a buffer layer w ich surrounds the 
cladding laya. A fiber is also used as i 
The purpose of this study is to fakicatc fiber optic sensors in a cost effective way 
to be able to detect damage such as corrosion and disbond in the walls of aircrpft. In 
choosing a specific fib optic sensor the format in which tk final ourput is avaiiable is M 
important concept to umsidcr. In this experiment, an extrinsic Fabiy-Perot fiber optic 
sensor was designed to develop a Fabry-Pmt Intaferometcr Sensa. The pcrfomance of 
the Fabry-Paot sensor was c h a m c ~ e f i  using a multimeter, and an optical microscope. 
The 1- lasa light some w& used to u b m e  the perfommcc of the Fabry-Pmt 
Intcrfemmctcr by showing thc &q liwk changes, due to tempenitwe variation 8s a 
function of time. 
This work pnwides aMrirmd information for fabricating and characttrizing the 
performance of Fabry-perot .ensols. Many xmearch p u p s  and individuals arc cither 
working on or have workA oil this same type of project, but in more detail or different 
aspccts. The fiber and e l v c s  Research Center in conlation with the Materials 
Response Group of Vugi~ria Tech have done an analysis of macro-madel composites with 
Fatry-&rot optic sensors [ ! 1. This particular experiment shows how useful maclo-model 
composites, -.vit!! Fatny-Pcrot fiber optic  SOI IS, are in measuring saain concentrations 
inaoJuccd ky damsge events. The department of mechanical engineering at the University 
of Maryland did rc-h on the phase-strain tmperahm d e l  for structurally embaddcd 
interferometric optical fiber strain Sensors with applications [2]. The fiber arld clcao-optics 
rcseatch center and Bradley d e p m m n t  of electrical engineering at Virginia Tech did 
restarch on the Fabry-Pcrot f i b  optic sensors in full scale fatigue testing on an F- 15 
aimaft (31. This expcriment deals with strain and temperature being applied ! a 
intcrfmmeaic optical fiber sensor and the optical phasc changes that occur. 
sensors, in support of this particular work the sources mentioned a b v r  were used along 
with help fim my mentor and individuals in the fiber optics group a NASA. 
and output signals. The capillary tube is a 
Even though tlen arc many p u p s  and individuals working with fkr optic 
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'xperimental Procedure 
"lie simplest configuntion of the extrinsic Fabry-kmt Intafcmmeter consists of 
two plane. parallel, bighly reflecting surfaces separated by some distance(& gap). see 
figure 1 (41. In the wnmction of the Fabry-Paot fiber optic sensor a single d e  fiber 
(L=lNhm) was used as the input/output fiber and as a reflh.or to form m air gap. The 
buffer layer, of nu0 pi- of sin* d e  fiber, was removed using a and a radio 
solvent(a solvr mcd to nmo\*e and loosen cemented cones). The buffer layer was 
nmved hacause the Aiamarr c l t  the fiber was too large D fit into the capillary hk. 
After the fiber was taken out of thc solvent and wiped off, the ends d the fiber we= 
ckavcd with a cleaver. Tho cleaving had to be paraltel in order for the ewgy reading to be 
more accurate. The pomble f.k spticex(mode1 pfs 330) was used to con? ;f the fiber 
ends w m  cleaved camctly. 
One end of each piece of fiber was put into the capillary tube. Since the cap;\lary 
tube has a 1 5 5 ~  inner diameter ud the fiber optic core &id cladding has a 125pm 
diamctcr, each piex of fitter must be l5pm away fnrm both edges of the tube. The other 
two ends of the fiber wen put into the splicemateo. This setup is shown in figure 2. In 
this setup the light corning frwn the laser through the fiber goes into the photodetector and 
the output(encrgy mding) is obtained from the rnultimetcr. When an acwptable energy 
reading was obtained epoxy was applied to both ends of the capillary tube. After the epoxy 
captud images of the sensors on the computer, making sure an air gap was present, see 
figures 3-5. The icflection and transmission metk& were uscd to t s t  the quality or 
m f o m c e  of the sensor. In the reflection mthod the coupler was used to help the signal 
go back to the photodetector. In the transmission method a coupler was not used. Test 
were ran on 9t Fabry-kmt sensors in effart to obtain changes in amplitude dde to 
temperature variations as a function of time. These results arc shown in figures 6- 10, 
These test w m  run using the expaimentr., application. Two sources of temperature wen 
used to detaminc the change in tempcram, which led to the change in amplitude as 
shown on the graphs, shown in figures 6-10. When rhm was a small fluctuation and then 
a change in temperature occumd and the fluctuation became large, the variation of 
tempcraturr: v t w :  time was acceptable. If the quality of the Fabry-PcTot sensor was good, 
the flaws in the aircraft structures wen able to be measured using the ultrasonic technique 
and the Fabry-Pmt Interferometer sensor. The aluminum is held together by epoxy and if 
any detachment ukes place or loosens the sensor or transducer can deteqt the damage. ln 
the ulnasonic techsique two transducers w e n  used to find the wavefonrr propagated 
ultrasonically through the aluminum, see f igw 11. In the Fabry-krot Interferometer 
sensor setup, the wnsor, placed between two transducers, was used to find the amplitude 
changes within the aluminum, see figure 2. 
cuftd the Senm was chpnacteriztd using the optical microscope. The opti d microscope 
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Experimental Setup and Results 
T h e ~ t a l ~ f o r t h i s p N 3 j c c t c o o Y s t c d  ofa1300rmkscruscdasalight 
opcdpawcrnd&ktion,andrNakndIktd~k.~uscdtoconntcttht 
sensxto drt coupleddl ofthtsc deviccsm shorm in 
dre air gap, thtse i- me sbown in figures 1.3.4, &S. A Hmvlett Pdcud 3478A 
e- arc shown ia figures 6-10). A sddaiton was used as 8 source of 
~ 8 ~ ~ 3 C ! k a v e r w r s  used tofampdkl cut fibers, md a Rntabk Fiber 
optic~shawninfigures1ud3waeuscdo0obtainex 'memrlresults. Ifan 
SauornumbertllIbCCOIUUliCd * a low cnergy reding of-.O46miUivdts. "hit could have 
beencaused by thc size dthe airgap. In m air gap the light is dissipate4 by the air, which 
light CUI pass danyh dK: two fibas. Another cause of low cnergy r#dingsdd haw 
ppblemoccumd in scnsornunrberthrce becawofa  large air gap, shown in figun 1. 
Tests WQC nm on sensor number thnt, despite the b w  energy reading. to f d m  justify 
thtmrifwctiocr m perfamanceof the scnscx. Figures 6ud 7 show the amplitude changes 
due to umpcmxc as I function of- f a  sensor numbu bee. As mentioned in thc 
plooedun, w h e n a d  fluchrrtionoccus cudthcnthuc is achange in ampmtunand 
thefluctdon ba#nmslarge. thevariation of tunpaam v~fsus time is acceptable. 
Shown in figm 6 theFc is m l l y  no type d amplitude chanbc to make this test run 
acccptabk, urd in figure7 tht mpliadcdaatrses u a  tempcramchange inswdof 
incnrsing. Sensor number four contained an initial energy mading of - 1.28vdts and a 
final reading of - 1.69vdts. This sensor, shown in figure 3, was of good quality and 
thatfa could be furtha test& In figuns 8- 10, amplitude changes due to temperaaulc 
variation as a function of rime arc shown for stmw number four. In figure 8, when a 
m p m  changt occumd, the amplitude inaersed. In fig- 9, the temperature did not 
haw MY type of effect on the scnsoc, which caused a great amount of fluctuation. And 
lastly in figure IO, a sdda iron was used as a soulcc of temperature to indicate amplitude 
changes. The Fa 
Sensors fabricated 3 uring this project. Figure 4 shows a misalignment and figure 5 is a 
good quality sen- but it was broken so it was not used for testing. 
SOUSOC, 8 phoeodcaaaausad as rcjcrmar, a m m u s a d  to help xncaslm transmitted 
3622$1 opcicrt rh&m%qc was u d  80 crpna iungcs of tbt fibcroptic StnSQI nnrling 
wrltinraamsdmtbawtbcoutpusvapliade~obtrinadfrrwathc 
splimodel PFS 330- used toconfitm the panllelism ddre clerrad fiber. 
2) [SI. A Reicha Austria Nr. 
E ~ ~ t ~ m r t ~ ~ u S i r r g F ~ p l a o r s e n s o r ~ .  TkFllbry-PaPtfibtr 
cllcrg~ r#diag kssdun - . S V O I I S ~ ,  thepafa-nt~ 0 p" 8 SC~SOCW~S r ~ #  uxcptobit. 
alcansthtlrrgathc air gapthe srmlhthe iaansity, 8nd the smallathe &gap the moIt 
betn bacruseof8tXlh8h@lHlUU k m  the W P h S  OffibCf h the CaPibly WbC. The 
-paM Sensors shown in figuns 4 and 5 arc just two of the first 
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Discussion 
The rstingofdamage such as camsion and disbond that occurs in aircraft 
p c f ~ d d r e F ~ - p c n W I n t a f ~ s e n s u r .  Thisparticuhrpmjcctindicatedthc 
ofthe Fabry-perot experimental Frroadun usdd toanupktc frbricption and ChuSctitntntKn 
Intcrkmnc&r sensor wae completed. Figure 11 shows the setup f a  the ultrasonic 
tha is iwlhtion that rmdcardistondhasfomrad in the aluminum Figure 2 shows t!!e 
semp fa the Fatny-paot IntcrraMnttcr sensor. If the voltage reading from the multimctv 
changedorrppFoschad m, thcrc isindicatim of acrackordisbotd in the aluminum. ’Ihe 
Fcadings fnwn tht multimcta and the oscilloscope relate because when then is a wavefcrm 
on thc oscill- thert is a voltage d n g  on the multimeter and when thm is not a 
smcturcs can not k wx;omplishcd without first fabricathg and chiiractclizing the 
I r W i ~ t t . = .  : Ysoe. The actual testing Ofdunrgt in aluminum a aimllfl s w m  was 
oa;*mniq~. If 8 WIvdQm is not shown on tbt Lumy 94ooA Dual Digital oscilloscopt, 
. .  
Perfonnad out the setups fathe uluasonic technique and the Fabry-paot 
waveform, thc reading on thc multimeter is zero or very close to zero. 
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Two of the current and most popular implementations of the Message-Passing Standard, 
MPI, were contrasted: MPICH by Argonne National Laboratory, and LAM by the Ohio 
Supercompttr Center at Ohio State University. A parallel skyline matrix solver was adapted to be 
run in a hetemgeneous environment using MPI. The Message-Passing Interface Forum was held in 
May 1994 which lead to a specification of library functions that implement the message-passing 
model of parallel communication. LAM, which cmates it's own environment, is more robust in a 
highly hetemgeneous network., MPICH uses the environment native to the machine architecture. 
W e  neither of these free-ware implementations provides the performance of native message- 
passing or vendor's implementations, MPICH begins to approach that performance on the SP-2. 
The machines used in this study were: IBM RS6000, 3 Sun4, SGI, and the IBM SP-2. Each 
machine is unique and a few machines rtquired specific modifcations during the installation. When 
installed correctly, both implementations worked well with only minor problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the current downsizing and new philosophy of "faster, better, cheaper" companies can 
no longer afford large powerful machines like the CRAY, yet they still quire  the computing power 
provided by such systems. The current direction of the computational sciences is to utilize the 
power of the machines already in use by engineers. Workstations have given engineers powerful 
and accurate tools with which to which to design aircraft such as the Boeing 777. These same 
machines are also pving engineers the ability to perform the large scale computations which were 
previously done on large machines. 
A single workstation could spend days slowly grinding though a large computation, but 
with the use of parallel communications, many workstations can be linked together and provide the 
power of a single large computer. This concept has lead to many types communication software! 
facilitating the production of massively parallel machines. The most common types of 
communication are MPL, the message passing library for the IBM machines, and Parallel Virtual 
Machine or PVM which was designed as a message passing library for heterogeneous networks. 
PVM has recently been used in a pardelized Navier-Stokes CFD code at Mchnnell Douglas. With 
the success and development of such software, a decision was made to standardize the 
communication protocol. 
In May 1994, the first conference was held to create a new standard for message passing. 
This forum produced the Message-Passing Interface Standard [Ref. 1) or MPI-1. The best 
attributes of the existing message passing libraries were assessed and combined. MPI- 1 is currently 
a standard by which to create message passing libraries. It in itself is not software; it is left to tbe 
implementors to write the code. While this standard currently contains message passing information 
and control, YO 1s being considered for MPI-2, and dynamic process control (e.g. MPI-Spawn) is 
still under controversy. The beauty of the standard is that programs written in MPI can be used on 
any architecture and with any implementation. 
There arc currently about five implementations of MPI freely available (see resource list). 
The two most common and best supported are MPICH and LAM. These two implementations will 
be profiled and contrasted ill the following. The machines used in this study were: 
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IBMRS6000 
(3)SUn4 
SGIIndigo 
IBM SP-2 
These machines were accessed from a Macintosh I I fx using MacX. + IMPLEMENTATIONS 
Both implementations require the use of the Emote shell command, ‘rsh,’ and thus require 
all machines in the available network, including the root machine, to appear in the .hosts file of the 
user. 
The Ohio Supercomputer Center’s implementation, Local Area Multicomputer or IAM 
(which is a subset of the greater Trollius system), creates a similar environment to PVM. LAM is a 
message passing library with it’s own environment. LAM’S implementation of MPI amounts to a 
separate set of libraries that interact with LAM’s environment. To run an MPI program in LAM it 
needs to be compiled with a FORTRANIC compile script provided by Ohio State. The environment 
must then be set up by ‘*starting the engine” or running the LAM demon on a l l  the machines in the 
desired network. 
Once the engine is mnning LAM is fairly simple to use. However, for heterogeneous 
networks tl!e executable must lie in the user’s path. The program is run with a command line 
execution that includes the script executable (mpirun), options, the nodes which it will be run on, 
and the program executabie. The program name is assumed to be the same on all machines. Them 
is no way to easily deal with different executable names or path.; For a heterogeneous environment 
any YO to the program must have a specified path name or be located in the directory from which 
LAM was booted. (For the root computer this WIII be the directory from which ‘lamboot’ was 
run. For other computers in the network, it is the user’s home directory.) 
The installation is pretty straightforward as laid out in the Installation Guide [Ref. 21. An 
environment variable must be set up to define the location of the executables and this location must 
then be placed in the user’s path. This location is difierent from the location of the source code, 
since the source code may be eliminated once LAM is properly built. The last thing required before 
running the ‘make’ is linking the ‘config’ fde to the proper architecture configuration file. 
The only problem encountered duriy, the installation was the necessary addition of the ‘- 
Bstatic’ option to the C compiler (cc) and the FORTRAN compiler (f77) in the ‘config’ fde on 
‘sunny.larc.nasa.gov’ (Sun4) and ‘csmsun.larc.nasa.gov’ (Sun4). These machines require this 
option as a result of a problem with their shared libraries. 
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For a permanent network installation LAM should be installed in the path /usr/local/lam or 
lusr/local/lam5.2 etc. In order to do this, the TROLLIUSHOME environment variable must be 
set to this path as well as the home variable in the config file. Once set, run: 
make install 
and the source directory may be deleted. 
* MPICH VERSION 1.0.10 
MPICH uses an environment already installed on the machine which gives riw u ' s  
charnelton nahue and the CH in it's name. MPICH relies on the environment already c ..+red on 
various machines, such as p4 on workstation and MPLEUI on IBM machines. Argonne National 
Laboratory has created libraries to make MPI take advantage of the native message passing routines 
already on the computers. To run a MPI program with MPICH an appended makefile (mated by 
MPICH) is r c q d  to initialize certain environment variables. 
MPICH is also fairly easy to run. It also uses a script executable (mpirun) followed by 
options and the program executable. MPICH does not require the listing of nodedcomputers to be 
run on in the command line, however it docs require the '-np' option at a minimum to specify tht 
number of processes. When enlisted, MPICH looks for all the machines with the same architecture 
as the root computer (these are listed in a file in MPICH) and the processes an dispersed among 
them. In order to run on a heterogene, 1s network, the process file or procgroup (PI####) necds to 
be created by the user. This process fie contains the computer's network name, tbe number of 
processes assigned to that computer and the full path name of the executable, as well as the user's 
login name on heterogeneous machines. Since the full path name of the program is specified, the 
program names and paths may vary on other machines without being placed in the user's path. 
A generic procgroup file was mted containing al l  of the machine names available; unused 
machines were then commented out as necessary for each machine. 
+ INSTALLATION 
Installation of MPICH is also fairly simple; see the MPICH Installation Guide [Ref. 3). 
MPICH supplies a configuration script, configure, that can be run with or without flags that 
specify options such as the architecture, device and C compiler used. This configure script creates 
the makefiles, which simply need to be built. The following variati0r.r were madc for the 
workstations used. The IBM RS6000, borg-07, is a stand alone workstation and does not contain 
the MpuEUI libraries, thus the device and communications protocol used werp p4. On the SP-2, 
the configure was unable to successfully use the mpCC or C++ compiler, so -'le -cc=mpcc option 
was used to specify the C compiler. This had no effect to subsequent programs since MPICH is 
written in C and the sparse solver is written in FORTRAN. Finally, the two Sun4 workstations, 
sunny and csmsun, required a modification to their configuration files. MPICH requires use of the 
shared libraries on these Suns so the static or non-shared library option was not successful (Le. 
configure cc="cc -Bstatic" -fc="f77 -6static" ). An additional library reference is needed for 
the shared libraries. There is no specific flag to specify the libraries for the configure file, therefore 
the script was directly n:odified and the shared libraries were added to the primary list of parameters 
(Le. LIBS=-lc. 1.8.1 and -IC. 1.9.1, respectively for sunny and csmsun). In addition, subsequent 
makefiles required this option as well. 
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For a permanent network installation MPICH should be installed in the path /usr/local/mpi 
make install PREFIX=/usr/local/mpi-1 . O S I O  
In -s /usr/local/mpi-I -0.10 /usr/iocal/mpi 
or /usr/local/mpi-l .O. 10 etc. This installation is performed by the following command: 
The matrix solver used for this study was a vectorized skyline sparse solver written by 
Majdi A. Baddourah. l h s  particular solver has been tested in various forms including PVM and 
MPL on the SP-2. For pervious benchmarks and pexformance see the Computational Smchues 
Branch Web page (see resource list). 
Since MPI’s subroutines are similar to existing parallel communicators, few change., had to 
be made to the solver. For example, the standard send FORTRAN syntax is provided below for the 
native message-passing library of the IBM machines (MPL), Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM), and 
MPI. 
MP-SEND( outgoing-message, msg-length(bytes), destination, data-tjpe ) 
PVMF I NITS EN D ( encoding , error-code ) 
PVMFPACK( outgoing-message, first-element#, msg-length(items), stride, error-code ) 
PVMFSEND( task-identifier-of-destinationgrocess, msgjag, error-code) 
MPI-SEND( outgoing-message, msg-length(items), data-type, destination, msg-tag, 
MPI is a combination and reordering of the other two, allowing the simplicity of MPL with the 
heterogeneous capability of PVM. The main program was edited to reflect MpI’s initialization and 
finw routines; MPI-Init()’, MPI-Com~n-Rank()~, MPI_C~rnm-Size()~, and MpI_Finalizt()‘. 
All other communication references were dealt with as subroutines. One other change was made to 
the factorization and back solving subroutines. MPL requests the number of bytes being sent while 
MPI requires the number of items, rhus variables such as ‘nbyt’ were essentially divided by the 
number of bytes per item to reflect the number of items oniy. 
The send subroutine was modified to use the stmdard MPI send, MPI-Send()’. Other 
options for different typcs of sending routines were considered, but deemed unnecessary. One of 
these possibilities was a synchronous send, which will not complete until not only the message 
buffer is safe to be reused but also the matching receive has been posted. The standard send is a 
blocking send, where the send will not complete until the message buffer is able to be reused. This 
standard send was also the fastest send, especially for large messages. This modification was a 
little tricky since the send and receive subroutine were called for both integer and real data types. 
MPL accepts a range of numbers to specify a certain data type, e.g. the integers 1 to 1WOOO 
represent real numbers and larger integers represent integers. The original data type was used as the 
message tag and then changed to an MPI data type, e.g. MPI-Realb . Using this message tag will 
also prevent mismatches in send and receive pairs. 
comminucatior, error-code ) 
’ MPI Standard page 196 line 20 
* MPI Standard page 142 line 5 
MPI Standard page 141 line 28 
‘ K >I Standard page 196 line 34 
MPI Ptandard page 16 line 26 
MPI Standard page 17 line 12 
MPI-WIT( i e m  ) 
MPI,COMM,WK( commincitor, rank, ierror ) 
MPI-COMM-SIZE( commincator, size, ierror ) 
MPI-FINALZE( ierror ) 
MPI,SEND( buffer, nelements, datatype, destination, tag. comunicator ) 
Fortran: REAL 
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The global sum subroutine was modified to make use of MPI~Ulrcd~ i s ( )~ ,  which not only 
performs a user defined function but also sends the result to all  of the machines in the network. 
Here, the user defined function, vector addition, was slightly modified to the form expected by 
MPI. This modification only involved rcorYlering the arguments. 
The two cmmunication ring subrdutines, integer and real data types, wen initially modified 
to use the MPI-Sendrecv()* routine. MPl-Sendrccv() will send and receive the same buffered 
information in either direction, which should pre ~ r n t  deadiock. Deadlock occurs when one machine 
is attempting to send and the receiving machine is d w  attempting to send, thus not allowing tht 
completion of either send call. Unfortunately, this created problems and was aoandoned. 
Finally, the subroutine used for timing the ro ram, or profiling, was changed from a C 
subroutine using gettimeofday() to MPI-Wtime(f. gMPI-Wtim<) returns wallclock timC in 
seconds similar to gettimeofday(). 
The makefiles for the solver arc generally straight forward, the header i n f o d o n  for both 
LAM and MPICH was either copied or generated by the software. Initially, the makefiles were wt 
finding the MPI library, this was temporary fixed by editing the environmental variable LJB-PATH 
to reflect the location of 1ibmpi.a. This is not ne: ~ :sary, however, if the makefiles arc mated with 
the correct path for each MPI implementation. Also, LAM 5.2’s include file for FORTRAN, 
mpif.h, was originally written in C, this facilitated ‘he IlccQ for extra lines in the makefile, i.e. thc 
preprocessor cpp was required of all files containing the include fde. This was subsequently 
changed after an inquvy to the implementors of LAM. This change may now be included as a patch 
and will most likely appear in the next version to be released. 
PERFORMGNCE TESTING 
There have been previous studies in the performance 0,’ MPI as cornparad to other parallel 
libraries. “Performance Comparison of MPL, MPI, and PVMe” [Ref. 41 compared the perfommice 
of PVMe, MPICH, MPI-F, and MPL. As ex MPL performed the best, but IBM’s vendor’s 
version of MPI, MPI-F, practically matched  performance. The free-ware version of MPI, 
MPICH, was a t!ose second followed by PVMc. Also, “Some early performance results with MPI 
on the IBM SPl” [Ref. 51 found MPI-F to closely match MPL and MPICH followed closely 
behind. 
The solver was run for various combinations of processors using LAM and the p4 
directories in AWICH. The SF.2 was used as the primary control machine, since it was the original 
source of the solver’s progra - ikrith MPL. For each matrix tested, the solver was run on the SP-2 
using, MPL, MPICH, and L A h N  for two to six processors or nodes. In addition various other 
combina, .IS of machines werc ued for each of the matrices up to the entire network of aLl six 
machines available. The matrices ‘Wed were a simple beam consisting of 24 equations, a test 
mat. ix of 840 equ?Aons, a plate with a hole in it with 1,802 equations and a model of the High 
Speed Civil Transport with 16,152 equations. 
As a basis for a comparison, all four matrices were run on the SP-2 and compared in Figure 
1. The send time in the factorization is compared for the solver running with MPL, MPICH using 
the native MPL, MPICH using p4, and LAM. The SP-2 was tested with p4 because, for h s  
particdv network p4 interacted the most consistently with the other machines. Figure 1 shows 
MPICH with MPL a close second to MPL itself. 
’ MPI Standard page 122 line 14 
a MPI Standard page 57 line 4 
MPI_ALLREDUCE( sendbuffer, recvbu!‘fer, nelelments, datatype, opetation, 
comunicator ) 
MPI-SENDRECW sendbuffer, sendnelernents, sendtype, destination, sendtag, 
rccvbuffer, recvnelements, recvtype, source, recvug, comincator, status ) 
FUNCTION MPI_wTIME() MPI S’mdard page 195 line 19 
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Abstract 
This paper investigates the relationship betwan open hole tensile 
strength and distance between a hole and a stitch in a textile composite 
material. Tension tests were completed on various specimens with 
widths of 1 in., 2 in. or 3 in. and a constant width to hole diameter ratio 
of 4. The composites tested were warp knits with AS4 fibers and 3501-6 
resin. Test results show a small percent change of net strength with 
stitch location. However, due to the large scatter in data, the small 6% 
change in net strength is considered negligible. 
Introduction and Back round 
There is strong interest in using composite materials rg or primary airplane components. The 
chief advantage of composites over presently used metals is the low density of composites 
compared to the high density of metals. The overall weight of an airplane WOUM be reduced 
thereby reducing fuel consumption. Another advantage of using composjtcs is the stiffness of the 
material. By using composites, future airplane wings will haw a higher aspect ratio of length to 
width because of the increased stiffness of the wings. This nsults in a more ecoMMnical plana 
because high aspect ratio wings d u c e  the drag on an aircraft. Tbe third advantage of composites 
over metals is that composite strength and stiffness can be tailored. Components of an aircraft will 
need extra strength in ccrtain directions depending on the design of the component. Anisotropic 
composites can have increased strength and stiffness in differtnt directions by laying extra fibers in 
the directions of the needed extra strength. 
Although there arc many benefits in using composite materials, the present cost of 
manufacturing composites is high c o m p d  to the costs of manufacturing metals. As a result, an 
effort has been made to develop cheapcr methods of fabricating composites without a large 
decrcase in strength or stiffness. One of these new methods being researched is mechanically 
stitching dry textile preforms. Fibers in the dry fabric arc oriented in diffetent k t i o n s ,  
depending on where the mst strength is needed, and then sewn together by machine. After being 
stitched together, the material is cut to the desired s k  and shape. Resin is used to harden the 
material, and bind the layers together. This was accomplished by resin transfer molding (RTM), in 
which the material is impregnated with resin and cured. This new method has been proven to be 
more cost effective than present manufacturing techniques. Stitching has also been found to d u c e  
delamination after impact. 
properties of composites must be tested. Further tests are needed to determine the ability to 
machine and fabricate final products from stitched composite parts. One concern about the 
fabrication of the final components was the effect of hole placement near a stitch. The area 
surrounding a stitch tends to have a pocket for resin which may make that area weaker than the rest 
of the material. Since higher stress concentrations exist around a hole, there was concern over 
whether the material would be weaker in this area if a hole was drilled in a resin enriched area near 
a stitch. Therefore, the combination of high stresses between a hole and a stitch needed to be 
examined. Open-hole tension tests determined if the distance between the edge of a hole and a 
stitch affected the ultimate strength of a specimen. 
Before stitched composites can be used regularly in commercial aircraft, the mechanical 
Materials 
All of the specimens tested were warp knit with 44% AS4 fibers in the +/- 450 and OD 
directions and 12% AS4 fibers in the 90" direction. The A specimens had all seven layers stitched 
at once, whereas the H1 rpecimens had the + I 4 9  and @ layers stitched together 89 a group, and 
then a layer of 900 was stitched between two groups of +I450 and 00. 
widths. Different stitch diameters were considered for testing. The diameter of the stitches for the 
Each row of stitches was sewn at 0.25 in. from the previous row in all three specimen 
H 1, A 1, and A2 specimens was 0.03 13 in. ( 1/32}. This type of stitch was tested for the t1.m 
width sizes of 3 in., 2 in., and 1 in. However, for the A3 specimens a smaller stitch diameter of 
0.156 in. (1164) was tested. The reason for testing a small diameter stitch was a small diameter 
might leave a smaller area or pocket than a large diameter stitch. Since resin tends to collect in 
pockets near a stitch, a small area around a stitch was believed to collect less strength-reducing 
resin than a large area around a stitch. However, this small diameter stitch was tested only in the 1 
in. wide composites. 
Different diameter holes were core drilled into the sjdmens. This type of drilling involves 
a cylindrical-shaped drill-bit grinding a hole through the material. The ratio of the width to the Me 
diameter of each specimen was kept constant at 4. The hole diameters were 0.25 in., 0.5 in., and 
0.75 in for the width sizes of 1 in., 2 in., and 3 in. respectively. The edge of the holes were 
located either touching a stitch, close to a stitch, or far from a stitch. For each specimen width, at 
least 3 specimens we= tested with each hole location. A sampk specimen can be seen in Figure 1. 
Procedures 
Each specimen was measured, with a caliper, for width, thickness, diameter, and distance 
of the longitudinal tangent of the hole from the neanst stitch. The width and thickness were 
necded to calculate the cross sectional area of the specimen. The thickness of the cwimen was 
measured on both sides of a hole, and the average of the two measurements were recorded as the 
thickness. The diameter of the drilled hole was measured to check for consistency. The distance 
of the longitudinal tangent of the hole from the stitch was measured in order to compare the hole 
placements of each sample. 
grips of the tension machine. The specimen was placed squarely in the lower grip of the tension 
machine and the upper grip was maneuvered around the upper portion of the specimen and closed. 
The machine applied a load to the specimen at a rate of 0.05 in./min. until fracture. The ultimate 
tensile load was recorded from each experiment for later comparison. Specimens were tested in 
groups according the width, and then hole placement with the largest specimens tested first. 
The tension testing machine for the largest specimens of 3 in. width was a Materials 
Testing Machine (MTS) Hydraulic Fatigue Test System, with a 100 KIP capacity. The machine 
was controled with a MTS 458.20 microconsole. For the two smaller widths of 2 in. and 1 in., a 
MTS Hydraulic Fatigue Test System, with a 50 KIP capacity and MTS 458.20 microconsole was 
used for testing. A computer was connected to the microconsoles to read the output signals. The 
data acquisition software program plotted the load vs. the grip stroke. 
After each specimen was measured, the ends of the specimens were taped to protect the 
Results 
The net open-hole tensile strength of the each specimen versus the distance of the edge of 
the hole from the stitch was graphed. The net strength allowed for specimens of different cross 
sectional areas to be compared. Calculations of the net strength were made by the following 
formula: 
( 1 )  Net Strength = Load / ((Width-Diameter) * Thickness) 
The average net strength of all the specimens by type, by size, and by the location of the edge of 
the hole can be seen in Table 1. The net strength was used to calculate the percent of scatter in the 
data. The difference between the highest and lowest net strengths of specimens with the same size, 
stitch diameter, and stitch technique were divided by the net strength of the highest specimen as in 
the following equation: 
(2) (Highest net strength - Lowest net strength) / Highest net strength 
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For the largest width size of 3 in., both the Hl and the A2 specimens were graphed 
together for comparison between materials. As can be seen in Figure 2, the distance between the 
edge of the hole and the stitch did not affect thc ultimate strength of either material. The average 
strength of the H 1 material with the edge of the bole close to the stitch (HC), was coqmed with 
the average of the H1 with the edge far from the stitch (HF). Although there was a slight 2.3% 
decrease in the average strength of the H 1 specimens from HC to HF, Figure 2 shows the scatter 
of the data points was as high as 7.4%. With this high percentage of scatter, it can not be 
concluded that the strength changed signifEantly when the distance between the edge of the hole 
and the stitch decnased. The average net strength of the A2 specimens with the edge close to the 
stitch (A2C) was 79.33 kqi, and the average net stnngth of the specimens with the hole far from 
the stitch (A20  was 73.&2 h i .  The A2 specimens simiiarly showed a decrease in average net 
strength of 6.9%. but with as much as a 10.5% scatter of data. Since the scatter of data was higher 
than the change from A2C to A2F, it was concluded that the change was negligible. Figure 2 also 
shows that the opex-hole tension strength of the H 1 and A2 Specimens are similar even though the 
H 1 has a diffemt stkhing technique 
Results from the tests with the 2 in. wide H1 and A1 specimens am shown in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4. In Figure 3, the average net strength of the H1 with the edge close to the stitch (HC) 
was 78.24 ksi. This strength is 1.8% less then the average net strength of 79.65 ksi for the Hl 
with the edge far from the stitch (HF). The percent scatter of the points was 11.496, which waq 
higher than the dccrcase in net strength of 1.8%. As a result, the change in strength was negligible 
when compamd to the higher percent scatter of data. As can be Seen in Figure 4, the average net 
strength of the A I  specimens that had the edge close to the stitch (AIC) was 86.04 ksi. The 
average net strength of the A 1 specimens that had the edge far from the stitch (AlF) was 
86.28 ksi, which was less than 1% higher than the A 1C specimens. This change in average net 
strength was especially low when compared to the other tests. Since the 2 1.7% scatter of data was 
significantly higher than the change of net strength, the change in net strength was considerad to be 
negligible. The average strengths of the H 1 for the 2 in. wide succimens was lower than the A 1 
specimens even though the H 1 had a different stitching tecbniq t. 
The results of the 1 in. wide specimens can be seen in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7. 
In Figure 5, the H1 specimen with the tangent close to the stitch (HC) had an average net strength 
of 90.65 h i .  This net strength was 5.7% lower than the net strength of 96.16 ksi for the HI with 
the edge far from the stitch (HF). However, the scatter of data was 15.5% which was higher than 
the percent change in the net strengths of the specimens. The change in strength from HC to HF 
was considered to be negligible since the percent scatter of data was higher than the percent change 
in strength. In Figure 6 it can be seen that the A I  specimen with the edge close to the stitch (AlC) 
had an average net strength of 93.97 ksi. The AIC net strength was 8.0% lower than the average 
net strength of 102.17 ksi for the A1 specimen with the edge far from the stitch (AIF). However, 
since the scatter of data was 13.5%. the 8.0% change on net strength was considered negligible. 
A third set of tensile tests was conducted with 1 in. wide A3 specimens These specimens had a 
smllller stitch diameter of 0.0156 in. as c o m p d  to the stitch diameter of 0.0313 in. used in the 
A 1 and H 1 specimens. As can be seen in Figure 7, the average net strength of the A3 specimens 
with the edge close to the stitch (A3C) was 94.25 ksi. This net strength was 7.8% lower than the 
average net strength of 102.17 ksi for the A3 specimen with the edge far from the hole (A3F). 
The scatter in data was 12.4% which was more than the change in net strength. 
C o 11 c I us i o ns 
In conclusion, all the specimens had a percentage of scatter higher than the percent change 
in net strength. As a result, there was no significant change in strength due to hole location near a 
stitch. Future tests should focus more on why the percent scatter of data was so high, and more 
tests with hybrid material. Hybrid material uses the same stitching technique as the H1 specimens 
but has stronger IM7 fibers in the 0” direction. 
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ABSTRACT 
The putpose of this project was to produce a CD-ROM for the Technology Applications 
Group. The CD was being developed to allow interested people, organizations, or 
companies to view the technologies available to them that were dcvcloped by NASA 
research. The CDs main audience however, is any small business. Thc CD will give the 
small business an opportunity to see what technologies are available in an inexpensive 
manner. Most companies probably have a CD-ROM drive on their computers but may 
not have access to the internet. By using only the internet to inform on the technologie ;, 
NASA was not considering a largt segment of the population. The CD-ROM can now 
cove that group of the population. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the main focuses of the Technology Applications Group (TAG) is to transfer 
technology ftom NASA to industry. To aid in the transfer of technology, TAG decided 
to inform the public of the available technologies through two means. The first is through 
the internet and the second is by way of CD-ROM. Although a large portion of the 
population does have access to the internet, many individuals and small companies cannot 
affbrd to use it. On, the other hand, many people and companies have access to a CD- 
ROM drive or are able to purchase one at an zffordable price. It is these p p l e  who we 
want the CD-ROM to reach. 
SUMMARY 
APPROACII 
I x ~ v e d  in the TAG ofice two weeks early to develop a plan and L' xign for our CD- 
ROM. We had initially intended on killing two birds with one stone by embedding the 
Netscape or MOSAIC browser into the CD-ROM along with a translator. The translator 
was to translate wf data into HTML. So, the information which we obtained and the 
scm~ls which we made would have been viewable not only on the CD-ROM, but also on 
the world wide web. We were unable to get Netscape to work with us, however after 
several weeks of working with MOSAIC, they decided to work with us. Unfortunately, 
by the time MOSAIC reached their decision, time had come for us to get started one way 
or another and we started without MOSAIC. Next year however, the next group will be 
able to embed the MOSAIC browser into their CD. This year, our work can only be 
vit ded via CD-ROM. 
EQUIPMENT 
My group was chosen for this program as a result of our knowledge of HTMZ. We 
however, could not apply what we already knew and had to start from scratch. We had 
to learn how to use new software and hardware. The hardware included: Macintosh 
computers, CD-ROM writer, and scanner. Our software included: MicroSoft Word, 
FoxPro, Adobe Premiere, Adobe Illustrator, ColorIt, Impact, PageMaker, and Photoshop. 
RESULTS 
We have developed a CD-ROM which will be completed within the next two weeks. I 
believe that it was a good first attempt. Teams that work on this project on the future 
will hopefully be able to take this much further than we have taken it. Hopefully, they 
will already have more knowledge on the use of the hardware and software and wiil not 
have to spend as much time learning how to use the software before getting started. 
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Also, the next team will probably have a better understanding of what is to be developed 
because they have something on which they can already go on, our CD. 
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A .bstract 
In the surfaces correlation study, several different volumetric 
and drainage measurement techniques for classifying surface texture 
were evaluated as part of a major study to develop and improve 
methods for predicting tire friction performance on all types of 
pavement. The objective of the evaluation was to seek relationships 
between the different techniques, and to relate those results to 
surface frictional characteristics. We needed to know how each of the 
tests could be related to each other. 
Another of my assigned projects was to make a tire behavior 
math model for the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) using the same 
methods used for the space shuttle a few years ago. A provided third 
order equation with two variables was used. This model will also be 
used for studies with the Boeing 777. Only a few changes will be 
necessary to adapt it for this other aircraft, which is the newest 
offered by Boeing. 
In my final project I was involved with testing the tires for this 
new aircraft using the Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility (ALDF) test 
camage within the carriage house (Bldg. 1261) at LaRC. A 50 inch 
diameter radial tire manufactured by Michelin Aircraft Tire 
Corporation had to be tested to double overload of 114,000 pounds. 
The rated load of each tire is 57,000 pounds, but Boeing required 
tests assuming failure of a companion tire that could have cost 
Michelin approximately S 12 million to build a facility to provide the 
required test capability. Here at LaRC, only minimum modifications 
to the facility were required to perform this specific test. 
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Introduction of Correlations 
It has long been recognized that the texture characteristics of a 
pavement surface can directly influence the frictional forces which 
pneumatic tires can develop for accelerating, steering, and braking. 
Many different devices and techniques have been developed to 
provide quantitative measurement of surface texture, and these 
efforts have identified two texture classifications, micro- and 
macrotexture. In general, microtexture consist of the fine, small-scale 
surface features such as those found on individual stone particles, 
whereas macrotexture encompasses the coarse, large-scale roughness 
of a pavement surface-aggregate matrix. Results from studi2s to 
evaluate the effects of speed on tire friction have indicated that the 
slope of the friction-speed gradient curve is primarily a function of 
the surface macrotexture. On that basis, it would appear that an 
assessment of both surface micro- and macrotexture characteristics 
is necessary to relate texture measurements with tire frictional 
performance. 
Explanation of Some Equipment and 
Test Procedures 
Comparative measurements were collected in this study using 
several different pavement classification techniques which included 
volumetric types, drainage devices, a skid resistance rester, and 
another which uses light beam calibration procedures. Surface 
preparations were followed during the operation of each technique 
on sixteen different concrete and asphalt surfaces located at Langley 
Research Center (NASA), Wallops Flight Center (NASA) and at 
Cranfield University. For each technique, a stiff, wire-bristle brush 
was applied vigorously to the surface test area prior to measuring to 
remove all loose stones, debris, and other contaminants. A minimum 
of six measurements were taken at different locations on a given 
surface. Data was collected using all thz techniques on the same test 
area of a given surface. For each technique, an average value was 
calculated from the individual measurements taken on each test 
surface. A general description of some of the different equipment 
and test procedures used for the various techniques follows. 
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Volumetric Methods: 
The volumetric methods involved spreading a known volume 
of a given material on a pavement surface to fill all voids, measuring 
the area covered, and computing values of the average texture depth 
by dividing the material volume by the spread area. The dissimilar 
material properties required different measurement procedures, as 
well as different equipment. 
The sand patch method was developed at the British Road 
Research Laboratory, and is one of the first methods used to 
determinate surface texture. The technique used in this procedure 
consists of pouring a known volume of fine, dry sand on the 
pavement, spreading it over a circular area, and using a hard round 
puck similar to that used in ice hockey, leveling the sand with the 
tips of the asperities (peaks). A small, open-ended, wood frame 
provided the test surface area with protection from the wind during 
each sand patch application. The average surface texture depth is 
obtained by dividing the volume of sand used by the area covered. 
Another method used in this study is the grease patch method, 
For this method a metal cylinder with an internal volume of about 
16,000 mm3 (aprox. 1 cubic inch) is used. The actual volume is not 
critical, provided it is accurately known. Suitable dimensions based 
on an accurate 1 inch internal diameter pipe would be a diameter of 
25.4 mm and a length of 32.3 mm. Other secondary requirements are 
a putty knife, a tight fitting plunger, a rod to expel the grease from 
the cylinder, a rubber faced aluminum or wooden squeegee some 30- 
40 mm in width, and masking tape. In this method the test cylinder 
is first packed with any general purpose grease using the putty knife 
in such a way as to avoid entrapping air and the ends are squared off 
using the putting knife. Two parallel lines of masking tape are placed 
at right angles to and at one end of the test area and worked in the 
voids in the surface to the levels of the peaks of the surfacing and in 
a rectangular shape between the parallel masking tape. Care is to be 
taken so that no grease is left on the masking tape or squeegee. 
Measure the volume of the test cylinder and the dimensions of the 
grease patch. The average surface depths of the voids is given by the 
equation: 
Volume.,.of -Greasse-(mm’) 
Area- Covered-( mm2) Surface- Texture- (mm )= 
Two spreaders were available - NASA and Cranfield. The NASA 
spreader consist of a flat picce of metal approximately 40 mm by 
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150 mm to which a strip of rubber has been stuck to act as the 
squeegee. The Cranfield spreader is shaped like a sheph2rd's crook 
with a wooden handle and metal head on to which the 40 mm wide 
rubber squeegee has been stuck. As part of the objectives I tried to 
determine the differences between both set of values. 
Drainage Methods: 
The basic static water drainage meter, commonly referred to as 
dn outflow meter, consists of a transparent plastic cylinder to 
contain water and a brass base plate with a rubber ring attached to 
the bottom face. The cylinder is placed on the pavement and loaded 
so that the rubber ring will contact the surface aggregate particles in 
a way similar to that expected of a tire tread element. Water is 
poured into che cylinder, and a clock measures the time required for 
a known volume of water to escape through the pores or grooves in 
the pavement and between the rubber ring and the pavemerr 
surface. 
Skid Resistance Tester: 
The British pendulum skid resistance tester is a dynamic 
pendulum impact-type tester used to measure the energy lost when 
a rubber slider edge is propelled over a test surface. The British 
Pendulum Number (BPN) value: measured for flat surfaces represent 
the frictional properties obtained with the apparatus using 
recommended procedures. Since pavement surface temperature 
measuremerits were taken during all test, the average BPN values on 
each test surface were temperature-corrected by a nonlinear factor 
established during a British Road Research Study. 
Other: 
The Texture Van, developed by Penn State University, is a test 
where a computer collects data from a frame grabber that looks at a 
3 mm by 5 1  mm rectangular beam of light that is flashed onto the 
pavement. This produces a shadow effect on both edges which are 
called Leading and Trailing edges. RMS (Root Mean Square) values 
are calculated from these edges to be used in results. 
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Another kind of test was the Texture Beam. It has two types of 
measuring devices, an infrared laser and a LVDT for measuring 
texture. The beam has a trolley that is motor powered and carries 
the measuring devices. A computer collects the data and is displayed 
in real time. 
As part of my work, I did not actually conduct these types of 
tests. Rather, I had to study and learn how each of these tests work 
so as to make the best correlation between the different tests. 
Results 
From all the data collected I made different charts that 
provided me with a visual meaing of the data and how the different 
tests are related. With Tom Yager's (Senior Project Engineer) and 
Robert H. Daugherty's (my mentor) help I could find some of the 
outlying points and which tests are related or similar. Also, I had to 
work with the equations for the best curve fit to each correlation. 
One tries to obtain the nearest value of r to 1 (re1 ==> the best curve 
fit), but one must keep in mind the real meaning of the cume 
obtained. I conducted comparisons between the different tests which 
were made the last year on similar surfaces. Genera-ing more charts 
showed the differences found between all the values. 
The first of my other two projects involved an HSCT tire model 
consisting of a worksheet made in MS-Excel to calculate a curve fit to 
a set of bi-cubic test data. The worksheet could be modified for 
different coefficients, yaw angles, and rated load factors. As soon as 
the required data was obtained, MatLab was used to make two 
different matrices (one for the positive side and one for the negative 
side) using the sign conventions for the yaw angle and side forces 
used in LaRC to plot the graphs requested. After this, John Tanner 
(NASA Engineer) used another plotting software to make a 3D 
surface using the data sets that the model provided. 
My other project with the Michelin tires was slow. Wc had a 
few problems with the adhesive used in the sand paper to increase 
the friction on the surface. A new kind of adhesive used in France for 
the same purpose was procured to continue the tests. As soon as we 
obtained the adhesive we started again. Michelin needs three main 
kinds of tests; a )  Unyawed Relaxation Length - Zero yaw, pull side 
load up to 47,000 pounds, roll tire forward slowly, b) Yawed 
Relaxation Length - Yaw tire up to k18 degrees, no side pre-load, roll 
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tire forward slowly c) Breakaway Friction - Pull si -*e load 
up to 80,000pound wth tire stationary required from Boeing. 
As part of this project I was involved in taking data and 
operating the track data system in the Instrument Room. The 
procedures consisted of the Test Engineer (Robert H. Daugherty) 
informing the technician what load to apply to the test article for 
ezch test. He had to be Oil  the phone with me to advise me when to 
commence and cease taking data. 
I was learning about how the data system used works. A!so I 
had the opportunity to see how can you make the plots needed and 
how to extract the data that you need from the system. On one 
occasion I had the opportunity to see a strange behavior on one of 
the plots made by the computer. This behavior suggested there was a 
problem in test wheel axle, and upon physically looldfig at the axle a 
small metal spacer had failed. 
and 
This testing d.11 continue for another rnmth. 
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For the past few years, innovation in the field of General Aviation @A) has 
declined. The reason fbr this decline has not been because of a lack of ideas, but &a 
lack of fiurds ~~ccfssary to convert these idas into reality. NASA implemented the Small 
Business Innovative Rcsearch (SBIR) program m an effort to promote new technology m 
General Aviation. Underthis prognm, small business withgoodidwspresent them to 
NASA who reviews them iuxi * thcirvoluepotcntidintheGA~narket. Ifthe 
company’s idea proves worthy, NASA s u b s i b  their research m three phases tbat 
include tbe msarch, testings &veloptncnt, and production of their product The PUIPOSC 
of my internship this summer was to use the Internet to promote the work of SBIR 
empanics globally to prospective mvesbrs. 
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My studies as an Aviation professional major at Norfalk State University have 
instillcdmmca dtsireto follow the latest bvatiombcingrcscarchcd inGenaal 
Aviation cquipinmt. As an active duty member of tbc US. Navy and an aspiring Naval 
Aviator, seeking ways to makc flying spfer by improving equipment and reducing pilot 
workload arc the primary fixuses of my education. M y  inacrnship at NASA Ltnglcy 
Research Center (LaRC) o f f 4  me a chance to pomote new aviation technology on the 
~~~~interoctiveglobalnctworkofm~~commtmicationsthatissccessed 
daily by thousands of individuals and busincsscs all over the world 
knowledge of it consisted of knowing it existed and that I h e w  nothing about it My 
new mentor andboss for the next ten weeks invitdmetoaclass she was implementing at 
NAsAthattaught the basics ofthe Intcmct, and how to use a World Wide Web browser. 
I sat down at a MacIntOsb (all I had weruscdwas aPC bascdcomputcr) d jumped hito 
this electronic realm of no return. what I formdwas that tbe Jnmnct hadbecn 
rcvolutionizcd, it was no longer just a text-based system of mumbjumbo but now thm 
were images, sound, video, and more iDformation than I could want in a lifetimt. This 
was called the World Wide Web 0 and was a new way of searching the htcmct. 
Nedless to say, I got overwhelmed my first day and berme fitstrated because I itnew I 
was going to be a useless piece of baggage on this project. 
my "personal" MacIntosh Centris 650 (which I still didn't know how to operate yet), 
and "e", not sipe of what I was looking fm. I buried my face fbr burs m a 
MacIntosh user manual and got myself familiar with my DCW idomtion phtfom. I also 
spent countless hours trying to learn Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), the 
programming language uscd to author home pages on the World Wide Web. Once the 
basics were leanrtd, I began to J 'IdUCC work. 
When I first arrived at NASA, I could not even &fine the word "Intend"' My 
I chose to go for it anyway. I spent the next weck staring at the 21" monitor of 
The two SBIR companies Tonette Scott and I worked with were Vision Micro 
Designs, Inc. and Innovative Aerodynamic Technologies. Our assignment was to produce 
home pages promoting their aviation research and complete the pages prior to the annual 
Experimental Aircraft Association (EM) Fly-in Convention scheduled for July 27-Aug 
2. For the first weck or so, we struggled to get all the information necessary to produce 
home pages for the companies. At the m e  time, we were given the assignment of 
structuring and teacbmg a World Wide Web class to the faculty of NASA LaRC. Since 
only three weeks had passed since my first surfing experience, this was going to be a 
chore. Nevertheless, we tucked our shoulders and took on our assignments head-on. 
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The WWW classes proved to be the most challenging part of the intenship. 
ToncttcandI sat cbwnanddiscussedthethingsthatmpdt luuningthc Webdi&cultfor 
us axxi developed a class around this. Our classcs for the most part consisted of 
individuals with little to no Inwmctexpcricncc. Since the WWW is now the way NASA 
transfm technology and information within and outside the base, it is tsscLLti.l that 
NASA employees 1- to usc this tool. Over the course of eight weeks, Tone&e and I 
(some more thrn otbers) over 300 NASA fkulty and Visiting elanentuy school teachas 
aut by each of the students rwssurcd me that my handicapped effbrts wae not m Vrin. 
ppges. Numeroushourswaespeatlearning~ HTML, typhgandreviSing 
i n f ; a r m o t i o q ~ i r m r g e s o n & d ~ ~ m t h e D s t a v i  hb(IPls0  
h i t o  learnhow tousco sconnerandAdobeWotoshop),md loading the files and links 
inaoo web scmr. oIltwcckbeforetberirshow, wehadc0;np~tbehamcpegesand 
had become NASA Langley ~CSOU~C~S for World Wide Web idbrmatkm and insbuctioa 
travel funds cud a flight lint pass to the OshLOsh airshow. Tonette and I traveled on 
Friday morning to oshltosh and helped support tbe efhts of the NASA World Wide 
Web team who displayed our home pages and presented NASA's developments m 
information technology transfer using the World Wide Web. Our booth was visited by a 
majority of tbe estimated 1,0o0,OOO pilots and airshow enthusiasts who pstclad6d, 
includingNASAAdministratorDanGoldin. OurprcsentrrtiOnwas~mclysuccessll 
and we received extremely positive f a  firom Administrator Goldin, as well as fiam 
Thayer Sheets, the director of the NASA SBIR program. 
turghtupto sixclassperwak, up to ten studentsperclass, aadsuccessfully educated 
from all overthe country. The vaypositive f* wcrtctivcd fromthc fimn!i filled 
While continutngbotcach theclasscs, Tarrette and Icontinuedto workontht Web 
Thtfinalandmostexcitingcxpaienccofmym~csunewhenIwas awarded 
Afternnuning h m  the airshow, the rcmadcr * of our i n ~ p  was spent 
improviasthe WIKwclaSs, teaching thccfass, rroanseerching the various Geaeral 
Aviation applications of the Internet. 
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Objective: To promote the importance of aviation research, by use of the 
Intemt. 
The Internet is a network of networks. It was originally funded by the Defense Advanced 
supercomputer sites  SIC^ the United States. The National Science Foundation OIJSF) 
made the most of their supcrco~tcrs by connecting the sites to tach other. This made the 
supercomputers mort efficient and now allows scientists, e 
access the supcrcomputcrs from their own labs and offices. networks that 
connect the NSF supercomputers fm the backbone of the Intcmct. 
The World Widc Web 0 is a meau system. It gathers Internet ~~SOU~CCS from all 
over the world into a series of screens that appear 011 your computer. The WWW is also a 
distributed. The distributed system stom data information on many compoltcrs (servers). 
These servers can go out and get data when you ask for it. 
Hrpermbdiais tbe base of tht WWW. Onecan “click” on a section and visit dhtr 
hyptrmbdia@agcs). Media, the type of- you would findon the I ~ t m e t .  can be ASCII 
text, apostscrip! @ file, an audio tile, a graphic image, or any other sort of data that can be 
stored in aaxnputcrfile. 
Our approach to demonstrating the importaaCt of aviation rtsearch tbrough the Intwnct 
began with kaming how to put pages on the Internet (on-line) ourselves. We were 
assigned two aviation companies; Vision Micro Systems Iac. and Innovative Amdynamic 
Technofogies (IAT). We developed home pages for these SBIR companies which can now 
be seen on-line O l t t p : / l b e g i n n i n g . l a r c . n a s a g o v / ~ ~ ~ 1 0 0 0 ~ ~  and 
http~~ginning.la.n~gov/oshkosh/ia. htmV). 
The equipment used to create these pages wtre the UNIX and Macintosh machines. 
HTML Supertext software was used to write the pages and the S h q  JX- scanner to 
scan the images. 
As a result, with the use of the UNIX, Macintosh, Sun, PC, and AXIL machines, we were 
able to present our home pages to over 800,ooO visitors at the EAA Fly-in Convention in 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Over half of the visitors were pilots. We were not only to display 
our home pages, but gave them hands on experience on how to use the Internet to benefit 
their needs in aviation research. We were able to locate weather infomation for any state, 
Fixed Based Operators (FBO’s), Federal Air Regulations (FAR’S) and much mre  data that 
would benefit pilots. 
Rwearcb Rajas Agency or DOD/DARPA and evolwd in part from the m m e a ~  ‘on of 
rand to high 
Before our research began, who would have ever thought of using the Internet as a tool for 
aviation research? Now the question is, “How can you live without it”? 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PRESSURE SENSl'IIVE PAINT SYSTEM WITH 
CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
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ABSTRACT: 
Presswe Sensitive paint (PSP) is known to p mide a global image of pressure over a 
model surface. However, improvements in its accuracy and reliability are needed. Several 
factors contribute to the inaccuracy of PSP. One major factor is that luminescence is ttmpcraturc 
dependent. To correct the luminescence of the pressure sensing component for changes in 
temperature, a temperature sensitive luminophorc incorporated in the paint allows the user to 
measure both pressure and temperature simultaneously on the surface of a model. Magnesium 
Octaethylporphine (MgOEP) was used as a temperature sensing luminophore, with the pressure 
sensing luminophore, Platinum Octaethylporphine (PtOEP), to correct for temperature variations 
in model surface pressure measurements. 
Undergraduate Summer Research Student, Norfolk State University, Department of Chemistry, 
Norfolk, VA 23450 
Research Professor, Department of Chemistry and Biochemisay, Old Dominion University, 
Norfolk, VA 23539-0126 
' Senior Research Scientist, Langley Research Ccnter, MS 234, Hampton, VA 23861-0001 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Measuring surface pressure on a wind-tunnel model is an important analytical tool in fluid 
mechanics. The most common technique used to measure pressure is '??e use of pressure taps. 
The use of pressure taps is a complex and expensive process. Efforts to find more effective ways 
to measure model surface pressure have lead to the development of pressure sensitive paint 
(PSP). 
Pressure Sensitive Paint is a luminescent paint which consist of a luminophore 
(fluorescent or -,hosphorescence zhemical) that is dissolved in a polymer/solvent matrix. The 
luminophore is chosen from those which arc quenched by oxygen. Thz paint mix is applied to 
the surface of the model and allowed to cure. The piessurt is then determined by measuring the 
light emitted from the illuminated model. The intensity of the emitted light is inversely 
proportional to the oxygen's partial pressure, and may be represented by a modified form of the 
classical Stern-Volmer euuation. 
The "In;' is the emission intensity at some reference pressure.. "I" equals the emission inznsity 
at air pressun "P'. "A" is the y-intercept and "B" represents the slope of the plot of k/r vs. 
pressure. 
When using a PSP in a wind tunnel, kf is experimentally measured and a calibration 
curve is established by measuring "I" as a function "P', using pressure taps on the model to 
measure the calibration pressures. 
Peterson and Fitzgerald first reported the use of fluorescence quenching by oxygen for 
flow visualization of oxygen and nitrogen gas streams, but did not extend their concept to air 
pressure measurements (1). Russian researchers published the use of PSP for air flow 
visualization and pressure measurement in wind tunnels (2). NASA-Ames in conjunction with 
the University of Washington, used platinum octaethylporphine in a polydimethylsiloxane paint 
mamx for luminescent barometry in a wind tunnel (3). Crites of McDonnell Douglas, presented 
a thorough summary of measurement techniques based on the oxygen quenching of the 
fluorescence ?;1 phosphorescence luminophores (4). 
Pressure Sensitive Paint has proven to bc a valuable technique for measuring global 
pressure, but the accuracy and reliability has not yet been established. Some of the deficiencies 
that need to be remedied are: (1) PSP luminescence is temperature dependent (2) All PSP's 
undergo some photodegradation, but then are some that are worse than others. (3) PSP 
luminescence is illumination ictensity dependent, and an internal reference luminophore is needed 
to correct for variations in illumination. 
We have chosen to focus our research efforts on developing a pressure sensitive paint 
system to correct for model surface temperature variations. 
Research Plan. The conceptional approach of our research is to incorporate a luminophore 
in the paint which responds only to temperature changes and thus enable the user to measure 
temperature at any point on the model surface. By knowing the surface temperature and the 
emission/temperaturc function for the pressure sensing luminophore, a correction may be made 
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for the effect of temperature on the prtssute sensing luminophore. Candidate temperature sensing 
luminophores (TSL) that are compatible with proven pressure sensing luminophores (PSL) will 
be investigated. 
There arc certain requirements that a TSL must have for it to be considend a compatible 
iuminophorc. First, the excitation wavelength oi the TSL must be compatible with the excitation 
wavelength of the PSL. The emission wavelength of we TSL must not overlap the emission 
wvelength of the PSL. The emission pwtb should be sepmted by at least 50 run. The TSL 
must be chemically compatible with both the PSL and the paint manix. Finally, a good TSL 
must be spectroscopically compatible with the PSL. This ~ C E U A S  that one luminophore must not 
excite the other luminophore. 
EXPERIMENTAL: 
Chemicals: Radelin 1807-Zinc Cadmium SuKde i,Zn,Cd)S:Ag:NiJ (Zwrton Co.Jb40untai.n View, 
CA.) wett used as supplied without further purification. The phosphors of Ruthenium (II)-(4,7- 
diphenyl- l,lO-Phenanthroline), Platinum octaethylporphine (PtOEP) and Magnesium 
Octaethylporphine (MgOEP), (Porphyrin Products Inc., Logan, Utah) wefe used as supplied. 
Polymers used in paints included Poly(2-ethylhexylmethacr -fate-co-isabutylmcthacrylate) 
(University of Washington, Seattle, WA), and silicone rubber KiV-118, General Electric Co.). 
Solvents (toluene and acetone) were analytical grade or better (Sigma Aldrich Co.). 
The du-1 luminophore paint was prepared as following: 500 ppm of PtOEP and 300 ppm 
of MgOEP were dissolved in a 1 part IEMA (polyincr } to IO part toluene. 
Method: Two proven pn=ssure sensing luminophores, Rhenium bathophenmthroiiie (RUB) and 
Platinum octaethylporphine (PtOEP), were considered in this study. Candidate temperature 
sensing luminophorcs were sclectcd from published spectral characteristics These published 
properties were compaicd to spec? S characteristics of the two PSL's as shown in Table 1. Two 
of the phosphors; Radelin 186i-Zinc Cadmium Sulfide [(Zn,Cd)S:Ag:Ni], and the Magnesium 
octaethylporphine [MgOEP] were chosen for study with either of the two pressure sen5ng 
luminophores. 
Candidate 1uminc;yhxes were tested by studying each of them scparatdy. The 
luminophore (either the TSL or PSL) was dissolved in a solvtnt/polymer ma& and sprayed on 
a square piece of aluminum, the material of the model, and then allowed to cure. Speeaal 
analyses wen run on a Perkin Elmer LSSOB spectrofluonmeter. The emission and exciation 
spectra were determined for each sample. The degree of oxygen quenrhing was determined by 
measwin& emission intensity as a function of air pressure in the sampli. cell. Emission intensity 
as a function of air pressure was measured for 6.8.10, 12, and 14.7 psia at 25, 30, 35, 40, and 
45°C. 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
The Radelin-1807 phosphor proved to have a poor temperature response (AE/AT = I 
unitPC). Also, this TSL was not compatible with either the Ruthenium bathophenanthrc?ne or 
the Platinum octaethylporphine, due to unacceptable spectral overlap. The MgOEP phosphor 
showed acceptable temperature sensitivity results 
(AE/AT = 18.8 unitspC) (Figure 3). Preliminary measurements of temxraturc response suggested 
that MgOEP as a TSL would correct for temperature variation with the pressure sensing 
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luminophore PtOEP. 
The MgOEP and PtoEP (dissolved in IEMA/Toluent) as dual luminophores werc studied 
on the LSSOB. MgOEP fluoresces at 580 nm and can be excited by light around 407 nm. 
PtOEP can be excited at 382 nm and emit at 644 nm, this is 60 nm away from MgOEP. The 
emission and excitation spactra of the two arc shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
Oxygen Quenching. Oxygen quenching was measund by reading the emission intensity 
output at 3 diffcnnt air prcssurts. This enabled the mation of Stern-Vohr Plots (Figure 4) 
at various tcrnrxmturcs from 25°C to 45°C. From this data, the intercepts and dre slopes of the 
Stem-Vr'mer piots at each temperature were established (Figure 4). 
As may be seen from Figure 4, both the slop and thc intempt change with temperature 
bccausc at 2YC was used for all plots. Since both the intercept and slope change, it is 
necessary to establish their temperature relationship. A plot of intercept vs. tcmpcrature and a 
piof of eiope vs tur---aturc are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Althoug the changes in thest two 
S u m - V o k r  pam.,;.-+s versus temperatun an not exactly linear, to a first approximation a 
lintar function may be assumed. 
Temperature Respotrse, Emission intensity as a functicn of temperature for the MgOEP, 
at different pressures is shown in Figure 3. The emission intensity from the paint at 580 nm was 
read, and the surface temperature was r lculatd using the equation 
I -a T=-- b 
where a = intercept and b = slope of the plot of average emission versus temperature. This plot 
shows that MgOEP is independent of pressure, because of the similarity of each line (Figure 3). 
To exemplify the improvement of accuracy by this dual luminophore, we c m p m  a 
system without correction to one using a temperature correctinn. Suppose there is an unknown 
temperature increase during the experiment, but we are assuming that the temperature has 
remained at 28°C. The emission intensity for ROEP was read to be 155 units and that for 
MgOEP to be 1287 units. Since we are operating off the Stem-Volmer calibration curve at 28°C 
(Figure 4), we would calculate the pressure to bc 16.1 psia using Equation 1. This would result 
in a 61% emf in the calculated pressure, since the experimental pressure value was actually 10 
psia Us6.g the same emission intensity as above for both MgOEP (1287) and PtOEP(155) . We 
apply temperature comction (Equation 2) to the MgOEP emission; we calculate the comctcd 
temperature to be 36.4"C. From Figure 5 we use the comtcd intercept equation to calculate a 
new corrected intercept "A", to be 0.5%. We use the corrected slope equation (Fig. 6) and 
calculate the new slope "B", to be 0.106. With the new intercept and the new slope, we 
determine the new corrected pressure to be 10.8 psia. Since the experimental pressllrt was 10 
psia,this represents an 8% eiror compand to a;l error of 61% without comtion. This 8% error 
is duc to a combkation of experimental error and our assumptions regarding linearity of the 
data. 
CONCLUSION 
Although a dual luminophore, temperaturdpressure sensing paint gives more accurate 
measurements of pressilre at a model surface. This paint combination still has two deficiencies 
that need further investigation. The photodegradation of MgOF? at 300 pprn and PtOEP at 500 
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ppm needs to be improved. The photodegradation decay slope of this formulation is -2.18 
intensity units per minute. This might be improved by chan9ng the ratio of the conantrations 
Due to the different excitation peaks of both the MgoEP (40'7 nm) and EWEP (382 nm), 
a broad band filter must be used for lamp illumination in a wind tunnel Sttting. 
We have shown that the inclusion of a temperature Sensitive 1- inaPSPcan 
Significantly improve accuracy when changes in 0t.rrpersture occur. This will cnhance the 
of bath luminOphOrCs without af€ccting the intensity output. 
ilccuracy of global pressure mtasurcmeats, 8nd bring us closer to thc goal of using PSP for 
accurate, discrete pnssurt mtasurtments, an essential step t3v.ards replacing prcssuFc taps. 
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TABLE I 
TEHPERATURE INDICATING PHOSPHORS 
** Lieerature study ** 
CONPATIBLE 
~ -~ ~ ~ 
EuTTA 345 M 612 nm = Y b  no 
no Yes 
La,o,s : Eu 254 nm 514 nm Yes Y e s  
Redelin 365 nm 540 Yes Yes 
sylvania 270 nm 460 na no Yes 
w, ( F 1-0,: Hn 290 M 658 N 
1807, 
(Zn,Cd)S 
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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this summer’s work was to attempt to enhance TAG’S ability to 
measure the outcomes of its efforts to transfer NASA technology. By reviewing existing 
literature, by explaining the economic principles involved in evaluating the economic impact 
of technology transfer, and by investigating the LaRC processes our William & Mary team 
has been able to lead this important discussion. 
In reviewing the existing literature, we identified many of the metria that are currently 
being used in the area of technology transfer. Learning about the LaRC technology transfer 
processes and the mctrics currently used to track the transfer process enabled us to comparr: 
other R&D facilities to LaRC. 
In the working paper “Measuring the Economic Impact of Techncrlogy Transfer From a 
National Laboratory: A Primer,” we discuss and diagram impacts of ttchnology transfer in 
the short run and the long run. Significantly, this paper serves as the basis for analysis and 
provides guidance in thinking about what the measunment objectives ought to be. 
By focusing on the SBIR Program, valuable information rtgarding the strengths and 
weaknesses of this LaRC program are to be gained. A survey was developed to ask 
probing questions xegardmg SBIR contractors’ experience with the program. Specifically 
we are interested in finding out whether the SBIR Program is accomplishing its mission, if 
the SBIR companies arc providing the needed innovations specified by NASA and to what 
extent those innovations have led to commercial success. 
We also developed a survey to ask COTRs, who are NASA employees acting as 
technical advisors to the SBIR contractors, the s a  type of questions, evaluating the 
successes and problems with the SBIR Program as they see it. This survey was developed 
to be implemented interactively on computer. 
It is our hope that the statistical and econometric studies that can be done on the data 
collected from all of these sources will provide insight regarding the direction to tnke in 
developing systematic evaluations of programs like the SBIR Program so that they can 
reach their maximum effectiveness. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Technology Applications Group (TAG) is fairly new to LaRC, having only been 
formed within the last two years. Our work this summer was geared toward enhancing 
TAG’S ability to measure the outcoi .A of its efforts to transfer LaRC technology. Our 
work began last semester as we reviewed the TAG mission statements and organizational 
charts. During our first weeks at NASA, we extensively reviewed the existing literature 
pertaining to the measurement of technology transfer and its impact on the economy and 
throughout the summer we continuously attempted to broadened our understanding of the 
TAG transfer process by observing and talking with the individuals involved in the transfer 
activities. 
Our paper “Measuring the Economic Impact of Technology Transfer From a National 
Laboratory: A Primer” laid the ground work for guiding our discussions regarding 
technology transfer measures. The paper provides guidance in thinking about measurement 
objectives and the associated metrics to use when attempting to measuze the impact of 
tech.dogy transfer on the economy, and it discusses many of the limitations and 
difficulties in the measurement process. 
Combining the economic theory with what we learned from our research and 
observations, we outlined a potential list of metrics that arc specific to TAG at LLC. This 
list included iny-vt., output and outcome measuns and does not speak to the meaSunmcnt 
process, which is complex and dynamic as it requires the cooperation and coordination of 
many people at all levels in an organization. 
As an example of performance evaluation, we turned our focus toward a project to 
investigate a specific program. The Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR) 
was chosen. In this effort, we wrote, designed, and developed two surveys this summer 
to gather data about the participants of the SBIR Program. By statistically analyzing the 
data that we collect, it is our hope to provide information that will maximize the 
effectiveness of the SBIR Program as well as shew by example the advantages that 
organizations can have in decision making when the relevant metrics are analyzed. 
work here at NASA this summer. 
In each of the following sections of this paper we briefly discuss each element of our 
SECTION I 
BREF DESCRWION OF SOhlE OF THE DISCOVERIES MADE IN REVIEWING 
THE LITERATURE 
In reviewing the existing literature, we identified many of the metrics that are 
currently being used in the area of technology transfer. Researchers agree that basing 
current policy on past studies is difficult because the average time lag between the 
discovery, development , production and marketing of an innovation is 15-20 years. They 
also agne that advances in technology have a positive effect on the economic growth of a 
nation, but they disagree on how large the effect is. 
Researchers agree that there are different facets of R&D that overlap. Applied science 
research leads to more commercial production, pure science research may often lead to 
“break through discoveries” that may take a long time to develop into commercial products. 
“Push technologies” are usually less marketable than “pull technologies.” Pull technologies 
refer to innovations that have been discovered as a result of consumer or producer demand, 
push technologies refer to innovations that have not been fully developed and lack 
production and/or marketing momentum. 
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SECTION 111 
METRICS DlSCUSSION 
The best trletrics ut! iwociatd with clearly stated objectives. If a progiam or ajob 
description is not precise in it’s expectation of what is to be accomplished, the relevant 
metncs cannot be adequately identified. Clear objectives are a most important element cjf 
evaluating success. Equally important are consistent, quantifiable measures that are 
systematically collected , analyzed and that the resulting infonniltion is used in detemuning 
future decisions. 
METRICS THAT MAY BE USEFUL TO NASA LaHC 
Input Metrics 
- 
- Numbcr of patents 
- 
- Numbcr of COOPPRs 
- 
- 
- 
- Use of facilitics 
Number of spin-offs and spin-ons 
Number of TOPS exhibits (patentablehon-patentable, patcntecUnot patented, 
licensedhot licensed) 
Numbcr of contacts (post tcchnology transfer) 
Number of contacts @re ttchnology transfer) 
Timc spcnt on technology transfer 
Output Metrics 
- 
- Number of univcrsity/industry partnerships 
- 
- Technical problems solvcd 
- 
- 
Numbcr of MOAs/MOUs and numbcr of MOAs/MOUs leading to 
commercialization 
Technical bricfdpapcrs (published, requested, prcscnted) 
Numbcr and dollar valuc of licenscs and subliccnscs 
Nuinbcr of softwarc packagcs tcleascd 
Nuinbcr and dollar valuc of cotnmcrcialization from TOPS, COOPPRs, 
Cooperative Agtecmcnts, MOAS, MOUs, SAAs and SBIRs 
Outcome Metrirs 
- 
- Commcrcial salcs 
- Royaltics 
- Cost savings 
- Productivity gains 
- User satisfaction 
- Shof - r in  cconoinic impact on income and einploymcnt 
This wlls a tentative grouping of metrics that were presented during the IO 
week summer session. Thoughts on these and olher rrietrics are not complete. The 
important discussion should include nietrics like these, but a? mentioned earlier, metrics are 
only part of the process. 
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SECTION IV - THE PRIMER 
Having identified the need for il discussion of the economic npliations of the 
discusions that were taking place at NASA about the iinp;rct that technology has on the 
economy, a primer was written. My contribution to this effort was in creating the graphical 
representations of the concept9 discussed in the paper. A full copy of the paper is enclosed 
along with this final report. The executive summary fol!ows. 
MEASURING T H E  ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF TECI'INOLOGY TRANSFER 
FROM A NATIONAL LABORATORY: A PRIMER 
Robert Archibald, Professor of Economics 
David Finifter, Pmfessor of Economics 
and Director of the Thomas Ieflerson Program in Public Policy 
Nanette Smith, Graduate Student 
Thomas ]ely;nson P r o p m  in Public Policy 
- Executive Summary - 
One meascrrs the economic benefits of a particular event by comparing the 
state of the economy after the event has happened to the state of the economy 
assuming the event had not happened. Given this understanding of 
economic benefits, in this paper we reach the following conclusions about the 
economic benefits of technology trznsfer from national labs. 
In the long run, successful technology transfer increases the 
productivity of the country. A .  a result :he per capita iircome 
gmerated by the U. S. economy will rise. Technology transfer from 
national labs will spur econoniic growth. 
In the long run, the number of jobs in the economy is unaffected. 
The characteristics of the jobs are different, however. On average, 
the real compensation of jobs will increase, and therefore 
technology transfer does create higher paying (better) jobs. 
In the long run, the economic competitiveness of U.S. firms will be 
eahanced, i.c., the balance of trade will be improved. 
In the short run, outcomes are less clear. The results of increases in 
technology transfer activity depend upon the stage of the business 
cycle and in m y  case are only temporary. 
'These conclusions have clear ' -. adications for the mct,;surement efforts being 
undertaken at NASA labs. 'r- . rrectly measure the benefits of technology 
transfer, NASA labs need t:l roc-~is on the long run consequences of their 
activities. 
SECTION V 
SURVEYS 
By studying the SBlR Program information might be provided that could help to 
niaximize its effectiveness. This study can also be useful in deixlonstrating by example the 
advantages that organirntions can have in decision making when the nlevant mtrics am 
analyzed. The SBIR Program awards contracts to small businesses who pnsent a viable 
case for doing research that NASA solicits. These contracts are awarded in two phases. A 
Phase I contract is awarded to begin the research, a Phase I1 conmct is awarded alter the 
Phase I has been completed , it is the second step in the process and may result in a product 
or p m s s  that can not only be used by NASA, but dso may become comnlercially 
successful. If a company is awarded a phase 1 or Phase I1 contract, a NASA employee is 
assigned to the Project as a COTR to provide technical assistance!. 
Our team developed and sent a survey to the companies who participated in the 382 
SBIR contracts awarded .jnn 1985 to present. The objective of the survey is to collect data 
from the SBIR firms regarding the success of theii innovation that can be analyzed to gain 
insight in answering the following questions. Did their solicitation result in an innovation 
that was or cwld be used by NASA? Did kit ianovation result in a commcrcidly viable 
product? Did the SBIR award impact the economy? 
developed a second survey to be completed by COTRs. This survey was developed to be 
implemented interactively on computer. 
screens. 
Since COTRs can also provide valuable infornution about the SBlR Program. we 
Enclosed are copies of the two surveys and a print out of the automated survey input 
Ideas Generated From the Study: 
Economic Impact of Technology Transfer 
Counting the number of jobs that are generated by technology transfer is a politid 
argument for justifying the continued funding of federal labs, but it is a short run and 
incomplete argument t h d  does not reflect the long run benefits of increasing the nation’s 
global competitiveness, g-oss domestic product per capita, and quality of life as Congress 
determines how it  will dlocate shrinking federal msources. See “Measuring The Economic 
Impact of Technology Transfer From a National 1,aboratoc-y: A Primer” which waq 
developed by the William & ML y team this sunune - !o explain the economic theory behind 
this claim. 
Idea 2 
By changing the contracting process to require that contmctors provide NASA with the 
infermation needed to be:ter estimate the potential economic benefit of the mnsfer, 
communities could be better served. As firms forecast potential profit and report on actual 
profit that res~llts from NASA research, tbe NASA contribution becornes more tangible and 
measurable. The infomiation needed should include data that will indicate the ptential 
savings and/or prt clts that will and do result from the transferred technology. Other 
questions to investigate are: Who benefits beyond the company receiving the innovlion , 
what is the hcncfit, and how niuch is i t?  How long does/did each step in the process take? 
How do the benefitdcosts vary over time? Are there loscrs, if so who are they and how 
much do they lose? To capture the economic impact of technology transfer it will q u i r e  
a long term informational conunitment between NASA and the contracting fim. How can 
NASA staff better maintain this infonmtion link? 
Toward TAG Metria 
Idea 1 
Assigning personnel to analyze the &cs king cqtured and to develop the evolution of 
tht perfcKmaMx mtasurement process could enhance TAG’S ability to quantify the success 
of its tectmology transfer efforts. The analyst(s) should be able to link mctrics to 
organimtional objectives in order to evaluate thc mngths and we&nescs of the 
technology transfer proocsses. Thc analyst(s) should be able to identify additional 
infomation IIcguircmcnts and be aMc to rcconxna~I a d  implement pdaptatrons to tk 
measurement process. By being able to discan process patterns allows for discoveries to 
be made that could lead to incrtascd transfer activity. 
Idea 2 
When a NASA technology is being CoDSidtTcd fof licensing by mom than one firm could a 
bidding proctss incrw# thc pFobrrbility of its commtd succcss? By opening the 
licensing for bidding, intmtsed comnitment toward commercialization may occur as an 
outcome of the higher cost to the fm that wins the bid. The bidding process also pcnnits 
NASA to get a feel for the market value of thc innovation being t r a n s f d ,  thus gaining 
insightful information that could be used in future technology tmsfer efforts. 
SBIRISTTR Programs 
Could the SBWSTTR Programs be improved to enhance commercialization of 
technology? An analysis of the SBIWS7TR Programs might help to determine whether 
solicitation topics written for SBIIUSITR contracts can or should bc focused more toward 
“applied“ R&D, which may result in increased commercial activity. 
Idea 2 
Investigating the possibility of incorporating problem statements into SBIR/S?TR 
program might lead to increased commercial activity as R&D efforts are focused on 
process or product improvement. This might be accomplished by matching SBIWSTTR 
firms with problem stiltemcnt finns through personal contact or through solicitation write- 
ups. 
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The projcct is bascd upon research of Tesslcr et al. (1994) on an improved variational 
formulation for post-processing stress predictions in Finite Element Analysis. The 
methodology, called Smoothing Element Analysis (SEA), employs a thrcc-node 
smoothing finite element. The present effort focused on verifying the basic constant strain 
criterim for the three-node smoothing element subject to a set of internal pmdy 
constraints. Thc convergence characteristics of the element are assessed by first deriving 
the constrained form of the assumed element stress and stress gradient fields, and then by 
verifying the validity of thc constant strain criterion once the element penalty constraints 
are explicitly imposed. The analytical investigation is carried out with the use of the 
symbolic manipulation code Mathewwticu. 
l l trodUct i0rr  
An improved variational formulation called Smoothing Element Analysis (SEA), 
developed by Tessler et al., (I%), serves as a f d t i o n  for the enhancement of finite- 
element obtaincd deformation and stress respomc. In the case of stress predictions, C' - 
continuous stress fieM from a finite element solution is enforced into a Q-continuous 
stress field with continuous strcss gradients. These enhanced results are ideally suited for 
error estimation since the stress gredrents can be used to assess equilibrium satisfaction. 
The approach is employed as a post-processing step in finitc e?-.cnt analysis. The 
variational statement combines the discrete-least squarcs, and penalty-constraint 
functionals, thus enabling automated recovery of smooth strcsses and stress gradients. 
The practical issues whose adequate resolution is essential for a successfbl application 
of the approach arc: 
(1) The SEA mesh and the number of the discrete stresses extracted fnwn the Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA) mesh should be properly interrelated in order to produce a 
determined system of SEA cquations. To fulfill this requirement, Tessler et al. (1994) 
proposed specific guidelines. An automated generation of the SEA mesh may also be 
necessary to make the post-processing transparent to the user. 
(2) The FEA stresscs need to bc extracted at the discrete elemental locations that are 
best suited for the recovery. Optimal (Le., superconvergent) Barlow points and Gauss 
integration points have been successhlly used. 
(3) The smoothing element Fhould not exhibit locking - a pathological stiffening 
phenomenon commonly exhi bitcd in penalty-constraincd elements. In this conncction, a 
judicious choice of  the clement shape tinctions is kcy to avoiding locking. 
The purpose of this effort is investigatc thc influence of penalty constraints on the 
characteristics of the smoothing element used in Tcssler et al. (1994). Particularly, the 
convergence characteristics of Tessler's smoothing element are assessed by way of 
deriving the constrained form of the assumed element stress and stress gradient fields, and 
by vcrifying the validity of the constant strain criterion oncc the clcmcnt penalty 
constraints arc explicitly imposed. This analytical investigation is facilitated by the use of 
the symbolic manipulation codc Mathematica. 
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Error Functional 
In this scction an error functional proposed by Tcsslcr et id. (1994) for a two- 
dimensional plane formulation is reviewcd. It  is assumed that within a twodimcnsional 
reg~cm R = (xE%’), where x=(x,), i=1,2, represents a position vector in Cartesian 
coordinates, a finite elementderived strcss ficld d ( x )  has been obtained by mans of a 
discretization of R with characteristic element size h. The smoothed stress ficld, u ~ x ) ,  
is to bc constructed from d ( x )  via a variational formulation. The variational statement 
involves scalar quantities only, and so each component of d ( x )  is smoothed 
indcpcndently. Hence, in the following referrace is madc only to components dand  d. 
The finite element stress field is sampled at xq, q = I ,  2, ..-, N, to obtain the set of 
stresses {$}, i.e., 4 =o*(xq). The sampled stresses are those extracted at the Gauss 
integration points, Barlow points, or other element locations in the finite clement 
analysis. To minimize the error functional, we adopt the finite element methodology and 
therefore discretize R with ne, “recovery” or “smoothing” finite elements such that 
0 = uf$,ar, where ZY is the domain of smoothing element e Within our recovery element 
model, wc use Co-continuous interpolation functions for the stress, a‘, and the 
independent quantities e,’, ]=I, 2, whose mathematical interpretation will be readily 
establishcd. The error functional to be minimized can be written as 
where w, a d  p ( x )  are the appropriate weight functions; y is a normalization factor; d is 
a dimensionless parameter; and a comma denotes partial differmtiation. Bccause the 
highest partial derivative in equation (1) i s  of order one, the field variables need only bc 
approxirnatcd with econtinuous shape functions. 
Thc first term in equation (1) represents a discrete least-quam fimctional in which 
the squared ‘error’ between the smoothed stress ficld and the samplc data is computed for 
all sampled strcsses. The term can be normalized in several different ways; presently, the 
normalization factor equals the total number of thc sampled stresses, i.c., 7= N .  Thc 
discretc weights wq are introduced so that samplc data known to be of highcr accuracy 
can be assigned morc weight than lcss accurate data. 
Thc sccond term in cquation (1)  reprcsents a penalty functional which, for A 
sufficicntly Iwge, cnforccs thc derivatives of the smoothed stress ficld d, to approach the 
corresponding e variable pointwise, i.e., 
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Thcorctically. thc greater thc value of A ,  thc closcr the conclation bctwccn a: and e, 
whcre C' continuity of d is achicvcd as 1 + -. In practicc, A needs to be sufficiently 
large in ordcr to cnfotce conditions (2), yet it  should not be excessively largc to cause ill- 
conditioning of the smooth solution. Because e: are interpolated with continuous 
functions, the smoothed stress field, for all practical purposes, is C' continuous. The 
weight function fix) is introduced in the functional to allow the enforcement of C' 
continuity to be somewt it relaxed in certain regions of Q and more strictly enforced in 
others, if so desired. Also note that by specifying the weights wq and p ( x )  to vanish in 
regions outside a given domain of intcrcst, a locul or patch analysis is admitted. Presently, 
we only consider the special case where w, = 1 and p(1) = I ,  that is all stress data a~ 
treated equally and the C' continuity is enforced throughout thc R domain. 
Assumed Element Fields 
Although the functional ( I )  admits (?'-continuous shape fwrctions for the field 
variables o", q, and q,  the constraints (2) impose certain restrictions on the suitable 
choice of shape! functions. In a similar plate theory formulation, constraints of this type 
are h w n  to cause locking (i.e., severe stiffkning) when conventional isoparametric 
interpolations are used. (In the present context, locking would manifest itself in a 
smoothed stress field, d, that grossly underestimates the 'true' stress distributi, n.1 
When 0' is it -plated with a polynomial one degree higher than those for the ldnd e variables, using oniropurumefric interpolations, the locking effect k alleviated or  
completely eliminated (Tessler, 1985). 
Another important consideration is the nodal configuration that is best suited for thc 
smoothing element. It turns out that a three-node triangle is well-suited for this purposc 
because (a) from a modeling standpoint, it represents the most versatile element topology, 
and (b) it permits a one-to-one linear mapping between the global and element local (area- 
parametric) coordinates, thus allowing a straightforward identification of the sampled 
stress data within the smoothing element. 
The anisoparametric interpolations for a three-node element involve quadratic 
approximation of a' and linear approximations of which can be expressed in 
matrix form as 
and 
where 0' , e are 3x1 vectors of nodal degrees-of-freedom (dof), z is selected 8s a row- 
vcctor of a lincar shape function, and m and 1 are seiected as row-vectors of quadratic 
shape functions. Their explicit forms given in terns of area-parametric coordinatcs arc 
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I 
i ,  =&(c,  + b , x + a , y ) ,  m, = T ( u , z , z ,  - a J z , i k ) ,  1, = j ( b J z l t h  - b k z l z J )  
a, =x , .  - x , ,  b, =y ,  -ym. c, = x J v L  - x , y J  (i=1,2.3. j=2.3,1, k=3 ,1 ,2 )  
and A denotes the arca of a triangular elcmcnt. 
Note that thesc interpolations are consistcnt with a three-node clemcnt which has only 
thrcc dof pcr node, cvcn though a' is quadratic and arc linear functions. Moreover, 
equations (3) ensurc that the gradicnt of thc smoothed stress, d,, is the same degree 
polynomial as that representing e, i.e., thcy are both linearly distributed across U . This 
naturally leads to a reasonable expectation that penalty constraints (2) can bc adequately 
fulfilled without over constraining (locking) the element. 
Edge Penalty Constraints 
A straightforward manipulation of the two constraint equations in (2), in which 
equations (3) are intr&c .ed, produces three edge-wisc constraints per element. For the 
element edge defined by. nodes i andj, the edge constraint equation has a simple form in 
terms of thc nodal dof corresponding to the edge (Pomeranz, 1995; Tessler, 1985): 
where xk and yk ( k  = i , j )  arc the nodal coordinates. 
The three edge constraint equations ensurc that there arc only six indcpcndcnt dof per 
clemcnt, thus properly describing the complete parabolic field of#. They also facilitatc a 
simple calculation of the total number of indcpendcnt dof in the mesh. Thc key aspect of 
thesc constraints is that they control thc mechanisms of lucking. Their assessment in the 
contcxt of assembly of elcments can providc p:opcr insight into prefcrablc discretization 
patterns for such elements. For example, a fully non-locking behavior is achievcd by 
producing SEA mcshes madc of quadrilateral macro-elements that are formed with four 
trianglcs in a cross-diagonal pattern. 
Constant Strain Criterion 
Let us considcr an arbitrary triangular eletnent as shown in the diagram below. 
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The satisfaction of thc constant w a i n  criterion in thc finitc element mcthod ensurcs 
convergcncc of the method as the mesh is refined. In this case, it is expcctcd that each 
individual finite clcment accommodates constant strains. Mathematically, thc criterion is 
vcrificd by summing up on all shape functions for each field that is approximated, and the 
resulting sum should add up to unity. This can bc rcadily verified for the unconstraincd 
element fields in (3). 
The constraint equations for the edges of this element can be written as follows. 
Using Mathematica, the three constraint equations arc solvcd for b,, 02, and eX3. 
When these solutions are substituted into the original definitions for cr’, e:, and 0:. thc 
following exprcssions of the thrce element fields arc derived 
where g, d, and e are shape functions whose expressions are summarizcd in the Appendix. 
To verify the constant strain criterion for the resulting element fields, the summation of 
theg, d, and e shape functions is Carried out with the usc of Mathematica. The resulting 
cquations are as follows 
Note that both@: and 0: fulfill the constant strain criterion for a finite size element since d 
= I  arid e= 1.  On thc other hand, g only approaches unity in the limit as the elcmcnt size 
diminishes to zero, Le., 
x + x , ,  y + y ,  (8) 
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giving rise to g + I .  Thus, thc elcmcnt convergcncc is cnsilrcd as the smoothing tncsh is 
rcfincd. 
Conclusions 
Thc project has bcen a continuation of thc rcsearch of Tesslcr et al. ( 1  994) on an 
improved variational formulation for post-processing stress predictions in Finite Element 
Analysis. The effort focused on verifying the basic constant strain criterion for the three- 
node smoothing element subjcct to a set of internal penalty constraints. The convergence 
characteristics of the element were assessed by first deriving the constrained form of the 
assumed element stress and stress gradient fields through a process of simplifications 
using Mathematica. The clement pcnalty constraints were explicitly imposed using the 
formulas sct out by Tessler et al. (1994). Then the validity of the constant strain critetion 
for the element was verificd. As the smoothing mesh is refined, the constant strain 
criterion is satisfied. 
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Appendix 
Thc following arc thc shapc functions in (6) as solvcd by MathcmaticaTM. 
g2= ((-x + x ~ ) * ( x  - 2 * ~ 2  + ~3)) / (2*(-~1 + x2)) 
g3= ((x - x~)*(-x + 2 * ~ 1  - x?j)/(2*(xI - x2)) 
g4= (XI *~2*y"2 - ~2"2*y"2 - XI *~3*y"2 + X2*x3*yA2 - 2 * ~ * ~ 1  *y*y2 + 2 * ~ * ~ 2 * y * y 2  + 
2*xl*x3*y*y2 - 2*x2*x3*y*y2 + x"2*yI*y2 - 2*x*x2*yl*y2 + 2*x2*x3'yl*y2 - 
2*x*x2*y*y3 - 2*x I *x2*y*y3 + 2*x2"2*y*y3 - x"2*y 1 *y3 + ?*x*x2*yl *y3 - 
2*x2*x3*yl *y3 + x3"2*yi *y3 + x"2*y2*y3 - 2*x*x1 *y2*y3 + 2*xl*x3*y2+y3 - 
~3"2*y l  *y2 - xA2*y2"2 + 2 * ~ * ~ 1  *y2"2 - 2 * ~ 1 * ~ 3 * ~ 2 " 2  + ~3"2*~2"2  + 2 * ~ * ~ 1  *y*y3 - 
~ 3 " 2 * ~ 2 * ~ 3  + ~ 1 * ~ 2 * y 3 " 2  - ~2"2*~3,'2 - ~ 1 * ~ 3 * ~ 3 " 2  + ~2*~3*~3"2) / (2* ( -~1  + x2)*(- 
(x2'yl) + ~ 3 * y l  + xl*y2 - ~ 3 . ~ 2  - xI*y3 + ~2*y3))  
gs=(-(x1"2*y"2) + xl*x2*y^2 + xl*x3*yA2 - x2*x3*y"2 + 2*x*xI*y'jl - 2+x*x2*y*yl 
2*x*xl*y*y3 + 2*xl"2*y*y3 -t 2*x*x2*y*y3 - 2*xl*x2*y*y3 + x"2*yl*y3 - 
2*x*x2*yI *y3 + 2*x2*x3*yI *y3 - x3"2*yl *y3 - x"2*y2*y3 + 2*x*xl*y2*y3 - 
- 2 * ~ 1 * ~ 3 * y * y l  + 2 * ~ 2 * ~ 3 * y * y l  - ~"2*y1"2 + 2 * ~ * ~ 2 * ~ 1 " 2  - * ~ 2 * ~ 3 * ~ 1 " 2  + 
~ 3 " 2 * ~ 1 " 2  + ~"2*y I+y2  - 2*x*xl*yI*y2 + 2 * ~ 1 * ~ 3 * y l * y 2  - ~ 3 " 2 * ~ 1 * ~ 2  - 
2 * ~ 1 * ~ 3 * ~ 2 * ~ 3  + ~ 3 " 2 * ~ 2 * ~ 3  - ~1"2*y3"2 + ~ 1 * ~ 2 * ~ 3 " 2  + ~ 1 * ~ 3 * y 3 " 2  - 
~2*~3*y3"2)/(2*(-~1 + x?)*( - (x~*Y~)  + ~ 3 . ~ 1  + ~ 1 . ~ 2  - ~ 3 . ~ 2  - xl*y3 + x2*y3)) 
g6= ('(Xi*y) + x3*y + x*yl  - ~ 3 * y l  - x*y3 + xl*y3)/(2*(-~I + a)) + (x2*y - x3*y - 
x*y2 + ~ 3 * y 2  + x*y3 - ~2 '~3) / (2*( -~1 + x2)) + ((-x + ~ 3 ) * ( y l  - y2)*(-(xI*y) + X ~ * Y  + 
x*yl - x2*yl - x * y 2 -t x 1 *y2))/(2*(-~ I + ~ 2 ) * ( ~ 2 * y  1 - X ~ * Y  1 - x 1 *y2 + ~3 *y2 + x 1 *y3 - 
x2*y3j) .L ((XI *y - x2*y - x*yl + ~ 2 * y l  + x*y2 - ~l*V2)*(y - ~3)) / (2*(~2*yl  - x3*yl - 
XI *y2 + ~ 3 * y 2  +XI *y3 - ~2*y3)) 
d,=(x-x2)/(xl -x2) 
d2= (x - xl)/(-xl + x2) 
Q=((- (x~*Y)  + X ~ * Y  + x*y l  - ~ 2 * y l  - x*y2 + x l *y2)* (~2  - y3))/((-~1 + ~2)* ( - (~2*y I )  + 
~ 3 * y l  + xI*y2 - ~ 3 * y 2  - ~ 1 * y 3  + ~ 2 * ~ 3 ) )  
dd= ((xI*y - X ~ * Y  - x*yl  + ~ 2 * y l  + x*y2 - ~ l * y 2 ) * ( - y l  -t y3))/((-xI + ~ 2 ) * ( ~ 2 * y I  - 
~ 3 * y l  -x l *y2  + ~ 3 * y 2  + xl*y3 - ~2*y3) )  
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ds 
x3*yl + XI *y2 - ~ 3 * y 2  - XI *y3 + ~2*y3 ) )  
((yl - y2)*(-(x!*y) + x2*y + x*y l  - x2 * y 1 - x*y2 + xl*y2))/((-xl + <2)*(-(X2*yl) + 
el= (x2*y - x3*y - x*y2 + x3*y2 + x*y3 - x2*y3)/(x2*yl - x3*yI - x1*y2 + x3*y2 + 
XI *y3 - ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 )  
el= ( x l * y  - x3*y - x*y l  + x3*yl + x*y3 - xI*y3)/(-(x2*yl) + x3*yl + x l * y2  - x3*y2 - 
x l  *y3 t x2*y3) 
e3= (-(xl*y) + x2*y + x*yl - x2*yl - x*y2 + xl*y2)/(-(x2*yl) + x3*yl + x l *y2  - x3*y2 
- x 1 *y3 + ~ 2 * y 3 )  
Notation 
In thc above expressions, xl=xl, yl=yl, x1"2=x12, and the astcrisk (*) dcnotes 
multiplication. 
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This report i s  about my LARSS experiences at NASA Langley Remuch Center. My experiences 
entailed wpimenting and developing uscs for the new thamal plastic devdoped by Dr. Robert 
Bryant called the “Langley Research Center - Sduble Imide” (LaRC-SI). The three devdopments 
that I worked on are the use of the LaRC-SI as a dielectric for thin film sawn, as an adhesive to 
place diamonds on surfaces to increasz thermal conductivity, and as an intermediate layer to 
allow the placement of metal on aluminum nitride. 
latroductioa 
The LaRC-SI was devi qxd by Dr Robat G Bryant, a chemical eng~neer at NASA Langley 
Reswch Center This new multi-purpose, sdf-borrding tbermgastic materill has won the 
R&D 100 award for being one of the 100 most Significant new technical products of 1994 The 
R&D 100 award is presented annually by Reseurch OndDevelqpment magazine to those who 
have contributed the most significant products for advmcing science and technology during t h ~  
Y W  
The unique properties ofthis material is that it is M m o r p h s  thermoplastic This m a s  that 
it can be r e fmed  at elevated temperature and pressures. It can be applied in the form of a 
spray, spin, dip coating, paint, or spread with a doctors blade The LaRC-SI has excellent 
adhesive and dielectric properties. It can also be recycled. Potentid applications for this 
mlrterid are resin for mechanical parts such as gears. bearings and valves, advanced composites 
like carbon fiber, high strength adhesives, thin film circuits. and as a dielectric film for placing 
electrical components on conductive materials. 
My stay as a LARSS student at Langley Research Center was involved in helping develop 
applications for the LaRC-SI There were three areas of concentration The first was the 
application ofusing the :.aRC-SI as a dielectric to place thin film sensors on models for UK in 
wind tunnels The second area of concentration was to use the LaRC-SI to apply diamonds to a 
surface in order to transmit heat energy away fiom the heat source The last experiment was the 
use of LaRC-SI as an intermediate layer to allow metal to be placed on aluminum nitride 
Tbin Film Sensors 
Thin film sensors are usad on models to measure air speed while in a wind tunnel. This 
measurement is used to fitid out when laminar air flow changes to turbulent air flow on a model 
The sensor consist of a thin conductive film with a constant current passing though it With a 
tlow of air across it, the thin conductive film cools and the resistance goes down This resuits in 
a smaller voltage across the film When the air flow is  reduced, ’ .e thin conductive film 
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heats up and the resistance goes up resulting in a larger voltage drop The voltage drop is 
therefore an indication ofthe air speed 
The best way to put thin film sensors on a model is to deposit the metal sensors directly onto 
the model The idea is to make the sensors as thin and smooth as possible so that it is not 
intrusive to the flow of air In order to deposit metal on the model, a layer of dielectric material 
necds to be phced on the model to prevent the thin film Sensors from shodng out on the model. 
The current material used for a dielectric is a polyimide made by W o n t .  It works but it causes 
some problems because it cures at W O O F  (Solder mdts at =450°F and m e  m d  materials melt 
at < 500OF) My project consisted of determining if the LaRC-SI could be used as a dielectric for 
thin film sensors and then finding the lowest curing temperature. 
Most ofthe time spen? on this project was consumed by polishing small aluminum coupon 
plates by hand. There is definitely an art to polishing aluminum so that it has small u n i f m  
scratches that all go the same way Also a large number of carpons wen polished because every 
ftilcd attempt of fabricating the thin film sensors resulted in re-polishing the coupon. The reason 
for the coupon surface needing to be so smooth and flat was due to the small size of the sensors 
The next problem was spraying the LaRC-SI in a humid environment. The LaRC-SI wa.. 
dissolved in a solvent called NMP (1 -Methyl-2-pyrrdidinone) In a humid environment, the 
N M P  would react with the moisture in the air and would glob up resulting in clogging the air gun 
n o d e  or depositing on the coupon This was undesirable since a smooth even layer of LaRC-SI 
was needed on the coupon Different ratios of LaRC-SI and NMP were tried Also experiments 
of mixing NMP and Xylene was tried The recipe that resulted was to mix the LAC-SI and 
?+JMP in a 1 9 ratio by weight This solution was mixed until all of the LaRC-SI was dissolved 
This mixture was diluted by mixing 2 1 solution and NMP by volume Finally, 10 drops of 
Xylene was added for every 10 mL of solution This mixture was also sprayed early in the 
morning when the air conditioner was not tasked beyond its ability to minimize the moisture in 
the air 
Another problem was the forced air convection ovens in which the coupons were placed to cure 
the LaRC-SI The forced air caused two problem- First it would make ripples in the LaRC-SI as 
it was irying due to the air currents. Second, it would circulate dust around i~ the oven which 
would eventually deposit on the LaRC-SI as it was drying The first attempr was to cover the 
coupons with aluminum shelves to minimize the air flow on the coupons. This solved the ripple 
problem, but dust was still being deposited on the coupons Next, large pctri dishes were used in 
which the coupon could be placed in the dish The first attempt did .lot work because the petri 
dish cover did not allow enough air flow to allow the NMP to escape as it was evaporating 
After some thought, cardboard spacers were added to the petri dish to raise the cover up to allow 
the Nh4P to escape, but not to far up to allow a large amount of air flow (and thus dust) into the 
dish This modification worked when the baking temperature and time were raised from l Z ° F  
for 30 minutes to )40°F for 42 minutes betwcen each layer of LaRC-SI applied 
In my final batch of coupons, the LaRC-SI mixture was prepared as described above. Four 
layers of LaRC-SI were applied to four polished coupons with each layer consisting of two coats 
each Each layer was dried at 140OF for 45 minutes in a large pebi dish AAer the four layers 
were applied, each cbupon was baked far two hours at 1 S O O F ,  200OF, 300°F. and 400°F 
respectblly The coupons were placed in an E-Beam evaporator. 3,000 Angstroms of nickel and 
then 10,OOO Angstroms of copper were cvaparated onto the coupons while simultanewsly using 
the ion beam gun. The thin film senm wete then patterned using standud photolithography 
procedures. The sensors where checked for quality control with a Reichert microscope and UI 
ohmmeter. Hard wire lads were then soldered onto the copper sensor leads. This allowed the 
sensors to be hooked up to an anemometer. The anemometer stresses the sensor electrically. 
The results from the anemometer test are shown in tables I through 4. 
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Coupon cured at 1 SOOF 
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The 1 Wh set on the anemometer is a severe test. Taking this into consideration, the coupons 
:hat #here cured at 4W°F and 300OF wen successful. The coupon cured at 2W°F had 4 of the 6 
Sensors go bad when tested at 150%. More tests can be conducted later to determine a more exact 
temperature at which the LaRC-SI can be cured. This should be in the range of 200'F to 300'F 
Electrically, the LaRC-SI material has allowed the placement of thin film sensors on aluminum at 
curing temperatures as low as 300'F. Two other items need to be taken into consideration: one, 
how well the LaRC-SI adheres to the model. and two, the smoothness of the finish of the LaRC- 
SI 
The LaRC-SI needs to adhere well io the model It should not flake off. In the 1 50°F cwpon, 
the LaRC-SI flaked off in large chunks wher using an instrument to scrape it off. Although not 
as severe, the LaRC-SI also flaked off on all If the other coupons in smaller pieces 
The surface of the LaRC-SI also needs to be smooth so that it does not disrupt t!e flow of air 
over the model All of the coupons tested ha3 ripples due to the LaRC-SI shrinking when it we5 
dryi! - The coupon baked at 1 50°F was the worst while the others had ripples that were not as 
severe 
Thermal Properties 
The idea for this project came from the Fall 1994 issue of UAB Scientist It stated that diamonds 
are the best known thermal conductors, but it is difficult to adhere to metals, ceramic, and 
plastics. The heat transfer capability of diamond is >I200 W/mK and recently i t  has been 
manufactured with a heat transfer capability of >2000W/mK. This is compared to 326W/mK of 
copper which is an electrical conductor - a problem in some applications. An improvement in 
thermal heat transfer and dissipation is needed in the electronics community. After being handed 
some diamond dust by Dr Robert Bryant, 1 wrote a proposal to investigate the heat transfer 
properties of diamond dust adhered to a surface with LaRC-SI. The experiment was to show 
that diamonds could be applied to a surface to transfer heat energy from a heat source to a heat 
sink 
An obstacle to this experiment is that the LaRC-SI is a thermal insulator. Since it is used as an 
adhesive, it will exist as a thin boundary between the diamonds. This thin layer will minimize the 
undesirable thermal properties of the LaRC-SI. Also, the thermal heat transfer capability of 
diamonds is so large that if the number is reduced by a factor of five, the heat transfer capability 
will still be large 
The experiment was conducted as follows. 600 Grit and 1200 Grit diamonds were placed on 2" x 
2" 60 mil alumina ceramic plates by using LaRC-SI. Thermal measurements were taken after 
using the fdlowing methods of placing the diamonds on the ceramic plates 
1) Sprayed LaRC-SI and then sprayed the 600 or 1200 grit diamonds Cured 
at 12S°F for 30 minutes between layers. Placed three layers of LaRC-SI 
and diamonds onto the ceramic plates. 
Followed the procedure in step 1 but also baked at SOO'F for 2 hours after 
the third layer was placed on the ceramic plate. 
Followed the procedure in step 1 but then baked at 5W°F for 2 hours in a 
vacuum The surrounding air pressed the diamonds while the LaRC-SI 
was curing so that the dimonds are closer together. 
Sprayed the M C - S I  on the ceramic plate but then sprinkled the diamonds 
on. Used the baking methods in steps 1 and 3. 
Mixed the 600 grit and 1200 grit diamonds together. Sprayed the LaRC-SI 
on the ceramic plate but then placed the diamonds on by using forced air to 
agitate the diamonds onto the ceramic plales. Used baking methods 
described in steps ' a d  3. 
Mixed the LaRC and diamond mix together and painted the mixture 
onto the ceramic platts. Followed the curing methods as described in 
steps 1 and 3. 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6 )  
The thermal properties were measured by using the following setup. A l O i 2  power resistor was 
mounted on the test plate using a silver paint (Dynalot 340) Three thermocouples were used to 
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take measurements at various locations at 1 cm apart. Two versions of the placement of 
thermoccwpl*s were used They are shown in figure 1. Measurement were taken every 20 
secon.’~ fct 20 minutes. The power resistor was operated at 5.0 Vdts which resulted in a hea* 
source 01 2.5 watts. A box was placed over the plate to minimize the effects of thermal 
variations due to drafts. 
The temperature differences between the thennocouples was used for comparing the rate of heat 
transfer. The results were compared to a plain alumina plate and to a alumina plate with three 
layers of LaRC-SI that was cured at W O O F  
This method of measuring heat transfer is uude, but it does give an indication of heat transfer and 
can be later sent to VMI which has the proper equipment setup to measure the heat transfer 
Coefiiaent 
ceramic plate 
1oR power 
resister 1 
Thermocouples 
~~ 
Ceramic plate 
IOQ power 
resistor 1 
Thermocouples 
Figure 1.  Thermocouple placement on ceramic plates. 
Due to a limited amount of diamond dust and time, a more thorough experiment was not 
performed. Results were positive but not as gomi as expected The heat transfer increased when 
the sample was heated to 5W°F a i d  was the best when baked with a vacwm. A graphical result 
of the increase in heat transfer is shown in Figure 2. The best size diamonds to use was 
inconclusive. One of the problems was that LUO much diamond dust was deposited on some 
samples. The key for best heat transfer is going to be when there is just enough diamonds so that 
they are all touching with just enough LaRC-SI to pull them all together. Too much diamond 
dust and the LaRC-SI does not pull all the diamond dust together and leaves air pockets Too 
much LaRC-SI and the heat does not get transferred by the diamonds. 
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I 
Figurc 2. A Gxaphical Representation of Increased Heat Transfer 
Applying Metal to Aluminum Nitride 
Aluminum nitride is a ceramic that metal traditionally does not adhere. It is also a good heat 
condclctor. Because of its thermal properties, it has been considered as a substrate for 
microelectronics. My experiment was to see if LaRC-SI could be used as an intermediate 
boundary to place metal on aluminum nitride. 
Three layers of LaRC-SI was sprayed onto aluminum nitride plates. The mixture that was used 
was the same as used for the thin film sensors. Between each layer, the sample was dried at 
125OF for 30 minutes. The ceramic plates were then baked at 5OOOF for two hours. 3,000 
Angstroms of nickel and 10,000 Angstroms of copper were then evapor..:ed onto the plates 
As a check to see that the LaRC-SI really held the metal to the aluminum nitride, a tape pull test 
was perf+ormed. Also a more severe test was done by performing a tape pull test a f k  the test 
plates were submerged in liquid nitrogen. Both test resulted positively. No metal was pulled off. 
Conclusion 
The LaRC-SI is an exciting new thermal plastic that has many potential applications. My stay at 
Langey Research Center involved exploring three of these app!ications. Due to the time limit of 
10 weeks, all of the possibilities on these applications could not be explored. 
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This is also the first time that I have researched anything that is this complex and time 
consuming. Thanks to my Mentor, Carl Voglewedc, he allowed me a great amount of freedom 
that I have not experience before in the workplace. I was allowed to make the decision on what 
equipment was needed and how an experiment was to be performed. This has definitely has been 
a learning experience. 
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ABSTRACT 
Previously, high pressure transducers that were used on the Space Shuttles Main 
Engine (SSME) exhibited a severe drift after being tested on the SSME. The 
Experimental Testing Technology Division (ETTD) designed some new transducers that 
would not exhibit a severe drift over a short period of time These transducers were 
calibrated at the Test Bed at Marshal Space Flight Center (MSFC). After the high 
pressure transducers were calibrated, the transducers were placed on the SSME and fired 
The transducers were then Sent t o  the NASA LaF’: to  be recalibrated. The main 
objctives of the recalibrations was t o  make sure that tne transducers possessed the same 
qualities PS they did before they were fired on the SSME. Other objectives of the project 
were t o  d.,Tennine t k  stability of the transducers and to determine whether the 
transducers exhibited a severe drift. 
INTWODIICTIOIL’ 
A multichannel high n r e w r c  transducer using miniature piezoresistive silicw 
pressure sensors has been desgned and developed in ft ETTD It was developed t o  
measure fuel and oxidizer pressure OF SSVE The transducer is able to accurately 
measure pressure to within 0.25% fir11 scale up to 30 :IPa fix LH2/GH2 and LOWWX 
in NASA Launch Vehicles The pressure sensor unit consists of f i r  silicon piezoresistive 
pressure sensor dice bonded to two aluminum nitride substrates with Indium o r  AdSn 
Three of these high pressure transducers were tested last year on a shuttle engine at Test 
Bed (MSFC) After four runs these transducers were taken off and are being recalibrated 
at Langley Research Center 
PROCEDURE 
Pan I : 
In Part I of my project. one of the high pressure transducers were mounted on the 
cold tiead in Cryosenic chamber A Platinum Resistance Thermometer (PRT) was also 
placed inside the Cryogenic chamber along with the transducer I brgught the pressure 
fiom Opsi to 1.ooOpsi and back down to Opsi in l,oO(ipsi increments During this time, I 
measured and recorded the output voltages of the 4 pressure sensors and the PRT at each 
1,ooOpsi increment A constant current source was sent through the PRT t o  obtain an 
output voltage fiom it as well The output voltage fim the PRT could be used to 
determine the exact temperature in the CryoBenic chamber 
Part II : 
In Part I1 of my project, The high pressure transducer remained mounted on the 
cold head inside the Cryogenic chamber. First. I r a i d  the temperature to 1,OOOpsi and let 
it stabilize Next, I lowered the temperature fiom 29Sk (Room Temperature) lo 10k in 
IOk increments I measured and recorded :he output voltages fiom the PRT and the 4 
pressure sensors individually at each increment 
PRESSURE SENSOX CALIBRATION SHEET 
Date : June26,1995 
Sr. No.: SSME IY5 
Die : After Testing at MSFC 
MeCiium : R.T. (3rd Run) 
File : Sensor #1 
Input : 5 volts 
BFSL ----Run #I-;.--- ----Run #2----- 
T w  RmTemp RmTemp Error RmTemp Emor 
pressure outputs outpurs %FsO outputs %FSO 
0 
lo00 
2000 
3000 
4000 
5Ooo 
4000 
3000 
2000 
lo00 
0 
-6.2?9 
42.777 
91 332 
140.888 
189.944 
238.999 
189.944 
140.888 
91.832 
42.777 
-6.279 
-5.9985 
42.7590 
91.6520 
140.7300 
190.0890 
239.3700 
190.0310 
140.7630 
9 1.5790 
42.7 180 
-6.0329 
0.1 144 
-0.0734 
-0.0644 
0.059 1 
0.1513 
0.0355 
-0.0073 
-0.05 10 
-0.103 1 
-0.024 1 
0.1003 
4.0329 
42.6810 
91.5430 
140.6090 
189.9500 
239.2270 
190.0690 
140.6730 
91.6280 
42.6810 
-6.04 13 
0.1003 
4.0391 
4.1 178 
-0.1137 
0.0024 
0.0930 
0.05 10 
-0.0877 
-0.0832 
4.0391 
0.0969 
MaxStaticError : -0.1513 %FSO KO(%F/C 
Avg Static Error : Or0456 %FSO 
Sensitivity : 0.0098 rnV/psi/v S(mV/P/V): 
ThermalSpan : 1.7906 %FSO/C 
Heinarks . 
Std Dev of Error : 0.0596 ‘K3S(%FK) 
Max Nonrepeatab’ty : -0.0583 %FSO 
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Pressure =2000 psi 
PRT (Volts) Output (m-V) 
1.0487 
1.003 
0.97258 
0.94757 
0.8 9432 
0.88 192 
0.86723 
0.85126 
0.83784 
0.8 1728 
0.77001 
0.76305 
0.75223 
0.72 154 
0.70378 
0.66879 
0.65784 
0.63 160 
0.60171 
0.53720 
0.5097 1 
0.44 180 
0.39 173 
0.358 15 
0.3 1458 
0.28 190 
0.27898 
87.250 
89.957 
9 1 J82 
93.336 
96.788 
97.677 
98.761 
99.945 
1 OO.976 
102.57 1 
106.440 
107.090 
108.032 
110.822 
1 12.508 
115.857 
116.994 
I 19.798 
123.208 
131.177 
134.852 
144.110 
1 5 1.243 
156.052 
162.156 
166.404 
166.780 
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EQUIPMENT and FACILITIES 
Equipment: 
Positive-Shutoff Pressure Controller/Calibrator (PPCK) - a seif-contained 
pneumatic pressure seiting system intended for use in calibrating and testing J1 
sorts of pressure measuring devic 3s. 
Multimeter ( 5  j - a high performance 5- 1/2 digital instrument designed for general 
purposes or systems applications. 
Digtal Temperature Controller (Model %SO) - a device used in calibrations to 
control the temperatu~ in a Cryogenic chamber. 
Compressor Module (Model HC-4 MKl) - The HC-4 MKl compressor module is 
a singie-stage, water-cooled rotary compressor designed to deliver high-pressure, 
oil-6ee helium gas to Cryogenic refigerators. 
The high pressure transducers were calibrated in the Component's Verification 
Building ( 1248B) 
FUTURE WORKS 
Future development involves the advanced engineering design to incorporate 
diagnostic and signal conditioning electronics into a Cryogenic pressure sensor for 
applications at the MSFC's Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) Test Facility. The new 
"Smart" Sensor requirements are required to integrate Cryogenic pressure sensor into the 
data system at the test facility. 
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CONCLUSION 
After I completed my project, I was very pleased with my results. Although 
previous high pressure transducers exhibited a severe drift, the new LaRC developed 
transducers exhibited only a limited finite drift. All 12 of the pressure sensors in the three 
transducers followed the earlier calibrations profile very closely. We were able to observe 
a long term stability of less than 0.5% of full scale output for six months. During the 
calibration experiment, I was able to conclude that the pressure and output voltage of the 
pressure sensors were directly proportional. I was also able to conclude that the 
temperature inside the Cryogenic chamber and the output voltage were inversely 
proportional. 
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ABSTRACT 
Composite IM7-K3B was subjected to a simulated high speed aircraft thermal 
environment to determine the effects of microcracking on the change in CTE . IM7-K3B 
is a graphite fiber reinforced polyimide laminate. manufactured by Dupont. The lay-up 
for the material was [0,90]3~. The specimens were placed in a laser-interferometric 
dilatometer to obtain thermal expansion measurements and were then repeatedly cycled 
between -65°F and 350°F up to IO00 cycles. After cycling they were scanned for 
microcracks at a magnification of 4OOx . The material was expected not to crack and to 
have a near zero CTE. Some microcracking did occur in all specimens and extensive 
microcracking occurred in one specimen, Further testing is required to determine how 
closely the CTE and microcracking are related. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Researchers are currently investigating polymer matrix composites as a material for use 
in the narrow dimensional confines of supersonic aircraft. These composites show many 
desirable traits such as high stiffness and small changes in the coefficient of thermal 
expansion. 
This study reports thermal expansion data for a graphite fiber rekforced polyimide (IM7- 
K3B) and examines the dependence of the change in CTE of the composite on 
microcraching. This microcracking is due to thermal cycling and has been shown to 
significantly alter physical properties of a composite, sometimes seriously affecting its 
dimensional stability [ 1). 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Eight specimens of IM7-K3B, produced and manufactured by Dupont, were selected for 
thermal expansion testing: 1 (0112. 1 [90]12, 1 10124, 1 (90124 and 4 [0/90]3s lay-ups. 
This report covers data from the initial testing of the four 12-ply [0/90]3s symmetric 
crossplies. 
The specimens were 7.5cm(3 in.) x 2.5cm( 1 in.) with one polished edge. Each specimen 
had twelve 0.0127cm (0.GOS in) plies. Each specimen was roughly 0.1524 cm(0.06 in) 
thick. A 2.54 cm( 1 in.) section in the middle of the polished side of each specimen was 
examined for microcracking using an optical microscope at a magnification of 4OOx at 0, 
25, 100, Zoo and loo0 thermal cycles. The specimens were measured for the axial CTE 
at the same intervals. 
The thermal expansion measurements were obtained using a laser-interferometric 
dilatometer at NASA Langley Research Center. This setup has a 1 microstrain resolution 
and measures the expansion of the specimen with respect to a NIST quartz standard (2). 
The temperature range that the IM7/K3B specimens were exposed to was -54 O C  (-65 
OF) to 121 "C (250 OF). 
A small scale thermal cycling chamber at NASA Langley Research Center was used to 
simulate the high speed aircraft thermal environment. One thermal cycle consisted of 
three steps. The first step started at 27 "C (80 OF) and rose to 177 "C (350 OF). The 
second dropped from 177 "C (350 OF) to -54 OC(-65 OF) and the final step brought the 
temperature back up to 27°C (80 OF.) The specimens were in direct contact with liquid 
Nitrogen during the cooling step. 
RESULTS 
Although testing is incomplete, initial data shows recognizable trends. Figures 1 through 
4 display the CTE verses the number of cycles for each specimen. In each case the slope 
appears to be slightly negative, which indicates that the material shrinks as the number of 
thermal cycles increases. Specimen U2 is currently the only specimen of the four that has 
been tested for CTE after 10oO cycles, so the upward turn after 500 cycles showr. in 
Figure 2 may be characteristic of the material. Comparison with C'IE data from the other 
three specimens will reveal more conclusive results. 
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CTEi data at loo0 cycles is currently unavailable for specimens 2.3 and 4. 
1 - # 1  -65°F 
CTE for [0/90),Sample #2 
CTE for [0/90], Sample #1 + - U1 75'F I - 0- - #1  350'F 
- #2 -65'F * - #2 75°F - '+ - #2 350'F 
1. B 
5 0. r=--?w 
P 
P 
-1 
-1. I !3 \ V \ 
\ 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
# CYCLES 
Figure 1 High temperature CTE data this specimen at 500 cycles was extrapolated. 
This may account for the deviation of the CTE at 350°F 
a 
0 
w c 
0 200 c30 800 loo0 1200 
t CYCLES 
Figure 2 Notice upward turn after SOU cyclcs. 
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1 3  -65'F 
CTE for [0/90], Sample #3 - #3 75°F 
0.5.- 
0 0- e 
-0.5. 
-1.- 
-1.5.- 
-  
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
-2 
# CYCLES 
Figure 3 
- #4 -65'F 
CTE for [0/90], Sample #4 -4 -#475'F 1 - tF - #4 350'F 
# CYCLES 
Figure 4 
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Figures 5 and 6 show the development of mi- cracks with increasing numbers of 
rhcnnal cycks. Only data from the 900 plies i s  reported becausc microcracking occurs 
parallel to the 0" plies and cannot be Sten by scanning the side of a specimen. The 
microcracking behavior of specimens 2.3 and 4 is fairly uniform and appears to reach a 
limit of approximately IS cmcWin. At this time only samples 2 and 4 have completed 
loo0 thermal cycles. Sample 3 is expected to behave similarly, but sample 1 shows 
radical differences in both the number of microcracks and the rate of microcracking 
Possible explanations for &is unexpected behavior include damage during fabrication. 
nonuniform thickness, and possible temperature surges during testing. All of these can 
contribute to micmracking. 
e 
3 Y 
a 
L 
Y 
0 25 100 500 lo00 
# Tbernul Cycles 
Figure 5 Sample W 1  shows a large deviation from the behavior of the other specimens. 
Possible explanatior : for the behavior are damage during manufacturing and nonuniform 
specimen thickness. 
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With a few exceptka, Figures 7 and 8 show that the average CTE appears to fluctuate 
around 0.9 ppdoF.  
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
The thermal expansion of four specimens of IM7-K3B up to 500 thermal cycles has been 
measured and compared. Additional tests are needed to acquire microcracking and CTE 
data for loo0 cycles. 
In each of the four specimens, the CTE decreased initially as the number of thermal 
cycles increased. Specimen W2 showed and upward turn after 500 cycles, but no 
information is currently available for specimens 1,3 and 4. 
All specimens began with no visible microcracking, hcwever microcracking did occur in 
all specimens at some point. The particularly high rate of cracking in specimen #4 should 
be investigated further at some point. Possible aaas to investigate are the manufacturing 
and cutting process, the location of the specimen in the original panel and the uniformity 
of the ply thickness. 
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I’he Federal Aviation Adtninislration (FAA) and NASA have initiated a joint study in the 
developtnent of reliable nmns of tracking. ddectitig, tncawring, a d  predicting trdiling wake-vortices 
of ccrntiincial aitcran Being sought is an ncctirate iriodel of the wake-vortex hazard. arflicient to 
increase airport capacity by reducing rninirnurn safe spacings between planes. Several means of 
iiieasiirerriait arc being evaluated for application to wake-vortex detection and tracking, including 
1)oppler RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging) systems, 2-micron Doppkr LIDAR (Light 
Detection And Ranging) system, rnd SOIMR (SOund Detection And Ranging) systems. Of 
specific interest )#re i s  the lidar system, which has demonstrated numerous vrluable capabilities IS 
a vortex sensor Aerosols entrained in the vortex flow nirke the wake velocity signature visible to 
the fitltv; (tla observable lidar Signal is essentially a measirretiwnt of the he-of-sight velocity of the 
aerosols) Measurement of the Occurrence of a wake vortex requires efkt ive  reception s d  
tncmitoring of the k a t  Signal which results fiotn tile frcqtttncy-orset between the transniitted pulse 
and the backscattered radiation. l ’ t i i s  paper discusses the niorinting, analysis, troubleshooting, and 
possible use of an analog processing assenlbly designed for such a11 applicati, I. 
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Research / Anrlvsis 
For my summer internship project, I investigated an analog processing assembly that is the RF section 
ofthe data acquisition system. This as. ,mbly receives the hetrodyne lidar echo output from the lidar 
detector/preamp and conditions the signa! for input to the A/D converter. q e  signal occupies a 
bandwidth fiom DC to 180 MHz centered at 105 MHz with an amplitude of a few microvolts. The 
analog sir4 must be amplified, filtered, and gain-controlled using distributed stages prior to digital 
processing. A block diagnm of the signal processor is shown on the following page. Each element 
is individually packaged in a small box with SMA coax signa! connectors and power terminals. My 
first task was to mount and interconnect the individual components in a compartment, then analyze 
the cmfomuvnx of the various stages and test a signa! through both the individual elements and the 
entire circuit. The summer researchlanalysis was thus divided into the following three phases: ( I )  
Mounting of Circuit, (2) Analysis & Troubleshooting, and (3) Run Sample Data Acquisitions Using 
LabVlEW. 
Circuit Description 
The analog processing assembly (schematic on following page) is an RF (Radio Frequency) 
circuit. It generates a I17 dB output of 200 megahertz and consists of the following dements (listed 
with brief fbnction description and input impedance): 
(4) 24 dB broadband linear low-noise amplifiers 
*signal amplification; SOR 
(4) 3 dB fixed attenuators ("pads") 
*power level & noise reduction; 50R 
( 1 ) IO dB directional coupler 
*provides 2 output signals from one input; 500 
( I )  I dB, .S  MHz passive highpass filter 
*passes high frequencies & attenuates low frequencies; 
(1) 1 dB, 163 MHz lowpass filter 
*passes low frquencies & attenuatcs high frequencies; 
(1) 3 dB, 4-quadrant voltage output analog multiplier 
*generates linear product of 2 voltage inputs; 100 knit2 pf 
(schematic pictured on following page) 
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Twelve dements make for twelve stages in the circuit The amplifiers and multiplier are DC voltage 
controlled and each power line includes a capacitor to separate the ground from any DC voltage. The 
anal% multiplier hnctions as a widebanc! amplifier; i ts gaidoss depends on the DC voltage, which 
ranges fiom 0 to I volt The attenuators, or pads, reduce noiselpower levds before and afier each 
stage of filtration 
This circuit's RF response makes it susceptible to problems such as stray oscillalions and 
noise, mainly because i t  deals more with amplitude modulation than frequency modrtlation An 
amplitude-modulated signal i s  more prone to be disrupted by sources of random electromagnetic 
waves (ie. electrical machinery and electrical storms) 
The schematic was designed prior to the beginning of my internship. The circuit that 1 
minted and analyzed this summer receives ad monitors the echo pulse It processes the echo pulse 
through various stages of  ampliflcatim, atterrurtion, and filtering; the msuft i s  a signal which can be 
directed to an analog/d&l converter or directed as mput to an oscilloscope for test measurement 
nnd analysis. A 17" x IO" aluminum chassis was used for mounting the components. The initial 
challenge was to mount the cirniit within this limited space while stilt leaving ronm for adjustment 
a n d  possible modification. Every step in this phase (as with the entire project) required care and 
cldiicrtion. The hdes dritled in the chassis could not be misplaced, and the various elements needed 
to be secured to the chassis without damage. SMA cables were assembled in the lab, as were the 
itrprdoutpit w i r ~  and connectors All needed to be checked for inipedance mismatches that might 
distort the signal. Cnre had to he taken to insure that each element, connector, and wire was 
grounded to the chassis nnd/or the power source 
M e r  laying out the circuit within the chassis, 1 marked and sized the holes for securing the 
elements, the input, output, monitor leads, and the Ront panel The holes were cut atit using a drill 
press in tire machine shop. AII of the screws and washers used are brass rather than steel to insure 
that goad contact was made with the circuit elements and the chassis A power source filter was 
mounted on a smaller ciraiit board between the power connector and each component for the 
ground, + 15v, +Sv, and -5v sources Rom outside the chassis. Each wire running from the power 
smirce was "pigtded" with a groundwire nnd soldered to the appropriate amplifier or the multiplier. 
The pigtails were crimped nnd the wires grounded to the chassis with internal-teeth washers under 
various screws An additional input was added for the DC-gain source; this and the signal 
inputsloulputs were also pigtailed and grounded. For the time being, capacitors # I  1 and #I2 were 
ten out of the circuit until necessary; #3 - U6 may provide enough of what capacitance the circuit 
requires 
Finally, the.entire circuit (now sccbfed to the chassis) had to be ohmcd to make certrin 
elements were grounded to the chassis, power could teach the nnips without hindrance, and 
impedance hadn't been added by any of the methods used to sectire the circuit elements in their 
places The conx cables were connected between the elements to insure there wns sunicient space, 
and then tire cover was drilled (G fitted lo make sure nothing prevented it from mating the chassis 
easily 
P h a d  Analysis & Troubleshooting 
For my analysis, I used a Hewlett Packard Function Generator and a Tektronix 4-Chnnnel 
Digitnl Oscilloscope, as well as 3 separate power sources to power the + I Sv, -5v & +5v, and the DC 
level for the multiplier In order to check for impedances in the circuit, 1 used the Fast Fourier 
Trnnsform hnction of the oscilloscope FFTs allow you to transform I waveform from n displsy of 
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i ts amplitude vs time to one that plots the magnitude or phase angle of the various frequencies the 
wtveform contains with respect to those fiquencies. Put simply, FFTs display the amount of signal 
or noise as a Ainction of frequency within a signal.. 
clmnly the signals went through and met with a bit of success The signals were going through, but 
there were numerous artifnds and impedances thnt d e d  to be explored I completed the stage-hy- 
stage testing and prepared to t a t  n signal's passnge throuph die entire circuit. The following i s  (I brief 
listing and descripht of the prohlems that were exposed and a r t  currently behg investigated : 
This phase required the most investigation. I tested the circuit stage-by-stage to see hr 
*Stray Oscillat;nn* 
*Mysterious At tifact s 
*Damaged Elements 
*Too much Noise 
lnsiinicient Shielding 
Insufficient Attenuation 
The first problem observed was a lack of constant impedance in the highpass filter, indicated 
by a tiny tin (1 5 dR) in the FFT wnveform Further study called for the ordering of  a new filter, for 
the impedance change could not be compensated Stray oscillations, noise, mysterious adifncts, and 
shielding came next There were approximately IO db of excess noise indicated by the F F f  dee IC 
low level s p t  oscillations alone A pmibk sowce explored was signnl radiation couplini 't coax 
pigfail groundwires on the chassis mount SMA connecfors; their length may have addec 'ance 
1 +otiene<l these, but some oscillations remained Another possibility was that the some 9 sbles 
were used cnbles, and we are building new ones Mhcr possibilities are insufficient shieldirie oetween 
input & output connectors or n damrged element 
Another problem arose when testing the multiplier for gain control hgnin, there were sevc. . I  
decibels of extra noise indicated by the FFT In addition, the Dc voltage seemed to hnve no effect 
on the noire level of the signal The integrated circuit multiplier wns found to be defective nnd has 
been replp.ccd Several variations of the circuit are also being investigated (ex minus an amplifier, 
6 dR pads instead of 3 dB) 
There are numerous factors thnt could afkct the complete circuit andlor the individual 
dements in various ways These are to be expected in high frequency work, therefore. extreme care 
must be hkcn in design and layout Bnsed on my analysis, the assembly i s  now being motitfied to 
correct the problems detected 
Phase 3.  LabVlEW 
The first phases of circuit testing were done by manually controlling the signal sources and 
recording i're metwurcments by hand To automate this process, I explored using a computer based 
matrument control & data acquisition prognm called LabVIEW. The time required to explore the 
siRnal artifacts discussed previously limited my time to apply LabVlEW to the testing; however, since 
par1 of the purpose was exposure to automated testing, I worked 4 t h  the program. 
LahVIEW, much like C, BASIC, or Nnt iod  Instruments Labwindows, i s  a program 
development application. Ifowever, while those programming sy: ems use text-based languages to 
create lines of code, LabVlEW uses n graphical programming language called G to create nrograms 
in block dingram form It relies on symbols rather than language to describe programming actions; 
i ts  programs are called virtual instrumtnts (l7s)because their appearance and operation imitate actual 
instruments (examples on following page) I abWEW contains application-specific libraries for data- 
acqttisition. GPlB snd serial instrument control, data analysis. data presentation, and data stornge 
Thiq i s  perhaps i ts most vduablc feature - its ability to acquire data from h o s t  any sorirce Various 
plug-in boards are available with combinations of analog, digital, and timing inputs/outputs The 
hardwrrre line also includes a wide vnriety of signal conditioning modules for thermocouples, 
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resistance temperature detectors, voltage and current inputs, and high current digital inputsloutputs 
With i ts many f'enturq IrbV1F.W adheres to the concept of modular programming Users can divide 
an npplication into a Series of tasks and continue subdividing until a complicated applicslian becomes 
a series of simple &asks A VI can be written to accomplish each subtask and then combined with 
another Mock dingam to accomplish the larger task The final top-level V I  is  a collediion of subVfs 
representing application ftnctions. each of which csn bc run separately Debugging is easy In 
essence, LnbVIEW is  mttch the conventional language, iv -' vith pictures 
The 1abVIEW prwammiq system dows reseaiL a to sit at a termidal and communicate 
with n fiinction generator and an oscilloscope From n computer, they are able to tell the generator 
whnt siwI to send out nnd ask the oscilloscope what signal came back This wi I dtcce the nttmher 
of  instruments that have to be read from 3 to I .  The LabVlEW front panel :;plays any nnd nll 
inf'ormation regarding t k  input .rnd output signals From there programs can be written to 
mRnipulate the acquired data in whatever way the researchers desire LabVfEW make. i t  possible 
to do all of this from one computer terminal 
. -  
--  
The circuit was breadboarded nnd nnalyzed with indicated niodifications currently being 
implemented This analog processin8 assembly will become pati of the Wake Vortex Lidnr dnra 
nrcytisition system which will he used in field tests to messitre wake vortices Presently. researchers 
nre developing n trailer to house va~otts trnnsprtnble "test-bed" lidrr s y s t e m  Field exprimentntion 
will he nin h m  this trniler 
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Parallel Processing with Digital Signal 
Processing Hardware and Software 
Abstract 
The assembling and testing ofa parallel processing system is described which will allow a user 
to move a DSP application fronr the design stage to the executionlanalysis stage through the u-e 
of several sofhvare tools and hardware devices. The system will be used to dmrosrstrarc the 
feasibility ojthe Algorithm To Architectute Mapping Model ( A T M U )  datrrpow paradigm for 
static multipmessor solutians af DSP applications, The i.:dividual components comprising the 
system are described followed by the installation pmedum, research topics, and initial p g r m  
development. 
1.0 Introduction / Background Information 
1.1 Multiprocessing of Digital Signal procesSing Algorithms 
Digital Signal Pruccssing (DSP) systems arc used to realize digital filters, compute Fourier 
transforms, execute data compression algorithms, and many other compute-intensive algorithms. 
The recent explosion of DSP products on the market reflects the advancements made in DSP tech- 
nology. The inmasing complexity of this DSP technology, especially in real-time systems, has 
increased computational requirements and created a need for faster, more powerful systems. As a 
result, government and industry are turning to multiprocessor solutions to meet these needs. In 
order to take advantage of multiprocessor architectures, the processes of a DSP application must 
bs effectively mapped onto multiple processors. Such mapping procedures arc currently in the 
design stage and are not yet perfected. One mapping procedure, the dataflow paradigm, has been 
implemented in the Dataflow Design Tool, created by my mentor Robert L. Jones III. 
1.2 Dataflow Design T d  
The Dataflow Design Tool for multiprocessor scheduling was developed to facilitate the 
design of multiprocessor solutions to a number of computational problems, including DSP algo- 
rithms and control law. The tool analyzes the computational problem, represented as a dataflow 
p p h ,  and determines the performance bounds, scheduling cor -*mints, and resource requirements 
for solving the problem. T h e  tool utilizes the dataflow paradigm to model computational prob- 
lems. This model uses graphical nodes to represent schedulable computations, direct edges to 
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Figure 1. DatapOw Graph 
describe thc dataflow between nodes, and tokens to indicate the presence of data. A dataflow 
graph is shown in Figure 1. 
1.3 procesSScheduling 
After an applications algorithm has been modeled, tbere arc two methods for scheduling 
tasks in a multiprc?cxssor systtm: static and dynamic. The dynamic scheduling system, shown in 
the dotted region of Figure 2, has already been implemented and tested with the ATAMM and 
Dataflow Design Tool on a Generic VHSIC (very high speed integrated circuit) Spacebome Com- 
puter (GVSC). In dynamic scheduling, the tasks to be performed are assigned to a specific pro- 
cessor at run-rime. Therefore, the system is not dependent on any individual processor, giving it a 
high degrec of fault tolerance. If OM processor fails, the algorithii will still execute predictably, 
only at a degraded level of performance. Dynamic scheduling also gives the system morc flexi- 
bility. The drawback of dynamic scheduling is it’s high overhead. Since it is not known at com- 
pile time which processor will be producing a token or which processor wil! be receiving it, more 
communication is needed between processors, causing delays and a larger overhead. 
The static scheduling system, shown in the solid outline in Figure 2, is the system to be con- 
structed and tested as my LARSS project. In static scheduling, the tasks to be performed are 
assigned to specific processors at compile-time, allowing the programmer to decide which proces- 
sors perfom which tasks. For deterministic DSP algorithms, a priori knowledge can be gathered 
from the model to make costly decisions about scheduling, communication, and syrichronization 
at compile-time. Thus, making these costly decisions at compile-time minimizes the run-time 
overhead, allowing more time to be spent doing useful work. However, this system is more ngid 
and unflexible. It is also less fault-tolerant than dynamic scheduling since the failure of a single 
processor results in the inability of the system to complete the execution of the algorithm. 
aspects of each, and through innovative design, create a system which implements a combination 
The ultimate goal in building and testing these two systems is to thoroughly understand all 
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of static and dynamic scheduling. The resulting system will have a high degrec of fault-tolerance 
and flexibility as well as minimal overhead. 
2.0 Summary of Study 
2.1 Approach 
The multiprocessor system was to utilize in-house modeldtools in combination with com- 
mercial-over-the-shelf (COTS) software and hardware to rcalizc a suitable testbed. Part of the 
testbed construction included the selection, installation, setup, and integration of suitable COTS 
components with state-of-the-art and versatile features that lend themselves to modeling by 
ATAMM. The in-house models/tools consist of the ATAMM (model) and the Dataflow Design 
Tool. The COTS tools consist of Hypersignal’ model capture, automatic code generation, and 
real-time display; the SPOX2 operating system’s real-time md multiprocessing functions; and 
Pentek’s3 state-of-the-art digital signal processing boards and debugging software. 
When the in-house and COTS components arc integrated, the system can be viewed as layers 
stacked on top of one another to form the system as shown in Figure 3. The application is first 
created using the Hypersignal graphical software Block Diagram and the code is mated with the 
~ 
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Yigure 3. Laymd System 
C Code Gemrator. Working with the Block Diagram graphical representation and the dataflow 
paradigm, the Dataflow Design Tool determines the perfomrance bounds, scheduling constraints, 
and rcsowcc requirements of the application. Using this information, tk C code is modified to 
execute efficiently on the optimal number of proctssars using Pcntck's SwiftTools software. 
Also, SPOX Operating System (OS) functions may be added to the code to optimize multiproces- 
sor performance. Finally, the code is compiled using the Texas Instruments (TI) optimizing C 
compiler, downloaded to the Pentek 'C40 boards, and executed. 
2.2 Equipment 
Gouwuy 2000 PC. The Gateway PC contains the software Hypersipd. Through this 
software the user can mate a DSP application, simiilate the execution, and see the output. The 
user can also download the DSP algorithm to a DSP WC3 1 board inside the computer where it is 
executed. The output may be sent back to the PC and displayed in real-time with the Hypersignal 
software. The PC can also send an analog signal out or receive an analog signal in via the DSP 
card. In this way, the PC can receive and display the signal that is processed by a separate com- 
, puter or computers. 
PC/C31 B d  The Loughborough Sound Images' LSI WC31 board with A/D D/A 
daughter module contains a Texas Instruments TMS32OC3 1 processor onto which algorithms can 
be downloaded via Hypersignal software. The board is also an interface between the Hypersignal 
software and an external analog signal source. Analog signals come into the PC via the WC31 
board and are displayed with the RT-2 software. 
R a y s  Embedded PC. The RadiSys EPC-5 is a PC/AT compatible embedded CPU 
module which rests in a card cage dong with three Pentek boards. The embedded PC (EPC) has 
a 66 MHz Intel486 DX2 processor and a VMEbus interface to communicate with the Pentek 
boards. The EPC contains the SPOX OS and SwiftTools software which allows the user to com- 
municate with the Pentek boards as well as modify and debug C code. 
Pen&& Motid 4202 MIX Basebod.  The 4202 MIX Baseboard is one of the three 
Pentek boards in the card cage with the RadiSys EPC. The VMEbus, which is part of the card 
cage, runs along the back of the card cage. The MIXbus runs through the middle of the Pentek 
boards and is not part of the card cage but part of the Pentek boards. The 4202 converts all of 
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Pentek's MIX modules into standard VMEbus boards. The 4202 allows communication between 
the EPC and MIX modules, which arc not necessarily connected to the Vh4Ebus. 
Pentek Model 4249 Fa& ND-LNA Conwrtcr. The 4249 ND-WA converter is 
the second of the three Pentek boards in the card cage and can support sampling rates of up to 1 
MHz. An analog input signal is filtered, sampkd by the 12-bit D/A converter, and stored in the 
1024 sample f;lFo, ready for transfer along the MIXbs to another module. A digital signal 
received from the MIXbus is put into another 1024 sample FIFO, ready for transfer through the 
12-bit D/A converter and low pass filter to the analog output. 
P e e k  M& 4270 Quad TMS32KO Digirclr Signal Pmcessor B& The 4270 
baud is the last Pent& board in the card cage. The 4270 contains four Texas Instruments 
rithms arc downloaded from the EPC onto OM or any number ofproccsms on the 4270. The 
4270 can scnd/reccive data tdfmm the 4249 A/D-WA in it's execution of the algorithm. 
TMS32Oc40 proce~sor~, 4 MBytts of Lncal SRAM, and 4 MBytes Of Global SRAM. Algo- 
Hewlcrr Poclt;ard3312A F u n c k h  Cmrrotot. The HP Function Gemretor creates 
the original signals (sinewaves, squarcwaves, etc.) to be used by the system. The Function Gener- 
ator and other hardware subsystems transmit signals through coaxial cable. 
Hypemgnuffor Windows. Hypersignal is a collection of software applications which 
address many scientific and engineering problems involved in signal processing. This software 
allows the user of the system to graphically design and simulate an application as well as analyze 
the results in real-time. 
Block Diagram, 
number of predefined software building blocks. The user can then compile and run the project, 
simulating the execution of a real system. Block Diagram also allows the user to build a project 
using real-time building blocks. These blocks can read in a signal from the outside world, process 
the signal, then send the signal back out. Many software building blocks arc included with the 
software, but custom blocks may be designed by the user. 
Block Diagram allows the user to design an application by connecting any 
B i d  Wizard. 
blocks for use in Block Diagram. The user defines the parameters for the new block and Block 
Wizard generates the text files necessary for compilation. The user then writes the code to per- 
form the desired task, inserts it into one of the generated files, and compiles the files. The new 
block function is now ready for use. 
The Block Wizard software simplifies the task of creating new userdefined 
C Code Generator. The C Code Generator creates the C source code that represents the algo- 
rithm designed with Block Diagram. This code a n  then be cross-compiled for a particular DSP 
chip and executed. 
RT-2. The RT-2 software provides tools for storing and analyzing real-time signals. The Digi- 
tal Scopes are used to view an input signal in real time. Thc displays and controls look identical 
to an actual oscilloscope. The Spcctrum Analyzer displays an input signal in the frequency 
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domain in real time. The Digital Recorder allows the user to store a real-time signal continuously 
and then regenerate the signal in real-time at their convenience. Also, the stored waveform can be 
loaded and viewed by the Graph Analysis software which allows detailed analysis of the signal. 
Pentek Sw@T&. SwiftTmls is a software development environment for Pcntek 
devices. Through this software, the user can debug and edit C source code. The user can step 
through the source code, executing one line at a time, while setting breakpoints, viewink register 
contents, and viewing symbol addresses and values. Through these actions, the user can 
design e m  within the code. The software also Serves as an interface between the EPC and the 
Pcntek boards. This enables the user to download the executable code onto the DSP chip  *.et- 
compilation. The user can stop and start the execution of the program on the DSP aiips through 
the SwiftTools software. 
SPOX os. SPOX is a DSP operating system designed to meet the needs of high-end 
DSP microprocessors by allowing developers to work with objects relating to signal processing 
and through general purpose features such as device-indepcwknt YO, intempt management, and 
multi-tasking support. SPOX enables the use of the high level C language in real-time signal pro- 
ctssing, releasing the full potential of the latest DSP hardware through sophisticated applications. 
2.3 System Construction 
23.1 Installation and Testing 
The following Hypersignal software was installed on the Gateway PC: 
-Block Diagram 
-Block Wizard 
-C Code Genera!or 
-RT-2 
After installation, Block Diagram examples included with the software were executed on 
the FC. Several block worksheets were designed and executed using various block functions to 
ensure the software was loaded properly. Execution of real-time block functions on the 'C31 
board required proper configuration, after which real-time block examples were tested. 
The following software was installed on the Radisys EPC: 
-SwiftTools 
-smx os 
-TI Optimizing C Compiler 
-DS€'Tools 
Prior to running SwiftTools, a configuration program called PNCFG was used to relay infor- 
mation to SwiftTools concerning the Pentek boards used in the system. After configuration, a 
program w a  compiled, downloaded to the 'C40 boards, and executed, showing that SwiftTools, 
the TI Compiler, and the DSFTools were all installed properly. The SwiftTools debugger was 
used to find errors in a test program for the 4249 ND-D/A board, which was also shown to be 
installed correctly. The SPOX software included a sanity check program to test it's installation. 
Upon execution, the program displayed a message on the screen confirming proper installation. 
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23.2 InstaUatjon Delays 
Several problems and delays were incurred during installation of the software. For instance, 
the Unix version of the SPOX manual was received rather than the DOS version, &laying it's 
installation. Upon receiving the c o m t  SPOX manual, it was realized that the wrong SPOX soft- 
ware version was received as well. A new version was Sent but still had the wrong executable 
files. After w i v i n g  new files, the test program finally worked properly. The Hypersignal soft- 
ware has a security button attached to the printer port which was not recognized by the C Code 
Generator. A new button was sent along with new versions of the C Code Generator and Block 
Diagram. Thc new C Codc Generator could mognize the ntw button, but was incompatible with 
the new Block Generator. A third version of the C Code Generator was sent and worked properly, 
but the new Block Diagram did not include any real-time block functions to run on the 'C31 
board. The SwiftTmls PNCFG program was difficult to configure. The Pentek boards had to be 
removed from the card cage to double chcck hardwart jumper settings. The Ptntck representatve 
was contacted several times to find a number of bugs in the setup. Finally, one of the 4270 boards 
were removed whik the other OM was configured, allowing the board to be ncogntLed. The 
other board was inserted but could not be configured, a hardware problem on the board was 
aSSUmCd. 
23.3 Research 
In parallel with the installation and testing of the system components, research of multipro- 
cessing topics was performed to give a better understanding of the system and the purpose of 
designing it. The topics included the advantages of a multiprocessor system, the classes of archi- 
tecture, memory configurations, applications, anticipated difficulties, and process scheduling. 
23.4 4249 and Conununication Port Drivers 
After installing and successfully testing the 4270 and 4249 boards, drivers were created 
from the already proven test programs. The test programs contained information regarding regis- 
ters and initialization needed in any program using the ND-D/A converter or communication 
ports. The 4249 driver consists of a routine which takes data from the input FIFO and a routine 
which scnds data to the output FWO. The com port driver consists of routines which synchronize 
the sending and receiving of data over coril ports. A program was written to implement the two 
drivers for testing purposes. The first processor nceives data from a functi0.l generator through 
the 4249 board, the data is sent sequentially through each processor, the last of which scnds the 
data out through the 4249 board and into the Gateway K to be displayed by Hypersignal. 
Although simple, the drivers form the foundations for data transmission and communication 
between processors. 
2.3.5 FinalProjects 
There are two projects which are expected to be completed in the final week of the program. 
One project is to create a custom block function using the Hypersignal Block Wizard software 
which will represent the 4249 driver program This will enable the user to select the 4249 block 
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from the function list of Block Diagram, implement it in a block worksheet, and create C code 
which can be compiled and downloaded to a ‘C40 processor without modification in SwiftTools. 
The second project consists of moving an application from the design stage to the execution/ 
analysis stage. After designing the application in Block Diagram and creating the corresponding 
C code, the application will initially be executed on one processor. By using the Dataflow Design 
Tool to determine the performance parameters on multiple processors, the C code will be modi- 
fied to execute on several processors. 
3.0 Results 
Although no numerical results were obtained from the project, the advantages of construct- 
ing the system can be easily seen. After finding all system components to be working properly, 
example applications can now be created and tested in a very short time. With the 4249 dnver 
program, applications involving the input and output of real signals can be created and executed 
quickly. The corn port drivcr allows the user to easily synchronize cgmmunication between pro- 
cessors, a fundamzntal aspect of paral!el processing. With the completion of the 4249 driver 
function block in Block Diagram, the user will be able to represent the input and output of the 
4249 in graphical form and m a t e  C code for applications with the 4249 driver already incorpo- 
rated. 
4.0 Conclusion 
The demand for effective mapping procedures for multipmessor systems was explained 
with reference to DSP applications and real-time processing. One of these mapping procedures, 
the dataflow paradigm, has been implemented in the Dataflow Design Tool. The testing of this 
tool in a dynamic scheduling system was described along with the assembling of a system to test 
the tool using static sTheduling. The individual components comprising this system were listed 
and their functionality explained. The softwarehardware installation was shown to be correct 
through numerous test programs and the difficulties in integrating the components were 
recounted. The research of multiprocessing systems performed to gain a better understanding of 
the system was briefly summarized. Drivers which controlled the communication between pro- 
cessors and signal transmission through the ND-D/A ccnvexter were explained and, finally, the 
projects still to be completed during the last week of the program were presented. 
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The glabJizStion of the economy snd the end of the Cdd War have triggered 
many chenges in the traditional practices of U.S. industry, To effectively apply the 
resources available to the United States, the fsdcnl gwemment has firmly advocated a 
policy of techndogy trandw betw.:ri private industry ud government labs, in this cue 
the National Aeronautics md Space Administration (NASA). NASA Adminislitator 
Daniel Gddin is a strong voponent of this policy md has organized tachnotqg trursfer 
or OOmmercirliUtion programs at uch of the NASA fidd cefiten. Her- at h$y  
R d r  Center, the Tbchndogy Applicatim Group (TAG) is mponible for 
frcilitating the tnnsfer of Langley developed reswch and technology to U.S. industry. 
Entering Ihe prognm, I had many objectives fix my summer mearch with TAG. 
Certainly, I wanted b g i n  a mon thomgh u n W d i n 8  of the concept of technology 
transfer urd Lady’s implementrtbn of 8 system to prornott it to both the Langley 
community and the community at I-. Also, I hoped to becume mOrc funiliar with 
Lmgley’s research capabilities and technology inventory avrilable t o  the public. More 
specifically, I wanted to leun about the technology tnnder process at Langley. Because 
my mentor i s  I member of Ahtends and hifanufrcturine markdng sec:or of the 
Tcchndogy Transfer Team, ~0th Ovariding objective for my repunch was to take 
dvurtrge of his wofk and expuiena in materials research to lcun about the Advanced 
M8terids Research rgency Wide and help muket these developments to private industry. 
Through the various projects I have ban usignal to work on in TAG, I have 
successfully satisfied the majority of these objectives. Work on the P I V + ~ ~  Statement 
Process for TAG as d l  as the development of the Advanced Materials Research 
Brochure have provided me with the opportunity to learn about the technology transfer 
process from the outside looking in and the inside looking w t .  Because 7’AG covers rll 
of the research efforts conducted at Langley, my studies with TAG were able to provide 
me an excellent ovewiew of Langley’s contribution to the aeronalttics intiusti). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The globJiution of a m a n i c  competition caupled with the end of the Cdd War 
necessitmtcd tcvenl quick and drastic changes to the intematiorul marketplace. To reanin 
compaitive, U.S. industry has m d e d  by dmnging its tndit id bc-iness practices, md the 
fakrd lpvemment has f d l o d  dong Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) Danid Wdin writes, “to effectively use the technological, human, 
finurcial urd other assets of NASA and the U.S. indusbid base and to capitalize on the 
opportunities o f k d  by an ever expanding techndogy base, we must crrefully consider the 
marketplace .nd fonn putnerships with the private sector,” (I  : 1). This new broader role focuses 
011 msferring NASA devdoped techndogy to the private industry “to incram US. industrial 
competitiveness. to cnrte US. jobs, d to improve the baluice of track’’ (2:3). The national 
tachdogy t ~ t f t r  policy aims to convert NASA dud devdopmcnt (RBD) effbrts into 
mrrlLetrble, innovative ptoducts. 
Currently, there arc three fonxs diving NASA’s evdution: President Clinton’s 
tedrndogy poiicy, V i  President G o d s  N u i d  pcrformurct Review racommendatioll fw 
NASA, and the growth of the Informath Superhighway (Ir3). These forcts a e c t  h e  
technology push ond pull in the United States differently. The President’s policy chrllcnges 
NASA to increase the effectiveness of NASA programs, thereby increasing the industry’s 
acawnric compctitivencss. By emphasizing a cooperative effort between private industry and 
NASA, the policy views technology 1s a force of dran,ge, UI impetus for economic growth 
Moreover, the National performance Review recommends an implementation fw technology 
transfer. The plan makes mch suggesiions as setting aside 10 to 20% of the research and 
dedrgmcnt budget for partnerships with industry and promoting small business opportunities. 
Most importantly, the ncommcndation mends the agency’s Vision-Mission-Values statement 
to include technology transfix 8s 8 major mission. 
”ECHN0UK;Y TRANSFER AT LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
The Techcology Applicatians Group (TAG) at Langley Research Center was established 
in February 1094 to “encourage broader utilization of NASA Langley developed technologies in 
the American industrial commmity” (3:l). The document “Transfemng Langley Research 
Center Technology” outlitres TAG’S responsibilities as the following: 
Leading the Center’s processes for early identification a- technologies of high commercial 
Promoting the expedient transfer of new technologies to the commercial sector; 
Achieving the non-aerospace uses of Langley technology b) identifying potential 
techndogy applications and creating teams of non-aerospace customers and Langley 
technoiogists to accomplish the transfer process; 
Coordinating the Langley program with appropriate NASA Headquarters Ofices, other 
NASA Centers, 2nd other Government Agencies; and 
Supporting the technology transfer processes for aerospace customers. 
potential; 
Furthermore, members ,jf TAG u e  also charged with l d i n g  Langley’s Small Business 
innovation Research Program and the Small Business Technology Transfer Pilot Program, which 
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rerch out to d l  businesses for dlrbontiw rcswch d devdopmcnt &a. The p u p  
includes members of the Tcchndogy Transfer Teun (IYT), who fbcilitate the transfer of Langley 
devdoped technology to private industry, the Patent Counsel Team, as wdl as Wl Business 
Partnership Tem. The TIT is further orsuri#d into the fdlowing f w  muket seuors: 
Inf‘omrrtion Technology, MIterids urd Muwfrcturing. Tnnsportation, ud Medical, Sensors, 
Instnrrnentrtig Environment, urd Energy (MISEE). 
Tbeqptorch toIdwrbarttheTadurdw T n n s f e r m  rt L@y WIS two- 
fdd. Whik tbe first project dressed Langley’s Tc1ch-aut to private industry for nseuch 
ventures, the seamd project foarsed on industry’s approach to Lursky. The first project 
devdopad fran a Hedswrtcn’ initirtiVe to catdo# the A d d  M8tahls mearch be@ 
aductal at the v u i a  NASA fidd centers. With this infOrmrtian, (i docmatt was to be 
created as a marketing tool far NASA’s mrtair;)s dewlopnenb md disbibuted to the wtomobile 
industry. The secund pnject invdvd TAG’S problem statmart process urd the dimidon of 
the b d o g  ofproblem Statement Minitions (PSD) collected over the pur year. 
ADVANCED MATERULSBROCHURE 
The Advanced Mataids Intm-Center Initiative invdnd working with munbcrs of the 
TTT, the Headquarters &a, md the Rqgd Tedrnolagy Transfer Centers (RTTC), in 
particular the Rhodc Wand Technology Tmsfcr Center. Initially the majority of the work 
invdved making conucts at each of the participating centers md dcanninhg thc fonnat as wdl 
as the type of information to be included in the brochun. The fidd centers which agreed to 
puticipate in the etrOrt were Ames Research Centex, Jet Roprlsion L.bonrory, MuthJl Spvx 
night Center, Lewis R d  Center, Goddrrd Spncc Flight Center, Johnson Spra  Center, 
Kennedy Space Center, and Lmgly Research Center. The next few WCdrJ afler making the 
initial contacts were spent writing for the centers to cdlcct ad send the:r information. Once a 
substantial mount of infonnation arrived at Langly, I met with some nserrchas in the 
Materials Division for jpidancc in consolidating and catqpizing the rrseurh initiatives across 
the qpncy. Although the fid versicn of the brochure will not be completed before the ten 
wceks ue completed, dl of the preliminary work has been completed. The materials reuarzh for 
each of the centers has been organized and the unique frcilities and research have been identified. 
The first drift has been sent to each center for further review and we arc now waiting for the 
-ad modificrtions. Once thee changes are made, we will send the information to 
Headquarters for the graphics layout. The facilities and resources which proved to be the most 
helpful for this project were the NASA Technical Libray, the researchers from the Landey 
Materials Division, and the World Wide Web. 
This assignment provided an abundance of information about the extensive amount of 
research NASA conducts in the Materials research area, especially at Langley. With most of 
NASA’P research conducted in the aeronautical field, it’s focus on materials for engines and flight 
structures is highly marketable to the private sector, specifically the automotive and aeronautics 
industries. However, the difficulties in coordinating such an effort among the various NASA 
installations revealed another aspect of technology transfer. While marketing NASA research 
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increrses the U.S. industrial intenrational power base, effkctive technology transfer also requires a 
new way ofthinking. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT PROCESS 
Tbe Problem Statement procesS (Appendix A) is the m a n s  through which industry 
rpptorches Langley with a problem or an inquiry to find a solution using Langleytechndogies or 
facilities. Tbe process attempts to identify an optimum match betwan a customer’s needs urd 
h n g k y ’ s  crp.bilities, providing a m u d  benefit to both the psivate sector urd Langky. Within 
the last few months, TAG has centralized the process and created 1 p0sition within the group t o  
ovcrsct its implementation md dministration. The initial work was foarsed on diminrting the 
of problem statements. This first step of this process was to centralize the p d e m  
sbtementsintoadrtabrse. Bacursc this was not done in the past, PSDs were scattered mnoq 
dl dthe manbas ofthe ?TI’. Once we were able to cdlect rll ofthe statements, wc entered 
them into the bddog dathsc and assigned marlca secton for erdr OM. At that point, the 
sectors beame responsible for deciding whcther thy wanted to punue fiuther action with the 
companies brsed on the technor@cd match With Langley’s resources. If the sector deddsd that 
the PSD was something that mey should pursue, then we mpocrded to the company 
noti$ing tban dour decision. Likewise, if dre sector decided that it was not in Lmgly’s best 
interest to work a PSD, then we responded to the company tdling them that we were unable to 
match their necds with Langley’s resources. Within a month of bcginnhg work on the process, 
the Data Systems Teun for TAG compltted work on the new TAG database Managemart 
Analysis of‘ Scientific Knowledp /MASK), which tracks the majority of TAG’S activities, 
including the problem statements. Thus, the incoming p;4lem statements were tracked in 
MASK while the existing ollcs wcrc 1eA in the backlog. 
Likc the A d v d  Materials Brochure, working WL! the Problem Statement Process 
broadend m!. knowledge of the technology transfer proccss. The sheer number of PSDs that UT 
processed by the system indicates that numercws opportunities exist f a  cooperative efforts 
between private industry urd NASA. However, limited cesowces such as h d i n g  facilities, and 
persannd necessitate NASA’s selectivity With whom and in what MIIS NASA pursues 
technology transfer. While much of my work on the Problem Statement Process was limited to 
administrative duties, I was given the freedom to make decisions on issues nguding the 
procedure. For example, I was responsible for worlring with the RTTCs and some of the 
companies on certlljn PSDs. I was also responsible for corresponding with the market sectors 
and organizing the correspondence. Finally, my work in this area of the Technology 
Applications Group revealed the significance of new programs, such as the me at Langley, t o  
proceed with a strong sense of direction. As proguns develop goals and solidi5 procedures, it 
is important that they build credibility to facilitate long lasting business partnerships. 
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Abstract 
Many modem economic theories place great importance upon entrepreneurship in 
the economy. Some see the entrepmmr 8; tbc individual who bears risk of operatin8 a 
business in b e  face of uncertainty about future conditions and who is rewarded through 
profits and losses. Thc 20th century ezonomist Joseph Schumpetet saw the crntrcprcnw 
as the medium by which advancing technology is incorporated into society as businesses 
seck competitive advantages h u g t i  more efficient product development processes. 
Due to the importance tbat capitalistic systems place upon entrcpcneurship, it 
has become a well studied subject with many texts to discuss how cnt-rcprcncurs an 
succeed in modcrn society. Many entrqmmwing and business management coutses go 
so fit as to discuss the chenrctcristic phscs and prominent challenges that fledgling 
companies flux in their efforts to b r i q  a new product into a competitive market. 
However, wen with all of thw aids, start-up CampMieS fail at an enonnous rate. Jndead, 
the odds of shepherding a new compsny tbrougb the travails oi'becoming a well- 
established company (as mcasumd by the ability to reach initial public offering (IPO)) 
have beell estimated to be six in 1,oO0,o0o. 
Each niche industry has characteristic chal lq~es  which act as W c r s  i~ =try fiY? 
new products into that industry. Thus, the applicability of broad generalizations is 
subject to limitations within niche markets. Tbis paper will discuss entrcprcneurs~p as it 
relates to general aviation. TI: goals of this paper will be to: 
4 Introctuce general aviation. 
Discuss the details of manying entrepreneurship witb general aviation. 
0 Present a sample business plan which would characterize a possible entrepreneurial 
venture. 
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Many modern cconomk theories place great importance upon mtreprermuship in the 
economy. Some see tbc cntrcprareur as &e individual who beats risk of operating a business in 
the face of mcatainty &out firtun ~cditions and wbo is rcwatded thnwrgh profits and lossts. 
The 20th century economist Joseph Schumpettr saw the enwrencur as the medium by which 
dvwrciag tccbnology is irrcorponted into society as businesses sedr competitive advantages 
thrwgbmorrefiientproductdevtlopmentpracesses.' 
E a c h n i c h e i n d u s t r y h s ~  * 'c chailcnges which act as barrim to entry for new 
products into that Ibdusay. Thus, the applicability of broad gcncralhtions is subject to 
limitations within nick markets. This paper will discuss emaepeneurship as it relates to general 
rvirtion. The g o d s  of this papcr will be io: 
0 Introducegcmralaviation. 
0 Discuss the details of marrying entrcpcncurship with gentral aviation. 
Resent a sample business plan which would Characteri7X a possible entrepreneurial 
V C l l r n .  
General Aviation 
General aviation is all air travel save the scheduled air canicrs. This definition includes air 
taxi, recreational flying, @cultural spraying, instructional flying, and business transportation. 
The general aviation (GA) fleet rcpnsents 96 perctmt of all civil aircraft registered in the United 
I hcyclopdir  Britcrrh Macropedir - Knowledge in Dcptb. 15th Edition, Encyclopedia 
Britannica. Inc.: Chicago, 1951. 
' High Tech Ventures Tbe Guide lor Entrepremuring Success. C. Gordon Bell. Addison-Wesky 
Publishing Company, Inc.: Reding,  Massachusetts, 1991. 
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Despite these impressive sWistk, GA Q in decline. It opmted in rcyclicrl manner 
where itcloaelymimuadthe perfbarnraceof theGNP ud dowly buih morecapacity witb acb 
ecoaomiCuparmuntil1978,wbenitdelidat 17,Sll mrirrrrAddivaics. SnrCethtpd ,  
it has atmpkd to a level wbenr mat964 Units ut shipped perycar. Export ofGA aherafl 
d e c W  from 3,995 rircraft in 1979 to 3 3 t h  1984 - whicb crnbe seeatochsctyprnikl the 
&Clint m domestic ds. 
It is tlu view of tbe author that the primuy reason fordre downtum m GA is  primUily 
nlatcd to tht incmses indircctacquisitioaandoperatingcosts. It a n  be seen in Figure I that 
tbe direct acquisition, opmthg, suxi mointenancc costs iacreased drrunsticaily in tbe years 1978- 
1982 - the precise years which saw a precipitous decline in GA production. From 1978 through 
1984,. . . singk-cngine piston ainrrft prices i n d  at a yearly rate of close to 12 percent. . . 
[which] adjusted for inflation, grew at approximately five percent per yea?. 
' Gmnl Ari.tk.  Mul- and hmgement. Wells, Alexander and chrdbournc, Bnm, Kricgcr 
Publishing Company: Malabar F h d a ,  19w. 
' 
' Cclnnl Aviatioo Marketing, Chsdboume. Bruce D. and Wells, Alexandcr. T., Krieger Publishing 
FAA Statistical Haadbodr of Aviation, 1992. 
Company: FlorEdo. 1987. 
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S i  1978, mche&ntbrsbeeamwsad to attemptto revive tbe GA industry. 
Comprnies hrvedowarized, kA the market# orgone out ofbusiness. However, until recaltly, 
percent of the 1978 levds in 1994. 
tbac &s been a steady dcctine m the podaction ofGA h f l  since 1978-rtsching five 
Entrepeneurship and General Aviation 
Curreatly, it can be seen that GA rqmsmts a significant portion of the air transportation 
system of the U.S. However, the emim of the OA fket, gnnmd-hased infinstrucatre, md pilot 
community (with associated political CoIIBtitWIIcy), dl hold dire co~wequcnces fbr GA. If 
allowed to continue, the market will become antiquated, uacompetitive with other modes of 
~~sportrtion such as the ea, rad evcntarlly Auntcd aside fiom within the airspace system. 
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. Tbcfoynders'srvings-including~~gmrsscts. 
0 Familyandfiiards. 
0 Fonnal investment groups, including venture capital conc tc~  and compUries that 
specialize in tbe private placement of stock. 
' ''EnEnueprcneuriaI Spirit Combines with Had-Huded Business Sense." Olone, Richrrd. Cannumid Space, Fall. 
1985. 
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Users of act~~pacc poducts have high expectations cf products. These products arc 
expected to perform at a higb level of performance and reliability. Thus, the technical complexity 
of products is relatively high (when compared to otbcr trampomtion industries). 
Duc to thc tcchniul complexity of gcncnl aviaticin poducts, managers must be odcpt at 
the managmmt of new tcchno~es,  personnel, and personalities. This requirement is a difficult 
one which may result in the fpilurc of the start-up company or the dismissal of the manager if he 
or sbe is not capable of marrying tbc two diverse requirements into a functioning whole. 
Somc manufsturcrs cboosc to "push the edge of the technological cnvclopt" by moving 
to exotic materials and technologies while othas manufacture cOmpOlKntS using well-established 
procdures and materials. Tbc decision betwee0 these two production techniques directly 
influcnccs the challenges that will be cncountmd in this aspcct of the fldg!hg company. 
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Sample Business Plan 
0 The d e t  d y s i s  which presents the urpiysiS,justificrrtion, urd results of a market urrlysis 
with the psimary purposc ofpredicting the number of airplanes tbt will be sold dunng 
the initial phrscs of the compuly and tbe return on investmait for invcStorS. 
A detailed cost m e y  of the industry which establishes the cost to which the airplane shouM 
be designed and a detailed breakdown of the costs of the compmy to allow the cost goals 
to be achievd 
A pn&cbon of tbc capital that would be required in cach phase oftk development oftbe 
flcd%lingcanpanY. 
In all, the business plan is ltcommendtd to contain the following h R  pieces of 
infornartion: 
Statement of the proposed company's vision, mission, and business. 
Product concept (what the product is). 
Technological uniqueness that will sustain the firm beyond the initial product. 
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0 Rationale (why people will buy). 
Gross estimates of the t8rgct &et (who will buy). 
Simple ‘huriret map” (bow the pmdUct will be mld). 
0 Plan for reaching the sccd stage [the stage of development of a campony following conceptual 
Outlineofafinracirlplm. 
Resources, in terms of dollars and people. 
definition], with objectives md mikstonw. 
This busiatss plan will fblbw the fdlowing formrt: 
Summary 
Tbe surmtlocy concaning the plight of the GA indusbry is presented in the introduction of 
this poper. However, d l  of the misery within the GA industry will likely induce the response of, 
“Why in &.* world would I want to get involved in that mess?” fi.IM, the prospective investor. 
It should be emphasized that each problem brings opportunity with it. It is indisputabk 
that GA is c m t l y  an ancmic industry. However, this lack of size allows an agile manufacturer 
to dominate the industry quicki;? with a well-pircad product mtty md therefore gain the benefits 
of industry dominance rapidly. Some examples of the bc-efits fimn this dominance include: 
0 The ability to dictate the type of infrastructure support 
Tbe ability to attract significant interest from the media and the market with each product 
The ability to establish significant political attention from sub-contractors - thus enabling a 
&vek)prncnt 
working partnership. 
Thm is significant evidence of a resurgence of interest in GA airplanes. New aircraft 
companies are entering the d e t  and established manufacaucrs arc beginning production anew. 
Approximately 30,000 used GA aircraft arc bought and sold annually. In addition, the continual 
increase of used aircraft prices over the past s e v d  years is 8 stfong indicator that there is 
significant pent-up demand for cost-effective new aircraft. 
Market Brief 
- .. 
KIS Cruiser 
Glbjm 
It can be secn that approximately 60 percent of the current prospective buyers of GA 
airplanes arc receptive to a price of a new aircrafi at S 100,OOO or below'. This product would 
hkely be uscd for trips of 430-600 statute miles in hgth. Longer trips an hkely to be conducted 
via airline and shorter trips arc likely to be conducted by car. (Please note that this assumption 
must be validated.) 
0.522 
0.579 
A prtlimlnary design analysis of this airplane shows that the following characteristics arc 
possible: 
W& w- = 0.54 
.Baggage: loo# 
UsefUlLoad: 1,14[)# 
c-: 0.0200 
AspcctRatio: 8 
WingEfficiency(e): 0.80 
Cruise Speed: 197 MPH 
Brake HP Required: 172 HP 
Range: 824Miles 
Plssengers: 680# 
*Fuel: 360# 
Wing-: 1 4 7 e  . wing span: 34.3 ft 
p7.m fi: 0.00193 SIU& 
0 PropcllerEflFicimcy: 0.80 
Thrust HP Required: 138 HP 
RatcdHP: 230 
It is important to note that these calculations do allow for induced drag9. It can be seen 
that the weight hction is attainable, but difficult to attain, fiom the following weight fractions of 
airplanes in production today: 
The GlaStar is a metal/ composite hybrid airplane, the RV-4 is a metal airplane, and the 
KIS Cruiser is a composite auplane. All of these airplanes arc fured gear airplanes. 
The other primary constraint on the feasibility of this design is the amount of drag that 
will be produced by this airplane. It can be seen that the following airplane is feasible from the 
following data on production auplanes: 
Conversation with Mr. Barry Bond, Utah DCJ .. tment of Transportation, July 6, 1995. 
Study Conducted by Wilmer R. Ullmann. July 27, 1995 Reprinted by permission. 
I 
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10.017 - 
It is important to note that all of these airplanes are retractable gear designs. Thus, the 
primary challenge of this prospective airplane design will be to couple low drag with a low 
weight fraction. 
People 
It is important to emphasize just how important people an to a business plan and the 
viability of a fledgling company. Indeed, veteran venture capitalists have stated that having a 
sound management team is the key component of start-up companies for which they look when 
they decide whether to invest in a proposed companf. 
At the preliminary stage, it is impossible to determine who specifically may be involved 
in the design and production of this airplane. However, it is possible to describe the title and 
responsibilities of the key members of the core team: 
0 The CEO: Responsible for managing the company, setting standards, hiring people (although 
generAy not all of them), and keeping and updating the vision of the company. 
Engineering: Responsible for technical ana'-.;t,. .! -,-;gn. and fabrication of hardware. 
0 Marketing: Responsible for determining \ rt tlew performance capabilities, prices, and 
0 Research and Development: ResporAible for development of technologies to allow for 
Finances: Responsible for maintaining the books and providing cost control to the company. 
Law: Responsible for ir y..r.-ig that the company remains within the spirit and the letter of the 
!aw mc defending against product liability suits. 
0 Tooling and Mw.ufacture: Responsible for producing the hardware, quality control, and 
$pt,rminq: vays to streamline manufacturing (works closely with Engineering). 
Advanped Desip: Responsible for creating the products of the hture (including derivative 
aivianes) (works closely with Research and Development). 
0 Flight Test: Responsibte for testing new prototypes and insuring that airplanes are 
functioning properly prior to being shipped. 
features should be incorporated into ncw products. 
increases in utility of future p d u c t s .  
It is irnpc.tant to note that not all of these positions need be filled fiom within the 
company. Indeed, it is advisable that a company examine which of these features can best be 
filled internally and those that can be outsourced. The features of tF,ose that can best be filled 
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internally are that they are essential to the company’s vision for the !itwe or incorporate unique, 
proprietary technologies. Alternatively, outsourcing provides an avenue to tap sub-contractor 
expertise in areas which are not cote to the business plans of the company while allowing for 
continuing unprovement througb close communication with the sub-contractor. 
Corclurloa 
In summary, it can be scen that botb GA and entrcpencurship contain many exciting 
aspects for the &venturous individual. By king wary of the pitfalls specific to GA urd 
following the sound principles of entnpeneurship, one may beat the odds, capitalize upon a 
specific nicbe which is currently unfilled, and create benefits for both the individual and the 
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Abstract 
The use of aluminum-lithium alloys for aerospace applications is cl;.iently being studied at 
NASA Langley Research Center's Metailic Materials Branch. The ailoys in question will operate 
under stress in a corrosive environment. These conditions are ideal for the phenomena of stress- 
corrosion cracking (SCC) to occur. The test procedure for SCC calls for alternate immersion and 
breaking load tests. These tests were optimized for the lab equipment and materials available in 
the Light Alloy lab. AI-Li alloy ML377 specimens were then subjected to alternate immersion 
and breaking load tests to determine residual strength and resistance to SCC. Corrosion 
morphology and microstructure were examined under magnifization. Data shows that ML377 is 
highly resistant to stresscorrosion cracking. 
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Background 
The High Speed Research program, or HSR, is a joint program between NASA and 
industry, concerned with developing the next generation of supersonic civil aircraft. Many 
fxtors must be studied, including structures, materials, design, commercial feasibilit.. , noise, and 
pollution. The development of these technologies is necessary to the success of a high speed 
civil transport. The purposes of this study are to collect corrosion data on candidate alloys for 
the HSR program and to evaluate the breaking load test method for stress-corrosion cracking. 
The material tested in this study is aluminum-lithium alloy ML377 in the T8 (near peak aged) 
condition. This is the most coirosion resistant temper for AI-Li alloys, and is the first of several 
alloys to be tested. 
The phenomena of stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) can lead to catastrophic engineering 
fiiilures. Many parts in an aircraft frame are subjected to conditions that could lead to SCC. In 
order for SCC to occur high levels of stress must act in conjunction with a corrosive 
environment. The breaking load method can be used to determine a threshold stress level for the 
initiation of SCC. Material below this stress level would be safe from the possibility of SCC. 
The breaking load test method determines the residual strength of an alloy after exposure 
to SCC conditions. Specimens are fixed in stress by static load frames. The specimens are 
subject to corrosion by alternating immersion and drying cycles in a sodium chloride solution. 
They are then stressed to failure in tension. By using a test matrix of varying stress levels and 
exposure times, an alloy's resistance to SCC can be determined. The breaking load method can 
determine the SCC initiation threshold with fewer specimens and shorter times than traditional 
pass-fail tests, and can detect differences in highly resisiant alloys. 
Procedure 
Test Procedure 
The test procedure involves two major phases. Specimens are exposed to a corrosive 
environment for a range of stress levels and times in alternate immersion, then they are subject to 
tensile Failure. The specimens are transverse 
temper (Figure 1 ). The gage length has been 
Bolt Hole 
\ I *25" 
dog bone coupons of AI-Li alloy ML377 in the T8 
polished to meet ASTM standards. 
.o 9 " 
thick 
Figure 1 - ML377 Dog Bone Specimen 
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Before the testing could begin. it was necessary to study thc testing procedure itself. The 
best ways to protect the frames from corrosion, load the frames. and maintain the test conditions 
were reevaluated. 
Man] different coating techniques wen studied for their protection and longevity 
characteristics. The load frame must be protected from exposure to salt water when it is 
submerged. However, the gage length of the spccimen in test must come in contact with the 
water. Wax, latex, heat shrinkable plastic, d a polymer paint known as Plasti-Dip werc 
examined as coating materials. After extensive testing, a system of coating was chosen that 
combines wax and Plasti-Dip. The steel fmm is coatcd in Pl;rsti-Dip kcausc it adheres well and 
has excellent waterproofing properties. The CoaLLCcti 'ons between the load bolt and the specimen 
are coated with wax because 11 is easily removed and confams to the contours of the region. 
In order for the tests to be as accurate as possible. the load frames must pull the specimen 
in tension. Airy added bending moments or twisting forces can affect test results. Due to the 
design of the frame, it is easy to inducc these foms when loding. Thcnforc, it was necessary 
to develop a rig for securing the frame at all points except the point of spring compression. The 
design of the rig uses gravity to help line the frame vertically. The top and bottom arc secured 
and the spring is ioaded by use of a wrench. 
The test solution was monitored to maintain conditions. Water evaporated from solution 
and had to be replenished every two days. The entire tank needed to be emptied and refilled 
every three weeks to prevent build up of excessive metal ions in solution. A systcm for changing 
the solution was developed utilizing an extra tank system in the lab. 
Exposure 
0 days 
IO days 
15 days 
30 days 
Results 
0% stress 50% stress 65% stress 80% stress 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 3 3 
3 3 3 3 
3 I 3 3 3 
Breaking Load h t a  
The data for this study was collected as the residual ultimate tensile strength of the 
specimen. The experimental parameters were the time of exposure and the stress level during 
exposure, given as a percent of the yield strength of the material. Figure 4 shows the number of 
specimens tested for each combination of exposure and :*ress. 
Figure 4 - Test Matrix for ML377 SCC specimens 
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Resdwl strength is mwsulcd as the load at ftocturc. or t k  bwluag load. divided by the 
original cm-sectronal a m  of the specimen. As o specimen comdes. its crass-sectional a m  is 
reduce& By using tht ori8ind area as asmdard. the residual suengthcan be used to gauge th 
amounaofconrmonwhidrhrsoccwrrd. 
h h d a t a  point is even as aa average of tk rwhLul Weagtb of all t k  specimens 
st@ecud to lhosc piruculvamditims,ia most cases three SQCciams (set Figure 4). Study of 
thc d m  obtamcd (Figurrs 5.6) that ML377 is fesktmt to safzc#rosion m. No 
specimens failed while in tut. Lossof unagtb appears robe due to encd comsion. ai&d by 
svcss. 
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Thc plot of residual strength versus exposure stress (Figure 5) shows that incmsing the 
exposure Stress results in P loss of strength. There is a downward trend in residual strength with 
increasing exposun stress for each exposure time. The effect of strcss IS greater for the longer 
xposurc times. 
varying stress levels. For each cxposurc stress. midud strength decreases with exposure time. 
Figure 6 show% the same d3ta plotted as residual strength versus exposure rime for 
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For example, each point at I5 days is less than or equal to its partner stress level at IO days. 
I 
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For both stressed and unstressed specimens, an additional reduction in nsic ..!rength occurs 
after 30 days exposure. The data indicates a combined effect between stress . .el and exposure 
time. The reduction in strength of the unstressed specimen is due to pitting corrosion. The 
longer the exposure, the more pitting can occur, and thus a greater reduction in area results in a 
greater loss of strength. 
80% stress specimen has lost 12.7%. The duction in strength of the highest stressed specimens 
is approximately double that of the unstressed specimens. This may bc due to either stress 
corrosion cracking or stress assisted pitting. 
After 30 days, an unstressed specimen has lost 6.7% of its original strength, while an 
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Abstract 
The Clouds and Tbe Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) simulator will allow flight 
operational familiarity with the CERES instrument prior to launch. It will provide a CERES 
instrument simulation facility for NASA Langley Research Center. NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center. and TRW. One of the objectives of building this simulator would be fw use as a testbed for 
functionality checking of atypical memory uploads and for anomaly investigation. For instpnCe. 
insmuntnt malfunction due to memry damage requires troubleshooting on a simulator to deternine 
the nata  of tbe probkm and to find a solution. 
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The purpose of this overview is to provide a brief summary of the Clouds and The Earth's Radiant 
Energy System (CERES) simulator. objectives, perspective, advantages. and its nlationship to other 
Earth Observing System (EOS) instruments. An important theontical background concerning the 
CERES project will be given as a guide for introducing the CERES concepts. 
The CERES instrument. as shown in Figure 1, is a key part of NASA's Earth Observing System. It 
is designed for use in Tropical Raintidl Measurements Mission (TRMM) and EOS satellites that will 
be measuring radiant energy reflected from Earth's clouds Starting in 1997. The CERES data is 
critical for advancing the Understanding of cloud-radiation interactions; in particular. clouds' 
feedback effects on the Earth's radiation balance. CERES data is fundamental to our ability to 
understand and detect globat climate change. CERES nsults an also important for studying regional 
climate changes associated with deforestation. desertification. anthropogenic acmsols, and El Nino 
events. The CERES simulator is being built at NASA Langley Research Center to be used as a 
ground testbed for anomaly investigations and to test software uploads. that control the instrument, 
prior to transmitting them to the satellite. 
F@re 1. CERES Imtrumcnt 
CERES Background 
The CERES data is intended to substantially improve our understanding of cloud's energy flows. 
The CERES investigation concentrates on four primary areas: Earth radiation budget and cloud 
radiative forcing. cloud properties. surface radiation budget, and radiative components of the 
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atmosphere's energy budget. Therefore. due to the importance of the CERES instrument for fRMM 
and EOS, the design and implementation of a CERES simulator was proposed. 
CERES Simulator Description 
The CERES simulator consists of circuit cards functionally identical to the flight items. though 
fitted with low cost commercial specification mimircni ts  and components. Two host personal 
computers (PC's) will support the ekctroNcs ensemble. One PC will contain a 1553 interface card 
which will function as the telemetry path for commands and memory uploads, while the second PC 
will provide a representation of thc mechanical components such as the awmuth and elevation drive 
components and covers. 
DADWlant software incorporating a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which will be driven by YO 
interface cards via MATLAB/Simulink is curiently being developed. The mechanical control system 
Simulation will be accomplished by using the M A W S i m u l i n k  sobarc package with nal-time 
executable files to call YO card drivers. The mechanical components of the instrument must be 
represented by dedicated YO ports Linked with the host PC software to nspond to processor 
commands simulating the physical hardwam they represent in a realistic fashion. 
The CADS1 DADWlant software provides for animation of CAD/CAM dra.45ngs in real-time. 8s 
shown in Figure 2. The DADSPlant program when linked with Simulink will display interactive 
visualization of 3D geometry of the controls software. 
Tk.e MAZZAB package is available for SUN. PC-486/Pentium. and SGI platfwns. among others 
etc. The task is to seamlessly integrate PC UO cards to read the CERES processor control lines. input 
this signal to the MATLAB/Simulink software. and then output a virtual position back to the CERES 
processor in a manner that mimics the actual hardware. 
The obvious solution would be to use MATLAB on a 120MHt Pentium-based PC and do the UO 
on one inexpensive. dedicated platform. with the GUI on the same PC. Likewise, an interesting 
alternative would be to use the PC to drive command lines to a SUN (or SGI) GL'I. MATLAB can 
do this when linked to DADWlant as a recent demonstration has shown (see Figure 2). 
The CERES simulator consists of CERES circuit cards (identical to those designed by TRW). 
populated vith socketed DIP and SMT chips. It wil l  use low cost. although identical commercial 
grade chips. as well as some mil-spec chips. A PC-486 host computer with a 1553 B interface card 
bill be dedic:mC for TRW developed GSE code and cots. Similarly. a 120MHz Pentium with 
MATLABISimulink software will be used for elevation ant aumuth drive simulation. The system 
will also incorporate multifunction YO cards: a 16-bit parallel digital YO card. a time code generator 
card. a p p h i c s  accelerator card. and a DT28 1 1 A/D converter. 
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libraries of blocks: either the standard block library supplied with Simulink. or block libraries the uscr 
mates. 
The standard block library is organized h-3 several subsystems. grouping blocks according to their 
behavior. Blocks can be copied from these or any other libraries or mowls into a current model. By 
placing the blocks it most commonly uses into one sysrem and setting your piefercnces for default 
values. the sc”;Warc can set up 8 personal block library. 
The CERES elevation and azimuth drive simulation is shown in Figure 3. The equations of motion 
describing the translation and motion for each articulatiot! of the CERES btnrment. and all 
associated physical parameters were obtained from TRW, seeafenxcc 1. The appropiated equations 
and pnetcrs were extracted and used in designing the MATLAB/Simulinlt softwan prograiri input 
block diagrams to simulate the ccntrol system of the azimuth and elevation drives. Each equation of 
motion defines a particular parumecer such as friction. torque, or scanning mode (see Figucs 4 
through 7) within the azimuth or elevation drive control system. Each module panuneta contains a 
unique simulation which will be governed and connected by the main mod& shown in Fqurc 3. Tfst 
entire sirnulatior, requires a CERES voltage command which. for this particular case. is generated by 
a signal generator. 
A TRW scan head mechanical model would be simuloted as the diagram depicted in Fiputt 7 
validated for open loop gains. From the diagmm. the Kdeg gain converts any input from radians to 
degrees. After obtaining the input in degree format. integratiorl will yield the velocity of the motw: 
while a second integration produces the position and elevation. This approach was used for all of thc 
mechanical parameters witllin the CERES simulator. 
Results 
Figure 8 presents the results for a simple open loop control system conE;un*ion. The entire 
simulation has been succesfully executed for non real-time data. However. die results obtained 
should vary with real-time input data driven by YO a d s .  To study the system behavior in the 
presence of noise. gains and amplitudes we& varied. A given input corresponds to a certain output, 
which yields a variation for each input parameter. As mentioned earlier. a typical periodic sinusoidal 
signal penermr was used as an input generator rathr- than real-time data. However. the CERES 
simulator will require real-time input driven by I/O cards in order to obtain accurate results. 
The simulator was also tested for the azimuth drives. The nsults were similar to those of the 
elevation drives. Although the azimuth simulation appeared to be noiser in some cases. the scanning 
position was accuratcd. As previously mentioned. Figure 8 shows the preliminary results from the 
control system of the CERES simulator. The effects visibly changed through time. as computing time 
increases from 1 to 5 seconds. 
At this point. the control system simulations shuw the tehavior of the TRW’s CERES scanner  st;^ 
model. Applying a computer aided design (CAD) toci such as DADSPlant software would enable 
complete visualization of the CERES simulator. 
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Langley Research Center Equipment and Facilities Employed 
The project invol;ed the use of several different computer platforms at Langley. Code 
development and control syst2m simulations were performed on a SUS workstation. Simulations 
were performed using MATLAB/Simulink software. The DADSPlant s>ftware is intended ;o be use 
as a visualization tool. which combines its features of mechanism modeling with the systems and 
control modeling features available in MATLAB/Simulink. This integrated solution provides an 
accurate. easily manipulated simulation of simple mechanisms and highly complex controlled 
mechanical systems. 
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Abstract 
C ~ ~ ~ J O Q  fibex reinforced Silicon Carbide (C-Sic) composites offer high strength at high 
tempe.i. :I 's and good oxidation resistance. However, these composites present some rnatri.. 
microcracks which allow the path of oxygen to the fiber. The aim of this research was to study tht 
effectiveness of a new Silicon Carbide (Sic) coating developed by DUPONT-LANXDE to 
enchance the oxidation resistance of C-Sic composites. A thermogravimetric analysis was used to 
determine the oxiaation rate of the samples at different temperatures and pressures. 
The Dupont coat proved to be a good protection for the Sic matrix at temperatures lower 
than 1240°C at low and high pressures. On the other hand, at temperatures above 1340°C the 
Dupont coat did not seem to give good protection to the composite fiber and matrix . Even though 
some results of the tests have been d~scussed, because of time restraints, only a sr.iall portion of 
the desired tests could be completed. Therefore, no major conclusions or results about the 
effectiveness of the coat are available at this time. 
Introduction 
Carbon-Carbon (C-C) composites are a generic class of composites similar to the graphic/ 
epoxy family of polymer matrix composites. These materials were originally developed for the 
space program in 1958 by the NASA administration and the U.S. Air Force.1 These composites 
offer many desirable characteristics such as tailorable properties, strength and modulus retention at 
high temperatures, thermal shock resistance, fatigue resistance, low density, good frictional 
characteristics, low coefficient of thermal expansion, and immunity to natural space radiation. 
Nevertheless, C-C composites have also proven to be an excellent material not only for advanced 
aircraft and aerospace applications, but also for numerous common life applications, such as 
automotive pistons, clutch assembly and brakes for racing cars and even parabolic RF antennas. 
As previously mentioned, this material offers high strength and stiffness at high temperatures in an 
inert atmosphere; however C-C composites are easily oxidized in temperatures over 500°C. 
Different coars and techniques have been developed to protect the fiber and matnx of 
C-C composites from oxidizing environments. The most common coats used today are Sic, and 
Si3N4. The most useful techniques used to apply these coats are chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
and chemical vapor infiltration (CVQ1. Although some material has been published on these 
techniques many companies are secretive about their manufacturing process. Other published 
methods that can be found are sputtering, Ion plating, electroplating, and liquid metal transfer 
which uses TiB, TIC, TIN, Al, Co, and Cu as coats, among others. 1 Even though many reports 
have been published in tfus area, it is difficult to compare the results of these investigations due to 
the difference of their testing environments. In an effort to improve the oxidation resistance of C- 
C composites Dupont-Lanxide licecsed the C-Sic technology from the Societe Europkenne de 
Propulsion. This technique combines the hgh strength of carbon fibers and the good oxidation 
resistance of tile silicon carbide matrix. However, the protection of the matrix is diminished 
because of the presence of some microcracks in the matrix of the C-Sic composites. These 
microcracks are a result of the themomechanical cycles the composites are exposed to during 
service or manufacturing and they allow the path of oxygen to come into contact with the 
reinfarcement fiber. 2 
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The purpose of this research is to study the effectiveness of a Silicon Carbide coat 
developed by DUPONT-LANXDE to protect the C-Sic composite in an oxidizing environment. 
This material (C-Sic composite with the Dupont coating) might be used to prctect the lead wing 
edge and nose cap of the reusable launch vehicle (RLV) under research by McDonnell Douglas, 
Boeing and NASA. The lead wing edge and nose cap of this vehicle will encounter temperatures 
ranging from 840°C to 154g°C and pnssures between 1 torr and 40 torr. 
In order to prove the effectiveness of the coated C-Sic composite, some samples of the 
material will be exposed to the same temperatures and pressures that the RLV might encounter 
during entry to earth. A thermogravhetric analysis machme (TGA) will be used to setup an 
oxidizing environment at the desired pnssurcs and temperatures. The data acquired by the TGA 
will be used to determine the oxidation behavior of the composites. 
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Research Project 
The composites were developed and manufactured by DUPONT-LAMLIDE industries. 
Three panels were manufactured: 
1. 041-02-001 : Uncoated, heat treated. 
2.347-02-197 : Dupont-Lanxide Coated (CW) ,heat ueated as fabric 
3.765-02-014 : Dupont-Lanxide Coated (CVP) , nor! aeat treated 
The same panels were cut in small squares with surface areas that rmged betwee,] 6 cm2 and 
7 cm2, and weighed between 1 gram and 2 grams. The oxidation behavior of the samples were 
measured by a STA-409 Nezsch TGA/DTA with a computer based data acquisition system. 
The flow rate of air was kept constant at 100 sccm. Pressure and temperature were also 
kept constant during each test. However, different combinations of pressure and temperature 
were chosen for each test. The combinations were selected to match the entry profile of a future 
reusable launch vehicle lead wing edge and nose cap (Fig. 1). 
A maximum mass loss per surface area of 75 g/m2 was established for the samples. The 
C-Sic composites were left to oxidize at the desired pressures and temperatures until they reached 
a maximum mass loss (target mass loss ,TML) or for a xaximum ti'qe of 22 hours. 
TML (mg) = Initial ?dass (mg.) - 75 (g/m2) * Surface Area (crr.) 
10 
A graph of mass versus time uw drawn in order to look at the oxidation behavior of the 
samples (Fig 2 and 3). The oxidation rate and mass loss per time per surface area (g /m2 min) 
were calculated. The objective was to verify that the samples would have a maximum oxidation 
rate of -0.001 g/mz min, which would give a service time of 75,000 hrs. 
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The Dupont coat proved to be a good protection for the Sic matrix at temperatures lower than 
1240°C at low and high pressures (Table 1). On the other hand, at temperatures over 1340°C the 
Dupnt  coat did not seem to give good protection to the composite fiber and matrix 
(Table 1). 
Temperature Pressure Areal Mass 
Change Rate 
(gtrQnrin) 
("C) CTm 
890 1 4.m 
840 18.6 4.o004 
1040 1 0.OoM 
1240 1 4.0012 
'I 640 4 4.0007 
1340 1 4.0674 
1340 4 4.0162 
Table 1 
Tne thickness of the Silicon Carbide coating might have been reduced durin? the heat up 
preparation process of the sample in an inen atmosphere. Because of the low pressures and high 
temperatures the Silicon Carbide may have encountered its phase change point from solid to gas. 
The heating process of the sample is not pat  of the desired environment to test the coat. Because 
the Silicon Carbide coating may have been lost before starting the test. these results may not be too 
reliable. It wits suggested to repeat the tests at high temperatures by heating up the sample in an 
axidizing environment to verify the a b v c  mentioned results. Even though some results of the 
tests have been discussed. because of time restraints. only a small portion of the desired tests could 
be completed. Therefore, no major conclusions or results about the effectiveness of the coat are 
available at ttus time. 
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The objective of my NASA summer research project was to create a homepage to 
describe and present results fiom the NAYA Global Tropospheric Experiment (GTE). The GTE 
is a major component of NASA's Tropospheric Chemistry Program and is managed in the 
Atmospheric Studies Branch, Atmospheric Sciences Division at !he NASA Langley Research 
Center. 
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In 1984, the National Academy of Sciences recommended initiation of a Global 
Tropospheric Chemistry Program (GTCP) in recognition of the central role of tropospheric 
chemistry in global change. Envisioned as the U . 5  national component of an ultimately 
international research effort, the GTCP calls for the systematic study , supported by numerical 
modeling, of (1) biological sources of atmospheric chemicals; (2) global distributions and long- 
range transport of chemicals species, and (3) ieac!ions in the troposphere that lead to the 
conversion, redistribution, and removal of atmospheric chemicals. 
These research challenges demand a broadly-based program to address them The 
resources required are distributed among several federal agencies, scores of universities, and a 
variety of scientific disciplines -- including atmospheric science, biology, land processes, and 
oceanography. It was already clear in 1984 that the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) would play a leading role in such a program. Some GTCP objectives 
require large-scale field studies and the most advanced instrumentation. NASA brings together 
unique research facilities, strength in atmospheric science, and technical expertise needed to 
achieve those objectives. 
utilizes large, extensively instrumented aircraft -- ideal platforms for many atmospheric chemistry 
experiments -- as primary research tools. However, GTE has also drawn heavily upon satellite 
obsewations of meteorology, land use, and atmospheric chemical species to aid experiment design 
and in the scientific analysis of results obtained fiom aircraft and ground-based measurements 
are to predict, and potentially ameliorate, harmfbl man-made changes to the global environment 
The GTE was initiated as a series of global airborne measurement campaigns to address these 
issues A series of rigorous airborne intercomparisons called the Chemical lnstrumeritation Test 
and Evaluation (CITE) experiments have evaluated our ability to measure critical tropospheric 
species, field studies known as Atmospheric Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE) have studied 
major ecosystems that are known to exert a major influence on global chemistry and, in ame 
cases, are undergoing profound changes, and the impact of long range transport of conmental 
emissions. natural and anthropogenic, have been studied through focused missions such a; the 
Transport and Chemistry near the Equator in thc Atlantic (TRACE-A) experiments and Pacific 
Exploratory Missions (PEM) A and B 
Division (ASD) of the NASA Langley homepage My project for this summer was to revised the 
homepage into a more user-friendly homepage that directly addresses the importance of the 
experiment and perhaps more importantly provides direct access to results from the GTE 
missions 
The first step in my project was to design a preliminary outline of the homepage The 
outline of the homepage consisted of the following the main page, the three subpages and what 
each subpaye would address, and the graphics that would go on each page The first subpage on 
the homepage deals h i t h  the most fiequently asked questions about GTE "What is it3", "Why is 
i t  important"". "Where is it heading in the fi~ture')~, etc The second homepage addresses the 
origin and direction ofthe mission, as well as a brief overview of some of the missions. such as 
TRACE- 4 and PEhl The last subpage gives a more in-depth description of the GTE, along with 
a map that not  on ly  displays all of the past missions ofthe experiment. but also allows the user to 
link to other pages where data about the missions can be found J'he user will be able to extract 
NASA's contribution to GTCP is the Global Tropospheric Experiment (GTE), which 
Understanding the chemical processes in the troposphere on a global scale is critical if we 
The GTE youp previously had a homepage located under the Atmospheric Sciences 
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the date fiom the fiks. 
will be periodic updates to the homepage to include new missions as well 8s additional data fiom 
completed and hture missions. 
The GTE homepage will be online and available worldwide -- It is anticipated that there 
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ABSTRACT 
INTRODUCTION 
Bngg gratings arc a photo-inducad pknomna in fibers. The gratings ciin 
beusedtomcasunsaainbyumsuringthcshiftinwavclength. Thtstgrati s h a v e d  
bridges. As drtcabk is subjcctedto strain tk @ng causes a shift ma longer wavelength 
if the fib is stretched and a shift to a shorter wavekngth shift if& fiber is compamd. 
Our applications involve using thc fibers to measurt stress and smn on rirbonre systems. 
Tharc arc many ways to write Bmgg gratings into oped fibers. Our focus is on 
sidc writing the grating. Our capabilities aze hid in the production rate of the gratings. 
C. G. Askins et al., 1994, was able to side Write fibers using an m-line f i b s  draw, but we 
hPvetovMittthtfibaont~g9ta~si~wedonochrrvedrPwingcrprbilities. We 
an uniting Bmgg gratings into AT&T’s ‘ ‘ A c c u M  99b gcmrpniOQped optical fiber 
using the “phase Mask” Method as described in Macy et d-, 1994. When thc Brag  
grating is  written into a fiber it becomes a permanent fixture. We an writing drc grating to 
bectntaedat1300nmbccauscthatisthestandardphasemask wavelength. Theoptimum 
wavelength for writing the fiber is at 240 nm. Since our laser has a wavelength of 266 nm, 
which is the fourth hyrmnic of a ND:Yag, we ~ I C  W n g  the fiber with hydrogen to 
world applications as sbown by R. M. Mcasurts et al., 1993. Thcy placed dK 7 rkrs into a 
snwsauctlm tomca!wc tk mess and strain produced on support drunns placed in 
produce the effect necessary to mite the grating 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Tht: grating is written by passing M UV beam through a phase mask, which 
produces an intafenmemc pattern. cart must be taken to ensure complete stability of the 
fiber during rhe writing proc~ss. The writing of the grating is energy dependent. The lascr 
we arc writing with has an output of 10 mJ/pulse @ 10 Hz. (This camlam to 100 mW.) 
After the grating is written it must be characterized bcforc use in a smart mcturc. 
I developed software to interface with a Hewleit Packard 70951A Optical Specnwr 
Analyzer. I wrotc programs in the ’*C* computer language to control the sampling rate and 
ston  thc data in a user named file for further Qta presentation. I conmctcd all he 
equipment together and built a caMe for serial port communication from the Appk 
computers. Qudus Olanitan was my stchnical advisor for problems I had with program 
development and Mark Froggatt was my dircct research supervisor. 
The programs written t i a n s f d  data back and forth over a serial port, through a 
National I n s m n t s  RS-232 - GPIB convener and to the spectrum analyzer. ihe serial 
pan communication wde was already written by Qudus for another purpose and needed 
minor changes. The main developmcnt of the software was in the contro!ling of the 
spectrum analyzer and the storage of the received data. 
The first code written was a complete measurement response data cdlaction 
package. This code was written in 'T" language using a development package namcd 
"Think C v5.0" by Symantcc. Thtsc prograrri wen dcvelopcd using a PowerBodt 52Oc 
as the ConwIIing device to give the spectrum analyta complctt portability. After that was 
accunplishcd I offered the ability of controlling the sampling rate, thereby spceding up the 
data dlcctim process. 
Thc next batch of programs conp.dlcd the output of a National Insaumcnts Digital 
to Analog convener card to drive a laser thermally. This appliccrcion also measured the 
rrtsponsc of a fiber and stored the data in a user named file. This code was also written in 
"C" language, but the development package was changed to ''Code Warrior" and the 
cdmputcr was changed to a PowerMac 8100 AV model. 
EQUIPMENT SETUP 
National Instruments GPIB - 232CV 
The National Instruments GPIB - 232CV is a device that allows connection of a device 
with a RS-232 port to a GPIB bus. It allows ''transparent'' conversion of data between the 
two pons - meaning that control codcs Utn't necessary to infam the convatcr to do what 
it was designed to do. Thc set up codes for thc National Instruments converter are set 
intmally using dip switches. The switches arc set up for the following data transfer. 
Internal settings of the dip switcbes 
1 = o n  O = o f f  
U22 101 101 11 - r ?lode, CR termination, address 23 
U20 01001 101 - Xon/Xoff protocol disabled, 8 bitdcharacter, 1 stop bit, 
parity checking disabled, 9600 baud 
In C mode operation the GPIB - 232CV opcrates as a controlkr. It asserts an *IFC 
(interface clear) for SO@scc when the device is powered up. This i n i t i a l i s  the bus and 
makes the converter the controller. It is important that all equipment connected to the bur is 
on and initialized befm the converter is powered up, otherwise it will interfere witti the 
initialization pr0Cedur:s. 
The information sent to the GPIB - 232CV from the scrial port is buffered until the 
device on the GPIB is ready to receive data. After the device on the GPlB has completed 
the insauctions it sends a data ready signal back to the converter. The converter receives 
the data and transmits the data back 10 the computer, the information isn't buffered before 
being sent to the device on the serial port. 
Our cmvcrta  is set up to terminate in caniage return . This allows us to send the 
character %", in 'T", to tell the converter it needs to change from l i s m  mode to talk mode 
so information can be transferred from the device on the GPIB to the serial port. The 
converter will stay in the talk mode until a character is reecxived on the serial port from the 
computer. At this rimc the converter changes to listen so instrations can bc Sent to the 
receiving device. 
The address is set to 23 because that is the address of the Hewlett Packard Opmal 
The convener transmits data in 8 bit words with ? stop bit, at 9600 baud. 
Spectrum Analyzr. 
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Natioaal Instruments NB-MIO-16XH Interface Board 
 MI 1806'75-11 Rev. C 
Tht NItionrl Instruments NB-MIO16X Inmf.. Boud is a multifunction contrd 
boud 
Anrlog todi@pl carvaSians, mod of est equipment, and analysk of incaning si nals 
and rn +I- 7-V and to control the timing of thc data accumulation. 
It CUI be UJdd m mtrd analog, digital, ud liming i n p b t p u t  operrtions. 
arc also pc~stble. We used it BD drive drt lascr tempentun set-point control to 4- d n v ,  
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SOIknv Thermal Set h i n t  
1.31088-06 
I 
1.310%-06 
1.30988-W 
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7 5 b V  'fhcnal set  Point 
1.3 110E-06, 
1.3 10SE-06 
CI 
E -
f 
1.30958-06 * 
1.3090s-06 
caliwon curvefortk&tamination that a twoseamddatg accumulation time will be 
used using a 75hV thermal set point. Notice thc non-linear response at the start of the 
signal accumulation. The actual lincaxity will be accumulated after a few milliseconds. 
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Wrffirig Gratings in Optical Fibers with a Phase Allask 
OptiWl 
Fibr 
Diff ractlon Angle: 
sin 8 = - A, I ' \  + e  .L- e *, a \  
. 
_ .  - 
1 
The Bragg Condition for an Intra-Core Fiber Grating 
Fiber Core, Index of Refraction: n 
Light Input 
(Broadband 
LED or Tuned 
Laser Diode) 
A = Grating Period in Fiber Core dc- 
LnA = Optical path difference between light 'reflected' from adjacent 
'lines' in the intra-core grating 
The Bragg wavelength of the reflected signal: A, i 2nA 
3 
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To Write a Grating at a Particular Bragg Wavelength 
Phase Mask Method 
a =  A B  
Holographic Method 
e = si,'[ y;] 
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ABSTRACT 
A thin-layer Navier-Stokes code, CFL3D, was utilized to compute the flow over a high-lift 
mdtielement airfoil. This study was conducted to improve the Wction of high-lift flowfields 
using various turbulence models and improved gridding techniques. An overset Chimera grid 
system is used to model the three ekment airfoil geometry. The effects of wind tunnel wall 
modeling, changes to the grid density and distribution, and embedded grids are discussed. 
Computed pressure and lift coefficients using Spalart-Allmaras, Baldwin-Barth, and Mentcr’s K-o 
SST nubulence models are compared with experimental data. The ability of CFL3D to predict the 
effects on lift coeficient due to changes in Reynolds number changes is also discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Improving the cruise and high-lift efficiency of commercial subsonic transports has received 
increased attention in ncent years. Current wing designs produce higher cruise lift coefficients 
than those of years past. The higher lift coefficients reduce the wing arca rcquircd at cruise 
conditions. At the present time however, takeoff and landing requirements dictate the wing area of 
a commercial aircraft. This is in part due to inefficiencies in the high-lift systems. More efficient 
high-lift system designs will allow trade studies to be performed to improve the overall aircraft 
system. One such tradeoff is to reduce the size of the wing (and possibly rtduce the cost of the 
aircraft). 
Researchers are currently investigating ways to use computational fluia dynamics (CFD) to 
improve the aerodynamic performance of three dimensional (3D) high-lift systems. This task is 
very complicated, largely due to complex flow physics and grid generation issues. Many of the 
issues in 3D gnd generation also exist in 2D. The tim quirexi to create a 2D grid and perfom 
multiple analyses, however, is much less than that for a 3D grid. Many researchers, therefore, are 
studying 2D geometries to gain insight into the complex fluid physics of high-lift flowfields that 
will in turn help the understanding of 3D high-lift systems. 
The geometry used for this study is a three element airfoil (slat, main element, and flap) that 
was designed by Douglas Aircraft. The geometry was sent to several universities, aerospace 
corporations, and NASA centers as part of the NASA High-Lift CFD Challenge Workshop in 
1993. The purpose of the CFD Challenge was to define the state-of-the-art in 2D multielement 
airfoil prediction codes. This optimized airfoil and its extensive experimental aerodynamic 
database is currently being used throughout the aerospace industry as a means of calibrating CFD 
codes. The experimental database includes forces, skin friction distributions, and velocity and total 
pressure profiles for two geometries at Reynolds numben of 5 and 9 million. The task assigned 
for the summer was to investigate methods to improve the correlation between the experimental 
datzi and computational results. These methods include wind tunneI wall modeling, selection of 
turbulence models, and improving the grids which define the airfoil geometry. 
APPROACH 
Several key issues were investigated in an attempt to more accurately predict the flow over the 
Douglas airfoil. Building on the work of Ken Jones and others at the CFD Challenge, three key 
issues were investigated to improve the flow solution for the Douglas airfoil. Research conducted 
by H.V. Cao’, et al., of the Boeing Company indicates that the wind tunnel walls have to be 
modeled in order to make an accurate comparison between the computational results and the 
experimental data. One task for the summer was improve the wind tunnel wall modeling and to 
correct the implementation of the tunnel boundary conditions. A second task for the summer was 
to improve on the existing grid that was used during last summer’s analysis. This study 
investigated improvements in the Chimera grid cutouts, embedded grids, and the effect of grid 
density on the flow solution. A third task was to investigate the effects of turbulence models on 
the flow solution. The Spalart-Allmaras, Baldwin-Barth, and Menter’s K-o SST turbulence models 
were used for this investigation. Finally, CFL3D’s ability to predict changes in lift coefficient due 
to Reynolds number changes was investigated. 
The high-lift geometry was modeled using a gridding technique known as overlapped or 
Chimera gridding. For the Chimera gridding scheme, the overlapped grids axe each created 
independently. MAGGIE cuts holes in the individual grids along user defined boundaries so that 
no grids overlap the airfoil surfaces. The final grids used for this analysis are shown in Figure 1 
(for clarity only every other gnd point is shown). A total of six grids were used: a tunnel grid, 
main element grid, slat grid, flap grid, flap trailing edge grid, and cove grid. MAGGIE then 
creates interpolation stencils which the flow solver, CF’L3D, uses to pass information between 
grids. OM: benefit of the Chimera gridding is that the individual grid blocks are created 
independently, so a change in flap location or rotation for example will not eff't the design of the 
individual grid blocks. It will only effect the hole cutout and interpolation stencils. These grids are 
then analyzed using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes code, CFL3D. CFL3D solves the 3D, 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations using thin-layer approximations. To accelerate 
convergence, the code uses multi-gridding and local time-stepping techniques. 
The approach used for this research involved first determining what improvements could be 
made in the flow solutions in light of work presented at the 13th A I M  Applied Aerodynamics 
Conference. The procedure used involved first makmg modifications to the grids used or flow 
solver input files, and then running these grids through the flow solver CFL3D. Unless otherwise 
specified, all runs in this study were computed at the following conditions: a = 16.02", = 9 x 
106, M, = 0.2. Also, unless stated otherwise, all solutions were obtained using the Spalart- 
AUmaras turbulence model. Only one change was madc to the grids at a time. This allowed the 
results to be compared to past solutions and determine what the effect of each change was. This 
ap-h allowed a better understanding of the effects of different grids and of the fluid physics 
around the airfoil. 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER EQUIPMENT A ?  FACILKIES USED 
This project required the use of several computer systems a! Langley. Grid generation and 
post-processing was done on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D25 workstation. Complex calculations, 
including running the flow solver and grid adaptatioa were performed on Sabre, a Cray YMP 
located at the NASA Langley Research Center. Storage of the input files and flow solutions were 
made possible through the Mass Storage Subsystem on Sabre. All experimental results were 
provided by a wind tunnel test conducted in Langley's Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel &?I"). 
RESULTS 
Wind Tunnel Walls 
It is believed that the wind tunnel wall corrections cuncntly used in the LTPT may becomR 
inaccurate at high lift coefficients, particularly near maximum lift. Therefore, the best way to 
calibrate a code with this dataset is to use experimental data which has not been comcted for wall 
interference or tunnel blockage effects and model the wind tunnel walls. C m  must be taken when 
modeling the wind tunnel, however, to properly set the tunnel boundary conditions to those used 
in the LTPT. Two changes were made to the tunnel modeling from last summer. First, the tunnel 
inlet plane was extended further upstream. And second, the tunnel back pressure was adjusted to 
more accurately match LTPT reference conditions. 
The first change made on last summer's tunnel grid was to extend the inlet plane further 
upstream. The inlet from last summer's grid was approximately fo-u chords upstream of the 
model leading edge'. 00 demonstrated that the d e t  for the tunnel is best if extended at least five 
chords upstream of the leading edge. If the inlet is closer to the leading edge, the constant Mach 
number boundary conditions set on the inlet plane will over-constrain the solution. To conect this 
problem, two grid changes were made. The first extended the tunnel out to six chords upsmam of 
the leading edge (Figure Id), and the second to eight chords. It was found that by extending the 
inlet tq six chords dropped the lift coefficient by approximately 0.013. Extending the inlet to eight 
chords produced only negligible changes in the lift coefficient. This seems to confm Cao's 
results and indicates that the tunnel inlet should be at least five chords upstream of the modcl 
leading edge for accurate computations. The remainder of this study was completed with the six 
chord tunnel grid. 
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The second change made in modeling the wind tunnel was a change in the tunnel exit boundary 
condition. Last summer the back pressure was computed using the isentropic flow cquatiocs and 
assuming an isentropic expansion through the diffuser. It was found, however, that this is not the 
method used to set the LTPT reference conditions. The LTIT flow conditions are set usin, static 
and total pwsures at tunnel station -64.0 (which is approximately 53 inches upstream of the slat). 
The tunnel conditions an adjusted untd the pressures at this tunnel station match those from an 
empty tunnel calibration. It was found that the back pressure calculated from the isentropic 
expansion did not yield pressures at station -64.0 which match the calibration curve. Thus, the 
tunnel back press .:e was increased until the static and dynamic pressures matched the reference 
conditions used for the LlTT data. It is still unclear why the back pressure calculated by the 
isentropic expansion formul?e did not match the back pressure required to match the reference 
conditions at station -64.0 Using the correct back-pressure, however, resulted in a decrease in the 
lift coefficient of nearly 0.03. 
Grid Improvements 
The second task was to make improvements to the grids used to model the muiti-element sirfoil 
geometry. Five studies were completed in an attempt to more accurately match the experimental 
data. The fmt study reshlted in an improved flap grid. Second, the main element w' cove giids 
were modified to better resolve the flow over the flap. A grid resolution study w: formed on 
this new grid. Finally, an embedded grid was used in an attempt to better resol ' off-body 
flowfield above the flap. 
The first improvement made to the grid from last summer was an the flap grid. IIIZ flap gri i 
used last summer extended approximately one flap chord in all directions from the flap su.face.2 
"he grid spacing near the flap grid boundary was very sparse. Not only were the spar-.. grid 
points far from the surface of the grid a waste of points, but the grid may have added a fonn of 
dissi ation to the flap flowfield. To remedy the situation, the flap grid was cut to approximately 
0.2 x ap chords From the surface of the flap (Figure lb). Cutting the outer boundary of the flap 
grid resulted in a negligible change in forces or pressure distributions on the airfoil. 
The second major change made to the grid was to add more grid points above the flap on the 
main element and cove grids. Work by Rogers' demonstrated how very complex the flowfield 
above the flap can be, especially at high angles of attack. There was concern that the grL used last 
summer was too sparse in the streamwise dvection on the main element to resolve this zomplex 
flowfield. To remedy this situation, approximately twenty points were added in the streamwise 
direction to the main element grid. Due to temporary problems with the patching routines in 
CFL3D. the cove grid had to have an equal number of points added in the streamwise -ion to 
maintain a one-to-one Yatching along the grid boundary. Adding these points to the main element 
and cove grids increased the time required to obtain a converged solution. More importantly, 
however. a comparison of surface pressures demonstrated that the new grids improved the ability 
of the coye to capture the flow physics. 
In an attempt to decrease the time required to generate a flow solution, a normal direction grid 
resolution study was performed on the main element and slat. Last summer the main element and 
slat grids were doubled in points in the normal direction to becer resolve the slat wake over the 
main element. It was believed that after a solution adaptation was done to the main element grid in 
the slat region this grid doubling became unnecessary. Thuf to increase convergence rates the 
main element was reduced from 161 points in the normal direchon to 117 points. The points were 
removed from near the surface of the arfoi! while maintaining y t  values of less than 1.0. 
Removing these points resulted in only minimal change to the flow solution. Similarly, every 
other point in the normal direction of the slat was removed, reducing the size of the slat grid from 
145 to 73 normal points with an even smaller change in the flow solution. By reducing the gnd 
sizes in the normal drrection about 30,000 grid points were removed resulting in decreased 
computer resource requirements with minimal changes in the flow solution. A plot of the pressure 
distributions over the airfoil is shown in Figure 2. Note that there is excellent agreement between 
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the experimental and computationai pressure profiles over the main element and slat. The flap, 
however, shows a levcling off of the pressure profile indicative of separation which the 
experimental data docs not support. It is not known whether this separatil3n on the flap is due to 
the grids or turbulence model. 
The experimental flowfield data for the Douglas airfoil indicates that nesr the maximum lift 
coefficient there is a region of off-body separation above the flap! The new main element grid 
greatly improved the ability of CFL3D to resolve this flowfield but as shown in Figure 2, the flap 
pressures do not closely match the experimental values. . embedded grid was placed above tht 
flap to try and correct the flap pressure distributions. Fo1 the 16" and 21" angle of attack cases the 
embedded grid made very minor changes to the pressure distributions over the airfoils. A 
successful solution was not obtained with the embedded grid on the airfoil 7 angle of attack. 
Turbulence Models 
High-lift, multielement flowfields are dominated by viscous phenom t - t . . ,  Computational 
studies have shown that the choice of turbulence model can have a large c&ct on pressure 
contours, velocity profiles, and overall forces. Smdies completed by Rogers" and others have 
shown the Bddwin-Barth (BB) and Menter's K-o SST (SST) turbulence models 0 t h  are mom 
accurate at modcling the mbulence found in high-lift flowfields than the Spalaii-Allmatas (SA) 
turbulence n d e l .  To determine the effect of turbulence models on lift coefficient a turbulence 
m&' mady was performed using the SA, BB, and SST turbulence models at Reynolds numbers 
of 5 and 9 million. Figure 3 shows the lift coefficient versus angle of attack for the three 
turbulence models at these Reynolds numbers. Note that the S p a l a r t - W s  turbulence model 
yields a i! coefficient which is sigdicantly higher than the experimental values at al l  angles of 
a u k .  The Baldwin-Barth and SST turbulence models produces lift coefficients which agree very 
well with experimental values at 16" and 21" angle of attack. The BB 2nd SST models, however, 
do not agree well with experimental values at 8' angle of attack. One possible explanation for this 
can lie in the fact that the experimental data shows the trailing edge of the flap to be separated at 8 
angle of attack. If the grid or the turbulence model do not allow separation to be acc1uately 
predicted, then this could result in the overpredicted lift values. This  has not yet been looked at 
and should be investigated further. 
Reynolds Number Effects 
One goal of the CFD Challenge was to be able to W c t  changes in lift coefficient due to 
changes in Reynolds number. The experimental database contained results at Reynolds 3un bers 
of 5 and 9 million'. F i w e  4 shows the increment in lift coefficient caused by changing from a 
Reynolds number of 5 i .dion to a Reynolds number of 9 million Note that CFL3D matches the 
data fairly well at 8" and 16" angle of attack, but not at 21" angle of attack. At 21" angle of ?ttack, 
the experimental data suggest that there is off-boay separation above the flap. This stparddon is 
stronger at a Reynolds number of 5 million. One possible cause of the poor Reynolds number 
pred~ctive capability at 21" then could be tlat the gnds or solver do not allow the off-body 
separation to be modeled accurately. This should be investigated furthe: to improve the predictive 
capability of CFL3D. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A computational study was per' Imed to improve the predictive capability 9f a Navier-Stokes 
code for high-lift flowfields. It was rjetennined that the wind tunnel wall should extend at las t  
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five chords upstream of the d l  for accurate computations. Furthemore, tk exit back pressure 
must be set to match thc tunnel reference conditions at station -64.0, as is done in the LTPT. As 
shown in this study. for situations where standard wind tunnel wall corrections are inaccurate, it is 
important to ccmctly model the wind tl?nnel ud l s  when analyzing the configuration. 
Several Improvements were ma& to the griddmg system. Tbe flap grid outer b c u d q  was 
moved closer to the flap surface. Additional points were addbd in the streamsvise direction to the 
main e k m n t  above the flap and unproved the ability to capture the CoIDpkx flow physics. Tae 
main element and slat grids were reduced in points in tbe normal direction. Tlus decreased the 
required computer rrsourccs with little effect on the flow solution. An embedded grid was added 
above the flap but produced little change in the surface prwsuns. 
The choice of turbulence model was aisc found to have a large effect on the final flow solution. 
This study indicated that overall the Baldwin-Barth and Menter’s U-O SST turbulence models are 
l ~ w c  ~ccufate than Spalm-AUmaras for the high-lift flowficld investigated. CFL3D was abk to 
closely predict the effect of a change in Reynolds number on lift coefficient at low angles of attack. 
Near maximum lift, this predictive capabiiity diminished. 
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Abstract 
"he National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is conducting research to 
improve airport capacity by ducing the stparrrtion distance between aircraft. The limiting 
factor in reducing separation distances and improving airport capacity is tht wake voncx hazard. 
The ability to accurately model wake v&s urd predict the outcome of a vartcx encounter is 
critical in developing a system to d e l y  improve pirpon capacity. This is the focus of the wake 
vortex research being done at NASA langley Rcstarrch Center (LaRC). This paper will 
concentrate on two topics. The fmt topic is the control system developed for the k i n g  737 
heflight model in support of vortex encounter tests to k conducted in the 30- by 60- foot tunnel 
at NASA Langky Restarch Center later this year. Tht second topic discussed is the limited 
degree of h#dom @OF) trajectory gtnercrtion study that is king conducted to dctenninc the 
relative severity of a multitude of paths through a wake vortex. 
While thc number of ahcraft in tbe wocld fleet is pmjcCted tomole than double by thc 
year 2015, many of the world's major sirports are already capacity limited.(*) The National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is cmnt ly  conducting restarch to enable safe 
improvements in the capacity of the nation's air txansportation system. Onc part of the NASA 
research program is the Terminal Area Productivity (TAP) Program. This p r o g r a m  is responsible 
for conducting the necessary rescarch to support the W r a l  Aviation Administration (FAA) and 
the aviation industry in safely achieving fair weather airport capacity in instrument 
meteorological conditions. The TAP Program is subdivided into four elements: Air Traffic 
Management, Aircraft-Air Traffic Conaol Systems Integration, Low-Visibility Landing, and 
Reduced Spacing Operations. 
The Reduced Spacing Operations element is responsible for conducting research on 
reducing the in-trail spacing distance between airplanes. improvcmtnts in landing fnquency b 
The limiting factor in rtducing the spacing distances is the wake turbulence phenomena. Tht 
wake of an aircraft is characterized by two counter-rotating vortices that (vt spaced at a distance 
of slightly less than the aircraft span. Andier aircraft encountering one of these vortices could 
either be mildly perturbed or catastrophicslly upset. The degree of upset is dependent on a 
number of factors including relative sizes of the aircraft. 
reducing in-trail spacing distances haw the potential to increase system capacity by 10- IS%.(* r 
The current aim of the wake vortrx restarch program at NASA Langley Research Center 
W C )  is to mate P methodology that will allow researchers to afcurately model wake voRices 
and characterize the hazard posed by them. The pwpose of this hazard characterization research 
is to nlatc the potential vortex hazard to sensor observable quantities. A sensor based system 
designated as Aircraft Vortex Spacing System (AVOSS) will then be developed to pndict, 
detect, track, and quantify wake vorticcs.(3) Hazard analyses will bc applied to determine if an 
aircraft could safely penetrate a vortex that has bcen detected in the approach conidor. This 
report will discuss the development of a freeflight model control system and the trajectory 
generation study conducted at LaRC as pyt  of the wake vortex research program. 
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Freeflight Model Control System 
As part of the wake vmex research program, tests will be conducted to determine the 
dynamic effects of flying a Boting 737 within the wake of another aircraft. In one test P d e  
model of the Boeing 737 aircraft will be flown behind a simulated second aircraft witi,..l the test 
section of the 30- by 60- foot tunnel at LaRC. Control laws wae developed for the Boehg 737 
fntflight model based on the control system for the Boting 737-100 at LaRC. The con 01 laws 
reprcscnt the Boeing 737 for eight candidate approach flight conditions in which the flap settings 
and airspeed vary. Aerodynamic data for each of the eight flight conditions we= obtained far 
the state-space mamces from a k i n g  737 simulation database. Actuator models, maximum 
control surface deflections, and yaw damper models were obtained from Bocing documentation. 
A SIMULINK file was then created to analyze the dynamics of the full scale aircraft. Tht 
control laws for the full scale aircraft wtlt scaled down to the model size using Froudc number 
scaling as explained by Wolowict, et al.(4) The model conml system was then analyzed to 
ensure dynamic similarity existed between the model and the actual aircraft. 
Trajectory Generation Study 
The purposes of the trajectory generation study wen twofold. The first objective was to 
determine the validity of using simple and approximate planform and mass characteristics to 
predict the severity of vortex encouners. The primary advantage of using such nlatively simple 
techniques is the case of which the study could be applied as a means of hazard prediction for the 
entire commrcial fleet. The second nbjcctive of the study was to obtain a database about the 
severity of a vonex-induced upset tot a multitude of paths through a wake for several follower- 
generator aircraft pairs. 
For this study, a MATLAB simulation was developed based on simplified math models 
of aircraft. Generator aircraft were assumed to have elliptic spanwise lift distributions. Using 
the known characteristics of vortices shed from aircraft with ellipitic spanwise lift distributions, 
the wake vortices of the generator aircraft wen then modeled by an accepted vortex velocity- 
distribution. Smp theory was used to calculate the aerodynamic forces and moments induced on 
the follower aircraft by the vortices. Explicit solutions for the induced lift and rollin moment 
induced lift and rolling moment coefficients, Bowles determined the equations of motion of the 
follower aircraft in the wake of the generator aircraft.(@ With these equations, the simulation 
could be altered to allow the follower aircraft either one degree of fnedom (DOF), roll, or three 
DOF, roll and translation along the Y and Z axes. 
To simulate the decay of actual vortices with time in the atmosphere, the wake vortices 
in the vortex encounter simulation were decayed linearly with non-dimensional time. This 
vortex decay model is based on worst case situation of tower fly-by data in Fcscarch conducted 
by Grccne. (’! 
aircraft. In previous vortex encountel simulations, the follower-generator span ratio was 
determined to be a key parameter in predicting the severity of a vortex encounter. Accordingly, 
generator aircraft were selected to represent a range of follower to generator span ratios. The 
coefficients were obtained from Tatnall by integration of the strip theory quaaons.( !I Using the 
In the simulation runs completed for this report, the Boeing 737 was used as the follower 
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selected ratios were 0.5 (Baing 747 as the generator aircraft), 1.0 (Boeing 737). and 2.0 
(Lcarjct 60). An additional aircraft pair with a span ratio of 0.7 was analyzed. This span ratio 
represents the Lc~~khccd C-130 as the generator aircraft and was selected since the C-130 is a 
candidate vehicle for flight experiments. 
Each simulation run consisted of 99 passes through the generator wake in which each 
pass differed in the lateral and vertical approach angles. The lateral approach angles selected 
were -20' to 20' in 5' increments. The vertical approach angks used wen -10' to lo' in 2' 
increments. The Bocing 737 began each pass two gwrtrator spans away from the location of 
maximum induced rolling moment in the wake and airnod fcw this location. Thc pass ended 
when the follower aircraft was once again two generatop spans away from the location of 
maximum rolling momnt .  Simulation runs will be completed for cases in which the follower 
aircraft will have no roll control power and full roll control power. 
After the data is collected, a sensitivity analysis will be conducted for a nominal 
approach condidon. ?he objective of the analysis is to evaluate the relative impartance of 
certain parameters in determining the outcome of a vortex encounter. This infonnation will be 
useful in hazard prtdiction. 
Trajectory Generation Study Results 
The tra'tctuiy generation study was not completed at the time this npon was written. 
Sample 1 and 3 DOF results of a Boeing 737 encountering the wake of a Baing 747 arc 
available and will be discussed presently. These results are for the follower aircraft with no roll 
control inputs. 
Figurrc 1 is a series of plots which contain the results of a 1 DOF peneartion of the 
location of maximum rolling momcnt. The penetrrrtion occurs at the FAA specified separation 
distance of 5 nautical miks for this aimaft combination. The encounter shown in Figure 1 
occurs when the Baing 737 is on a 4' glideslope in the approach flight condition. The plot in 
the upper right caner indicates the follower oircrafi reaches a maximum bank angle of -243'. 
The plot on the middle tight shows that the maximum induced roll rate is -58 */see. These results 
arc unrealistic but arc explained by the fact that since the penetration occurs a such a slow rate, 
the &raft is allowed to remain inside the vortcx for a considerable period of time. Furthexmore, 
the follower aircraft is constrained to only roll. As will be seen in Fig= 2, if the aircraft would 
have had additional degrees of freedom, the magnitudes of the vortex induced perturbations 
would have been smaller. 
Figurt 2 contains the 3 DOF results for the same initial trajectory as in Figure 1. As can 
be Sten in the plot in the upper left comer, the follower aircraft is removed from the intended 
path and is driven over 200 feet off course. It is apparent from the plot in the lower left that the 
aircraft is also accelerated downward. lf this dangemiir situation had occurred, the follower 
aircraft could have potentially crashed. At the very least, the aircraft would have been forced out 
of the approach corridor and would have had to execute a 'go-around. It should also be noted 
that the bank angle and roll rate perturbations arc smaller that the 1 DOF values but nonetheless 
result in unacceptable passenger comfort levels. 
a criteria for the estimating the potential of a wake vortex upset on a given trajectory. A worst 
case trajectory for a vortex encounter will then be determined. 
Once the trajectory generation study is completed, the data will be analyzed to determine 
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Modifying the Active Digital Controller for Use in Two Tests 
The Active Digital Controller ( A X )  was modified for use in the Actively 
Controlled Response of Buffet Affected Tails (ACROBAT) tests and for side-wall pressure 
data acquisition. The changes included general maintenance and updating of the controller 
as well setting up special modes of operation. The ACROBAT tests required that two sets 
of output signals be available. The pltssure data acquisition needed a sampling rate of four 
hundred hertz, twice the standard ADC rate. These modifications wen carried out and the 
ADC was used during the ACROBAT wind tunnel entry. 
The Active Digital Controller IS a system used to control the various functions of wind 
tunnel model. It has the capability of digitizing and saving of up to sixty-four channels of analog 
data. It can output up to 16 channels of analog command signals. In addition to its use a general 
controller, it can run up to two distinct control laws. All of this is h e  at a regulated spced of two 
hundred hem. 
The ADC 
Main Computer 
The base computer in the Active Digital Controller (ADC) is a SUN 3/160 Workstation 
usicz the UNIX operating system. This system provides the user interface for the ADC. It is also 
used to store and move the data collected. The SUN runs the information display and storage 
program as well as the user interface program. 
Within the base coritputer there are three additional processor boards. The integer digital 
signal processor that is used to run the d time data acquisition and control program. Next is a 
floating point digital signal processor. This board is used to execute the active control laws and 
calculate the desired commands based upon the current sensor readings. The last board is an array 
processor. This was previously used as a back-up board but is now used for memory only, These 
three boards compose the real-time part of the ADC. 
Along with the three processor boards within the SUN there are also four interface boards. 
The first two of these are analog to digital boards. In total this translates ~p to sixty-four analog 
input signals into 12 bit digital values. The second set are digital to analog boards, which provide 
up tq sixteen analog outputs to the model. 
The hardware rack used with the ADC cmtained three major components. The filter box 
provides for analog signal filtering and antialiasing. Along with the filter box was a patch box to 
allow the raw unfiltered signals to go to the ADC. The second component is the status display 
panel. It provided a visible confirmation of various control parameters. Lastly the rack contained an 
oscilloscopc for use in diagnostics. 
Programs 
There are four main programs that run the ADC, the user interface, the information display 
and data saving p-ogram, the real-time controller, and the control law processor. These programs 
communicate using shared memory space but are generally independent of each other. 
The user interface program is one of two programs which run concurrently of the SUN 
CPU. All interaction with the ADC is from this program. It starts and stops the real time system 
and the i Iformation display program, and allows the user to interact with the operation of the other 
CPU boards and their programs. The operator uses this program to change the operating modes of 
the ADC, operating and changing the parameters of the excitations and control laws, and starting 
and stopping a data save. 
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This infomation display and data saving program provides two functions. It allows the 
ADC user to quickly and easily see the signals being received. Second it saves the data taken to a 
file on the SUN computer. The information display window is run by the SUN computer and has 
an update rate of one to three times per second. Thr i-fonnation window is used to get a rough 
view of the data and its speed is not important. 
Operating on the primary real time board, tht  .eal-time program controls most aspects of 
the ADC. It controls the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog boards to provide input from and 
output to the model. The program sends the excitations out and collects the incoming data to be 
saved by the infomation display and saving program. In addition to this, it also controls the status 
display board mounted in the rack. 
The control law processor runs on the two nodes of the floating point digital signal 
processor. Its task is to execute the control laws given to it. By using both nodes, multiple control 
laws can be run at the same time. 
Together, all of these programs compromise the software element of the ADC. The real 
time system can perform all of its tasks namely, acquiring the previous control law and excitation 
outputs, sending these outputs to the modcl, reading in new sensor signals, computing the control 
inputs, running the control laws, storing data, and other housekeeping tasks within a five 
millisecond time frame. This allows the real time components to achieve a two hundrcd hertz 
sampling rate that is adequate for most control needs. 
Overview of tbe ACROBAT Tests 
The ADC's most recent use has been in the Actively Controlled Response Of Buffet 
Affected Tails (ACROBAT) test runs. The test deals with the tail buffet problems of the F-18 
during high angle of attack maneuvers. During these maneuvers, vortices from the wing-fuselage 
interface cover the two tails on the plane. By using active conmls on the rudder, one of four other 
smaller control surfaces, or piezoelectric actuators on an internally warped tail, it was hoped that 
the buffet could bc alleviated. 
The ACROBAT tests ran using a one sixth scale F-i8 drop model. The model was sting 
mounted tc Drovide an angle of attack range of seven to thirry-seven degrees. An internally 
mounted hydaulic actuator provided actuation of the rudder and other control surfaces. A servo 
control rack was used to provide position and hydraulic pressure feedback to the hydraulic servo 
actuator. After calibration, this control system provided excellent correlation between the 
commanded and the actual movement of the actuator. The piezo-electric packs were activated from 
a piezoelectric coauol box designed for that puwse. 
The test was run in NASA Langley's Transonic Dynamics Tunnel from July IO to July 28. 
The model was flutter tested up to a maximum dynamic pressure of I8 pounds per square foot and 
0.1 mach. Standard test runs were conducted at 14 psf. and 0.1 mach. 
Changes in the ADC 
There were three major types of changes made in the ADC and its programming. First, 
some changes were of the general maintenance and upgrading variety. Second, the ADC was 
configured to run during the ACROBAT tests. Third, a special mode was set up to acquire data for 
an ongoing project. This project was to take data from eight side-wall pressurc transducers in the 
Transonic Dynamics TunrA. 
General Changes 
To upgrade the ADC program a few features were added. First the number of output 
signals could be changed at will. Outputting signals is a very time consuming process and in order 
to keep the real time processor at 200 Hertz in all modes, the number of outputs needed to be 
selectable. The code was changed so that all excitations sent started at the beginning of the 
excitation. A new information display was set up that would display thirty-two channels of 
information at one time. There were many more small maintenance changes made. These changes 
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include better command names. cleaner looking displays and other bcautifgations. Also the code 
was cleaned up in places to allow for faster running. 
ACROBAT changes 
The ACROBAT tests demanded a few changes be made in the ADC. First two sets of 
output actuators were needed. One set was for the control surfaces. The second was for the 
piezoelectric tail. This was accomplished by using two data files and an option to switch tbe two. 
Many of the changts in the upgrade area were prompted by ACROBAT needs, such as changing 
the number of actuators. Finally different data scaling files were set up to scale thc input and o u w t  
Pmsure Data Acquisition Changes 
The data from the pressurt transducers was needed at at least 400 Hertz. This required 
work to streamline the code for this mode of data acquisition. The number of input signals in one 
Also for this project a remote triggering mechanism was set up. This required setting up an input 
trigger signal as well as an outpit to provick vdtrge for such a signal. Upon mxiving a voltage in 
the input si@ a data save was executed and the ADC readied for another similar data saw. An 
additional atw feature was alsoadded fwtbis test. A monitor system was iostalkd that would send 
an alarm if the tunnel was at the dtsiredconditicms tocollect pressure data. 
Actual Use of tbe ADC 
During the test run the Active Digital Controlkt worked very well. Few problems were 
encountered. Most of the errors during thc test were caused by human e m .  This improved as the 
operrrtor gaincd experience. There were few other pmbkms and thcsc were quickly fixed. 
Overall the test went well in terms of the ADC's involvement. Besides taking general data 
about the functioning of the modcl, a few control laws were implemented dwing the final third of 
the test. These control laws will provide a basis for which the next ACROBAT entry can be 
planned. 
An initial set of data has been taken for the side-wall pressure data. This data came from the 
wind tunnel entry prior to the ACROBAT test. This data has gone through basic analysis and mort 
data will be taken in the future. 
Future of the ADC 
The ADC has at least two morc projects left in its opcrating life. First is the second wind 
tunnel entry of ACROBAT. This test is scheduled for late November and is to concentrate on morc 
control law testing. Also the pressure data acquisition has not stopped and the ADC will continue 
to take data for that project. 
signals correctly. 
mode was lowered to allow forfpsttr IUnning. In the same modc the ourput options were disabled. 
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hs the future of the general aviation industry sccms to k improving, a cultural paradigm 
shift may be imminent with the implementation of an advanced. rcvolutionary t ranspmdon 
system within the Unitcd Sates. By observing Lhc support of government urd mdusuy for this 
idea. near and long tenn effects must be addressed if this change is going to occur. The high 
certification costs associated with general aviation aircraft must be reduced without compromising 
safety if a new tramportation system is to be dcvcloped in the futurc. With the advent of ncw, 
streamlined rules mently issued for chc CCrtifIcation of small aircraft, it seems as though new 
opportunities are now available to the general aviation industry. Not only will immcdiak benefits 
bc ~alizcd with incrrascd srks of CeRified small aircraft. but the= would now be a way of 
introducing the advanced concepts of future airrran at varying dcpms of technology md cost as 
options to the customer. - 
General aviation (GA) is usually defined as all of aviation except the military, air freight 
opcrators and commercial airlines. With this dcfinition, gcncral aviation industry provides more 
than 540,OOO jobs, $40 billion in economic contributions, and serves 120 million people every 
year. There are currently 212,000 general aviation aircraft in domestic scrvice, providing 62 
pcrccnt of all flight hours, 37 pcrccnt of all flight miles, and 78 percent of all flight departures 
within thc Unitcd States.' This is obviously a large market wirh many different missions and types 
of aircraft. 
In the mid- to latc-seventies, the GA market flourishcd with an all time record high sales of 
ovcr 17.00 aircraft in 1978.' These airplanes were equippcd with rclatively unrcliable navigation 
equipment, and the flying of these aircraft was generally considered a "hobby" to aviation 
enthusiasts. With the steadily increasing number of aircraft sales, the GA industry seemed to have 
a very bright future. 
Unfortunately, this was not the case. Over the past 15 years, GA sales have plummeted to 
an all time low of just over 800 aircraft delivered last year. 7his is n 95% decline in sales over u I5 
jeurperiod. This incredible drop in what seemed to be a thriving industry is usually credited to 
two very important issues. 
As aircraft became more and more prevalent in the skies, the accident rate of h e  general 
aviation population began to inmase as well. Although rhc Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) imposed numerous safety rules and regulations on the aircraft manufacturers, the victims of 
aircraft accidents sued the aircraft manufacturers with Liability claims. As more COUR cases wcre 
brought against the manufacturcrs, insurance costs protecting against liability suits becamc 
increasingly expensive. Eventually, the insurance costs alone contributed to over 30% of the tolal 
airplane cost 
Although liability insurance was a problem, it is only half of the story. In today's faster 
paced society, the time and cost required to obtain and maintain a privaic pi!ot's license contributed 
even further to the dcsline in general aviation aircraft sales. As thc basic cost of the aircraft became 
more expensive, so did h e  operational costs associatcd with flying the aircraft. General aviation 
aircraft wcre no longer affordable to the recreational aviation cnthusiast. 
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To combat these problems, the government has set into motion a ncw revitalization effort 
for thc general aviation industry. Last year, congress put into law the General Aviation 
Revitalization Act of 1994, limiting aircraft manufacturer liability to 18 years aftcr the sale of an 
ai.rraft.2 This was a tremendous aduewment for the GA industry. as insurance costs began to 
drop to a more affordable level. 
Although this first step was important, the technologies used in the general aviation feld 
consist of technology dated over 20 years. Not only does the current aircraft fleet utilize old 
technology, but the Air Traffic Control ( A X )  system has not had much improvement over the 
Same number of years. 
Today, we have seen a resurgence in the demand for a general aviation transportation 
system. Although not aimed at the recreational pilot, this new transportation system will enable a 
multitude of users to opcrate an aircraft at minimal cost, with improvcd safety, and at a high kvcl 
of automation. This in turn will reduce the pilot workload and time requircd to mainlain a currcnt 
private pilots license. Lmding this revolution is tttc Advanced General Aviation Transport 
Experiments (AGATE) Consortium, a partnersfrip of government, industry, the FAA, and 
universities formed to improve and implement the technologies of today into the general aviation 
marketplace. With the combined effects of the tort reform and the AGATE program, the general 
aviation industry Seems once again to have a very promising future. 
t ARcvalution.rv T r V  
The word to emphasize in this ti& is transportation. As we have already seen, aircraft 
costs have become too high for the mreational aviator. Unlcu one is independently wealthy, 
purchasing an aircraft for fun becomes too large a financial burdcn for most people. There are then 
three main goals of this new transportation system: 
Capability 
Reliability 
Affordabtlity 
The key concept here is the user-friendly capability of this new aircraft. Much of the redundant 
burden placer! on a pilot can be automated with today's technologies and computer systems. With 
thesc advanced systems, the ease of operating an aircraft will mimic as closely as possible the ease 
of operaling an automobile. Although now the vehicle is in three dimensions, the pilot will 
eventually develop into a "flight systems manager", or some other dcrivative. This will enable the 
owner to operate the aircraft with a minimum amount of training and reduce by a great degree the 
workload during a flight operation. 
Although this new automated aircraft would be in prcat demand if offering the capabilities 
afmmcntioned, the aircraft must also bc safe to fly. The answcr to most safety issues is 
redundancy. For instance, if one computer gws down, there is a backup to take its place. If the 
backup goes down, the backup to the backup takcs its place. This redundancy ensures that should 
"any unforsceable" event occur, there is a minimum safety factor to account for a failure. 
However, as more and more back-up systems are placed in the aircraft, the increase in cost 
associated with the redundant systems reaches a critical level. This is where the affordability issue 
is encountered. There must be a mde-off between safety and affordability, and this is known as 
the "acceped failure rate." In commercial and military applications, this number is 1 fatal accident 
in 1 x 10 flying hours. Although there are not set standards in general aviation, it has been found 
that this number Is  around 1 x 10' flying hours.' Because of the litigation problems, an effort 
should bc made io increase this number closer to the acceptable rate of commercial and military 
operations, which would reduce the costs associated with liability insurance. Though more 
concentrated effort is needed early on in the critical design and testing phase, costs associated with 
the implementation of redundant systems should also be reduced without compromising safety and 
capability for this new future aircraft. 
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Many studies have been conducted by the human factors discipline on the interaction of thc 
“pilot” and the aircraft cockpit for this new automated system. Thc envisioned concept is one with 
complete removal of the analog instruments used in currcnt cockpits, all being replaced by two flat 
panel displays and possibly a Heads-Up Display (HUD) for navigational aid. The touch Scrccn 
concept has also bccn considered, but turbulence effects on pilot intetaction m a t e  problems that 
have yet to be resolved. 
Anothcr main difference in this new cockpit will be the operation of the controls. In 
today’s aircraft, the yoke, throttle, and rudder pedals must be m a n i p d a d  topether to coordinate a 
maneuver. This is a difficult process to kam, and is not intuitive 10 the user. The envisioned ncw 
system will automatc by c m p a e r  the control inputs to command rates as oppoxd to headings, 
(i.c.. a rate of turn as opposed to a bank angle), which will be more like driving a car. With thc 
tcchndogy available today, this system would not be difficult to .ksign. However, wc oncc again 
face the redundancy issue, and must take into account safcty and affordability. 
To implement this new system, an air and ground infrastnrcturc, termed “free-flight”, will 
em& the aircraft operator to more easily navigate their aircraft and clwfc collision avoidance with 
other aircraft. IIK! Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA), an organization that is 
working with the FAA and recommends standards for aeronautical electronics and 
telccornmunications, defines dte concept as ow that would J low pilots “to operate the flight 
without specific route, speed or altitude ckarances.”’ Although still in thc preliminary stagc. the 
FAA drwd rccognilrs the importance of dcve g this infrastructure, “Even if we don’t know 
where free !$ht will be in 2010, we know enoug T to tell which direction to go in IWS.”‘ 
Spec’ vafly, this new system would accept electronically transmitted flight plans, rc-route 
aircnft to avoid collision nndlor imposing weather conditions, and submit nal-time weather and 
position data via satellite-based data-links and the Global Positioning System (GPS). Of course, 
this ncw infrastructure must also be provcn reliable and not require the purchase of unaffordable 
cquipmcnt from the aircraft owner. 
As previously mentioned, one of the main problems with the dcvclopment of this new 
transportation system is cost. ’ihe aircraft alone can be a major investment for some people, and 
with the addition of new avionics and hardware requiremenu, we may be “shooting ourselves in 
the foot.” Thc main pod of this new renaissance is the revitalitation of the general aviation 
industry. Therefore, the market to be targeted for these aircraft must be defined before a cost 
standard can be set. One of fie most probable markels would be for relatively small corporations 
(SIM to SlWM annual income) or traveling businessmen. This type of transportation would scve 
the owner the cost of hiring a pilot and/or reduce the cost and time associated with hidher own 
training. Thus, the market must be defined to ensure that an achievable cost standard is me:. 
There must also be a shift in the cultural paradigm for this system to be successful. Thc 
general population is either comfortable with travel via commercial airlines or piloting their own 
aircraft. To implement such a radical change in the way people travel might not be readily accepted 
by the community. The FAA and ATC systems must also improve current procedures to m m  h e  
future needs of this system. Funhermore, experienced pilots arc concerned with the ability of the 
“untrained‘ pilots to safely manage emergency situations. People’s minds must be put to rcst that 
the future GA aircraft will be safe and beneficial to the overall community. Although seemingly an 
insignificant problem, ? believe this will be one of the hardest to overcome. 
One final problem would be the issue of cenification. The FAA has set strict standards on 
the design and testing of all types of aircraft. Particularly, the Federal Aviation Regulation’s 
(FAR’S) were created as a guideline for aircraft manufacturers to follow for aircraft certification. 
Although necessary for safety, these guidelines have proven to add thc gnatcst overhead cost to 
thc aircraft sale price. First, the aircraft design must be cenified as fight worthy through 
numerous testing procedures, then the manufacturing facilities must be certified to ensure that the 
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evcry aircraft produced will meet the standards achieved by thc prototype aircraft. As flight testing 
is ow of thc major contributors to thc ccnification cost, Fi urc 1 shows thc increasing trcnd of 
flight hours required for certification over the past 30 years. 
The fact that only three new airplanes have been certified !o FAR 23 rulcs over thc past 1 0  
years shows the tremendous problems with this certification processL Furthermore, for modified 
aircraft there is an increasc in Ihc total program cost and engineering cost per pound of new weight 
duc to the cerllrrcation requirements. I;h" cost trcnds have been rising substantially ovcr thc 
years, and can be seen in Figurcs 2 & 3. -
B 
By implementing the "free-flight" mode. it has been found that a 2-38 savings in fuel 
efficiency can be achieved on an avenge flight ol5cK) nm.' Furthermore. domestic airlines could 
save an average of two minutes on en route flights.' Not only is them a time and workload savings 
involved with this new system, but it is evident thcrc is a cost savings as well. Concerning thc 
avionics issue. there is a tendency for hardware to remain at a fixed prim over time with increased 
capabiliks. Thc best example of this would be the home computer. Every ycar new models are 
introduced to the market, and these computers generally stay the same price as computers 
introduced the year b e f m .  It would therefore seem that avionics costs associated with the 
implementation of this new system would be relatively insignificant. As long as the targct madcet 
and net worth of this new aircraft is identifid, a fixcd allowabk cost to the manufacturer could 
then be set. 
T k  AGATE program Is the driving force in dcveloping the technologies for thc 
rcvicali7ation of thc general aviation industry. As industry continues to bccome more aware and 
involved in the AGATE program, the attitude of the aviation indusiry is also starting to shift. New 
products arc being developed, future problems are being addressed, and public access to useful 
information is becoming more readily available. This fact in itself will help to achieve public 
acceptance of the new general aviation transportation system idea simply through education. Once 
people understand the system, they are more apt to listen to the pros and cons thereof and make an 
informcd dccision on the validity of the idea. Through this program, and perhaps by implcmcnting 
the transportation systcm in "steps", people will bccome morc encouraged by the advantages than 
discouraged by thc challenges. 
As has been seen, the cost issue tends to dominate thc problem area of creating the new 
automated aircraft. Directly related to this problem is the tremendous cost and frustration involvcd 
in the certification process. Funhermore, mmc vehicle for first implementation of thcsc new 
technologies must be identified. In rhe past, the certification requirements for any aircraft under 
12,500 pounds were the same. This basically means h c  certification proccss of a largc twin 
engine aircraft (usually quite extensive and expensive) would be thc same for a small homcbuilt 
aircraft. Fortunately, in the last couple of years, the FAA has established new guidelines for 
certifying smaller aircraft. These new certification rulcs open the door for a vast numbcr of aircraft 
companies to certify their aircraft at a greatly reduced cost. Hence, with the certification of new 
airplanes, there is now an opportunity to implement a new integrated transportation system. 
d The New c v  
On Dccembcr 31, 1992, the Primary Aircraft rule became effective as Advisory Circular 
(AC) 21-37.9 This rule supplied new certification options to the small aircraft industry. In 
general, the Primary Category allows a multitude of different certification procedures to be uscd to 
certify small aircraft, providing that the procedures are accepted by the FAA. There have alrcady 
been four different methods observed as adequate by the FAA: 
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TP101-41: Transport Canada’s ulnalight design standards for certification of “sponpIane” 
aircraft.” 
0 AC 2 1.17-3: Type certification of Very Light Airplanes (VLA) under FAR 2 1.17( b).6 
AC 23-1 1: Type cerufication of Very Light Purplanes (VLA) with powerplants and propellers 
cenified to FAR parts 33 and 35, nspcctively.” 
0 Taditional cenifcation standards under FAR part 23 and FAR part 27 for aircraft md 
rotorcraft, respectively.” 
The Primary Category limits aucraft to being a single engine, naturally aspirated, 
unpressurized. four seat, 2,700 pound, 6 1 knot stall speed aiQlane operated only for personal use. 
These provisions czin be deemed a “shell” with which to work. Any aircraft exceeding these limits 
are not allowed to be certified with the simplifkd procedures outlined in AC 2 1-37. 
The Sportplane Category is the most streamlined option available, and the limits for 
certification an the same as above except for the weight being limited to 1,058 pounds and the stall 
speed to 39 knots. These standards are reduced in compkxity, and can p t l y  reduce the cost of 
certification if the aimaft limits are met 
AC 21.17-3 allows the use of the Joint Aviation Requirements for Very kght  Aeroplanes 
(JAR-VLA) as issued by the Joint Aviation Authori~ics (JM) of Europe as an acceptable means of 
certtfyrng aircraft under the R i m q  Airrraft rule. This new category simplifies the certification 
process and sets new limits on the aircraft to be certified to a single engine, naturally aspirated, two 
seat, 1654 pound, 45 knot stall speed airpiane opcrated only for personal use. There are four 
different ways this rule can be applied for certification of VLA: 
May obtain a “Primary” category type certificate, provided the manufacturing of the iilccraft is 
supervised or manufactured by a Production Cenificatc holder. 
May obtain an experimental kit-built airworthiness certificate provided the kit components wete 
manufactured under an FAA approved quality assurance system. 
May be applied to obtain a “VLA-Specd Class” certification, which restricts use to dayNFR 
operations. 
May be used in conjunction with other FAR part 23 requirements (AC 23-11, which is 
described below) to certify the aircraft in the “normal” category. 
The fmt two applications basically state that the aircraft may be sold as a kit, without 
limitation on assembly or fabrication proportion to the builder, or the assembly of the kit by the 
customer may be supervised to ailow the obtainment of a Primary airworthiness cemficate. The 
third application allows the actual certification of the aircraft under this rule, but restxicts the use 
thereof to day or Visual Flight Rules (VFR) operation. Finally, the last application gives the 
manufactum an opportunity tq cerufy the aircraft to the FAR part 23 “normal“ category when 
incorporating the use of addiuonal cenifcation rules. The normal category of aircraft allows 
g m u r  flexibility of operation, including night or Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) when applied. 
The additional certification requirements to achieve this category are outlined in AC 23- 1 1. 
AC 23-1 1 was formed as a supplement to the JAR-VLA rules outlined above. After 
examination by the FAA, it was found that 225 of the sections in the FAR pan 23 cerufkation 
procedures (tk traditional aircraft standards) were applicable to the new Primary Aircraft rule. 
Upon further examination of the JAR-VLA mles, it was found that 204 of the sections in the FAR 
part 23 regulations were addressed in these new rules. Therefore, AC 23- 11 was formed to allow 
aircraft manufacturers to use the JAR-VLA rules along with the AC 23-1 1 rules to certity an 
aircraft to the normal category of auplanes. This category differs from the Primary category in that 
it allows greater flexibility of use of the airplane. 
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Of course, if an aimaft manufacturer chooses to ub.bze the original FAR pan 23 
requirements to certify the aircraft, they would be eligible to obtain the Primary Catesory flight 
cedication as well. 
Although somewhat confusing, these rules basically do two things: reduce the level of 
FAA involvement and reduce the cost of certification. With the increased number of very light 
aircraft in the United States, it would seem that we now have a method by which to cenrfy these 
aircraft and achieve a near term benefit by increasing their marketing potential. 
7. V e v  - a f t ( V M  
As the general aviation industry as a whole has been d e c h n g  over the past 15 years, the 
demand for aircr(tft in this category has not. These aircraft are usually unconventional in design 
and make wider use of composite materials than either the GA aircraft of the past or the current 
larger commercial aircraft To by-pass the high insurance costs associated with the liabtlity issue 
discussed earlier, these airplanes not sold as a completed unit. Instead, up to 49% of the 
aircmft is manufactured by the company selling the kit, and the remaining majority of the 
manufacturing is left to the purchaser. 
When the aircraft owner builds the 51% of the aircraft, he essentially becomes the "aircraft 
manufacturer". Therefore, if an acciderd should occur while in operation, the only person hb le  is 
the one who is flying the aircraft.' Cumntly, there are around 17,000 homebuilt aircraft in 
operation, with over twice this amount still in the building stage." Furthermore, there are around 
1,ooO homebuilts aircraft sold and around 1,500 aircraft experimentally ccitified each year." It is 
interesting to note the adaptation of industry when a demand is pt jent but the supply i s  no! by he 
success of the homebuilt industry. These aircraft are affordable to the customer, mainly because of 
the reduction in cost of manufacturing and certification to the designing company. There are mary 
different lunds of homebuilts: monoplane low-wing, high-wing, biplanes, amphibians, acrobatic, 
etc., which ail vary in cost and time required for fabrication. 
3. Why C v  3 
As society continues to become more time conscious, the hours associated with building 
these aircraft are becoming more of an issue to the aircraft owner. It is for this reason that a 
majority of the "homebuilt" aircraft will no longer be built in the home. With the new certification 
rules available, it could be more cost effective for the manufacturer to build these aircraft. One 
other possibility is that aircraft could he certified under the new experimental rules, which allows 
any portion of the kit to be assembled by the purchaser of the aircraft.6 This would enable the 
company to compromise with the c >mer on what portion hdshe is willing to buy already 
assembled. 
As the GA industry is predicted to grow well into the year 2000, the homebuilt market 
needs to capture a significant percentage of this GA growth. Without cerufying these airplanes, the 
hornebrult market wdl probably lose a signrftcant s.iare of sales once production of the larger 
certified GA aircraft begins. Another option the new certification rules make available is the level 
of certification of the aircraft. For instance, if a customer does not require near all-weather 
operation, a lower level of ceruficauon may be issued. and hence the customer is given the option 
of a lower cost aircraft. On the other hand, if the customer wants the same airplane, but also wants 
near-all weather operation, a higher level of cenifiration can be issued at a proportionately higher 
cost to the customer. This would help the marketing possibility of the smaller companies. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the percentage of a sample database of existing aircraft that would be 
able to achieve certification under the new rules by meeting the weight and stall speed limits. It can 
be seen that 90% of the current homebuilt aircrufi would be certifiable under the new Primury 
Curegory rules. Keep in mind, however, that this graph represents only a small portion of the total 
' These &craft are also required to pronrinently display the words "cxperimcnlal" in plain view of anyone wbo may 
be operating tbt vehicle. 
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homebuilt aircraft types avadable, but is representative of the overall homebuilt market. It is 
therefon evident that the certification rules available to the kit aircraft manufachlrers are a possible 
means of increasing market at lower cost to the majority of these companies. Furthermore, the 
variety of aircraft available to the general aviation customer would increase tremendously, with the 
addition of 509 different homebuilt manufacturers currently producing. kit aircraft.” 
As was discussed earlier, the technology for a new uanspcrtauon system requites some 
resting and vehicle integration before large scale implementation can occur. It would seem, with 
the cemfication of a low cost, small aircraft, the new technologies for this arena might be a viable 
option to the customer. Relating to the cultural paradigm shift problem, a step such as thrs might 
be the answer to getting public acceptance of such a system as well. With the available options of 
d a y m  &?d night5R operations, why not make it an option for “near-all weather, minimal 
training operations”? Although the near-term issues may make the certification issue important to 
the homebuilt manufacturers, the long-term benefits, which may prove more beneficial than the 
short term, must be taken into account as well. -
As a resulr the FAA issuin the new Primary Certification d e s  and the derivatives 
thereof, three different homebuilt ;urcra]R have been certified. In July of 1993, the Quicksilver GT- 
500 became the first aircraft certified under the Sportplane Category. Then, in May of 1995, this 
same aimaft received the first Production Certificate under the Primary Category regulations.” 
The certification of this aircraft was done at a fraction of the usual $25 to $30 million associated 
with cenifrcation costs. Although some changes were necessary to the original design, the final 
ready-to-fly selling price of these auplanes is $30,000.1s This was a great firs! rtep fsr  the 
certification of homebuilt aircraft. 
As of July 1995, the CH-2000 of h a i r  Aircraft became the second homebuilt aircraft to 
be cenifred.16 This aircraft was cemfied utilizing the JAR-VLA regulations and the additional AC 
23-1 1, because of the higher aircraft weight and stall speed. Also certified under these d e s  is the 
Katana Diamond, which utllized com osite smctures as opposed IO aluminum. 
It is evident that with the ce Nz cation of these aircraft, the majority of homebuiits cumntly 
in production could be certified in a similar fashion. Although different aircraft will have specific 
configuration modifications necessary for certification, the overall process of cenification has been 
shown to wcrk and be cost effective. 
10. ahmiQEm of V W D  . .  
As more and more small aucraft become certified, there will be a need for improved 
certification processes. For one, the noise constraints associated with any aircraft in the FAR pan 
23 category are the same, and there have been no reductions or sueamlining of the certification 
process “#IC VLA. Secondly, there should be an analysis done on the cost and time associated with 
certification of aircraft at various weighu, perhaps in a cost per pound versus cerrifcation method 
used. Also, specific VLA certification rules for composite aircraft must be examined in greater 
detail. Finally, a ncw certification method must be developed for the implementation of the new 
transportation system discussed earlier. By examining pose needs now, the future dmibution of 
this new automated aircraft may be rcafized in a more timely fashion. 
After examining the plight of the general aviation industry and the revitalization attempts 
thereof, it seems as though a new general aviation transportation system will inevitably be 
incorporated into the way people travel in the future. Funhennore, the FAA has established new 
cerufication rules that make it easier to cenify the small aircraft that rnake up a majority of the 
Unicd State’s homebuilt market today. By implementing these new cerufication procedures, the 
Very Light Ahraf t  of today might not only dramatically increase their market share with the 
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current aircraft configurations, hut rnighl also be the firs: to implement the new automated aircraft 
system into the market. 'This would not only help the small aircraft market, but would also help to 
revolutionize the en& general aviation industry as well. Although fcuther ex.unination of the 
noise and cost issues wsociated with certification are needed, the homebuilt manufacturer's of 
today should take better advantage of the new rules kit have k c n  made avadable. Possibly, by 
dzveloping a certification methodology for small aircraft that relatively inexpensive and time 
effective more small aircraft companies wi!l attempt to cerufy thcrr aircraft. 
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Figure 1. Fligbt Hours Required for certification 
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Figure 5. Very Light Aircrah Stall Speeds 
